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Abstract
In recent years, Chinese and Japanese infrastructure financing in Southeast Asia has taken
different forms, ranging from Official Development Assistance (ODA), commercial loan,
export credits, direct outward investment like business-to-business (B-to-B) and public private
partnership (PPP). Much of the international relations literature on Chinese and Japanese
infrastructure financing argues that these forms of financing are a kind of geoeconomic
statecraft. For instance, skeptical accounts tend to identify Chinese infrastructure loans with
‘debt-trap’ phenomena while seeing Japanese loans as balancing Chinese influence. This thesis
contests this outside-in perspective and argues that these different forms of infrastructure
financing reflect wider power relationships among socio-political and economic groups that
are bound together within ideological framework of risk and technical rules. From this
perspective, I argue that forms of infrastructure are not a tool to gain leverage over host
countries. Neither is it a functional toolkit as the scholarly literature argues. Rather, different
forms of infrastructure financing are distinct regulatory strategies by which different social
groups develop alliances and unevenly distribute material benefits among them. Therefore,
these regulatory strategies are not a given. They are reproduced – materially and ideologically
– within the host state over time.
To explain the process, the thesis introduces the term ‘regulatory complex’ which denotes an
assemblage of institutions as well as ideological frameworks through which different social
class forces negotiate compromises and formulate shared interests to sustain particular
regulatory strategy. Essential conditions for project financing – the shifting formation of
alliances, preferential policies, certain rules and mechanisms, and regulatory reforms – are
reshaped through and within the regulatory complex. Regulatory organisations, financing
institutions, as well as technocratic agents in infrastructure (or urban development) such as the
master plan study team, ad-hoc committee, technical task forces and the like are important parts
of this regulatory complex.
Using qualitative comparative analysis methods, the thesis traces the dynamics of alliances and
the reproduction of Japanese and Chinese regulatory complexes in Indonesia. Supported by
case studies, I show how the concept of the regulatory complex offers an understanding of how
the social alliances underpinning Japanese and Chinese infrastructure are managed. Crucially,
these alliances are undergirded by the broader ideological projects that further build legitimacy
1

for given regulatory strategies. Key findings extend the geographic and comparative research
of the current study. Infrastructure financing is inextricably conflict-ridden. Its variegated
forms are embedded within complex realities of social and political power structures in host
countries and enforced by regulatory complexes over time. Intrinsic to the regulatory complex
is that there is a fine line between risk management and conflict management for which both
may be locked in the same institutional frame within a given period of time. Within this
institutional frame, negotiated compromises among forces take shape – who gets what, when,
and how.
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A note on Spelling and Translations
This thesis uses certain words in Indonesian, Japanese, and Chinese.
The Indonesian system of spelling was reformed in 1972, leading to several changes in
convention. For example, ‘oe’ was replaced with ‘u’ and ‘tj’ with ‘c’. Soedjono Hoermardani
became Sudjono Hurmardani, Soeharto became Suharto, and the like. However, there is no
consensus yet among scholars in determining which convention to use. I have kept to the most
common usage (e.g., Soedjono, Soeharto, Soekarno) to remain consistent with some key
literatures. Names of key texts have been kept in their original form. Meanwhile, for Chinese
terms, I use pinyin as the primary Romanisation system and for Japanese terms, I use romaji.
All translations from texts and interviews in Japanese, Indonesian, and Chinese are my own.
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Chapter 1 – Introduction
1.1 Bringing forms of infrastructure financing to the front
Japan and China both have vested interests in shaping regional economic development
as these two countries are each providing financing for large-scale infrastructure developments
in the region. As scholars and commentators posit, in recent years, China has established itself
as a global actor and China’s rise has been widely seen as ushering in an increase in its foreign
aid provision and outward direct investment in infrastructure projects (Dreher et al., 2018;
Xiao, 2021; Zeng & Breslin, 2016). As of 2018, Chinese bilateral concessional loans and
preferential buyer’s credits amounted to US$9.8 billion, with most of the delivered projects
weighted on infrastructure and natural resources development (Kitano & Miyabayashi, 2020).
With its expanding economic footprint and influence across continents and sectors through the
Belt and Road Initiative (BRI), recent data showed that the total value of newly-signed Chinese
overseas engineering, procurement, and construction (EPC) contracts reached US$255.5
billion with 80 per cent of the contracts related to infrastructure in 2020 (Chow, 2021). Japan
has not been far behind. As the long-standing infrastructure financier in the region, through its
ambitious Partnership of Quality Infrastructure (PQI) scheme, Japan has also increased its aid
and overseas investments to retain its influence in infrastructure financing in the region
(Japanese METI, 2016). Japan’s Official Development Assistance (ODA) – channelled mainly
through concessional loans – stood at US$15.5 billion in 2019 from US$ 11.8 billion in 2017.
The Japanese government has also committed to providing additional financing facilities worth
US$110 billion to boost private investment overseas under the PQI scheme (OECD, 2020).
There has emerged a substantial literature on the politics of Chinese and Japanese-led
infrastructure financing since the BRI and PQI schemes were launched (Jain & Horimoto,
2016; Liao & Katada, 2021; Pavlićević & Kratz, 2018; Reeves et al., 2017; Shi & Ye, 2021;
Yan, 2021). Within this literature, think-tank and scholars alike describe both the BRI and the
PQI scheme as a geopolitical and diplomatic offensive (Godement & Kratz, 2015, p. 2) that is
enacted by Beijing and Tokyo. Framing infrastructure financing in the context of Sino-Japanese
competition (Jiang, 2019; Zhao, 2014, 2019), the central question in much of this literature is
to what extent has Japan and China expanded their influence through infrastructure and what
implications does this process hold for the host country’s national economy and political
institutions. We parse the responses to these lines of a research inquiry into two clear
arguments. In the first response, infrastructure financing is part of a geopolitical strategy that
10

ensnares the host country in unsustainable debts and allows China undue influence (Goh, 2016;
Norris, 2016; S. S. Wu & Chong, 2018; Yoshimatsu, 2018) or in Fallon’s description (2015, p.
140), “Nothing less than rewriting the current geopolitical landscape”. A second response sees
infrastructure financing as a means of taming the adverse effects of misaligned practices. It is
often attributed to established norms and rules such as the Organisation for Economic Cooperation and Development’s (OECD) Development Assistance Committee (DAC) guidelines
in which China might accommodate itself, or seek to reshape financing mechanism to suit its
preferences and interests (Pavlićević & Kratz, 2017, 2018).
In this thesis, I argue that these mainstream analyses seem to be guided more by a
wrong-headed approach to infrastructure financing and are narrowly limited to a set of binary
assumptions which overlook constitutive elements of infrastructure financing. Firstly, due to
its one-sided focus, the mainstream approach often loses sight of the fact that, while embodying
geoeconomics statecraft, infrastructure financing – be it BRI-linked or PQI-linked – is
essentially a political process. It involves a variety of actors and groups representing different
interests claiming stakes in the project financing. Within the dominant literature, infrastructure
financing is however abstracted into “sites” within host countries that are impacted by Chinese
and Japanese-led financing activities which are driven by monolithic Japan and China. This
reflects the generic statism of the international relations literature which ontologically
predisposes us to view states as unitary actors. Second, the emphasis on a strict high politics
issue – placing infrastructure financing on a commensurate level with national security and
sovereignty issues – results in the analysis becoming far more speculative, turning more on
what China or Japan will do in the future (Brautigam, 2020) than on how variegated financing
mechanisms emerged and come in particular forms. As widely documented over the past
decades, Chinese and Japanese state and business actors have been experimenting and
exploring various modes of infrastructure financing, ranging from ODA, commercial loans,
export credits, a direct outward investment like business-to-business (B-to-B), and public
private partnerships (PPPs) to specific engineering and construction contracts (Gallagher &
Porzecanski, 2010; Liao & Dang, 2020; Norris, 2016; Yan, 2021). While the literature seeks to
understand the politics underpinning these forms of financing, it nevertheless tends to reduce
them to strategies of geoeconomics statecraft. As a result, these forms of financing are equally
treated as a referent object in strategic tools of monolithic ‘China’ or ‘Japan’.
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1.2 Variegated forms of financing and power relations
This thesis is interested in understanding elements constituting different forms of
infrastructure financing rather than interpreting the functionality of forms of infrastructure
financing.

Focusing on Indonesia, I ask: Why do Chinese-led and Japanese-led

infrastructure financing take variegated forms? How are power relations among broader
social forces – socio-political groups and different segments of capital – manifested in
different forms of infrastructure financing and affect financing governance structures
within Indonesian state institutions? In addressing this puzzle, I focus on the proposition that
social relations are foundational to Chinese and Japanese-led infrastructure financing. In this
respect, forms of financing such as ODA, PPP, or specified B-to-B, are not neutral terms.
Neither are they a mere taxonomy of fiscal instruments and incentives. I argue that insofar as
infrastructure financing leads to varied distributional consequences – with costs and benefits
unequally allocated to different groups – it potentially harms established interests in the host
country, hence escalating conflict among social forces. These forces encompass Chinese and
Japanese companies and political actors, politico-bureaucrats and capitalist elites in host
countries, as well as non-state actors. Here, Chinese and Japanese state actors and companies,
are not external forces; but are embedded in multiple, overlapping, and complex social
relations. They become part of domestic power relations in the host country, therein struggle
to reshape variegated forms of financing.
This social relations perspective, as elaborated in Chapter 2, is however largely absent
in existing political economy literature, classified as neoliberal institutionalism (neoinstitutionalism), statist approach, and the critical political economy (CPE) literature. The
lacuna can be explained by the tendency of literature to adopt methodological nationalism
which takes Japan and China as a ‘natural’ container for understanding different forms of
infrastructure financing and to see infrastructure financing as external to different social groups
in the host country. Neo-institutionalists engaging the Post-Washington Consensus (PWC)
approach put the analytical primary on the aspect of governance structures and policy reforms
by alluding to the imposition of technocratic strategies and market-oriented policies. In this
setting, those basic forms of financing, such as PPP and ODA are reduced to technocratic
problem-solving techniques that are seen as having the effect of insulating institutions from
conflicts. For these accounts, any deviation from the ideal form of PPP or ODA will pose
adverse effects on institutions and exacerbate risks (e.g. Kato et al., 2016; Ohno, 2017; Ramo,
2004; Trinidad, 2016). Nevertheless, the literature goes to great length to assess which forms
12

of infrastructure financing are ‘right’ enough or otherwise ‘bad’ that might potentially
undermine institutions in the host country (Hameiri & Jones, 2021, p. 8) instead of explaining
why infrastructure financing takes a particular form in a given period. Other related neoinstitutionalism approaches to politics of infrastructure financing, categorised as rational
choice or public choice approach (PCA), grapple with the politics of infrastructure financing
by acknowledging how particular forms of financing are a product of collective choice
processes driven by individual rational-maximising behaviour (e.g. Biba, 2012; Kratz &
Pavlićević, 2018; Oh, 2018; Suhardiman & Geheb, 2021). However, the literature tends to
reduce internal-external forces relations. For example, the relationship between Japanese and
or Chinese companies and the host state actors is a priori assumption that particular financing
modes function as entry points of Chinese and Japanese political leverage and that the
corrupted (host) government and a system of patronage support different forms of financing.
As with neoliberal institutionalism, they ultimately treat these forms of financing as a mere
dependent variable and see the (host) state as a mere neutral broker while neglecting many
facets – including different the behaviour of actors, ideals, and the state’s institutional form
that are central to infrastructure financing.
For scholars working within a statist approach, the established institutional mechanism
in China and Japan with respect to infrastructure aid and investment are a crucial part of the
politics of infrastructure financing. Influenced by Johnson’s developmental state approach
(1995), the literature sees different forms of financing as a manifestation of China’s and Japan’s
developmental state (DS). Here, these accounts have sought to explain variegated forms of
infrastructure financing – ranging from Japanese ODA and OOF (Other Official Flows),
Chinese infrastructure-for-oil scheme, to B-to-B mechanisms – in terms of the sponsoring state
taking a proactive role in achieving national development goals (e.g. Liao & Katada, 2021;
Power et al., 2012; Vincente, 2020). DS approaches however have serious limitations. The
assumption that forms of project financing and its governance are an extension of DS
institutions seems to reflect a monolithic explanation that all host countries would have
received similar dealings, for example, Japanese-led PPPs in Cambodia shared similar
trajectories of policy and regulations with the ones in Indonesia. As a result, this approach
inhibits researchers to make sense of the prevalence of conflict and compromise between
various socio-political groups in the host country whose interests are entangled with the
targeted project; how the internal relations between Chinese and Japanese companies and host
country-based actors are reorganised through these forms of financing; and, who finally
controls risks and resources.
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Other accounts of statist approaches engaging various capital approaches break away
from the monolithic assumption of the DS approach. The literature gives adequate expression
to the evolution of particular capital – Chinese capital and Japanese capital – to examine how
some institutional features of capitalism are being contested and reshaped in the host country
and result in variegated forms of infrastructure financing (e.g. Camba, 2020; Lee, 2019; Liu &
Dixon, 2022). A key problem with the literature is that the analytical framework stops with
distinguishing different forms of capital and making sense of how the variation brings
repercussions on the form of financing, failing to consider how different social forces in the
host country subsequently respond. As Chapter 6 will show, such variegated forms of loans are
just that - initial and temporary. Groups challenged by loans may react in diverse ways:
changing their preferences, sharing ideological interests, developing coalitions and so on.
While varieties of capitalism approaches avoid the analytical dead-end of the DS approach, its
theoretical model is parsimonious to adequately capture the dynamics of power relations in
infrastructure financing.
A different set of problems confronts the critical political economy (CPE) scholarship
to make sense of power relations among social forces. Influenced by historical materialism,
infrastructure financing is seen as embodying the structure of class conflict over material
interests and hegemonic ideals (Apostopolous, 2020; Gabor, 2020; Oougard, 2017). Whereas,
other CPE scholarship camps adopting the Murdoch school (MS) approach focus their
analytical primacy on the social conflicts within the host state. Rooted in Gramscian state
theory which sees the state as an expression of social power (Gramsci, 1971; Poulantzas, 1978;
Jessop, 1990, 2008), the MS approach contends that infrastructure financing manifests in the
host state and cannot simply be read off from the structure of class interests as historical
materialism suggests (Hameiri, 2020, p. 648). Rather, it needs to be located within social and
political struggles associated with the targeted project. While a handful of CPE scholars have
provided important insights on the significance of social forces, class, and ideology in different
forms of financing, there are two major problems here. First, these accounts do not really do
these forms of infrastructure financing justice as they are predisposed to see these forms, such
as ODA and PPP, as mere dependent variables which either materialise or otherwise fail,
contingent upon to what extent forces holding the particular form of financing could extend
their power and authority. Second, the CPE approach does not furnish an adequate framework
for linking different fractions of capital, state actors, as well as non-state actors both in the host
country and sponsoring country as well as comprehending how these internal-external relations
lead to significant institutional manifestations of infrastructure financing in the host country.
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From the outset, the key contribution of this thesis is to present an empirical analysis
and develop an innovative theoretical framework to investigate how power relations among
broader social forces including different segments of Japanese and Chinese capital, state actors,
and non-state actors in host countries manifest in different forms of infrastructure financing.
This is achieved by introducing the concept of the ‘regulatory complex’, as outlined in Chapter
3. In studying how power relations among social forces manifest in Chinese-led and Japaneseled infrastructure financing, I argue that infrastructure financing is a capitalist project that is
rooted in the capitalist tendency to internationalise and that the host state and capital are not
clearly separable from each other. In this context, different forms of financing constitute a
distinct regulatory strategy through which capitalist forces pursue their material interests and
agendas. However, this is a political process that requires the construction of social alliances
that bring together established interests and other emerging social-political groups and different
segments of capital in the host country that have competing interests. It also requires that these
strategies gain broad legitimacy amongst other groups and actors through an ideological
framework of risk and technical rule that bind otherwise competing social groups. To examine
this process, this thesis introduces the term ‘regulatory complex’ that simultaneously serves as
a coherent analytical framework to make sense of complex power relations among social forces
in infrastructure financing.
The regulatory complex encompasses an assemblage of host state-based institutions
through which different social groups negotiate compromises and formulate shared interests to
sustain or reproduce particular regulatory strategies in a given period. Regulatory
organisations, financial institutions, particular government agencies, as well as new or ad-hoc
committees are important parts of this regulatory complex. While the assemblage of institutions
ostensibly resembles technocratic preferences, these institutions are never neutral nor
apolitical. They are the expression of power and it is also through them that particular forms of
financing are ideologically and institutionally embedded within the host state. A key premise
of the regulatory complex is that it is possible for similar forms of financing such as Chineseled PPP and Japanese-led PPP give rise to different regulatory complexes within which
negotiated compromises between different coalition forces are enforced. Likewise, what
constitutes Chinese-led B-to-B in Indonesia or Japanese-led PPP in Indonesia is different to
what constitutes ones in other countries. Each form of financing is sustained by different
historically situated social forces and ideologies enforced through a distinct regulatory
complex. The latter further generates different financing governance structures that entail a
shift in the functions and activities of (host) state institutions.
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1.3 Chinese and Japanese-led infrastructure financing in Indonesia
Indonesia is a crucial case study for this approach. First, Indonesia albeit geographically
distant from China and Japan offers a higher comparative analytical value because of the
historical nature of the bilateral relations with China and Japan in the infrastructure sector that
have long underpinned the relationship. The bilateral relationship with Japan has been tailored
since 1953 and Japan since then has become an integral part of Indonesia’s infrastructure
development (JICA, 2018a). Since 1968 onwards, Japan has pledged loan commitments of
which more than 60 per cent of disbursement was expended on infrastructure projects (Japanese
MOFA, 2017). Indonesia itself is the largest recipient of Japanese ODA among the developing
countries to which it provided ODA, with 45 per cent of the cumulative total of ODA in the
country derived from Japan. This covers large-scale infrastructure projects which have been
deemed critical for Indonesian economic growth and development, among others the SoekarnoHatta International Airport, Patimban Port, the Brantas River Project as well as the Jakarta
MRT. Apart from ODA, Japanese companies have also been investing heavily in building coalfired power plants and geothermal power plants under the PPP scheme in the country (Wijaya,
2020).
Meanwhile, although China is seen as a relative newcomer in Indonesia’s infrastructure
market, the two countries’ bilateral relationship has spanned more than two decades. With
China emerging as an influential global political and economic player, there has been an
increased desire on the part of Indonesian elites to tap into historical opportunities by increasing
ties with China in the context of the South-South Cooperation which has long gained
momentum since the early 2000s (Priyandita, 2021). Although China is not Indonesia’s largest
ODA provider, Chinese infrastructure financing has relatively come in the form of EPC
contracts and export credits which accounted for 86 completed contracted projects in Indonesia
as of 2017 (van der Eng, 2017). On top of the EPC contracts, as with Japanese companies,
Chinese companies heavily participated in the investment of coal power plants and hydropower
projects in Indonesia under the scheme of PPPs. During Indonesia’s Fast Track Program II
(FTP II) (2010-2019), Chinese companies have a constant presence, for which the China
Development Bank, the China EXIM Bank, and the Bank of China financed at least 2726 MW
of power (Tritto, 2021).
Second, in line with the thesis’s core argument, the Indonesian state presents an
excellent opportunity for us to delve into shifts in the nature of, and the formation of,
(transnational) alliances which underpin variegated modes of financing. There has been robust
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literature that points to the role of domestic social forces and how the dynamic of coalition
changes amidst state transformation reshaped policies and regulations in the Indonesian
infrastructure market (e.g. Davidson, 2015, 2020; Jarvis, 2012; Kim, 2019). Likewise,
analysing Chinese and Japanese infrastructure financing politics in the context of the
transformation of the Indonesian state will help expose fractions of capital and political
coalitions which come to mesh with Chinese and Japanese capitalist classes venturing into
particular projects. This state transformation in the domain of infrastructure financing is in line
with the reorganisation of power of the capitalists in Indonesia which can be traced back to the
early President Soeharto era (1968-1998). The Suharto regime had seen a coalition of forces
competing with different interests and ideologies, featuring a well-connected ethnic Chinese
and indigenous (pribumi) capitalist class, political elites and powerful military figures, as well
as liberal-technocrat elites who struggled to articulate their material and ideological interests
through infrastructure financing (Robison, 1986; Schwarz, 1994; Davidson, 2015). Politics of
infrastructure financing transpired during this period and thus involved remoulding different
forms of financing in a bid to reorganise class relationships, ensuring that each class benefited
– or at least their interests were not harmed – from particular financing arrangements.
Following democratisation and decentralisation in 1998, the power constellation was
dismantled by the emergence of new social forces. Indonesia became a site of constant power
struggles between heterogeneous social forces, ranging from Soeharto-linked political elites
who remained in power, newly emerging political elites, new capitalist class, to civil society
groups, which were divided into competing political ideologies, religion, and economic
experience (Heryanto & Hadiz, 2005, p. 262). Social divisions along ethnic and religious lines,
labour and markets, vested political interests of different scales of actors who were no longer
suppressed as they had been under the Soeharto regime, which thus had a wide scope to
intervene in the policy making and leverage development activities including infrastructure
financing. What this means to Chinese and Japanese infrastructure financing is that the
transformation of the Indonesian state has reaffirmed and amplified a new set of conditions for
the “politics of development” (Aspinall & Kilinken, 2010) including but not limited to the
nature and formation of alliances, ideologies, and institutional repercussions that constitute
Chinese and Japanese infrastructure financing. Therefore, Indonesia, given its dynamic
coalition of forces, provides a strong analytical ground to examine how Japanese and Chinese
capital reorganised their alliances with such dynamic social forces via different forms of
infrastructure financing amidst state transformation.
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1.4 Research methods, limitations, and data
The research adopts the qualitative comparative analysis (QCA) method to explain why
infrastructure financing takes different forms and how power relations between different social
forces manifest in variegated forms of infrastructure financing. The QCA is used because it
allows for ‘conjunctural causation’ across observed cases and is attentive to the complexity of
such “interconnected elements that bring about outcomes jointly and synergistically rather than
individually and in a linear fashion” (Fiss et al., 2013, p. 3). Its configurational techniques
enable researchers to deal with a limited number of complex cases as “a specific ‘whole’ that
should not be lost or obscured in the course of the analysis” (Berg-Schlosser, 2012, p. 5). In
this way, such a holistic perspective challenges the traditional form of permanent causalities,
such as “the more we observe variable X, the more we should observe outcome Y” that has
long occupied the dominant literature on Chinese and Japanese infrastructure financing. The
QCA rather views causality as context and conjuncture specific, seeing constellations of causal
factors that jointly bring about an outcome (Ragin, 1987). This means that different
constellations of factors may lead to the same result, for example, different socio-political
forces and ideologies reshape the reproduction of the PPP financing mechanism and its
concomitant regulations. Thus, multiple conjunctural causations throughout observed
infrastructure cases contain the notion of equifinality, which means that different paths – a
combination of conditions – can lead to the same outcome, that is making projects ‘financeable’
and completed. Put simply, this remarks a crucial departure from the correlational analyses
favoured by international relations scholars and many students of political economy which tend
to isolate dependent and independent variables and establish their relative dependence and
independence (e.g. Camba, 2021; Ho, 2020; Oh, 2018).
In the process of configurational analysis, the QCA technique enables us to engage in
a dialogue between theories and cases to help account for variables critical for analysis (Befani
et al., 2007). Here, I begin by understanding the context of the host state, Indonesia, where the
politics of Chinese and Japanese infrastructure financing pervades. To disaggregate the state, I
use Gramscian state theory, advanced by the Murdoch School, to make the position of the host
state (Indonesia) in infrastructure financing clearer – that is mostly overlooked by the
prevailing tendency to readily treat it as a neutral institution which ‘hosts’ either bad or good
financing governance or a mere site of infrastructure competition between China and Japan.
As with Marxist theory in general, the Gramscian state theory embraces a ‘relational approach’,
understanding the state as a contested field among various social forces (Poulantzas, 1978;
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Slaughter, 2005). Thus, any attempts to manage conflicts emerging out of infrastructure
financing in one time period subsequently generate new tensions and contradictions. Chinese
and Japanese-led forms of infrastructure financing, be it ODA, PPP, or B-to-B in Indonesia,
must be put in this kind of relational setting – that is in the context of contestation and
compromises among forces over how costs, wealth, and power are produced and redistributed
via variegated forms of project financing. Furthermore, guided by additional concepts of
internationalisation of capital, I distinguish between Chinese companies and Japanese
companies involved in project financing into different fractions of capital that embody distinct
accumulation strategies as well as different preferences for resources and state policy, as will
be explained in Chapter 3. These capitalist forces mesh with various socio-political groups in
Indonesia over time which have competing agendas and interests. It is the configuration of
process and social interaction among forces that will give rise to multiple ‘regulatory
complexes’ in the infrastructure financing and transform the governance of infrastructure with
the host (Indonesia) state along with new contradictions.
One should note however the configurational technique of the QCA does not guarantee
the final grasp of the ‘true’ causal grounds of infrastructure financing. Put simply, the analysis
presented in this thesis is not aimed at establishing causality in the strict sense of typical
empirical social science research, such as power relations – struggles and compromises among
social class forces (X) result in particular forms of financing (Y). Rather, it yields a very novel
insight to grasp phenomena and a combination of conditions (social forces, ideologies, as well
as shifts in the constellation of geoeconomics ) and understands how these conditions become
sufficient to produce that outcome ( Ragin, 1987; Beach & Pedersen, 2013, p. 93). In line with
the objective of the thesis, such a deduction form of method helps to unravel and better
understand how social class relationships have been reorganised via different forms of
infrastructure financing and how these affect Chinese and Japanese-led infrastructure
governance. In other words, this allows us to focus more on the process – relationship among
forces in infrastructure financing – that is more complex than simple causalities.
This configurational analysis is complemented by a case study analysis. Using case
studies for comparative research remains one of the most challenging of all social science
endeavours (Yin, 2009). Selecting representative infrastructure projects for comparison is a
challenging task given that the number of Japan and China-financed infrastructure projects in
Indonesia is vast. It might also bring the risk of bias as many projects are subject to casespecific technical factors which will reduce the validity of the analysis (Geddes, 1990).
Emerging scholarships so far tend to run the risk of reifying a specific case of an infrastructure
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project, such as the Jakarta-Bandung High-Speed Railway (Camba, 2020; Yan, 2020; Katada
& Liao, 2021), East Coast Railway in Malaysia ( Liu & Lim, 2019) and the Thai Railway
project (Aiyara, 2019a; Lauridsen, 2020) in unpacking the politics of Japanese and Chineseled infrastructure financing. However, such correlational analyses focusing on a single-case
study that involves both Chinese and Japanese investors within a particular period are less
helpful for examining long-term and complex processes of change in alliances and institutions
they reshaped. Therefore, the configurational analysis I suggest here and that pervades the
contributions in this thesis is weighed not on the outcome, but on the processes through which
different elements are brought together – hence the focus on Japan and China-facilitated
alliances and shifts in the nature and forms of alliance amidst the Indonesian state
transformation.
Given the configurational nature of the analysis, I examine multiple infrastructure
projects to build a comprehensive understanding of the complicated process of infrastructure
financing. Case selection for each of the empirical chapters of this thesis is informed by
theoretical reasons (Eisenhardt, 1989), focusing on: (1) extreme situations, critical incidents,
and social dramas and (2) sites with relatively high experience levels of the phenomena under
study (Pettigrew, 1990). As such, selected infrastructure projects are those that are identical to
or driven by critical incidents, such as the 1998 Asian Financial Crisis and democratisation in
Indonesia, the rise of neoliberalism and the 2008 Global Financial Crisis as well as different
turning points of the internationalisation of Chinese and Japanese capital in the Indonesian
infrastructure market. These infrastructure projects also demonstrate the phenomena that we
attempt to comprehend in this thesis – shifts in the nature and formation of alliances as well as
the reorganisation of this alliance via infrastructure financing. In this way, selected
infrastructure projects do not necessarily form one stand-alone chapter. As mentioned earlier,
the analysis of financing politics is placed in the historical context. While chosen cases are
investigated in-depth and in context, they are incorporated into a broader analysis the chapter
respectively presents.
The case study approach is not limited to any particular form of evidence or data
collection. It involves various methods of data collection and several types and levels of
analysis (Eisenhardt, 1989). This thesis combines evidence from multiple sources, such as
semi-structured interviews, archival data, and participant observation in Indonesian, Japanese,
English, and Chinese. Semi-structured interviews allow space for participants to make
observations not anticipated by the researcher (Fife, 2005) and for the researcher to probe and
follow different directions as new information emerges (Hill et al., 2005). Participant
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observation enables the researcher to build rapport with participants, discover and analyse
aspects of social science – rules, norms, routine actions, and calculations – that participants
may experience without explicitly talking about in conventional interviews. For example, by
observing infrastructure financing events or official meetings, a researcher can gain an
understanding of how calculations or perceptions of risks and unspoken rules affect modes of
financing and observe who attends the meeting, how they are connected to each other, and what
ideals they share.
Fieldwork was conducted across China, Japan, and Indonesia between January and
October 2019. Semi-structured interviews with 110 individuals were conducted. To confirm
the information provided and to update data over time, between 2020 and 2021, some
interviewees were interviewed multiple times via written emails and zoom meetings.
Interviewees included Chinese and Japanese company representatives, consulting companies,
financial institutions, Indonesian officials and businesses, journalists, and civil society actors.
The interviews were complemented by the snowball method. Some of the initial recruited
interviewees provided multiple referrals affiliated with the nature of the research project. While
the interviews informed elements of the thesis, they do not constitute the bulk of the data used
in the analysis. An effort was made to triangulate interview data wherever possible and primary
data was retrieved from the following sources:
a) Government official documents on aid and investment projects, such as China’s
Foreign Aid White Paper, Japanese Diplomatic Bluebook, JICA Annual Report in
Indonesia, JBIC Annual Report, JICA ex-post project evaluation report, etc.
b) Media releases and statements appearing on official websites such as the Prime
Minister’s Office Kantei, the State Council, the Indonesian Ministry of National
Development Planning Ministry (Bappenas), the Chinese Ministry of Commerce
(MOFCOM), the Japanese Ministry of Economic, Trade, and Industry (METI), etc.
c) Legal documents issued by business groups and private companies, such as the
Japanese Keidanren Joint Statement, the Special Report from the Indonesian Chinese
Entrepreneur Association, the Indonesia-Japan Business Forum, etc.
d) Policy papers and legal documents issued by authorities in China, Japan, and Indonesia
as well as by multilateral financial institutions like the World Bank and the ADB.
e) Data on economic conditions, including but not limited to, statistical yearbooks, OECD
indicators, trade and investment statistics, and so forth.
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I also garnered information through a wide variety of published secondary sources, including
the existing scholarly literature and reports from nongovernmental organisations. Media
reports on Chinese and Japanese aid and investment in Indonesia – written in Chinese,
Japanese, Bahasa, and English – together gave a very accurate description of policy changes as
they unfolded over time.
There have been complex challenges to obtaining data on infrastructure financing. For
example, in spite of the growing magnitude of China’s projects in Indonesia, very little is
known about these projects and many of the details remain shrouded in secrecy. Chinese
authorities carefully guard not only the details of Chinese activities but often also information
about the most seemingly ordinary transactions as well as the mechanism of ODA-alike
financing. Details of financing such as the number of loans and shareholder data are limited.
To face this challenge, interviews with relevant stakeholders such as the Indonesian
counterparts rather than primary documentation as a principal method of data collection were
relied on. Regarding sensitive issues, identities were kept private and anonymity was
maintained. In addition, the data was triangulated by ‘cross-checking data from multiple
sources to search for regularities in the research data’ (O’Donoughue & Punch, 2003, p. 78).
This may ultimately enhance the accuracy of the data while maintaining confidentiality.

1.5 Structure of the thesis
Following this introductory chapter, Chapter 2 reviews the existing literature on the
politics of Japanese and Chinese infrastructure financing, classified as neoliberal
institutionalism, statist approach and critical political economy. Neoliberal institutionalism
treats infrastructure financing, regardless of its form, as a mere technical exercise to which
states’ capacities must be built. Failing to do so will risk infrastructure financing and its
governance exploited by vested interests of which Chinese actors have often been criticised.
Statist accounts engaging developmental states and varieties of capitalism situate the host state
as a terrain to which Chinese and Japanese infrastructure-related institutions such as the statebusiness network and pilot agencies are extended. Critical political economy approaches
comprising historical materialist accounts and Murdoch School-influenced literature seek to
unravel power relations embedded within financing activities and emphasise more analysis on
the host state, seeing the state as being constituted by struggles for power and resources among
coalitions of socio-political forces whose interests are entangled with targeted projects. While
there is much to admire in these existing approaches, I argue that they could not be fully
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embraced in their current forms to answer why infrastructure financing takes variegated forms
and how power relations among broader forces manifest in infrastructure financing. This study
further develops an alternative political economy framework, termed ‘regulatory complex’ to
analyse how conflicts and compromises between social forces reshape forms of financing as
well as their institutional manifestation in a particular period which so far has not been
adequately covered by the existing approach.
After critically evaluating the literature and highlighting the theoretical premises of this
thesis in Chapter 2, Chapter 3 introduces the term regulatory complex and provides a
conceptual framework for making sense of variegated forms of infrastructure financing which
involve Chinese and Japanese capitalist forces. Supported by the Gramscian state approach,
forms of financing within power relations in the host state are contextualised, arguing that these
modes of financing – be they ODA, PPP, or B-to-B – reflect forms of politics. Modes of
financing constitute a regulatory strategy that has its basis in social relations. The way it is
reshaped and reproduced reflects the way relations between different social forces – capitalist
class, bureaucratic elites, political figures, and other beneficiaries including civil society actors
– who work through coalitions are reorganised within the Indonesian state. Moreover, in this
chapter, in a bid to capture the shifting nature of the alliance and its repercussions on regulatory
strategies and the reconfiguration of state power, some relevant concepts are applied - social
alliances, ideology, and politics of scale - that are pivotal to understand the nature of alliances,
class relations, and institutional manifestations in infrastructure financing.
Chapter 4 then applies this framework to an analysis of the formative post-war years of
Japanese infrastructure financing in Indonesia which simultaneously took shape during
Soeharto’s New Order period (1968-1998). This chapter shows how key Japanese capitalist
forces including trading companies and manufacturing companies along with their business
associations developed alliances over time with different socio-political groups in Indonesia,
ranging from technocratic groups, and military groups, to the nationalist group and indigenous
capital whose material interests were entangled with the financing arrangement. In this chapter,
the analysis is accompanied by some case studies – the Brantas Development Program, the
Asahan project, and the Paiton power plant - commenced during Indonesia’s Soeharto era.
These case studies aim to illustrate shifts in the nature of alliance and ideology and to shed
light on how these dynamics of alliances reproduced regulatory financing strategies that were
sustained through an ever-evolving regulatory complex. This chapter also evidences how
Japanese-linked regulatory complexes share institutional peculiarities. These complexes were
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centralised within the Indonesian National Development Agency (Bappenas), a pivotal agency
in development planning and budget coordinating during the Soeharto’s era.
In Chapter 5, this analysis is continued with reference to key global phenomena, namely
the 1998 Asian Financial Crisis, the 2008 Global Financial Crisis, and the transformation of
the Indonesian state (1998-2019). The democratised Indonesia has led to the reorganisation of
power and interests and the emergence of new social forces that entrenched tension in
infrastructure financing activities. This chapter traces how shifts in Japanese-led alliance
formation led to a shift in the nature of the regulatory complex, from the Bappenas-centred
regulatory complex to a diffuse regulatory complex. This complex was characterised by a
diffuse set of accountability and decision-making structures in project financing as well as the
strong influence of neoliberalism on risk management, such as macroeconomic stability, the
provision for state guarantee, trade liberalisation, fiscal discipline and optimal mechanisms for
land acquisition mechanisms (on this point see Peck & Tickel, 2002). The case study of the
Master Plan Action of Jabodetabek and the Batang Power Plant demonstrate how the diffuse
regulatory complex has enforced a distinct form of PPPs and ODA as regulatory strategies that
were so peculiar for the case of Japan in the Indonesian infrastructure market.
Chapter 6 applies a similar framework to an analysis of Chinese regulatory strategies
in the going-out period (1998-2013), the period when Indonesia entered an earlier period of
democracy. I argue that Chinese key regulatory strategies during the going-out period,
including concessional loans, Engineering Procurement and Construction (EPC) contracts, as
well as the business-to-business scheme (B-to-B), were embedded within deinstitutionalised
regulatory complexes that took shape under three different Indonesian presidents. Within this
complex, a selected group of Chinese SOEs and their political coalitions sought to bypass
traditional infrastructure agencies in Indonesia and reproduced conditions critical for financing
– alliance and risk management – through state executives who held discretionary power.
Through some case studies in power plant projects, I show that unlike the Japanese diffuse
regulatory complex, Chinese deinstitutionalised regulatory complexes did not lead to a longterm institutionalisation of risks and compromises. I investigate how conditions for project
financing – alliances, risk control, and other mechanisms – were reshaped on an ad-hoc basis
and heavily undergirded by ideological notions of non-interference. The latter underpinned the
ideological interpretation of risks that distanced project financing from formal financing and
governance mechanisms in Indonesia, while reverting all financing conditions back to the
executive arm of the government’s discretionary power that I coin as state-executive
bilateralism.
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Chapter 7 focuses on the Belt and Road Initiative (BRI) in Indonesia during President
Joko Widodo’s ‘Jokowi’ period (2014-now). I demonstrate how Chinese regulatory strategy
was refocused on the B-to-B that was enforced through a semi-institutionalised regulatory
complex. State transformation in Jokowi’s Indonesia has empowered old existing capitalist
forces, particularly Indonesian construction and railway SOEs under Jokowi’s populist agenda
in infrastructure development and these state capitalists were backed by particular political
elites who played crucial roles in advancing such populist agendas. Given their problematic
creditworthiness, these Indonesian SOEs found new alliances with a cohort of Chinese state
capitalists, expecting beneficial arrangements from forms of financing promoted by Chinese
state capitalists. Different from the nature of the preceding regulatory complex in the going out
era, the alignment of interests between these Indonesian and Chinese state capitalists gave rise
to a renewed B-to-B which was enforced by a semi-institutionalised regulatory complex. By
semi-institutionalised, it means that, while informal institutions remain important, there has
been a growing significance of formal institutions through which suitable conditions for the Bto-B – financing rules, effective policies, and alliance cohesiveness – were reproduced.
Crucially, it is through and within these institutions that regulatory discretion of key state actors
was exercised and made visible which might in turn lead to the contradictory institutional
mandate. I illustrate the dynamics of alliance and the regulatory complex by using the case
study of the Jakarta-Bandung High Speed Railway (JBHSR), the signature of the BRI project
in Indonesia and the first high-speed railway in Southeast Asia.
The final chapter examines the implications of the preceding chapters for an analysis
of the politics of Chinese and Japanese infrastructure financing in Indonesia. I argue that
different forms of infrastructure financing deployed and moulded by Chinese and Japanese
capitalist classes should not be seen as a straightforward immediate outcome of institutional
stickiness. By deploying the analytical and conceptual tools elaborated herein, we can make
sense of why they came into being and what material structures underpinned them. Though
both China and Japan share in many respects quite a similar basic form of infrastructure
financing such as resource-backed loans and tied ODA projects as well as PPPs, it is
nonetheless clear that since the post-war era and the going out period, these forms of
infrastructure financing have constituted regulatory strategies which were remoulded within a
different nature of (transnational) alliances. This was underpinned by a different ideological
framework of risks, and importantly led to institutional manifestation within the evolving
Indonesian political-economy contexts. Ultimately, my investigation established that
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infrastructure financing, be it led by Japan or China after all, resembles a development project
which is inextricably conflict-ridden. Its variegated forms are embedded within complex
realities of social and political power structures in host countries and enforced by regulatory
complexes over time.
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Chapter 2 – Existing approaches to infrastructure financing and their
limitations
2.1 Introduction
The thesis fills the gap in knowledge about the social relations attached to
infrastructure financing, be it China-led or Japanese-led infrastructure financing. As outlined
in the Introduction, this study shows that infrastructure financing is not a mere taxonomy of
instruments and incentives to allocate and manage several key risks. Beyond the technical
matter of allocating risks appropriately, infrastructure financing structures the very form of
politics in which conditions of access to power and resources subsequently transform the nature
and function of host state-based institutions. As Rogelja (2020, p. 6) posits, infrastructure
financing including a project value itself “is not an equation of economic cost and benefit, but
a complex political calculation that involves materials and ideas, individual and collective
interests and spans across national and historical scales”. In this sense, not only project
financing comes with a high level of macro risks such as exchange rates and interest rates as
well as regulation and credit risks that must be mitigated but also prompts competing interests
and ideas as to how resources, such as land, state subsidies, and the like should be allocated
(Gabor, 2020; Marshall & Cowell, 2016; Sabir et al., 2017). What is commonly referred to as
“infrastructure financing” is thus a deeply political process because its form determines the
uneven distribution of how the costs and the benefits of the project are organised – who gets
what and how.
The purpose of this chapter is to provide the baseline for analysing what forms Chinese
and Japanese-led infrastructure financing have taken in Indonesia and explains the variegated
forms of infrastructure financing. In particular, through an examination of the literature on the
politics of Japanese and Chinese infrastructure financing, I show how the literature on
infrastructure financing has thus far assumed variegated forms of financing as if they are
technocratic while dismissing wider power relationships that reshape if not sustain particular
forms of financing. Thus far, much of the literature is guided by several sets of analyses,
including but not limited to the coalitions’ strategies in infrastructure financing, financing
ideals, state capacity, and governance. In this chapter, I begin by teasing out and critically
evaluating these sets of analyses found in the existing literature. I organise the literature into
neo-institutionalism, statist literature, and critical political economy. Following a review of this
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literature, this chapter will argue for the necessity of filling the gap identified in the literature
to develop an integrated political economy framework on infrastructure financing.
The first strand of scholarship has been influenced by neoliberal institutionalism which
comes to be subsumed under one heading – the much-touted ‘post-Washington Consensus’
(PWC) or ‘New Institutional Economics’ (NIE) (Gibson et al., 2005; Gould, 2005). A dominant
assumption of neo-institutionalism has been to construct infrastructure financing as a political
technocratic machinery that has a universal standard of risk management and resource
distribution. The standard includes establishing key norms, such as transparency and
accountability, contract management, and deregulation (Carroll, 2010). The emphasis of neoinstitutionalism on ‘getting the basics right’ leaves it vulnerable to the accusations of
institutional dysfunction, when outcomes have failed to meet expectations. As will be
elaborated further, this is a theoretical cul-de-sac, wherein the solution to perverse outcomes is
by and large good practices of governance and a ‘complete’ institution building. While this
argument brings attention to institutional functioning and rules, as I will demonstrate, scholars’
weighty analytical focus on allocative efficiency means that they abstract infrastructure related
institutions from conflicts. This constrains the capacity of neo-institutionalists to recognise
political contestation through which particular forms of infrastructure financing are reshaped
and reproduced.
In contrast, the statist literature builds on historical nationalism that focuses on the
cross-national variation like the state and business involvement in the formulation of financing
policy and tools. In this context, China’s Official Development Assistance (ODA) and
investment projects overseas are often seen as the embodiment of Chinese state capitalism
(Hsueh, 2016; McNally, 2019; Zheng & Huang, 2018) in which Chinese SOEs are committed
to undertaking financing activities based on the state’s guidance. In a similar vein, Japan is
associated with a ‘capitalist developmental state’ (Johnson, 1995) where the pilot agency like
the Ministry of Economy, Trade, and Industry (METI) has long structured Japanese economic
cooperation with the developing world. The central thesis of the statist accounts is that the
strong ties between business and the state and the nature of state developmentalism in China
and Japan were critical in the effective implementation of project financing overseas in which
the state may shoulder greater risks associated with different modes of financing (Knight, 2014;
Liao & Katada, 2020). While this approach usefully recognises that different forms of financing
are far from being apolitical, it however suffers from a limited engagement with the political
economy contexts of host countries. The second generation of statist literature influenced by
varieties of capitalism approaches attempts to bring domestic agencies in host countries into
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attention and examine which different segments of capital and their respective institutional
features enabled particular forms of infrastructure financing in host countries (Camba, 2020b;
Lee, 2019). However, this scholarship shares a similar inability with the development of statism
literature inadequately making sense of broader power relations working within variegated
forms of infrastructure financing. The reason for this lacuna is in part due to its dichotomous
interests into a simplistic cohort of capital such as private/flexible capital vs state capital which,
in turn, resulted in a monolithic explanation of forms of financing.
The final strand of scholarship – critical political economy (CPE) – is influenced by
historical materialism and the Murdoch School approach. This literature camp not only
provides grounded insight using a comparative case study approach (e.g. Jones & Hameiri,
2021; Oliveira & Myers, 2020; Tubilewicz & Jayasuriya, 2015), but also rectifies neoinstitutionalism and statist approach to the host state. These accounts focus on the primacy of
social forces and alliances and treat the state not as a ‘neutral’ set of institutions and actors. In
this way, forms of infrastructure financing are seen as an object of contestation between
different social forces whose interests are entangled with infrastructure financing. Likewise,
scholars from this camp examine how a coalition of social forces contest and reshape a
particular mode of financing as well as co-opt opposing interests through state-based
infrastructure related institutions (Aiyara, 2019b; Jones & Hameiri, 2021). While CPE offers
the most sophisticated approach, it is developed largely to account for when a particular form
of financing works, not what and why. CPE so far has not offered a good point of reference as
to what is infrastructure financing itself and lacks an integrated conceptual framework that
links ideology and social forces in the host country and sponsoring countries. It also overlooks
the importance of institutions for sustaining particular forms of financing and consolidating
coalitions of social forces. Hence, a more integrated political economy conceptual framework
– which I term ‘regulatory complex’ – is needed.
This chapter contains two main sections. In the first section, I explore the debates in
neo-institutionalism, statist, and CPE literature and identify their limitations. The second part
of the chapter takes an initial step toward developing the regulatory complex framework that I
will further elaborate in the next chapter.

2.2 Neoliberal institutionalism and the limits of institutional capacity
Neoliberal institutionalism (neo-institutionalism) emerges out of ‘New Institutional
Economics’ (NIE), widely known as the ‘Post-Washington Consensus’ (PWC). PWC is a
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collection of ideas derived from a set of assumptions associated with the hegemonic paradigm
of neoliberalism that was pushed within the World Bank and wedded to some ideas of
influential scholars, among others James Wolfensohn, then President of the World Bank, and
Joseph Stiglitz, the Bank’s Chief Economist (Ahrens, 2000, p. 25). The substantial emphasis
of the PWC is about how best to create and build the capacity of state institutions such that
they can establish the conditions for effective functioning of the market and in turn, achieve
developmental goals (North, 1990; Stigliz, 1998, 2003) In terms of infrastructure financing,
proponents of PWC put the analytical primacy on the aspect of governance structures and
policy reforms. In this regard, they advocate the politics ad nauseam ‘getting the basics right’,
‘good governance’, and allude to the imposition of technocratic strategies and market-oriented
policies (Gibson et al., 2005; Gould, 2005). Rather than appear as external impositions, they
suggest that these policies must be ‘owned’ by implementing governments and legitimated by
institutions that promote ‘participation’, ‘equity’, and ‘accountability’ (Schulpen & Gibbon,
2002; Serra & Stiglitz, 2008). Such a political paradigm for infrastructure financing has gained
considerable ground within official discourses and practices promoted by International
Financial Institutions (IFIs), such as the Asian Development Bank (ADB) and the World Bank,
and major Western bilateral development agencies. As we will discuss below, neoinstitutionalism literature followed these discourses and practices as an underlying structure of
interpreting and assessing different infrastructure financing strategies and the role of the state
and market.
2.2.1 Tracing the outlier: Risk management, state capacity, and good governance
The neo-institutionalist approaches infrastructure financing as a development solution
that will thrive within the correct institutional environment (Carroll, 2012a; Hutchison et al.,
2014). Its theoretical locus is more attentive to the transformation of state responsiveness and
capacity – be it sponsoring country or host country – by “getting the institutions right” (Rodrik,
2004; Williamson, 1990). The role of the state is to implement good governance strategies
including measures to reduce corruption, improve transparency, deregulation, and control over
fiscal management that provide an ‘enabling environment’ for private sectors in line with the
market response (Schindler & Kanai, 2021, pp. 42–43). Hence, different modes of
infrastructure financing, be it PPPs (Public Private Partnerships) or foreign aid as well as their
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governance structure are contingent upon the state’s capacity to reform institutions and
promote pro-market policies (Hout, 2004).
To aid a better understanding of technocratic strategies embedded within different
modes of infrastructure financing, we may turn to the IFIs’ official discourses and flagship
documents. Over the past decade, PPP has become the dominant framework upon which
infrastructure is promoted and an ideal form of financing is advocated (Birch & Siemiatycki,
2015). Flagship annual publications such as the 2018 Procuring Infrastructure PPP Report, a
thematically-oriented Organization for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD)
report, World Bank’s Country Policy and Institutional Assessment document (CPIA) and the
ADB’s subsequent development of Country Partnership and Strategy have increasingly
focused on urgent ‘technical measures’ needed to set developing countries on the path to the
best practices of PPPs (Wijaya & Camba, 2021). PPPs’ mechanism advocates the very
neoliberal prescriptions – public administration, conservative macroeconomic and fiscal
policies, deregulation– and hegemonic consensus around the notion that “infrastructure matters
for growth and poverty reduction” (ADB, 2017, p. 66). These critical technocratic ‘missions’
revolve around a set of policy guidelines and specific benchmarks, predicated on global success
stories from which developing countries can learn, adopt, and implement – highlighting that
strong, endogenous formal institutions and the importance of accountability and transparency
boost investors’ confidence, mitigate risks, and produce ‘bankable’ projects. States that
perform poorly according to the benchmark, need to catch up and seek to implement
technocratic problem-solving techniques that IFIs advocate (Hameiri & Jones, 2020).
Similar treatments have also applied to the case of infrastructure projects that are
financed under the official development assistance (ODA) mechanism especially through
concessional or ‘soft’ loans. An ODA loan is a loan extended to developing countries on
concessional terms, associated with a low- interest rate and a long maturity. Neoinstitutionalists approach the ODA project as a public good with which donors (developed
countries) may encounter collective action problems (Hout, 2004; Hutchison et al., 2014;
Mawdsley et al., 2014). To solve such collective issues and insulate the project from ‘vested
interests’, an internationally accepted ODA regime, the Development Assistance Committee
(DAC) of OECD was established to monitor and evaluate the aid performance of donors in
Third World Countries. The DAC provides a forum towards lowering risk calculation on loans
and coordinating policy, thereby promoting convergence of aid practices (Brautigam, 2011;
Katada, 2002). The outcome is a form of intervention by the donor in the recipient country to
bring about policy harmonisation among agencies in the recipient country and ensure that the
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basic requirements of project financing have been met. Put simply, a failure to conform to these
rules leads to a common accusation in which donors’ agencies treat recipient governments as
jockeying for public resources (Chandy & Kharas, 2011).
Correspondingly, neo-institutionalism’s influence in relation to Chinese and Japanese
infrastructure financing governance parallels with and appropriates from these PWC’s
identified prescriptions. Researchers from this camp frequently devote their efforts to
constructing ideal-type typologies of different kinds of infrastructure projects and ideal-typical
institutions required to facilitate them. Meanwhile, Chinese infrastructure mechanisms and
projects are heavily criticised as this camp has increasingly taken issue with the ‘Beijing
Consensus’ (Ramo, 2004), widely deemed an antithesis of PWC that has been appealing to the
developing world (Ferchen, 2013). Informal as it may be, the Beijing Consensus, as this
literature critique emphasises, has been strongly attributed to Chinese financing institutions –
its own national development banks, policy banks including the China Development Bank
(CDB) and the China Export-Import Bank (CHEXIM) – which have served as malevolent state
policy tools in a manner that “defied the models and norms of their Western counterparts”
(Chin & Gallagher, 2019, p. 246). Bergesen (2013) adds that infrastructure financing under
the Beijing Consensus model is higher risk-tolerant, lacks policy conditionalities, and is
embedded with a non-market approach to the extent that Chinese companies and banks even
exploit themselves, thereby making them all but necessary for host countries to accept. In this
way, the literature extends neo-institutionalism by reifying western institutions while casting
Chinese institutions as ‘political’ which thus need to be fixed.
For this scholarship, Chinese forms of infrastructure financing embedded with the
Beijing Consensus become an alternative to the PWC-prescribed development model and
subsequently undermine the ‘good governance’ scheme and simultaneously constrain host
countries’ proper functioning of institutions. Some notable financing mechanisms include, for
example, the ‘Angola model’ or ‘infrastructure for resources’ scheme (Kaplinsky & Morris,
2009, p. 565) which is appealing to less-developed yet resource-rich countries. In this respect,
Chinese enterprises, supported by the central government and policy banks at times, bundled
loans for multiple projects at one time and used earnings from the more profitable ones
(resource extraction projects) to cover losses on the less profitable ones (infrastructure
projects). This is what Chin and Gallagher (2019, p.248) term “coordinated credit spaces”. It
is often argued that this financing scheme in turn makes unbankable projects bankable by
eradicating proper risk management and evaluation instruments (Biba, 2012; Chen, 2020).
However, these Chinese financing strategies, or in Oya and Schaefer’s coinage (2019),
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Chinese exceptionalism, make host states particularly exposed to the risk of debt, and indeed
for neo-institutionalists, the host state’s market must be insulated from such irrationalities of
Chinese financing politics.
By the same token, this literature is reminiscent of early neo-institutionalist works in
the 1980s which argued that Japan had inadequately aligned its ODA program with the
procedural mechanisms of DAC (Katada 2002). Scholars suggested that Japanese loan projects
in Southeast Asia were less a public good than a commercial project which was driven by
Japanese businesses, reflecting a mercantilist orientation (Rix, 1980). Ensign (1992) and
Soedeberg (Soederberg, 2001) for example, assess how infrastructure loans on highly
concessional terms were in fact linked to Japanese business interests – securing natural resource
imports, protecting export market shares, and solving excess capacity. Scholars from this camp
not only take issue with the highly mercantilistic aid projects but also with the funding
mechanisms of Japanese ODA. They tend to accept the premise of ‘bad governance’, claiming
that Japan imposed fewer conditionalities to recipient governments with the effect that
undermined state capacity building and in turn maintained political legitimacy of the military
dictatorial regime in the host country (Kato, 2002; Miyagi, 2018).
Over the past few years, neo-institutionalists have started to consider how infrastructure
financing might bring about or deepen democratisation and promote the equal sovereignty of
all states. In one instance, the literature pays a good deal of attention to the potential for and
emergence of ‘democratic’ state institutions through which financing mechanism is dealt with
and negotiated between host governments, the Chinese government, and Chinese companies.
For example, Trinidad’s study on the Chinese ODA project in the Philippines (2016) shows
that political change in the Philippines has allowed opposition groups led by Benigno Aquino
to dispel Chinese ODA projects that were previously agreed upon Arroyo. In his analysis,
Trinidad (2016) problematically accepts the premises of mainstream neo-institutionalists’
governance dichotomy that the project cancellation by Aquino was in part due to an
institutional mismatch between Chinese authoritarian institutions and the democratic
institutions of the Philippines. The latter is seen as concurring with the DAC-based
international aid regime which Aquino preferred (Trinidad, 2016, p.316). While significant,
this approach nevertheless rules out variegated modes of financing that take shape during the
Aquino regime and misses out on opportunities to examine material interests that underpinned
the politics of project financing. It is rather trapped in the two PWC’s core assumptions. First,
DAC governance institutions have been transplanted into the Philippines, reflecting state
capacity as “an objective and technical measure of performance that can be built” (Carroll,
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2010, p. 12). Put simply, the Aquino government that came to power with a major anticorruption drive has strengthened the sorts of institutions that DAC idealises. Second, and an
interrelated point, as Chinese-led alliances backed by Arroyo failed to promote this ideal form
of governance, they have thus been ‘punished’ by the dominant power bloc led by Aquino.
A similar argument has also been expressed by a thick strand of scholarship which takes
Japan’s Partnership Quality Infrastructure (PQI), issued in 2015, as the departure point. This
literature emphasises how the Japanese ODA encompasses principles of self-help and national
‘ownership’ which aligns with best practices in project financing (Kato et al., 2016; I. Ohno,
2017; K. Ohno & Ohno, 1998). Cultivating “ownership” in host countries for Japanesesupported projects is critical to building the political will that will ultimately boost (host) state
capacity (Fujikura & Nakayama, 2016, p. 51). To quote Kato et al., (2016, p.351):
“From its earliest days as an aid donor, Japan has trusted countries to define their own
development objectives and articulate their needs. Japan’s aid has been substantially more
“recipient driven” than other DAC members. Today, the rest of the DAC appears to be coming
around…. The inaptly named “self-reliance principle” embodies the idea that the purpose of
aid is to help recipient countries become independent of aid. This objective lies at the heart of
Japan’s aid model. We are persuaded that Japan’s commitment to building infrastructure and
skills was not the outcome of a mercantilist bargain. Rather, it reflected an intuitive
understanding of the origins of economic success in post-war Japan and its nearby Asian
neighbours.”

Neo-institutionalists see these (sovereign) elements of political mechanisms as part of
problem-solving techniques that enable a more accurate calculation of risks and offer greater
fiduciary protection for infrastructure institutions. This is however problematic. While neoinstitutionalists implicitly recognised institutional changes in the host country through some
forms of intervention under the mantle of self-reliance principles, the politics within which
such institutional changes are conceived tends to be obscured and rather translated back into
“getting the institution right”. Absent from these accounts is, for example, consideration of the
infrastructure politics that accompanied the reproduction of different forms of Japanese
infrastructure financing – why Japanese infrastructure financing materialised in the form of
ODA in a given time while pursued PPPs in other time and to what extent and how Japaneseled financing – that are relatively ‘right’ according to PWC’s standard – has been reproduced
to suit dominant interests in the host country. This dynamic has left unnoticed, implying how
the analytical limitation of the PWC approach to better understand the variegated modes of
financing and politics underpinning them.
Overall, this approach provides the backdrop to assess the effectiveness of financing
institutions that are both indirectly and directly associated with the operations of the
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infrastructure market. Nevertheless, it assigns far too much primacy to the idealised benchmark
of institutions and goes to great length to assess which forms of infrastructure financing are
‘right’ enough instead of explaining why do forms of infrastructure financing change over time.
As we already see, whilst neo-institutionalists try to explain the intensification of Chinese-led
‘bad finance’ such as debt trap in Southeast Asia and Africa, they, quickly concur that project
financing has undermined institutions in the host country which only serves “a cunning
strategic plan” (Hameiri & Jones, 2021, p. 8). Consequently, they miss the importance of those
institutions from which variegated forms of project financing are reproduced.
Moreover, as is noted earlier, in this framework, infrastructure financing is a deeply
political process because it determines the uneven distribution of how costs and benefits of the
project are organised – who gets what and how. It thus needs effective political accommodation
between and among different levels of conflicting actors and interests. Neo-institutionalists
however tend to obscure political conflicts while assuming that such sovereignty modes or
democratic elements such as “ownership” and adherence to financing standards can insulate
market and institutions from conflict, thereby enabling the success of project financing.
Conflictual dynamics encapsulated in the intricate processes of infrastructure financing such
as back-and-forth negotiations on financing and mechanisms of PPP or ODA, political
accommodation with non-elite forces, class struggles, and abrupt shifts in terms and conditions,
tend to fade into the background (Chen, 2020; Lamb & Dao, 2017; Yeh, 2016). In fact,
infrastructure financing, “despite their often-technocratic presentation, are inherently political,
seeking to (re)allocate power and resources and shift political outcomes” (Hameiri & Jones
2017, p.55). Having based on the ontological assumptions of neoliberal theory, this scholarship
camp nevertheless avoids acknowledging that the ‘political’ in its antagonistic dimension can
‘never be overcome’ (Mouffe, 2013, p. 3). The denial of ‘the political’ is what prevents
neoliberal institutionalists from envisaging politics of infrastructure financing in an adequate
way. This indeed brings into question the utility of neo-institutionalists’ conception of
financing governance for answering the very research problem that this thesis attempts to
address – what explains the variegated forms of infrastructure financing.
Beyond the PWC approach, other related neo-institutionalism approaches to politics of
infrastructure financing can be categorised as rational choice or public choice. It has been
ascendant in the recent literature on Chinese and Japanese infrastructure aid and investment
and seeks to fill the gap of the PWC approach by treating politics as endogenous factors instead
of exogenous factors. It is to this we now focus.
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2.2.2 Putting politics into neo-institutionalism: Public choice approach
Complicating the whole picture has been the public choice approach (PCA) that has
brought infrastructure financing onto such a “never-ending” political settlement. It is due to
the basic unit of analysis PCA emphasises is the individual in the decision-making process,
who is assumed to be ‘rational’ in the way of responding in a systematic and hence “predictable
way to incentives: courses of action are chosen which yield the highest net benefits according
to the individual’s own utility function” (Frey, 1991, p. 9). Contrary to what PWC scholars
often believe, PCA sees that individuals are not always fully informed and policies sought are
the result of an implicit cost-benefit calculus. As Kaempfner and Lowenberg (1992, p. 6)
depict, policies are the “artifact of collective choice processes driven by individual rationalmaximising behaviour”. Likewise, PCA attempts to grapple with the politics of infrastructure
financing by acknowledging how infrastructure financing can impact unevenly on domestic
groups, whose capacity to influence financing policy and affect the nature of the state
institution to make resources available also varies. As such, the PCA literature shifts to a more
politically centered analysis from ‘what might be good or bad’ to ‘what exists’ by identifying
different interest groups in the targeted project.
The PCA accounts of Chinese and Japanese infrastructure financing prove highly
influential. Public choice theorists try to descriptively unpack distributional coalitions, rentseekers, and other vested interests in host countries that potentially facilitated Chinese or
Japanese capital to expand outward and could have allowed rational allocation of resources or
impeded the ‘right’ processes of infrastructure financing – be it ODA, PPP, or a privatelyfinanced project. One of the merits of this approach is that it highlights an analytically useful
starting point of the analysis – how particular financing policies are designed to advantage a
certain group within a society (Campbell, 1998) – and demonstrates how host state actors can
deploy political and material resources in attempts to lobby for particular policy outcomes that
suit their interests (see also Easterly & Pfutze, 2008; Younas, 2008).
Chinese infrastructure projects in Southeast Asia have been a key case study for public
choice theorists. Using the case of the hydropower dam construction in the lower Mekong
Basin, Suhardiman and Geheb (2021) ponder how decisions on construction are made by
powerful actors far off-site. Likewise, Matthews (2012) reveals that 5-10 percent of
hydropower construction costs in Laos have gone into the pockets of powerful domestic and
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transnational elites who have driven the commission of the project (cf Jönsson, 2009). This
camp sees that development decisions presented under the pretext of a government's overall
strategy to promote rapid economic growth are entry points of political leverage – how
resources linked to the project have been exploited by corporate and political crony or oligarch
interests collaborating with foreign developers including Chinese SOEs. Additionally, the
tendency is also well reflected in the way China’s Belt and Road Initiative-tagged (BRI)
infrastructure projects have been discussed. In numerous edited books and journals on China’s
BRI projects in Southeast Asia and Africa, conversations are dominated by a description of
how infrastructure financing deals – access to export credits, taxation and land provision,
interest rates – are often brokered through closed-door negotiations with local elites and high
level politicians in the host country that ultimately lubricates the flow of Chinese capital (see
Lechner et al., 2019; Oliveira, 2018; Tan-Mullins et al., 2017).
In recent years, there has also been a tendency among scholars adopting this approach
to directly compare Chinese and Japanese infrastructure financing governance by the way of
assessing supply and demand in financing policy as neoclassical economists typically have
done. Scholars from this camp devote their efforts to tracing how Chinese and Japanese
infrastructure financing modes may enhance the political legitimacy of particular political
groups in the host country and in what ways China and Japan have improved or otherwise
eroded the functioning of institutions by virtue of negotiation with these groups which prefer
particular modes of financing. For example, Liao and Katada (2020) argue that in pursuit of
geostrategic goals, Japan pushes loans to borrowers for projects like high-speed railways (HSR)
that is normally deemed infeasible and high risk. This has also been triggered by the ‘pull’
factor in which politicians in Malaysia and Indonesia chase after easy money for political gain.
A similar argument has also been shared by Pavlićević and Kratz (2019), claiming that both
Japan and China have altered their approaches to overseas infrastructure development projects
due to the stronger bargaining power of the host country – in Paclicevic and Kratz’s (2019)
words, ‘Japan levels down’. The Japanese government has loosened its strict policies by
exempting a government guarantee in providing yen loans to sub-sovereign entities of
developing countries with several conditions after losing to China in the bidding of the HSR
project in Indonesia in 2015. On the other side, the ‘leveling up’ China began to reassess its
performance by putting more emphasis on market discipline, environmental protection, and
local benefits to minimise risk (see also Mark & Zhang, 2017).
In this way, this strand of scholarship has been valuable for recognising domestic
politics and informal institutions such as elite backdoor negotiations that play a pivotal role in
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infrastructure politics. It does have the merit of focusing attention on the distributional effects
of project financing. However, here lies one of the shortcomings of this approach. The
analytical focus remains trapped within the technocratic-analytical constraints. Regardless of
public choice, theorists’ attempts to fine-grain their analysis by showing how infrastructure
financing expresses struggles among interest groups, the politics of infrastructure financing
presented in this context is reduced to a priori conflation of interests between companies and
domestic elites that is seen as a deviation from the ideal form of governance and thus needs an
institutional fix. In essence, there is more to this situation than the corrupted (host) government,
political legitimacy, and a system of patronage which enabled particular financing mechanisms.
In many cases, it is perfectly possible to obtain optimal financing policies from hostile and
selfish state actors, and state institutions do not always operate within monolithic structures of
such a ‘negative-sum game’ (see Oszlak, 2005). In this respect, it is useful to be reminded of
Glennie (2008) working on infrastructure financing in the form of ODA. Glennie urges us to
recognize that ODA is a multidimensional and complex system that ought to dismiss simplistic
attempts to describe a singular behaviour of actors (see also Mawdsley et al., 2014). Put simply,
underneath the politics of infrastructure financing lies a variety of contingent and structural
factors as well as a specific historical context as well as ideals that need to be unfolded further.
This approach remains too underdeveloped to be fully embraced for delving into the broader
structural and historical context in the politics of infrastructure financing.

2.3 Statist approaches and the emphasis on capital
While in the PWC and the PCA the key problem is how to ensure an institutional fix
for different forms of infrastructure financing, the statist approaches can be harnessed to
consider the role of established sponsoring institutions in sustaining particular forms of
financing and the significance of varieties of capitalism in shaping infrastructure financing
overseas. The first generation of statist literature that gained momentum during the Cold War
period has been relatively influenced by the developmental state (DS) approach (Amsden,
2001; Evans, 1989; Johnson, 1995; Naughton, 2010). At its most elemental, the DS approach
embeds crucial relational aspects where governments or specific pilot agencies form
developmental partnerships or pacts with business and society to realise economic and social
goals. It also places the importance on historically-developed institutions that “matter
politically and have enduring effects” (Clift, 2014, p. 105). Accounts of the DS seek to
understand how established institutions affect forms of infrastructure financing and associated
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policies. Whereas, moving beyond the established institutional formations, the second
generation of statist approach influenced by varieties of capitalism approach attempts to
distinguish varieties of capital – e.g. Chinese state capital, private capital, Japanese capital,
transnational capital – and comprehend how their respective logic of accumulation would bring
significant implication for the spectrum of policy and forms of financing (Camba, 2020b; Lee,
2019; Mohan & Tan-Mullins, 2019).

2.3.1 Extending the developmental state in infrastructure financing
Embarking on the basic assumptions of the DS, with regards to infrastructure financing,
scholars typically ask: what can those established institutions in Japan and China respectively
tell us about the infrastructure financing mechanism promoted by Japan and China in the host
country? Who are key actors within the financing policy domain? To answer these questions,
many accounts of the DS approach strongly engage Johnson’s concept of developmental states
(1986, 1995) which is often attributed to Japan. In this context, Japan is regarded as a ‘capitalist
developmental state’ (Johnson, 1995, p.67) defined as, where “the state itself led the
industrialisation drive, taking on developmental functions”. As much existing DS literature has
discussed, the key to the Japanese developmental state is the Ministry of Economy, Trade, and
Industry (METI) which takes the role of the central agent of the Japanese economy (Johnson,
1982, p.19). The METI has been able to establish external ties to industrial capitalists and
incorporate the capitalists into the state’s economic project including but not limited to
infrastructure aid and investments in developing countries (Atkinson, 2018; Ensign, 1992;
Feasel, 2014; Orr, 1990).
Leading works that follow and expand Johnson’s DS concept show how particular
institutional arrangements, e.g. the role of the METI and collective bargaining through the
Japanese business network or known as keiretsu or ‘Japan Inc’ (Cai, 2008), have conditioned
state priorities and policies that may include variations in the ODA and investment strategies
and policies (see Rix, 2010; Schaede, 1995; Tonami, 2018). It is argued this process prompts
a specific extension of the Japanese developmental state wherein pre-existing institutional
formations including strong state-business relationships are articulated, thereby indirectly
structuring Japan’s economic cooperation with the developing world. As depicted by Tonami
(2018, p.1211), varying forms of financing imply “an attempt to export the Japanese
developmental state model”. In this way, the DS accounts take a more sanguine view of the
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nature of the state-business relationship in determining financing outcomes and the way project
financing is governed.
Some prominent works on Japanese foreign aid emerging out of the 1990s called for
the ‘thicker’ state in which ‘embedded’ public-private relations are mediated by relatively
harmonious state-business bargaining (Wilson, 2011, p. 52). For example, Orr (1990) and
Arase (1994) argue that in the process of deepening hierarchical regional integration or known
as “a Japanese flying geese regional order” (Akamatsu, 1945), METI collaborating with the
private sectors set up bilateral ODA-coordinating committees to identify various types of
infrastructure or joint-private investment projects as well as determine forms of project
financing that would help move lower value-added Japanese manufacturing into lower- cost
Asian developing countries (Kensy, 2001; Kinoshita, 1986; Yoshimatsu, 1999). Orr (1990)
demonstrates that in this setting, METI guided internationalisation of Japanese capital into
ODA projects that were deemed important for the Japanese economy and even provided
subsidies for the Japanese private sector involved in the project. This is in line with what Arase
(1994, p.198) reveals that the ODA has been very much a creature consistent with the DS
model, in which “Japanese bureaucracy managed the structural inclusion of the private sector
in an area that had been as much foreign economic policy as foreign policy”. In this way, as
Sasada (2013) deciphers, METI as the pilot agency coordinated with giant industrial
corporations (keiretsu) and trading companies (sogo sosha) to facilitate dozens of ‘national
project’ investments in Asia. These national projects inherently were not bankable. Yet, the
Export-Import Bank of Japan under the guidance of METI provided soft loan programs to help
these capitalists to relocate overseas (Leheny & Warren, 2009). As a result, they increasingly
became competitive in the infrastructure market especially in Southeast Asia, as Ensign (1992)
reckoned, Japanese loan projects offered “capital projects to areas that are commercially viable
and rewarding” (p.175).
The DS approach also looms large in a slew of influential works on Chinese
infrastructure financing which emerged in the 2000s. A significant section of scholarship is
convinced that Chinese foreign aid institutions and associated schemes as mimicking Japan’s
institutional arrangements in the 1980-90s, especially in the aspect of the dense relationship
between the state and business (Liao & Katada, 2021; Shimomura & Wang, 2012a). Therefore,
in these accounts, China falls within the Japanese ‘plan rational capitalist development’ in
which firms are committed to undertaking financing activities, including infrastructure aid and
investment programs based on the state’s guidance. Key agencies, such as the State-Owned
Assets Supervision and Administration Commission (SASAC), the National Development and
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Reform Commission (NDRC), and the Ministry of Commerce (MOFCOM) are often seen as a
Chinese version of the METI, presiding over state subsidies for selective Chinese SOEs
through different forms of infrastructure financing (Breslin, 2004; Lancaster, 2007; Naughton
& Tsai, 2015) It is important to note that these state institutions’ capacity to discipline
businesses and policy banks within aid and investment activities has been done under the
‘guidance’ of the Chinese state (Kaplan, 2016). For example, one argument that scholars have
pursued is that Chinese state developmentalism in financing activities overseas has led to state
intervention in the form of creating and promoting infrastructure financing policies and
preferences. Lim (2010) depicts this trend as “Chinese state courting” in which the Chinese
state courts the government of the targeted countries aggressively through soft loans and
investment by accommodating the host state’s demands and developmental strategies. At once,
as Lim argues (2010), these loans and investment projects have paved the way for a selected
group of Chinese SOEs to transcend geopolitical boundaries and penetrate new markets that
otherwise could not be secured without state assistance. This is in parallel with what Brautigam
(2010, p. 180) highlights:
“…the Chinese use bank finance far more than stock markets to provide capital to their
companies. This allows for the guiding hand of government to provide an extra boost to
companies’ overseas efforts.”

As mentioned throughout, one of the important insights provided by these accounts is
the distinct effect such pre-existing institutional arrangements have on infrastructure related
policy outcomes and financing modes. Moreover, it is apparent that, unlike neoliberal
institutionalists, DS scholars shy away from treating infrastructure financing as a mere
technical exercise. Rather, they acknowledge the very financing forms of politics within these
institutional patterns of ‘governed interdependence’ (Weiss, 2000, p. 23) whereby state
agencies and capitalists are linked together while resources, as well as risks, are unequally
distributed. In this way, DS scholars provide a sturdy theoretical mantle on which to explain
what makes particular modes of financing such as ODA more visible and accessible in a given
period. However, this approach offers only partial answers to the question of why infrastructure
financing takes the form it does. Central to this lacuna in the account of the developmental state
is the failure to adequately analyse the ‘external relations’ of the state. The premise that
Japanese/Chinese state initiatives are a key determinant of forms of financing leads to an
overarching assumption that domestic groups in the host country readily hitch on forms of
financing that suit their interests rather than reshaping them. As seen in many empirical studies,
infrastructure development itself is located within the wider context of social power relations
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and conflict in the host country which there may be no opportunity for China and Japan to
directly deliberate predetermined ODA or investment policies; rather, state actors and business
join forces with domestic actors to shape forms of infrastructure financing (see Hameiri &
Jones, 2021; Gonzalez-Vincente, 2020).
Furthermore, even though DS scholars do not explicitly recognise that states are unitary
actors, their theoretical orientation ultimately sees states as behaving as such, working under
the sole developmental mandate. This leaves this DS approach unable to explain contradictory
behaviour by states in terms of infrastructure financing. For example, why similar high-speed
railway projects (HSR) in Laos and Indonesia are financed under two different schemes –
sovereign loans for the former and business-to-business (B-to-B) schemes for the latter – if the
Chinese state could have retained more control over capital and fully backed ‘national
champions’ in such strategic project as HSR. Hence, the DS approach ultimately shares similar
caveats with neoliberal institutionalists that fail to see the fragmented nature of the state as well
as variegated modes of financing through which different actors within the state interact with
each other across borders.

2.3.2 Incorporating domestic context into infrastructure financing
Sociologists, geographers, and some political economists have rightly recognised that
despite bearing state missions and being subject to centralised institutional control, what firms
do on the ground is not solely determined by such path-dependent institutional configuration.
Influenced by varieties of capitalism approaches, the works that lie at this intersection attempt
to give adequate expression to the evolution of particular capital – Chinese capital and Japanese
capital – to examine how some institutional features of capitalism are being contested and
reshaped in the host country and result in variegated forms of infrastructure financing. While
this scholarship strand beholds the claim that institutions matter in the development of
capitalism, they widely acknowledge that there are capitalist varieties purposively beyond the
usual tolerance of the developmental state conversation. This said, there are unresolved
questions around whether the original institutional form of capitalism is reformed and replaced
when it encounters agencies in the host country. Issuing all the appropriate caveats, this
literature review endeavours to bring different varieties of capital closer to the host country
context.
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Ching Kwan Lee’s work (2017) on the Chinese variety of capitalism in Zambia’s
copper mine and construction sector represents one of the most significant analytical
innovations especially in contextualising Chinese institutional features of capitalism within the
host country and looking into the power dynamics and interest alignments that lead to
variegated forms of financing. For her part, Lee’s varieties-style treatment of the Chinese case
in the infrastructure sector is less conclusive but perhaps more constructive. Using the case of
Zambia, Lee argues that a major form of Chinese state investment in Zambia’s construction
sector is the massive amount of concessional loans of US$1.2 billion, far exceeding its Western
counterpart, the World Bank (Lee, 2017, p.47). These loans, however, are not vivid reflections
of the state’s control over the capital as the developmental state approach suggested. Rather,
Lee claims that these loans represent the second form of Chinese state capital that is
“paradoxically more embedded, that is more prone to local pressure and local improvisation”
(Lee, 2017, p.29). As she rightly observes, the Chinese state capital in the form of interestbearing concessional loans has been supply-driven, given that the Zambian state has been
active in brokering financing deals with political elites with an eye to secure votes. This
consequently has turned Chinese loans into “exploitative and predatory” (Lee, 2017, p.123)
with all their hidden conditionalities.
Building upon Lee’s work, Camba (2020) focuses on China’s capital export regime in
the Philippines to distinguish two types of capital – state-backed capital and flexible capital.
Using the case of the Chinese funded Kaliwa Dam, Camba demonstrates how the Chinese
‘developmental’ model of state-backed capital with a lower interest rate and a longer grace
period has been rather leveraged by political elites and security forces in the Philippines. The
mechanism, as Camba shows, is completely different from flexible capital which breaks
through the barrier placed by the Chinese state as well as the Philippines state while organising
novel ways of organising production that can be observed in the online gambling industry. As
the developmental mode of Chinese state-backed capital lacks social control and risk mitigation
mechanism in the host country, “China inevitably relies on the host state elites” to manage
political and financial risks, especially in limiting the voices of civil society actors and in turn
allowing for the use of Chinese labour and technology (Camba 2020, p.976). As Camba (2020,
p.982) flags, “Kaliwa Dam is the first crucial part of this system of dams designed to strengthen
the Philippine state, incorporate regional local elites and weaken insurgents” (p.982). Camba
makes it clear that the politics of infrastructure financing in this regard is not a mere extension
of the Chinese state capital to the Kaliwa Dam, but rather a contestation among these elite
agencies in the Philippines over the distribution of benefits as well as risks associated with the
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project. Elsewhere, a similar argument is picked up by Mohan and Tan Mullins (2019) in
unpacking agencies in the host country. The literature notes how the agency of actors in Ghana
– primarily ruling elite coalitions vying for elections – can shape and channel the nature of
infrastructure financing and the use of the financing. As Mohan and Tan Mullins (2019) argue,
while South-South infrastructure deals extended the DS model with policy banks aided Chinese
SOEs in seeking new markets, projects are nevertheless territorialised, and domestic political
agency further shapes the financing. This is indeed how “the loan agreement and the
collateralisation of oil (with infrastructure) became the focus of political contestation” (Mohan
& Tan-Mullins, 2019, p. 1377).
The broad and heterogenous interpretation of state capital has resulted in varying
explanations as to how institutional arrangements of DS affect the political mechanism through
which Chinese capitalists interact with the local context in host countries. Here, following Lee
(2017) and Camba (2020), many authors have pointed to the persistent peculiarities in Chinese
institutional formation to explain why certain kinds of infrastructure projects, regulatory/legal
frameworks, and financing modes are favoured and which political coalitions’ interests these
serve (Chen, 2020; Gong, 2021; Mattlin & Nojonen, 2015; Oliveira & Myers, 2020). Crucially,
taken together, the existing institutional framework, political contestation and the importance
of agencies in host countries are novel features of this scholarship camp. This reflects the
strength of this approach in that it gives credence to the importance of domestic state actors
and social groups that never extricate themselves from the conditions imposed on particular
forms of financing.
While significant, accounts of the approach fail to recognise the specific historical
conditions of infrastructure financing overseas. They are primarily concerned to explain how
the institutional form of capitalism is reshaped by domestic actors in the host country during a
particular period but inadequately gauge how different historically situated actors connect
within states and in turn, reshape if not reproduce different forms of infrastructure financing in
contingent ways. For example, the loan scheme agreed between Chinese or Japanese
infrastructure and a host government for a given infrastructure project cannot simply be seen
as a technical procedure as neo-institutionalists suggest or as merely reflecting how host
countries exercise their agency vis-à-vis specific forms of capital. Such a variegated form of
the loan itself needs to be understood not as an aside to interests but as the distillation of them.
From this perspective, this scholarship shares a similar inability with development statism
literature inadequately unpacking these historically contingent interests. This inability arises
from a strong tendency to dichotomise interests into simplistic tropes – state vs private capital,
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local vs global, elites vs non-elites – neglecting the broader power relations embedded with
infrastructure financing. Likewise, such binary dichotomies simultaneously imply that this
scholarship is trapped in the monolithic assumption of “states” as capital holders, neglecting
the fact that states do not resemble unitary actors. Elites – government officials, powerful
bureaucrats, military – as well as non-elites working through and within the states are social
forces that must be socially constituted. Although they appear as dominant groups who play
important roles in shaping the project outcomes, their dominance always depends on their
relationship to other social forces – how they are organised into coalitions and opposition forces
through specific means including but not limited to forms of infrastructure financing. As will
be explained below, a critical approach fills this gap.

2.4 Critical political economy literature
A substantial body of critical literature has emerged to question the validity of some of
the most basic assumptions of neo-institutionalism and the DS approach. Authors such as
Hameiri & Zeng (2019), Oliveira & Myers (2020), Aiyara (2019b), Sidaway et al. (2020), and
numerous others have produced powerful critiques of the dominant approach, taking issues on
the crude dichotomy between ‘bad’ and ‘best’ practices’; between the state capital and private
capital; and between the ‘hostile’ state suggested by PCA and ‘the developmental state’ echoed
by DS accounts. The critical literature instead offers multiple ways of looking at how particular
forms of financing are reshaped and reproduced in the host state. Some have pursued the
Murdoch School approach that places the significance of state transformation in infrastructure
financing; some have initiated discussions around dependency theory which simultaneously
addresses the ideological dimension; on the other hand, some constructive works have asserted
their critical position within historical materialism. Nevertheless, taken together, these critiques
point in the same direction – which centers on understanding how actors from China and Japan,
host countries, and beyond come together to form contested projects and reshape modes of
financing in a bid to secure conditions for the project’s bankability and profitability. In this
setting, they underpin that infrastructure is part of capitalist development, and as such is defined
by contestation, conflicts, and compromise between socio-political class forces. Therefore, the
discussion of infrastructure financing is embedded in a theoretically adequate understanding of
class relations and struggles over power and resources.
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2.4.1 Infrastructure financing and internationalisation of the state
Historical materialism (HM) has long functioned as a key resource for unpacking
entrenched assumptions in mainstream currents and it has produced some of the most
substantial cross-disciplinary political economy research with other branches of the social
sciences, particularly Sociology and Geography (Tansel, 2021, p. 148). It is difficult to
conclude that a clearly identifiable framework for operationalising a historical materialist
political economy exists in the literature pertaining to infrastructure financing today. This is in
parallel with what HM prominent scholar, Amin (2010, pp. 9-11) posits that HM is an
unfinished project as well as a research program that has the entirety of human history covering
forces of production, modes of production, and social class formations.
Amidst the lack of a coherent theoretical framework, these currents do a significant
amount of work resuming and reshaping the so-called research program. With regards to
infrastructure, this camp outlines how infrastructure financing embodies the structure of class
conflict over material interests and analyses the consequence of this structure for the theory of
the state. More so than providing a general theoretical framework, these HM scholars challenge
“ontological dualism” that has long shaped the study of neoliberal institutionalism and
developmental states, such as state-business relations, state-market relations, and effectiveineffective state capacities (Apostolopoulou, 2021; Gonzalez-Vicente, 2019; Ougaard, 2018) .
They rather situate social relations and social forces at the heart of their analysis while the state
is conceived as “a condensation of power relations between social forces” (Poulantzas, 1978,
p. 173) which therefore profoundly shapes state functions. These functions include both
sponsoring states including China and Japan and to the host state, particularly in relation to
state interventions in the sense that the state provided capitalist class material preconditions to
manage financial risks and political risks associated with the targeted infrastructure. The latter
invokes what Robison (2004, p.101) coined as ‘globalised state function’ to “create and
maintain the preconditions for the valorisation and accumulation of capital in the global
economy”.
Perhaps more importantly, this strand raises a more foundational question that has been
long dismissed by the aforementioned political economy literature: how are ideas related to
material interests and relations of power as well as their embodiment in infrastructure
financing? The nascent HM literature, albeit not specifically about China-sponsored or Japansponsored infrastructure projects, offers compelling answers to the outlined issues. For
example, Ougaard (2018) assesses the rise of the infrastructure push in the context of the
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trajectory of the neoliberal hegemonic project. Considering physical infrastructure is a
prerequisite for the expansion of productive capital, he argues that the infrastructure push has
been transpired through and within a globalised state function around a neoliberal hegemonic
project (Neil Brenner et al., 2010; Harvey, 2005; Olesen, 2020) that promotes financing
policies beneficial to the advancement of infrastructure as an asset class (see also Gabor, 2020)
or as a ‘bankable project’ (World Bank, 2018). Unlike neo-institutionalists who see these
neoliberal ideas as part of technical exercises and preconditions for effective functioning of the
capitalist state, Ougaard insists that the emergence of ideas and their translation into
infrastructure policy orientation such as deregulation and liberalisation as well as some
compliance and participatory mechanism promoted by IFIs are rather reshaped by class
struggles. These relations cover both “relations between the power bloc and dominated and
subaltern forces and on the other hand relations within the power bloc” (Ougaard, 2018, p.
130).
In the context of China and Japan in particular, as well as IFIs through which interests
of certain fractions of capital in Southeast Asia are represented, the analysis involves and
coincides with a re-examination of the strategy of power bloc on a global scale in reshaping
the hegemonic ideas to suit their material interests as well as to co-opt subaltern forces. This
literature cogently details how different fractions of capital represented through IFIs working
with (host) state apparatuses emerged as power blocs and secured suitable conditions for
intensified accumulation through the targeted project, particularly in relation to land use and
regulatory risks (Glassman, 2010; Morvaridi & Hughes, 2018). For example, Glassman (2010)
makes an argument that whilst the intensification of neoliberal restructuring through the
Greater Mekong Subregion program sketched by the ADB is seen as enabling the pooling of
capital of infrastructure finance in the region, it is also understood as provoking ongoing
processes of class development and struggles. This includes transnationalisation of particular
segments of capital – notably Thai, Japanese, and Yunnanese – that are already transnational
and closely associated with the state (Glassman, 1999, 2004). One of the main takeaways
stressed by the literature is that existing structures and relationships of political and economic
domination including long-standing social, political, and economic relationships between elite,
state, and domestic capital classes across the region overlie infrastructure financing and result
in uneven benefits as well as distributions of risks.
Companion papers draw the precise line of causality between spatial fix and
infrastructure financing and examine the ways this power bloc reproduces class relations
through transnationally-networked infrastructure megaprojects (Schindler & Kanai, 2021).
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They locate infrastructure foremost to its potential as spatial fixes to capital’s overaccumulation
crisis

(Harvey, 1982b, 1985) due to its ability to absorb capital and labour surpluses

(Apostolopoulou, 2021; Lesutis, 2019; McFarlane & Silver, 2017; Wiig & Silver, 2019). For
the most part, they accept the premise that social struggle is internal to the formation of any
spatial fix (Ekers & Prudham, 2017). For example, using the case of Colombo Port City in
Srilanka, Apostolopoulou (2020, p.846) argues that the spatial and temporal dynamics of
infrastructure financing under the BRI should be understood in the context of local social
relations and power struggles. A concession loan agreement – albeit unknown details and not
financially feasible – between the Srilankan government and the China Harbour Engineering
Company generates fixes in the sense that “agglomerate (cheap) labour and capital and
facilitate capital circulation through the combination of transportation with real estate and
commercial projects”. Moreover, she adds that the financing scheme imposing positive
exceptions for the capitalist class has rather been accompanied by unfavorable conditions for
the working class (Apostolopoulou, 2020, p.847) and those who live in economies of
anticipation (Murton & Lord, 2020).
This also concurs with Gonzalez-Vicente’s (2020) work on Chinese infrastructure
projects in the Caribbean. Influenced by historical materialism, Gonzalez-Vicente (2020)
develops the idea of ‘predistribution’ to emphasise Chinese broader institutional frameworks
that exist in symbiotic relationships with specific forms of capital. Focusing on the case of
Chinese infrastructure investment in the Caribbean, Gonzalez-Vicente highlighted that the
combination of Chinese state-led predistribution involving Chinese diplomatic branches,
policy banks, companies as well as government-to-government agreements amidst the presence
of powerful domestic capital has enabled complex financing arrangements which underpin a
novel mechanism of accumulation. In the particular case of the North-South Highway in
Jamaica, Gonzalez-Vicente adds, while the project utterly posed too much risk, predistribution
devised around the contractor, China Harbour Engineering Company (CHEC) generated space
of exception which effectively transposed China’s exploitative labour conditions to Jamaica in
a bid to manage financial risks and maintain the project profitability. This space of exception
also included exemption from customs duties on equipment and machinery as well as a number
of other taxes, adding complexity to the financing arrangements (on the point of space of
exception, see Arnold, 2012; Ong, 2006).
This empirically-rich telling of the entanglement of the state and classes is therefore yet
another approach with which the general students of infrastructure politics are not familiar. For
it is hard to gauge variegated forms of infrastructure financing, the literature takes the centrality
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of the class struggles on a global scale including labour issues, and the capitalist state functions
into that debate. However, while HM attempts to uncover the complex social relations
embedded within infrastructure financing, technical assessments of HM literature quickly slide
into political assessments of which set of transnational capitalists class’ interests are most
compatible with the state, leading us to the assumption that the host state is subordinated to the
capitalist class. And that in turn means that infrastructure financing – in whatever forms it takes
– is the product of capitalist classes definitively imposing their hegemony. In this way, we
inevitably back the Marxist-scholars notion of the state in the periphery as an instrument of
the international capital, denying the autonomy of local classes (e.g. Frank, 1998; Wallerstein,
1984). This forms HM’s main limitation in that it is not attuned to local truggles and variations
in institutional tendencies and state forms in terms of infrastructure financing. As Jessop
(1990) suggests, some institutional forms are more accessible to some socio-political groups
pursuing certain strategies while marginalising other social interests or what Jessop (2008)
coins as ‘strategic selectivity’. For example, the presidential office in the host country provides
routinised access for a selective segment of Chinese companies while the finance minister does
not and rather prefer privileging Japanese companies in part due to shared ideological
preferences. HM accounts nevertheless fail to recognise the nuance of ideological context and
state forms in a given period and how they ultimately carry significant implications for the
form of financing alongside its governance structure.
2.4.2 Murdoch school approach: State transformation, social forces, and politics of scale
The Murdoch School (MS) approach so far has filled many problems that previous
literature fails to address. Briefly, the MS is a critical political economy approach rooted in
Gramscian state theory (Gramsci, 1971), as developed by Poulantzas (1978) and Jessop (1990,
2008). From this perspective, the state and its institutions are not a ‘neutral’ set of institutions
as in Weberian political sciences, but rather expressions of social power (Hameiri, 2020, p.
648). More specifically, state institutions’ forms and functions are bound up in struggles for
power and control over resources between coalitions of social and political forces – particularly
classes and class fractions – whose relative power and interrelations are heavily conditioned
by capitalist economic development (Hameiri & Jones, 2016; Jones & Hameiri, 2021). The MS
analysis originally maintained the fundamentally domestic orientation and has been largely
oriented to explain how international dynamics such as globalisation, liberalisation, and
democratisation were filtered through domestic socio-political relations (Hewison et al., 1993;
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Hutchison & Brown, 2001; Robison, 1986; Rodan & Hewison, 2004). The recent phase of the
MS scholarship, while maintaining a domestic focus, has essentially deployed a multi-level
analysis to go ‘international’ by recognising a shift in the nature of political contestation. A
burgeoning literature on development aid and infrastructure financing has extended the MS
analysis to include not only domestic actors, but also intervening agents like the World Bank,
IMF, and Western donor agencies (Carroll, 2010; Hout & Robison, 2009; Hutchison et al.,
2014; Jayasuriya & Rodan, 2007; Rosser, 2009). In this context, international actors such as
Japanese and Chinese companies as well as state managers are no longer thought of as merely
external conditions but are internalised into domestic struggles, thereby finding domestic allies
and emerging as key social forces struggling over power and resources.
As such, the MS explanatory power adequately challenges the methodological
nationalism of existing accounts of the DS, which takes infrastructure financing and
concomitant institutions as contingent upon the distinct polity and mode of capitalism of
sponsoring countries. The MS is also a rebuke to the idea that financing mechanisms and
institutions can be reformed to produce win-win solutions as neoliberal institutionalists suggest
(Hameiri & Jones, 2020). The MS proponents rather look to infrastructure financing as sites of
analysis within their own right in that they are invariably reshaped by the changing relations of
social forces whose material and ideological interests are embedded with a given project.
Aiyara’s (2019) work on the high-speed railway (HSR) politics in Southeast Asia represents
one of the most ambitious attempts at examining contestation among social forces over
financing mechanisms and potential economic rents in the projects. Focusing on trajectories of
railway development in host countries (Thailand, Indonesia, Malaysia, and Laos), Aiyara
combines the MS approach with the rent distribution framework to reveal how Chinese railway
companies have become increasingly part of domestic power struggles in the host country and
have been involved in back-and-forth negotiations with host governments. The key contention
of his thesis is that domestic political forces which included capitalists, civil servants, and nonelite groups such as voters invariably pursued their material interests and reshaped policy
formulation pertaining to the high-speed railway project. Aiyara shows, in the case of Thailand,
powerful social groups such as Thai conglomerates sought rents from the control of lucrative
real estate around the railway stations and supposedly determined the outcome of the project
proposals including forms of HSR financing whilst the ruling coalition including Thai royal
elites and bureaucrats distributed benefits from rent to Chinese agencies by establishing a joint
venture for the railway project (Aiyara, 2019, p.273).
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Furthermore, bringing political geography into the conversation, recent accounts of the
MS attempt to unpack the alliance structure and their impacts on infrastructure financing by
applying the concept of scalar politics. In this context, infrastructure politics is not “strictly
bounded by national territory, but constituted by cross-cutting forces operating across different
scales simultaneously” (Lee et al., 2018, p. 424), of which “particular types of scale-specific
institutional arrangements, reflect particular interests” (Boer et al., 2015, p. 93). As such, MS
scholars treat ‘sub-national’ scales as the locus of power struggles given that power and control
over resources have been devolved to subnational agencies who increasingly acquired
international roles (Hameiri & Jones, 2021). For example, situating infrastructure financing as
part of wider developments in Chinese policy making, Tubilewicz and Jayasuriya (2015) delve
into the alliance of provincial state and capital which underpins rescaling financing institutions
through which provincial state apparatuses and capital internationalised. Here, the Greater
Mekong Subregion (GMS) Program with its focus on infrastructural development, for example,
constitutes a geo-economic constitution of new scales where the Chinese state capital, “at both
the national and (particularly) subnational levels, uses these zones to internationalise its
activities, leading to the rescaling and regionalisation of Yunnan-centred economic
governance” (p.189). Extending Glassman’s (2010) analysis that class interests generate the
GMS Program, Tubilewicz and Jayasuriya (2015) emphasised that such distinctive provincial
state and capital alliances at work in the infrastructure investment constitute social foundations
which further enhance the internationalisation of Yunnan, reproducing the GMS as China’s
subregional political project and entailing the rescaling of regional governance (see also
Mohan, 2021).
While Jayasuriya and Tubilewicz (2015) focus on the rescaling of financing institutions
through internationalisation of particular segments of Chinese capital, Jones and Hameiri
(2021) extend the analysis to gauge empirically how the Chinese and non-Chinese actors (in
the host state) interact with one another and identify the outcomes – including but not limited
to forms of infrastructure financing – arising from this interaction. In order to grasp the
dynamic, they have increasingly come to rely upon additional analytical framework, drawn
mainly from the state transformation approach. They first trace out how state transformation
dynamics in China have empowered particular actors, scales, and agendas and then identify the
key socio-political forces within the host state, and key interests surrounding Chinese
infrastructure financing. Such a process-tracing method added to the MS approach enables us
to see how struggles arise over how best to engage Chinese actors in infrastructure financing.
For example, in the case of Cambodia, Jones and Hameiri (2021) make an argument that state
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transformation in Cambodia has simultaneously reconsolidated the authoritarian regime in
which political elites and Cambodia’s tycoons emerged as dominant forces. These dominant
forces joined alliances with internationalised Chinese companies and paved the way for the
China-led Build, Operate, Transfer (BOT) financing model to pursue their shared development
agenda in the hydropower sector – industrial and urban development. Likewise, this dynamic
reshaped the functions of Cambodian state institutions with all the risks associated with the
BOT – legal guarantee, land use, and environmental risks – were ultimately transferred back
onto the Cambodian government (see also Chheat, 2022; Loughlin, 2021; Po & Sims, 2022).
Compared to historical materialism, the MS literature has done a better job in assessing
class-interests and social forces working through and within the state to better understand how
a particular form of infrastructure financing comes into being. First, while the recent MS
literature gives analytical weight to the political economy context of the host state, its analytical
framework is however constrained to further dig out the role of progressive forces in reshaping
infrastructure financing. Civil society actors and non-elite forces in general, for example, are
readily regarded as a countervailing set of forces who are marginalised and succumb to the
dominant forces while they are in fact highly heterogenous and dynamic, with changing
alliances and positions evident (Blake, 2016, p. 35). Put simply, the interests of opposing forces
are not always antithesis of ruling elites’ interests. This has been widely recorded in some
prominent ethnographic works whose findings prompt critical reflection on the relations
between foreign capital, the host state, and domestic civil society groups. For example, Baird
(2016) examines the relations between NGOs, the Cambodian government, and China’s
Huaneng Group in the development of the Lower Sesan Dam. In his ethnographic work, Baird
found that rather than serving as a countervailing set of forces, the subsequent potential for cooptation has kept some prominent Cambodian organisations from challenging the project and
in turn encouraged other CSOs to do the same. Similarly, this relates to Jones’s work (2014)
on Chinese-sponsored hydropower development in Myanmar’s borderlands. He construed the
enmeshment of social forces within the project development as an “emerging political
complex” – a set of regional alliances and tensions between domestic and foreign business
interests, central and regional actors, and ethnic political groups. Opposing forces like armed
ethnic groups were entering into a ceasefire agreement, in return for a share of development
benefits through the project. In other words, the governance structure of infrastructure
financing is not only confined to dominant forces – typically elites and powerful domestic
capital – but also heterogenous non-elite forces operating at different scales who can ally
themselves with dominant forces and constitute a transnational capitalist class. As Oliveira and
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Myers (2020, p.489) assert in their research on Chinese investment under BRI in Latin
America, “After all, environmentalist, labour, and other social movements are rarely examined
as part of the process of globalisation of Chinese capital and development interventions, yet
their interests also structure and shape, whether, where, and how the BRI becomes produced in
Latin America”.
Another caveat concerns the fact that tracing interpenetration of powerful social forces
with state institutions ignores the important role of ideology. The MS accounts see ideology as
an intrinsic part of the social class and inherent to domestic processes of social contestation,
but fall short of explaining how ideology is connected with variegated forms of financing.
Some critical literature have increasingly drawn attention to the crucial role of ideology in
enabling alliances and shaping their strategies (see Rodan, 2018). For example, Sims (2015)
argues that Japanese companies and international consultants through the IFIs have joined
alliances with powerful political actors, articulating interests and a desired mode of financing
under neoliberal development ideology, or what he termed “growth-first” ideology (see also
Kim, 2010; Shirley & Word, 2018). In many circumstances, this has pushed decision-makers
into adopting large-scale power infrastructure projects and simultaneously has helped a
coalition of developers and financiers to justify their projects (Newell, 2020). But, the MS’
treatment of ideology shows its analytical limitation in paying attention to ideological
inconsistency, for example, how a coalition of political and capitalist elites ostensibly adhering
to neoliberalism, in turn, favours state interventionism in financing mechanisms and ultimately
reshaped the form of infrastructure financing.
Finally, it is noteworthy that while existing accounts of the MS on infrastructure
financing have devoted their efforts to unpack the politics of infrastructure financing, they are
also notable for what they omit, that is the most basic one: what is infrastructure financing?
How should we locate it within states and interstate systems? Existing MS literature thus far
has not done justice to the definition of infrastructure financing itself. It tends to envision
infrastructure financing either as public goods with the state holding control over financial
mobilisation or as commercial or mercantilist projects that are harnessed by dominant interests.
More often than not, the prevailing account readily subsumes infrastructure financing under
broader development project analysis, which results in the failure to gauge why and to what
extent particular infrastructure financing modes and its coordinating institutions in host
countries are reproduced and how conflicts are managed through modes of financing.
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2.5 Towards a new political economy approach to understanding the politics of
infrastructure financing
While existing studies have certainly enriched our knowledge of infrastructure politics
and offered useful analytical frameworks, they nevertheless fail to comprehend the political
form of infrastructure financing – how it is reproduced and reshaped – and do not give adequate
expression to social relations underlying the form of infrastructure financing. As we have seen
in the otherwise illuminating neoliberal institutionalism literature, despite some differences,
this scholarship camp tends to abstract the state, its institutions, and their functioning from
political contestations that are inherently embedded within the politics of infrastructure
financing. Neo-institutionalists rearticulate forms of financing such as PPPs and ODA in
technical and ‘objective’ terms that de-historicise and naturalise the highly political and
conflict ridden nature of infrastructure financing. This approach conceals the significance of
technocratic considerations in glossing over explicit ideological and political preferences of
different actors in infrastructure financing. Whereas, the statist literature seeks to understand
how established institutions affect forms of infrastructure financing and associated policies.
For accounts of the literature, particular forms of financing are given as a particular institutional
feature of capitalism that will define the form of financing as well as the way it is governed.
While the literature had primarily focused the analysis on the embeddedness of forms of
financing within pre-established (sponsoring countries) institutions, it however neglected the
fact that infrastructure financing is simultaneously embedded within host state institutions. As
infrastructure financing embodies the conflictual nature of development, it can take different
forms along with new institutional arrangements which in turn generate an uneven distribution
of resources and affect social and political power relationships among different social groups
within the host state. Finally, the critical literature liberates political economy analysis from
the neoclassical understanding of infrastructure financing politics and from methodological
nationalism by the virtue of better making sense of the structure of class conflict over material
interests and analysing the consequence of this structure for the role of states in infrastructure
financing. This scholarship so far has also provided a powerful explanation of how different
alliances and social forces reshape host state institutions to advance particular interests and
agendas.
Nevertheless, such an emphasis on domestic struggles among social forces has not yet
been fully utilised and expanded to explain how relationships among them is reorganised via
different forms of infrastructure financing and how these forms of financing further entail shifts
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in state forms and function and affect financing governance. The existing accounts so far get
lost in much of the domestic focus which looks into what extent power dynamics at a certain
period – a coalition of state leader, bureaucratic elites, and domestic capital – count for the
success of and the failure of Chinese or Japanese development financing (e.g. Aiyara, 2019a;
Camba, 2021; Jones & Hameiri, 2021; Lim et al., 2021; Loughlin, 2021). As a result, they fall
short of undertaking an historical investigation of Chinese-facilitated and Japanese-facilitated
alliances which historically struggle to sustain particular forms of infrastructure financing
amidst the transformation of the state and shifting global economic environment. The latter
refers to critical events, for example, the post-Cold War, the rise of neoliberalism, the 1998
Global Financial Crisis, and the Belt and Road Initiative – which have always been
accompanied by the emergence of new social forces which struggle over resources linked to
infrastructure financing.
This study fills the gap in the existing political economy literature in the following
ways. First, it incorporates the role of ideology to historical analysis and empirical
investigation. As has been briefly elaborated, substantial accounts of MS have emphasised the
complexities of infrastructure financing along with its governance structures, overlaying social
forces and alliances at different scales. These accounts however leave no space for
understanding how ideology has been intersected with particular forms of financing through
which class relations are mediated (cf Gramsci, 1976) and simultaneously served as “a material
force that structures people’s conduct” (Cahill, 2014, p.76). Ideological contexts under which
specific forms of infrastructure financing take place thus must be critically examined. More
importantly, as the following chapter will show, technocratic consideration including risk
management and ‘good governance’ sought by neo-institutionalists must not be seen in the
strict sense of an organised and coherent system of ideas, but broadly to cover any competing
beliefs and ideals on the social desirability of particular financing policies.
Second, the politics of infrastructure financing as I would explore, is more about how
historically situated social forces reshape forms of financing to pursue their interests and under
what ways power relationships among different social forces are in turn reorganised through
variegated forms of infrastructure financing. In this setting, social forces involve both elite and
non-elite forces who represent sets of material interests and ideologies and subsequently build
alliances with like-minded forces to pursue specific agendas amidst state transformation. One
however should not see these social forces and alliances “hijack” the host state-based
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institutions. Neither do they merely extend pre-existing mechanisms embedded within
sponsoring institutions as accounts of the DS suggests. Rather, there is a particular institutional
complex that binds different social forces together, materially and ideologically. It is this
institutional complex – that I term ‘regulatory complex’ in the next chapter – that adds nuance
to forms of financing in different host countries in a given period and affects financing
governance structure provisionally.

2.6 Conclusion
The approaches discussed in this chapter outlined the politics of infrastructure financing
pertaining to Chinese and Japanese aid and investments. As noted earlier, each scholarship has
a different emphasis on risks and state capacity, institutional features of the sponsoring state,
varieties of capital, as well as class struggles embedded within infrastructure financing. While
fundamental, these political economy approaches however still suffer from a limited
engagement with broader power relations embedded within infrastructure financing and lack a
clearer analytical framework to connect social groups within states. While the thesis is very
sympathetic to the existing studies’ intention of developing the MS approach to explain the
enmeshment of different forces, capital, and classes in infrastructure financing, they however
offer less explanation of strategies of alliances and ideology within which particular forms of
financing are reshaped and sustained. By placing the politics of infrastructure financing within
the spectrum of alliances, ideology, and institutions, this thesis attempts to fill the literature
gap.
This thesis argues that the politics of infrastructure financing needs to be situated in the
broader dynamic of internationalisation of capital that is primarily determined by contestation,
conflicts, and compromises between socio-political forces that find expression through host
countries’ state institutions. This is in order to answer the question of why does this form of
infrastructure financing vary and why does the politics of infrastructure financing governance
take the form it does. Methodologically, this also provides a useful framework to connect
Chinese and Japanese actors with domestic groups in the host country. As elaborated in the
next chapter, the central point to this analysis is that forms of infrastructure financing constitute
distinct regulatory strategies that are understood as having their basis in social relations. The
way it is reshaped and reproduced reflects the ways relations between different social forces –
capitalist class, bureaucratic elites, political figures, and other beneficiaries including civil
society actors – who work through coalitions within the host state are reorganised. To
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comprehend different fractions of capital and social groups pertaining to Chinese and Japanese
sponsored infrastructure projects and to analyse how they constitute social forces and what
strategies they undertake in infrastructure financing, we need a conceptual framework that digs
beneath such complex social relations. It is to this task that I turn in the next chapter.
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Chapter 3 - The politics of infrastructure financing: Social forces and
the regulatory complex
3.1 Introduction
The previous chapter demonstrated the weakness of both neoliberal institutionalism and
the developmental state as analytical approaches to understanding the politics of Chinese and
Japanese infrastructure financing. In this section, I outline the theoretical framework of the
thesis, extending the critical political economy approach to unpack a dynamic set of power
relationships between capitalist forces and among socio-political groups which underpin
Chinese and Japanese infrastructure financing in Indonesia. A key dimension of my framework
is that domestic forces and external relations are mutually constituted through infrastructure
financing. Variegated modes of Chinese and Japanese-led infrastructure financing – be it
concessional loans, export credits, public private partnerships (PPPs), or business to business
schemes (B-to-B) – which reflect the mobility of capital from the standpoint of finance,
embody distinct regulatory strategies which enable the alignment of interests between the intracapitalist class and their political coalitions in the host country. In this setting, capital is not
monolithic and there are different fractions of capital that have different interests and
preferences, especially vis-à-vis state policies and sectors they are targeting within the structure
of accumulation. They also have varying degrees of competitiveness, contingent upon their
position within global markets and access to capital as well as their relations with different
segments of capital. Therefore, for the capitalist class, its financing strategy is not anchored on
established (international) rules attached to a particular mode of financing, but on wider social
and political power structures within which it is embedded. It is through and within these power
structures that different fractions of capital develop alliances with like-minded groups and
reproduce different modes of financing to pursue their accumulation strategies.
While Chinese and Japanese infrastructure financing, I maintain, is a capitalist project
that is rooted in capital tendency to internationalise, the framework I introduce does not see the
host state and capital as clearly separable from each other. Neither does it imply that
internationalised capital suppressed the host state’s authority, especially at the time of debt
crises and infrastructure capital shortages. Rather, at the core of this framework is the
recognition that different socio-political and economic groups are bound together within the
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ideological framework of risk and technical rules and the alliance between them is reorganised
through different modes of financing. In this context, modes of financing including official
development assistance (ODA) and foreign investment like PPP or B-to-B do not take shape
in a political vacuum. They generate an uneven distribution of resources and costs, thereby
simultaneously leading to tension and contradictions at varying scales and generating responses
from new social forces, interests, and ideologies. As such, these modes of financing need to be
continually reshaped and reproduced in ways that produce a new ideological formation and
enable further realignment of interests with different segments of capital as well as broader
social forces, including civil society, policy networks, and multilateral organisations.
Understanding the politics of Chinese and Japanese infrastructure financing in this way
ultimately turns our attention to how the politics of infrastructure financing is rooted in the
power relationships among broader forces. This represents a distinct shift away from the
analytical tendency to see it as a mere outcome of a patron-client relationship as public choice
theorists suggest, or the dominance of power bloc as critical political economy accounts
assume.
To better understand this process, this thesis introduces the term ‘regulatory complex’.
The regulatory complex encompasses an assemblage of host state-based institutions through
which different social groups negotiate compromises and formulate shared interests to sustain
or reproduce particular regulatory strategies amidst state transformation. Regulatory
organisations, financing institutions, particular government agencies, as well as new or ad-hoc
committees are important parts of this regulatory complex. While the assemblage of institutions
ostensibly resembles technocratic preferences, these institutions are never neutral nor
apolitical. In line with critical arguments of institutions, as in the Murdoch School approach,
this thesis sees them as both the outcomes of and site of social and political conflict between
social forces (Jones & Hameiri, 2021; Rodan & Hewison, 2004). In this way, institutions are a
historically evolving and dynamic expression of power (Jones, 2015, p. 40). In the context of
the regulatory complex, different modes of financing are not only materially embedded within
institutions, but also ideologically attached to institutions. As will be explained, it is not the
ideology that is intrinsic to a particular class or social force, but rather by the ideological notion
of risks and technical rules which is essential to organise a coherent coalition of support and
sustain if not reproduce certain institutions. Likewise, it is possible that similar modes of
financing manifested in the host country, such as Chinese ODA and Japanese ODA in
Indonesia, can give rise to different regulatory complexes as they are embedded within
different ideological notions of risks and reorganised through a different coalition of forces.
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This chapter first explains infrastructure financing as a regulatory strategy by putting it
in the context of the internationalisation of capital and state transformation. Second, it explains
the concept of the regulatory complex to gauge how infrastructure financing encompasses the
reorganisation of power relationships among broader social forces. In the third section, I
elaborate on diverse fractions of capital, state actors, civil society actors, and other social
groups that add inter-class dynamics to infrastructure financing. Unpacking these actors is
useful to understand which forces of capital and different social and political groups condition
particular regulatory strategies and how alliances between them are reconsolidated within the
regulatory complex. Third, it elaborates on the role of ideology in the politics of infrastructure
financing. This will give an idea of how different forms of infrastructure financing reflect wider
power relationships among socio-political and capitalist groups that are bound together within
the ideological framework of risk and technical rules. Finally, I will explain politics of scale
which are part of the regulatory complex emanating from the political dynamics of regulatory
strategies.

3.2 Infrastructure financing, the internationalisation of capital, and social forces
The relationship between infrastructure financing and the internationalisation of capital
is usually understood in terms of the geographical dynamics of capitalism. Amidst a crisis of
overaccumulation of capital and material, agents holding the capital surplus namely the
capitalist class and particularly its internationalising fractions, find themselves in need of
solutions overseas. This parallels with what Harvey (1982a) coined as the “spatial fix” that is
one possible reaction to overaccumulation, suggesting that capital is “fixed in and on the land
for a relatively long period of time” (Harvey, 2003, p. 115). Such long-gestation endeavours
tie-up surplus capital in geographically fixed projects such as physical infrastructure which
generally absorbs large amounts of capital, material and labour (Harvey, 2012; Jessop, 2006,
p. 151; Shatkin, 2008). Likewise, different modes of infrastructure financing including those
state-sponsored programs like the ODA and other official flows are the hallmark venture in
this effort. As Carmody et.al., (2022, p. 15) emphasises, the spatial fix of infrastructure
financing helps to alleviate the crisis of accumulation in the domestic market by “transferring
capital to new spaces, with the prevailing regime of capital accumulation being thus expanded
as new spatial systems are produced, and capital is redirected to zones where more profitable
returns can be generated”. Put simply, modes of financing are crucial to see a strong connection
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between how the overaccumulation of capital is manifested and how the spatial fix gets
pursued.
For countries like Japan and China, state-driven financing programs have provided the
quickest shortcut for its internationalising fractions to address overaccumulation. Over the past
few decades, the Japanese government, for example, moved out industrial overcapacity and
capital surplus through ODA programs. In this setting, ODA recipient countries, mainly in
Southeast Asia, provided a spatial fix where the surplus of fixed capital (machineries and
infrastructure-related commodities) generated in Japan were absorbed through the concessional
loan channels ODA offered (Fujikura & Nakayama, 2016; Jain, 2016; Takahashi, 1993).
Likewise, this has also been prevalent in the case of China where its internationalising fractions
seek to realise their surplus in the form of physical means of production like rolling stocks,
turbines, and other fixed capital through different forms of infrastructure financing, from statebacked foreign aid to purely business-to-business mechanisms. These modes of financing are
ways to open up markets for Chinese goods, as Sum (2019, p. 529) pinpoints, “a China-oriented
infrastructural mode of growth in production, finance, and security”. Seen in this light,
internationalisation is developed as part of the circulation process of capital (Harvey, 2003)
while these forms of infrastructure financing at the same time, as Harvey (2001, p. 28)
pinpoints, “facilitates spatial movement and the temporal dynamics of continued capital
accumulation”.
Behind the dynamic process of internationalisation, however, lurks the political
dynamics of financing. Such solutions as a spatial fix, not only have to attempt to counter
overaccumulation but also depend on fragile institutional fixes (Carmody et al., 2022, p. 15;
Jessop, 2013). The common line of argument as to this constraint has been that the capital being
exported under different modes of financing is essentially “local government debt with
unpriced risks” (Kenderdine & Han, 2018, p. 42) that would, in turn, run the risk of generating
a backlash and fail to generate profits. To make the spatial fix sustainable in the long run, an
institutional fix that is a complementary set of institutions abroad thus must be secured (Jessop
& Sum, 2016). The institutional fix offers a partial and relatively stable solution to stabilise
specific accumulation regimes including infrastructure financing (Jessop, 2001).
Whilst the spatial fix of infrastructure financing may see a reorganisation of institutions
in the host country to serve as a safety valve for the capital’s crisis tendencies, the institutional
fix however does not necessarily manifest on behalf of the capital’s interests. Infrastructure
financing typically “functions very well under conditions of uneven geographical
development” (Harvey, 2004, p. 67) in which the lack of infrastructure capital in other
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territories is matched by surpluses of capital available in one territory. This connotes what
development scholars and geographers term as “infrastructural fix” (Zajontz, 2020). However,
intrinsic to the process of “fixing” the space through targeted infrastructure is the locus of
political conflicts and compromises – leading us to a crucial “blind spot” in Harvey’s theory of
spatial fix on which the thesis aims to shed light. In this sense, project financing is not only
about organising investment in infrastructure, but also meeting its costs and distributing
resources as well as risks. It involves transforming the nature of host-state institutions and
relations with broader social groups including state actors, financial actors, as well as civil
society groups whose interests and agendas are addressed through infrastructure development
(see, for example, Jonas et al., 2019; O’Brien & Pike, 2019). It is in this context that
institutional fixes become critical. As Sum & Jessop (2013, p. 248) argue, any spatial fix
depends on “a range of compromises amongst various actors about the social and spatial
distributions of costs and benefits of a particular fix”.
Departing from this point, a key dimension of my framework is that domestic forces
and external relations are mutually constituted within infrastructure financing. Different forms
of financing embody wider power relationships among agents holding capital surplus, state
elites, as well as different politico-social groups in sponsoring and host countries. Here, we
depart from the prevailing binary dichotomy, such as patron-clients, corrupted host
governments–Chinese/Japanese capital, strong/weak (host) state leaders–Chinese/Japanese
capital, and the like (see Camba, 2020; Camba et al., 2021; Liao & Katada, 2020; Trinidad,
2016). The thesis’ framework rules out such simplistic analysis of the character of the host
government and the capitalist class. It rather assesses different actors and interests in
Japan/China and Indonesia about their class strategies and tactics and gauges how conflicts and
compromises between them are mediated through specific financing modes in a given period
and how then negotiated compromises between them are institutionalised, albeit provisionally
(see Jessop, 2006).
Therefore, for the purpose of this thesis, its embrace of alliances and social forces is
foundational. Different modes of infrastructure financing – that I coin as “regulatory financing
strategy” – have their political roots in coalitions of social forces. In this context, the Chinese
and Japanese capitalist classes, for example, are not counted as merely external variables.
Neither are they considered monolithically as ‘capital’. As will be explained in the following
section, they comprise different segments of capital which have varying access to global market
and (state) capital as well as links to different social groups to which transformation of the host
state and particular global agenda give rise to. In the process of internationalisation, these
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capitalist fractions develop alliances with like-minded forces and buttress various regulatory
financing strategies – ranging from ODA, PPP, B-to-B, and private equity, to other specified
mechanisms. For fractions of capital, these modes of financing are not a mere technical exercise
by which they need to follow specified or standardised rules to further mitigate risks (see Jarvis,
2012). Rather, for their part, each mode of financing constitutes a distinct strategy by which
they link their interests with key domestic political and economic allies in the host country
based on the latter’s respective competitiveness, risk perception, as well as access to capital in
a given period. For example, amidst the wave of liberalisation in the 1990s in Southeast Asia,
including Indonesia, Thailand, and the Philippines, preceding forms of ODA were seen as not
fitting into the wider agenda of internationalised fractions of Japanese capital which aimed at
securing long-term profits or spatial fix through direct investment in power plants(Hall, 2010;
Mendl, 2001). The transformation of the Indonesian state has also seen the emergence of new
political forces and domestic capital whose interests would not have been served at best under
the ODA mechanism. It is in this context that alternative modes of financing such as PPPs
emerged, serving a segment of Japanese capitalists a distinct strategy by which they forged
tactical alliances with domestic forces and therein buttressed PPP-related regulations and
policies to advance their class interests in different spatial and temporal situations (Jonas et al.,
2019; Jonas, 2014).
While the regulatory strategy plays a crucial role in the allocation of loans and
investments, one however should not see the host state as the object of internationalisation.
Infrastructure has long been treated as “an exception in relation to the operation of the laws of
the market”, prone to cost overruns, low turnover times, and uncertain returns as well as legal
counterclaims (Buier, 2020, p. 610). Therefore, project financing – in whatever forms – is
inherently contingent upon preferential arrangements afforded to the project developer and
owner – or, in this context, capitalist and its allies – who are concerned with performance
measures, including rates of return, risks and political stability, as well as debt ratios. Likewise,
this usually deepens traditional relations of dependency with the host state institutions,
especially in terms of debt repayment and land provision, as well as of negative externalities
emerging out of the targeted project such as the broader social and environmental consequences
(O’Brien et al., 2019).
However, such an innovative way of overcoming barriers through state institutions is
by no means free from social conflict. State transformation accompanied by shifts in the global
economic environment prompt the emergence of new social groups with diverging interests as
well as an ideological framework of risks and perceptions of the role of the state. These groups
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may pierce through certain preferential arrangements that have been secured through particular
modes of financing and challenge the existing power relations. As Hameiri and Jones (2020,
p. 15) argue, the transformation of the state creates “new classes and class fractions, winners,
and losers which may challenge existing institutional arrangements and hegemonic
ideologies”. As a result, social conflict is further articulated within the process of
internationalisation of capital, therein Chinese and Japanese fractions of capital become
increasingly part of domestic power struggles to reproduce particular forms of infrastructure
financing amidst the development of new alliances, ideologies, and strategies. It is in this
context of social conflict that project financing – be it Japan-led or China-led – takes different
forms. These forms – PPP, B-to-B, and ODA – that we are typically familiar with, are indeed
shaped from within – the constellation of forces within the host state. They are reproduced
ideologically and materially across different spaces and times to mediate conflicting interests.
The overall process gives rise to what I term as a regulatory complex, an embodiment of
institutional fix which is accompanied by a certain ideological underpinning and helps to
sustain alliances and enforce forms of financing in a given period.

3.3 Regulatory complex and social forces
Such an important background suggests that infrastructure financing brings with it a
specific dynamic through the linkage between social forces, ideology, and state institutions.
For better comprehending the linkage, the thesis introduces the term ‘regulatory complex’. It
is an assemblage of institutions as well as ideological frameworks through which different
social class forces negotiate compromises and formulate shared interests to sustain particular
regulatory strategies. As such, it is through and within the regulatory complex that essential
conditions for the project financing – shifting formation of alliances, preferential policies,
certain rules and mechanisms, and regulatory reforms – are reshaped. Regulatory organisations,
financing institutions, as well as technocratic agents in infrastructure (or urban development)
such as the master plan study team, ad-hoc committee, technical task forces, and the like are
important parts of this regulatory complex. The regulatory complex is not a given, but rather
continually shaped by the alliances of social forces and ideological frameworks that support
these alliances. Therefore, it is possible that two similar types of projects are sustained through
different regulatory complexes, depending on alliances of forces and ideology that underpin
them.
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As shown in the following diagram of regulatory complex, analysis of the regulatory
complex follows three major steps. First, I identify different fractions of capital and their
political alliances being tied to particular regulatory strategy as well as potential distributional
consequences of the strategy to wider social groups. As this thesis argues, infrastructure
financing is at its root a political project underpinned by social and political coalitions and their
accumulation strategies to advance particular interests amidst state transformation
(Apostolopoulou, 2021; Jones & Hameiri, 2021). In one instance, Chinese and Japanese
capitalist classes, for their part, create alliances with like-minded internationalised branches of
the host state. Part of this may involve political elites, indigenous capital, and even military
figures who emerge as powerful social forces during a particular period of time. While
particular modes of financing have already been revealed as targets of capitalist interests and
their tactical alliances, broader social forces such as local state actors and civil society actors
as well as other progressive forces also seek to shape the financing form, ensuring that their
interests are represented (Lim et al., 2021; Lu & Schönweger, 2019; Mohan & Tan-Mullins,
2019). It is thus essential to unpack these wider social groups – who they are, which class they
represent, and how the financing form impacts their material and ideological interests – before
making sense of how conflicts and compromise among them take shape.
Figure 1 - Regulatory Complex
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Second, I examine how different social forces negotiate compromises to sustain
particular regulatory strategies and then analyse the institutionalised forms of these
compromises within the host state. The compromises manifest in the form of formal (state)
institutions and informal institutions wherein alliances are further reorganised and certain
conditions –rules, mechanisms, as well as regulatory reforms – critical for project financing
are reshaped. Crucially, one should not assume these institutions to be static and final, as Jessop
(2006, p. 162) argues, “there is no single best way to regularise accumulation in the long-term”.
These institutions at least provisionally enable conflict management by reproducing the form
of financing in a manner that promotes different class interests. Central to such an
institutionalised class compromise is a particular ideological framework of risks and of the role
of the state that can be drawn from popular ideology, such as neoliberalism and
developmentalism (Dirlik, 2014; Gill, 1995; Ougaard, 2018). The ideology may not eliminate
the social bases of class antagonism, but, as will be elaborated in the following section,
elements of it can reorganise diverging interests and lead to the development of a new state
form – e.g. regulatory state, tax state, developmental state, and the like (Jessop, 1990, p.160).
In this way, state institutions, as well as their purposes and functions, are redefined and
reproduced through certain discourses about the risk and the state which shape the interests of
broader forces into conformity with politico-capital alliances stabilising particular regulatory
strategies over time.
Finally, we analyse how the articulation of the regulatory complex leads to distinct
regulatory empowerment within the host state which defines the financing governance,
including the scale at which it operates. The regulatory empowerment in this respect, does not
straightforwardly refer to hierarchical forms of political authority – from the top to the bottom–
but rather a dynamic pattern of functions and activities of state institutions. In this context, the
host state and institutions are not put in the context of their functional terms as neoinstitutionalists suggest. “Neither are they taken as pre-existing facts or a mere tangible object
standing apart from each other” (Jessop, 2001, p. 1226). In turn, extending Poutlantzas’ account
which sees the state as being inscribed in all social relations and drawing from Jessop’s state
strategic selectivity concept, these institutions are by no means neutral or purely technical (see
Hameiri & Jones, 2020). Rather, they impart the host state’s strategic selectivity which is “the
state’s differential impact on the balance of political forces and the strategies which they can
pursue” over a given time horizon (Jessop, 1990, p. 9). In this respect, marginalisation or
empowerment of particular state agencies, as well as the creation of the new ad-hoc committee
in infrastructure financing are not a straightforward choice, rather reflect the significance of
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the state’s strategic selectivity in terms of infrastructure financing. This ever-changing
regulatory empowerment resembles a distinct governance structure upon which ‘modus
operandi’ including financing-related policy making, appropriate regulatory arrangements, and
measures of state interventions including land acquisition and even the securitisation are further
elaborated (see Deruytter & Derudder, 2019; O’Brien et al., 2019). More specifically, it
implies which institutions gain dominance and control risks, whose interests they advance and
to which interests they make a concession, and how particular state functions critical for
financing are exercised. Seen in this light, the financing governance is proved flexible in the
face of new contradictions and hence continually reproduced over a period in that it is
contingent upon “the relation between state structures and the strategies which different forces
adopt toward it” (Jessop, 1990, p. 10).
Important to this final stage of the regulatory complex analysis is the politics of scale.
Within this regulatory complex, the prevalence of regulatory empowerment not only shapes
the function of state institutions but also the scale at which they operate, a point that will be
elaborated further in the next section. As O’Brien et al., (2019) argue, project financing
including ownership and control of state assets as well as a revenue stream draws different
levels of government into flexible relationships with different actors under various conditions,
such as decentralisation and fiscal consolidation. In most cases, this regulatory complex
potentially rescales the national state where the local state is now much more involved in the
financing governance (see Brenner, 2009; Kennedy, 2017; Su, 2012).

Power is being

rearranged with diverse state actors as well as civilian actors at different tiers that collaborate
to produce effective regulations and financing policies. This also may take the form of efforts
to integrate subnational agencies into a broader regulatory complex, making them responsive
to particular modes of financing. This reallocation of power and access to resources ultimately
lead to what Brenner (2004) called rescaling governance.
The following section elaborates on key concepts that are crucial to guide our analysis
in unpacking the regulatory complex. In what follows we examine social forces whose interests
are entangled with infrastructure financing, ranging from different fractions of capital, state
actors, and civil society actors to brokers and boosters who played key roles in lubricating
alliances of social forces.
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3.4 Alliances and social forces
Basic modes of infrastructure financing, such as PPP, ODA, B-to-B, or other financing
mechanisms – that I coin in this thesis as ‘regulatory strategies’ are supported and sustained by
a coalition of social forces that included diverse yet competing fractions of capital which make
opportunistic alliances with state actors. Therefore, to better understand how power relations
among these forces are reorganised via regulatory strategies, it is noteworthy to unpack these
social forces – capitalist fractions, state actors, and civil society actors as well as other
internationalised actors – and consider the distinctive roles of these forces as well as their
relations to the state within infrastructure financing. So far, these roles are not explicitly defined
in the political economy literature. There have been a priori assumptions about the orientation
of particular forces in which actors and their roles are viewed in terms of, and measured against,
an ahistorical ideal-typical liberal governance (see Aiyara, 2019b; Yan, 2021). Such an
approach propagates the idea that Chinese or Japanese fractions of capital are external actors
with a singular objective to either build ‘good governance’ or nefariously, to entrench
dysfunctional domestic institutions in the host country thus subordinating it to foreign interests
(Bräutigam, 2009; Kaplan, 2016; Mattlin & Nojonen, 2015). By contrast, as already suggested
earlier, this thesis locates internationalised fractions of capital as part of the domestic power
struggle in the host country. These fractions and social groups – both nationally and
transnationally-based – constitute social forces. Albeit with their asymmetrical power, all have
the potential to transform the prevailing norms, regulatory framework, and institutions (see AlFadhat, 2018; Bieler & Morton, 2014).
In what follows, I explain different fractions of capital and key groups whose interests
are materially and ideologically entangled with infrastructure financing and constitute social
forces that inform social relations of infrastructure financing. Here I classify them into four
groups: (1) fractions of capital; (2) state actors; (3) civil society groups and; (4) boosters and
brokers. It is important to note that the boundaries between these actors’ categories are not
fixed. One group or part of it can perform two or more roles simultaneously. Moreover, in line
with the core argument of this thesis, I do not approach Chinese and Japanese actors
respectively as a unified force. Rather, I theoretically divide them into different fractions of
capital and social groups who are enmeshed with other socio-political groups based in the host
country. Different fractions of capital and socio-political groups who respond to their interests
hold up distinct regulatory strategies which enable alliance between them.
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My point to note at this stage is that interrelations and class compromises between the
fractions of capital are important material forces in shaping regulatory strategies and ultimately
animate infrastructure politics. Two questions are crucial in understanding this phenomenon.
First, how do diverse fractions of capital with competing interests, access to capital resources,
and a different perception of risk, compromise and reorganise their relations through regulatory
strategies? The coalition building is often problematic because there may be conflicts among
them. Second and interrelated point, with increasing conflicts not only between the intracapitalist class but also the interclass, which state actors do they build alliances with and how
does the complex interplay of institutions ultimately evolve? In the following section, I will
first unpack diverse fractions of capital and their centrality in regulatory strategies before
elaborating on their relations with state actors.
3.4.1 Fractions of capital
The common fractional division has been based on geographical distinctions – that is a
differentiation of national and transnational capital. National capital tends to be oriented to the
protection of the nation-state, while transnational capital tends to oppose protectionism and
favours a regime of global free trade and investment, or pursues a neoliberal project (Van
Apeldoorn, 2002). In this context, while being exposed to market forces and global capital,
Chinese capital, for example, is often conceived of as being protected by the state. As McNally
eloquently depicts, “The Chinese party-state pursue work-around solutions that, while
liberalising economic forces, kept state control over economy and society intact” (McNally,
2019, p. 319). Meanwhile, given its nature as ‘private’ capital, Japanese forces of capital are
often regarded as representing transnational capital whose interests are no longer tied to
particular national territories and identities (Robinson, 2004, p. 248; Robinson & Sprague,
2015). They internationalise their accumulation in the infrastructure sector, thereby readily
undermining domestic capitalists in the host country. The common perception of such a
division is often apparent in the debate on debt sovereignty linked to highly-risky projects, such
as China in Sri Lanka and China in Laos (Narins & Agnew, 2020; Rowedder, 2020) as well as
in the discussion regarding Japanese companies as a transnational capitalist bloc in overseas
projects (Glassman, 2010; Westra, 2012).
However, the transnational-national dichotomy provides an unsatisfactory basis on
which to identify fractions of capital, especially in terms of their perceptions of and preferences
for risks inherent in the infrastructure project. For example, over the past decades, Chinese
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SOEs have emerged as some of the most internationalised fractions in overseas infrastructure
projects, both as contractors and investors (Liou, 2014; Zhang, 2021). On the one hand, these
entities are transnational, benefiting from the global free trade regime. On the other hand, they
are however products of Chinese ‘state capitalism’. This blend of international and domestic
has given rise to contexts in which Chinese authorities aggressively support the business
expansion of Chinese SOEs even in the highly risky projects and provide specific financing
means for the project driven by particular strategic interests. This has been apparent in some
African countries where Chinese-funded projects are driven by attempts to ‘buying’ United
Nations voting power, and securing natural resources (Bräutigam, 2011; Hirono & Suzuki,
2014; Stone et al., 2022). In addition, different forms of capital are also embedded with varying
control regimes. For example, Sovereign Wealth Funds (SWFs), an extremely diverse set of
state-capital hybrids, have invested both domestically and abroad with longer-term objectives,
such as providing patient capital for domestic companies while funding infrastructure
development abroad (Alami et al., 2021, p. 6). In addition, many firms are even headquartered
in tax havens which “places their capital beyond the reach of the state and therefore diminishes
the credibility of claims to national identity” (Klinger, 2015, p. 230) and these firms are among
the top shareholders of joint venture companies that operate in the infrastructure sector in the
Global South (Gonzalez-Vincente, 2020).
From the outset, to better comprehend different segments of capital and their
relationship to the state in terms of infrastructure financing, in this thesis, by extending
Glassman’s (1999) and Bryan’s (1987) analysis on fractions of capital, I disaggregate capital
into four segments. The first fraction is the ‘international capitalist’, for which the transnational
corporations (TNCs) are a paradigmatic example. TNCs have the international scale of
investment, production and commodities as well as better access to the foreign capital market.
In terms of infrastructure financing, these capitalists have the capacity to invest substantially
both in the domestic and foreign markets and typically are early participants in the
accumulation process. These include Japanese top trading companies with their extremely
diversified business lines; the majority of central Chinese SOEs including top Chinese
construction and energy companies which have long internationalised since the 1980s;
transnationalised Southeast Asia Chinese conglomerations which are distinguished by business
acumen and wider access to global capital (see Al-Fadhat, 2018; Goerzen & Makino, 2007; Li
& Chen, 2020). However, while this fraction of capital is eager to invest in a particular project,
they are predisposed to attend to risks other than fractions of capital in part due to their strong
competitiveness and profit orientation. This also affects their preferred financing approach,
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weighing more on mainstream forms of financing like ODA and EPC (Engineering,
Procurement, and Construction) where profits are secured in advance or on novel instruments
such as financialisations and bonds or foreign acquisitions which open up new circuits and
places of risk (on this point, see Alami et al., 2021; Liu & Dixon, 2022; Mawdsley et al., 2014).
Therefore, this fraction of capital may advance basic financing modes that are deemed most
feasible for securing conditions for capital accumulation as their regulatory strategies.
The second fraction is the ‘investment-constrained capitalist’. This fraction has a
slightly narrower scale compared to that of international capital. Investment-constrained
capitalists are only able to invest substantially in the domestic market but can successfully sell
goods and services in both domestic and export markets. When states lift barriers to specific
forms of capital movement, this fraction can invest in international markets (Bryan, 1987, p.
271). Many Chinese infrastructure companies fall into this category. While China’s going out
strategy and the BRI, in general, have facilitated their internationalisation, their overseas
activities however are limited. So are their options of the financing mechanism. Chinese
central authorities give preferences for a selected group of companies to pursue particular
political agendas while applying numerous restrictions to Chinese overseas investments in a
bid to ensure their alignment with state policy initiatives (Chin & Gallagher, 2019; Gong,
2021). The required approvals from relevant central authorities are de facto closing conditions
for overseas investment projects, particularly for relatively large projects. As a result,
companies have limited access to finance and less command over how to invest in their
preferred projects (Casanova & Miroux, 2020). Given constraints imposed by the state,
compared to internationalised fractions of capital, these fractions have more limited options for
infrastructure financing. In addition, given their position as ‘latecomers’ compared to the
internationalist fraction, they may be forced to take higher risks and this affects the way they
shape regulatory strategies. As such, they often take a shortcut to internationalisation by
receiving orders of risky projects abroad or otherwise would be ostracised from the market
(Quer et al., 2012). In the case of power infrastructure, for example, Chinese companies often
go on to bid for bilateral loan projects or for projects that are financed by the host country’s
state budget under the Engineering, Procurement, and Construction (EPC) service, expecting
other parties bear more risks (Zhang & Smith, 2017). It is worth noting, that the aforementioned
international capitalists could be investment-constrained in a given period in part due to volatile
international markets and limited government subsidies and incentives. Japanese general
contractors, for example, kept the share of overseas sales at a low level during the 1990s and
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the early 2000s due to the long-run economic distress with the reduction of public spending
overseas (Caballero et al., 2008; Mutoh et al., 2020; see also Strassmann, 1989).
The third fraction of capital is called the ‘market constrained capitalist’. Companies
belonging to this fraction can invest large amounts of capital domestically and internationally,
but in essence, they are only able to market the products where they are produced (Al-Fadhat,
2019, p. 55). The constraint often relates to state policies, for example, the state’s exchange
rate policy, subsidies, and trade restrictions in which forces of capital are rather to compete on
the domestic market. These policies “determine the decision of whether to produce within a
nation or export to that nation” (Bryan, 1987, p. 266). In terms of infrastructure financing,
companies whose business activities are related to the interstate highway and high-speed
railway operations are often attributable to the fraction. This stratum of capitalists is vulnerable
because they need the support of both home and host governments. The absence of strong
government support would otherwise make them not only prone to crises of profitability but
importantly unable to commission the project from the start. In short, this fraction, for its part,
internationalises while risks facing long-term capital constraints and low returns. The most
feasible financing mode for this fraction is the one that is heavily backed by state capitalism,
both from the host and home government. As a result, regulatory strategies they shape, heavily
involve the centrality of powerful state actors and fractions of capital that have access to the
host state, thereby providing the most powerful base for access to financing as well as risk
management. For example, over the past few years, China has witnessed the development of
an extensive high-speed railway (HSR) line, contributing to at least two-thirds of the world’s
entire HSR. This however has led to the overcapacity of the railway network in the domestic
market (see Tjia, 2015; Yu, 2014). The Chinese government through diplomatic measures and
preferential policies has started to reinvest this surplus-value in HSR works in other countries,
making way for this group of market-constrained capitalists to internationalise in such highlyrisky projects (Yan, 2021). As a result, while these railway companies internationalise, the
blurring distinction between risk and investment decision may cause them “aided or injured by
the political agenda of the Chinese government” (Alon & McIntyre, 2008, p. 2).
Finally, the fourth fraction of capital is the ‘national capitalists’ based in the host
country, historically associated with import-marketing industries. This fraction is only able to
invest significantly and sell effectively in its national market (Bryan, 1987; Glassman, 1999).
This also includes many SOEs in developing countries that benefit from the monopoly control
in their industries. The state-owned telecommunication and electrification companies provide
a good example of this fraction of capital. Their monopoly control is deeply rooted in the
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political economy structure of their home country. Likewise, by holding a monopoly, for
projects that are directly assigned by the government, as with market-constrained capitalists,
they tend to undermine risks in part due to the tacit understanding that state banks will help
neutralise the risks as the effect of government mandates (Kim, 2019). Just as their perceptions
towards risk are varied, depending on the type of projects, so do their options for regulatory
strategies. In some cases, they can help sustain particular regulatory strategies held by other
fractions of capital that share similar interests with them. At another extreme, they typically
emerge as social forces which create serious nationalist resistance and strengthen the antiforeign-linked coalition in their home country. In this context, in attempts to reduce a series of
conflicts among different fractions of capital, a regulatory complex emerges which enables
shifts in the balance of forces followed by legal and institutional restructuring.
Any given bloc of capitalists increases their potential to shape regulatory strategies and
promote the success of their project by forming inter-class alliances as well as with other social
groups. Classifying fractions of capital in such a way draws attention to the structural basis for
alliances between fractions of capital that transcend national boundaries and inform social
relations in infrastructure politics. For instance, the market-constrained capitalists cement
alliances with national capitalists based in the host country which are conceived of having
powerful control over resources and access to the (host) state policy that is deemed critical for
project financing. Likewise, national capitalists frequently find it necessary to build alliances
with the more advanced sectors such as TNCs to find adequate outlets for capital accumulation
that have been restrained by state policies (Glassman, 2010; Wijaya 2021). The TNCs and
investment-constrained capitalists also tend to join alliances with national capitalists to gain
benefits from the state policies which favour the latter. For example, having a similar material
base, international capitalists like China’s central SOEs and Japanese trading giants can
establish direct links to the fraction of national capitalists such as the Indonesian State
Electricity Company (Perusahaan Listrik Negara, ‘PLN’)1 and

investment-constrained

capitalists like Indonesian-based coal companies who forced to reinvest coal in the form of the
power plant through PPPs scheme due to state-imposed export restrictions in Indonesia
(Jacobson, 2016). In this setting, being mindful of the role of the PLN as the only “off-taker”
of electricity business in Indonesia – that is the purchaser of power generated by a power plant
project – international capitalists seek to put financial risks at a minimum via regulatory
strategies and thus secure long-term profit from the project which they gave the offtake
1

Though it was included in the Fortune Global 500 in 2014, PLN has only limited business operations in the
domestic market as it has a monopoly on electricity distribution in Indonesia.
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payment (Wijaya, 2021) (see Chapter V). The internationalisation of Chinese or Japanese
capital through such a powerful alliance is ultimately expressed in the Indonesian state, as we
will see in the following chapters.
Intra-capitalist alliances are not operating in the political vacuum. As will be explored
in this thesis, diverse fractions of capital turn into a power bloc organised within the host state.
Because the state is the site of class struggles and contradictions, the state “does not come to
act as a unified political force” (Jessop, 1990, p. 261). But in terms of infrastructure financing,
it is important to note that the state as an institutionalised form of compromises among forces
should nonetheless appear coherent in its regulatory activities to sustain particular financing
strategies. Here, the role of state actors – the class they represent, their interests, and their
authorities – are crucial. Particular state actors develop alliances with the capitalist bloc and
together mould regulatory strategies to shape key state institutions, thereby transforming the
form and functions of the state. The following section elaborates on the role of state actors.
3.4.2 State actors
One dominant theoretical perspective to underpin state actors and their links to
capitalist forces is Robinson’s (2004, 2017) work on the Transnational Capitalist Class (TCC).
A dominant argument in the study of TCC has been the capitalist class’ propensity to capture
state actors. In this approach, this transnational class is seen as dominant and seeking influence.
As Robinson (2004) asserts, political elites and state managers called transnational state
apparatuses are drawn into a globalist power bloc wherein TCC exercises leadership. They are
also ideologues, expressing the interests of TCC rather than domestic capital (Robinson 2004,
pp. 75-76). However, in my approach, I deflect from rendering state actors, not as a
homogenous entity that represents the collective interests of TCC. I suggest that they should
no longer be thought of as being ‘captured’ by transnational capital seeking dominance.
When it comes to infrastructure financing, there are heterogeneous state actors whose
interests are materially and ideologically entangled with a given project in different ways.
These actors may include a troop of ministers holding control over line ministries such as the
economic planning agency, finance, foreign affairs, and public works department; executives
like the president or prime minister; political party members and security officers; as well as
head of specialised agencies (Shatkin, 2022). In general, state actors are defined by their
political authority, judicial discretion as well as academic or administrative expertise to execute
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foreign aid programs or investment initiatives. However, state actors do not represent
homogenous interests. State actors from these agencies including technocratic elites and key
political figures have links to different fractions of capital and social forces, evolving into new
forms of coalitions and even have a significant role in contestations within the state (Brenner
et al., 2010; Glassman, 2004). They are especially important in motivating domestic opposition,
challenging prevailing institutions, and promoting or opposing some policies (Khoo, 2014).
Coalitions between different fractions of capital with the state elites as well as with
other social classes or groups contribute to contestation within the host state, shaping
infrastructure-related institutions. In this setting, these elites exercise their roles in two ways.
First, they develop connections with their foreign counterparts like Chinese or Japanese
companies and governmental bodies, thereby taking on ‘international’ functions through their
technical-administrative capabilities (Khoo, 2014; Nay, 2012). These functions can include
legitimating regulatory strategies; pursuing institutional innovations to facilitate project
development - including the development and enforcement of investment rules at various
scales; mechanisms of land acquisition and use; financial guarantees; licence issuance; and, the
promotion of specific financing governance arrangements like special taskforces or new
regulatory bodies (Cammack, 2006, 2012). These functions are consolidated through and
within the state agencies in which they are embedded. For example, as we shall see in the next
chapter, a powerful alliance between Japanese forces of capital and technocratic and political
elites in the Indonesian Ministry of Finance (MoF) and the Coordinating Ministry for Economic
Affairs (CMEA) massively boosted financial resources through a series of master plans. The
master plan was a dynamic long-term technocratic planning document that provided details of
a given project including the recurring costs and implementation strategy. Apart from the
technical analysis of the project, risk control measures, for example, the creation of PPP
specialist units, financing guarantee agencies, and land reform committees were also
established. These were consolidated through and within those ministries. It is worth noting
that because state actors are never unitary and have varying interests and preferences, they may
join alliances with different fractions of capital which ultimately result in competing regulatory
strategies. It is in this context that dynamic alliances of forces are disbanded and recreated,
giving shape to multiple regulatory complexes.
Second, these actors serve as ideologically conditioned agents who have national
credentials to promote capitalist reproduction (Cox, 1987). Particularly significant here are
various technocratic and political elites who have influence within key infrastructure
institutions. Through them, international ideals are being promoted, resulting in an adequate
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hegemonic ideology of risks that is central to the regulatory complex. A most notable case in
point in this regard is elements of neoliberalism pertaining to risk management that are
championed by the state in traditional agencies such as the national investment promotion
agency and the Ministry of Finance, and the like (Glassman, 2004). In the realm of
infrastructure, the ideological coordinates of neoliberalism establish both strategic targets (such
as complementary pretended equalities of market exchange, infrastructure-led development,
tariff barriers, value chain and connectivity, technology transfer, and urban planning) and
strategic priorities (such as state-financial guarantees, deregulation, trade liberalisation, fiscal
discipline, land acquisition mechanism, labour-market flexibilisation) are generally enveloped
in the strong discourse of neoliberal ‘growth first’ (Gill, 1995; Larner, 2000; Peck & Tickell,
1994). The incorporation of such strategic targets into infrastructure planning help to strengthen
neoliberalism as an “optimistic, value-free public good the benefits of which trickle down to
the wider community” (Lang & Rothenberg, 2017, p. 1747) thereby consciously or
unconsciously supporting particular modes of financing.
However, infrastructure financing and international ideals underpinning it are not
always tethered to those technocrat or politico-bureaucrat elites controlling ‘traditional’
infrastructure agencies. The thesis will show whether the distinction between state actors
operating in the realm of infrastructure development is blurred or not. ‘Traditional’ agents
often call upon the incorporation of other state agencies – military forces, police, court,
presidential advisory board, and so forth – whose scope of action is not necessarily linked to
infrastructure financing but their influence over state institutions might enable regulatory
coherence to sustain particular regulatory strategy (see Klinger & Muldavin, 2019; Camba,
2020; Oliver, 2017). For example, as happened in many Southeast Asian countries and as we
shall see in the next chapter, development projects have often taken deep root among military
forces. They have been the vanguard for development in post-independence and concurrently
play a central role in generating a considerable degree of ideological consensus, even though
in a coercive way (Blake & Barney, 2018). These forces acting in the capacity of ‘development
agent’ inform social relations of infrastructure financing. For example, Soeharto’s New Order
succeeded in imposing a ruling ideology under the guise of ‘Repelita’ – that any ideology other
than Repelita which was sponsored by the state was illegal (Kingsbury, 2003). In this way, the
Indonesian armed forces (ABRI) playing ‘dual function’ or widely called the ABRI dual
function – as a defence force and a socio-political force – incorporated Repelita into their role
for the maintenance of internal order. Latterly, this consolidated ABRI’s power and it became
further entrenched in the economy, including but not limited to infrastructure financing (Liddle,
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1999; Schwarz, 1994). These military elites also held state power in particular infrastructurerelated agencies, such as the Indonesia Ministry of Transportation, as well as having influence
over presidential advisory groups (Borsuk & Chng, 2014).
One can say that particular modes of financing are more in the interests of specific state
actors and their capitalist allies. However, one cannot say that it is in the interests of those
actors and their agencies absolutely and unconditionally. It is possible that particular state
agencies, which might include non-traditional infrastructure agencies like military institutions,
the presidential office, and the maritime affairs ministry together with other traditional
infrastructure institutions become part of the regulatory complex of project financing. Through
this complex, social alliances are reorganised and particular modes of financing are in turn
made cohesive and legitimate by ideological notions of development and risks. More crucially,
as the thesis suggests, the development of specialised functions and capacities of these
institutions is often inextricable from power relationships among wider broader forces,
including but not limited to non-state actors. It is to these actors we now turn.
3.4.3 Civil society actors
Civil society actors have been increasingly taking part in infrastructure development.
They constitute a dynamic force in the development of increasingly complex links between
regional, national, and supranational levels. Civil society actors are more than just NGOs.
Building on the definitions offered by Jan Aart Scholte, civil society refers to “a political space
where voluntary associations deliberately seek to shape the rules that govern one or other aspect
of social life” (Scholte, 2002, p. 283). It includes a variety of non-state actors and voluntary
associations, such as NGOs, community-based organisations, interest groups, trade unions,
social movements, faith-based organisations, academic institutions, clan and kinship circles,
youth associations, development cooperation initiatives and more (see Söderbaum, 2007).
There have been various methodologies used to investigate the role of civil society.
Rooted in liberal thinking that civil society is often seen as open and autonomous; a counterhegemonic force in the context of capital internationalisation and is thought to “guarantee the
development of a more rational and democratic society” (Hirsch, 2003, p. 237). Some scholars
thus interpret the role of civil society as playing a significant part in the identification of social
problems and threats posed by particular projects and representing interests that are not listened
to in established political institutions (Finger & Princen, 1994, p. 31). For example,
Yeophantong (2020) demonstrates, a ‘counteraction’ from NGOs, in which coalitions of NGOs
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and other intergovernmental organisations challenged the traditional development paradigm
adhered to by the national government. Focusing on the Mekong region, Yeophantong
documents how campaigns spearheaded by transnationally-networked NGOs amidst the
absence of legally-binding standards and responsible business conduct have effectively cast “a
critical light on the adverse impact of Chinese-backed infrastructure schemes” (p. 85) and
pressured Chinese dam builders to adopt policies and regulatory frameworks that engage in
more responsible business practices.
Such important background posits NGOs to be in sharp contrast to the state. They are
often seen to have moral power and democratising influences outside the state, advocating for
disadvantaged groups and acting as a ‘watchdog’ over government officials and project
developers (Barnes, 2005; White, 1999, pp. 308–309). For example, globally and locally there
is a diversity of NGOs involved in infrastructure. Rights-based NGOs see their role as
promoting indigenous rights and land rights. Environmental NGOs typically scrutinise the
environmental assessment of projects and attempt to hold financing institutions as well as the
company accountable. In the Global South, these NGOs tend to promote redistributive social
change and work towards a more equitable power structure, with the community organiser or
activists playing a key role (MacLean, 1996, p. 29). The most apparent one is governanceoriented NGOs such as Transparency International and its local partners which take political
positions on national events and bring a transformative agenda. This dominant argument and
perceptions of NGOs however leaves little room for reckoning how these civil society actors
are an indispensable part of social alliances of infrastructure financing in which they come to
act as taming conflicts and social movements (Kaldor, 2003, p. 86). The strong emphasis on
their ‘neutrality’ does not necessarily imply that they effectively operate outside the state. They
rather coproduced state institutions through constant tension and compromises and even might
come to play a core role in providing state functions. In this way, civil society groups’ activities
and institutional outcomes including the regulatory changes underlie infrastructure politics
which entail whose interests are represented, integrated, or co-opted.
To be more specific, civil society groups including but not limited to ethnic groups and
religious groups which benefit from particular infrastructure contracts can be both ideologically
and politically unthreatening to the project development (Duffield, 2001; Kaldor, 2003). They
even work to reframe social conflicts associated with projects as problems to be fixed or
managed by achieving particular institutional benchmarks and together with local communities
in the context of increased emphasis on ‘local ownership’ (Rodan & Hughes, 2012) In this
setting, they may become embedded within larger political structures where their material
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interests are entangled with dominant forces and gradually become part of them. For example,
Baird (2016) in his ethnographic work examining the hydropower politics surrounding the
Lower Sesan 2 dam in Cambodia, found that despite a history of strong opposition to
hydropower, a group of local NGOs in turn did not object to the project development. When
the financing deal was initially made, local-based NGOs such as 3SPN, NGO Forum, and
CEPA frequently expressed serious concerns regarding the potential environmental and social
impacts of developing various hydropower dams in Cambodia. Latterly, they found themselves
in a peculiar compromised position. They were constrained to challenge the government of
Cambodia and Chinese developers, while at the same time opting to raise public opinion to
support the dam and tame the movement. This is because these NGOs had been relying on
government patronage in terms of funding and hence could not challenge government policy
and further state capitalist interests. They lost whatever opportunities they may have had to
organise themselves politically and ultimately failed to pursue strategies for fundamental social
change (Hirsch, 2003, p. 257). In turn, they became part of broader social forces reorganised
through the regulatory complex of dam financing, making Chinese-led infrastructure financing
more cohesive. This illustrates how NGOs are entangled with the state and far from able to
“keep the state accountable and effective” (Lewis, 2002, p. 571). Even if they are internally
democratic, the degree to which they are ‘democratic’ enough is contingent upon “the closeness
of their relationship to those whose interests they claim to represent” (Hirsch, 2003, p. 257).
They may join with other classes, build a coalition, and associate themselves with popular
ideology, such as a strong ideology of a “demand driven approach” that is often promoted in
hydropower development (see Chheat, 2022; Jönsson, 2009; Mitlin et al., 2007).
Apart from NGOs, notable examples of civil society actors include academics and
influential personal figures such as activists. As will be further elaborated in the following
chapter, academics who build expertise in particular infrastructure-related fields such as
infrastructure financing, construction and engineering, as well as development are often
regarded as remaining ‘neutral’ and apolitical. As such, it has been commonplace that no
discussion of the feasibility of infrastructure projects as well as substantial reforms can be
complete or credible without significant ‘input’ from academics. However, as with NGOs, their
roles and activities are ambivalent, reflecting forms of political expression in the context of
broader power relationships (Jayasuriya & Rodan, 2007, p. 786). On the one hand, their
intellectual roles may contest existing policies and pose challenges to dominant interests,
underpinned by the widespread belief that their neutrality, knowledge, and first-hand
experiences would increase the ‘capacity’ of institutions they are embedded with and ensure
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the quality of the project which they are assigned to. On the other hand, academics, activists,
and members of associations also “have a class position predisposing them to limited forms of
contestation with the state that entrenches political and economic privilege” (Hewison &
Rodan, 2011, p.37). A considerable number of them are part of political parties, economic
technocrat groups, international organisations, or even corporations. They become significant
political actors and economic elites who are reliant on alliances with state actors or capitalist
classes and crucially maintain particular regulatory strategies. It is through them that the
dominant force can diffuse throughout society’s development ideals including preferred
financing mechanisms and the necessity of substantial reforms which obscure the nature and
character of class domination (Woolcock, 1985, p. 205). In sum, civil society contains an
internal series of paradoxes and conflicts. One might expect civil society actors to mobilise
direct actions outside institutional structures of the state. Nevertheless, there are other political
actions possible beyond contestation and co-optation, including but not limited to generating
an ideological space that is conducive to infrastructure financing.
3.4.4 Greasing the coalition: Brokers and boosters
On top of civil society actors, what is especially important to recognise here is also the
prevalence of brokers and boosters working within the dynamic alliances. By brokers, the thesis
refers to both market brokers and state brokers. The former refers to individuals or groups who
mediate access to the infrastructure market and financing opportunities. Business associations,
trade councils, lawyers, and advisory and strategic consulting firms play important roles here.
For example, they facilitate the round-tripping by particular fractions of capital to invest
domestically through offshore jurisdictions like Singapore or the “special administrative
regions” with semi-independent governments and legislations such as Hong Kong (GonzalezVicente, 2019). In this way, they help their clients to reduce financial and regulatory risks,
thereby ensuring the profitability of the projects. On the other hand, state brokers are
individuals and groups who use their procedural knowledge and informal connections with
politicians and bureaucrats to help their ‘clients’ – they can be project developers, owners,
contractors, or financiers – to access state resources. They bridge social, economic, and
political interests; transmit power and resources through “much more informal and
serendipitous means” (Oliviera, 2019, p. 24). Therefore, in infrastructure financing, brokers –
can be both capitalist and non-capitalist forces - act as network specialists, gatekeepers, and
form coalitions though they might grow or lose their power over time (Walther, 2015).
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In many cases, an individual or particular group can act as both market brokers and
state brokers at the same time, engaging in practices to connect actors across scales – global,
regional, and local. They can translate broad policy agendas into terms amenable to a specific
subset of foreign and local interests that are related to particular lucrative infrastructure projects
(Mosse & Lewis, 2006). Moreover, having closer contacts with host country based strategic
government bodies makes them aware of long-term infrastructure plans well ahead of time,
thereby orchestrating the ‘grounding’ of a particular project commission and closing financing
deals. One prominent example is the pre-existence and ongoing dynamism in most of the
regions as McGee (1984, p. 87) terms “regional networks” of capital dominated by overseas
Chinese associations, known as “Bamboo Network” (Weidenbaum & Hughes, 1996) whose
members have strong connections with political elites. These brokers embody, as Klinger and
Muldavin (2019, p. 4) describe,
“Multiple interests and loyalties that are often both transnational and local….Their work is
instrumental to marshalling the political and institutional arrangements to get the agreement
signed, capital transferred, and goods and labourers reorganised, as well as to channel and
suppress dissent.”

Apart from brokers, boosters play important roles in greasing the coalition of forces
and making particular regulatory strategies legitimate. According to McCann et al. (2013, p.
7), boosters are specific agents and coalitions of agents whose activities are fundamentally
about comparing, contrasting and ranking projects as well as emulating what is considered as
‘best practice’ (see also Nijman, 2007; Peck & Theodore, 2010). Particularly in the business of
infrastructure, these boosters are internationalised as coined by Olds (1997) as “Global
Intelligence Corps” (GIC). The GICs, known for their specialised knowledge and expertise,
play important booster roles in establishing and standardising norms and narratives about what
constitutes ‘sustainable’, ‘bankable’, or ‘good’ urban planning practices along with
recommended infrastructure projects, financing mechanisms, and construction practices.
These transnationalised knowledge generating actors include legal and technical contractors,
prominent urban and economist academics, and project consultants who fall into this category.
They are often joined by local politicians and speculators because of their interests in increasing
the tax base, jobs, or profits from their land and property holdings through targeted
infrastructure which predisposes them to boosterism (McCann, 2013). Key audiences for these
boosters’ pitches are potential investors, granting agencies including relevant ministries, as
well as the local population.
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These boosters bring with them specific infrastructure-related policies and ideological
frameworks that are inscribed with their logic of expertise. In this context, forms of expertise
they alleviate refer to a specialised knowledge and skill developed from certain positions within
and outside institutions and legitimised by appeals to certain forms of authenticity, credentials
and experience (Kenis & Lievens, 2017; Larner & Laurie, 2010). A case in point are policy
elites and contracted external consultants in influential international institutions including IFIs,
ADB, and IMF – or coined by Schindler and Kanai (2021, p. 41) as the “global growth
coalition”. They seek to set the ideal context for financing mechanisms in the host country and
promote buy-in among civil society, business, and the government, thus “providing the
coalitions necessary for policy implementation” (McCann, 2013, p. 12). Crucially, through
their seemingly administrative works, they simultaneously outline guidelines and visions for
state-coordinated spatial planning and risk management for infrastructure through which
dominant forces associated with them are represented (Cammack, 2012).
Equally important to this, is that insofar as the GICs embrace what has become the
hegemonic understanding of ‘sustainable’ or ‘good’ practices, very often their idea is used to
reinforce previously established political and developmental agendas including those focused
on infrastructure as a prerequisite for national economic growth (Rapoport & Hult, 2017, p.
1781). Proponents of a particular project have used texts, narratives, and policy design to
promote such best practices to boost the project’s public support. This is particularly important
in the context of infrastructure financing even as environmental concerns heighten. As
Rapoport and Hult (2017, p.1781) put it:
“Even when their ideas are not implemented, the work of the GIC around the world shapes
norms in sustainable urban planning and design. The plans, images, and narratives they
produce, often used for branding or public relations purposes, circulate beyond what is actually
built on the ground. In this sense, the GIC sets the agenda and defines the parameters of the
debate.”

More specifically, the reinforcement of ideas promoted by the GIC is often
accompanied by a relatively narrow set of prescriptions that are based on the experience of a
fairly limited success model. These prescriptions are linked to particular risk control measures
that are seen as critical for project financing, or in line with what Gabor (2021) coined as the
‘de-risking’ of state projects. In this context, the GIC has become a crucial part of an expanding
financing state apparatus that advances particular forms of financing, such as PPPs, B-to-B,
ODA, and the like. These forms of financing do not necessarily imply that risks are readily
transferred back onto the state. Having incorporated their hegemonic ideas to these forms of
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infrastructure financing, GIC working within the alliance rather supplant some state functions
that allow for preferable government interventions to manage risks.
To offer an example, during the Cold War period, Japanese engineering consultants –
Pacific Consultant International, Nippon Koei, and Sanyu – were the constant recipients of
consultancy contracts in Thailand. By offering their supposed ‘expertise’, these groups further
facilitated the commercial accessibility of Thailand’s infrastructure markets to the Japanese
capital, either in the form of ODA or investment projects. These consulting firms even set up
their joint venture offices in Thailand and wedded their ideals with national-popular ideology
to promote buy-in among policy makers and knit their interests with the capitalist class
(Chittiwatanapong, 1993; Mendl, 2001, p. 209). Having presented themselves as ‘development
experts’, these consultants strategically positioned themselves in elite policy networks, making
their presence

crucial in informing the government’s project priorities, constructing

infrastructure planning documents, drafting financing policies, and ultimately reshaping key
institutions (see Larner & Laurie, 2010). In sum, a careful examination of brokers and boosters
behind the capitalist class may go some distance in helping to reveal how cross-class alliances
with different ideologies are palpable through the brokers and boosters’ presence and specific
financing mechanisms and rules are promoted if not justified.

3.5 Binding the regulatory complex: The role of ideology
A widespread perception regarding modes of infrastructure financing is that they are to
be outside ideology. From PPPs, ODA, to B-to-B financing modes, all tend to be seen as a
means for forces of capitalists to address overaccumulation and for particular socio-political
groups to seek benefits from financing arrangements. The role of ideology is rather that it is a
shortcut for forming expectations about preferences on different financing modes. The
analytical primacy is placed on to what extent variations in government or ruling parties’
ideology affect their preferences over particular financing modes or how the politico-economic
grouping uses the ideology to market policies or financing schemes to both domestic and
international audiences. For example, when China proposes a new financing arrangement by
echoing that it stands for equality and non-interference in domestic affairs, other governments
who share similar ideological preferences may believe that the promise of no-strings-attached
project financing is credible (Hess & Aidoo, 2010; Kaplan, 2016). However, in the context of
infrastructure financing, one should not directly assume that a social class group underpinned
by a particular ideology will rigidly prefer certain financing modes. Ideological consistency is
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not always prevalent, barely can we expect the social group to act in a consistent manner. As
Gramsci (1971) argues, ideology does not necessarily have a class character or is conceived of
as having a class determination. Therefore, a ‘crossover’ of classes at the ideological plane is
possible. Through constant conflict and compromise, different actors may be able to combine
their material and ideological interests and achieve a contradictory unity of compromise (see
also Larner, 2000; Woolcock, 1985). This forms the basis for my understanding of ideology in
the context of the regulatory complex of infrastructure financing.
The underlying theme of the regulatory complex is not the ideology that is intrinsic to
a particular social group, but rather ideologies that are inherent to those modes of financing. In
particular, these include ideologies of risk and risk allocation that in turn allow space for
ideological inconsistency. To illustrate, there has been the reductionist interpretation of
ideology which argues that the nationalist group favours state interventionism over other
market mechanisms. In terms of financing, this means that they resist not only deeper
marketisation in infrastructure, but also foreign direct investments in the infrastructure sector
(see Kishino, 2017; Lauridsen, 2020; Loughlin, 2021). However, as we will see in the following
chapter, the nationalist group in Indonesia tend to be at the forefront in promoting financing
schemes, such as the PPP or B-to-B mechanisms, that allow for the entry of foreign capital,
such as the PPP or B-to-B mechanisms. Under a regulatory complex, we can see how
ideological frameworks of risk at play sustain alliances of social forces, including those
between Chinese/Japanese capital and the nationalist elites. Certain ideological frameworks of
risk management and the role of the state enable those otherwise conflicting social groups to
achieve compromise. In this way, the ideology provides room for concessions, thereby
maintaining social cohesion as well as making particular forms of financing more legitimate.
Put simply, it makes accommodations and compromises possible, while masking
contradictions and tensions (O’Brien et al., 2019; Poulantzas, 1973).
Ideology refers to a set of widely understood, more or less, cohesive and stable ideas
about how a set of issues should be resolved and who should resolve them (Voeten, 2021, p.
17). In terms of financing, I define it as a set of normative propositions about how risks are
understood, interpreted, and should be managed and who should have control over them.
Ideology has implications for how particular financing strategies become strongly embedded
within particular institutions, how resources should be distributed and who exercises state
functions. Insofar as it contains abstract principles and produces an alternative imaginary, the
ideological framework of risks may bound social forces together, allowing room for
concessions. For example, a set of pro-market policy prescriptions inherent to PPPs often
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mirror normative propositions of neoliberalism (Carroll, 2010, 2012b). Here, the risk is seen
as manageable insofar as the government retreat from the infrastructure provision, or in
scholars’ term “the rolling back of the state”, and at the same time commits to a set of policy
targets as a prerequisite for PPPs, such as fiscal discipline, macroeconomic stability, and
governance reform (Wijaya & Camba, 2021). Booster packages such as the World Bank’s
flagship annual publication Procuring Infrastructure PPP Report (2018), a thematicallyoriented Organization for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD) report, and the
ADB’s subsequent development of Country Partnership and Strategy - all underscore a set of
neoliberal-based policy guidelines that are critical to PPP. These guidelines include strong
formal institutions and sound macro-economic policies to boost investor confidence and
promote efficiency (Cammack, 2012; Gill, 1995). However, just as neoliberalism is never
found in a pure form (Peck, 2013), so is the PPP. Such an ideological framework of risks leads
to different interpretations if not imaginaries as to how risks should be managed and how the
role of the state is altered. In this context, one should not assume how prudent risk management
is readily left to the technocrats, but see how such technocratic-alike control measures benefit
otherwise contesting forces and in which institutions the PPP are ideologically and materially
reproduced, thereby sustaining a broader coalition. In this way, the PPP demonstrates what
Peck et.al., (2013, p. 1091) posit, “an eclectic blend of failure and crisis and neoliberal
experimentation across places, territories, and scales”.

3.6 Politics of scale
As argued in the preceding section, the articulation of the regulatory complex entails a
dynamic pattern of functions and activities of state institutions at varying scales, thereby
reshaping infrastructure financing governance. Geographical scholarship on the politics of
scale is pivotal for analysing infrastructure financing governance (Brenner, 2004; Brenner &
Theodore, 2012; Young, 2002). In political geography, ‘scale’ basically stands for a territorial
space in which social, political and economic relations are contested and may reflect existing
political tiers within a state – regional, urban, provincial or national, for example – or cut across
them, such as trans-governmental or global networks (Hameiri & Jones, 2017, p. 54). However,
the scale is not fixed. The scale is itself a product of social relations, and as Swyngedouw
(1997, p. 140) asserts, those hierarchised social, political, and economic territorial spaces
denote “the arena and moment, both discursively and materially, where socio-spatial power
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relations are contested and compromises are negotiated and regulated”. In this sense, no longer
can we consider central and subnational scales locked in a downward flow wherein lower tiers
“adapt” the regulatory framework established by central-based institutions (Wissen, 2009).
Scales are always reproduced and reconfigured in relation to other scales within a broader
context structured by the uneven distribution of power and resources (Smith, 2003, p. 181).
Scale matters in infrastructure financing governance in two ways. First, while forms of
infrastructure financing are developed via regulatory strategies and reproduced amidst state
transformation, the process is also accompanied by the reproduction of scale. The latter refers
to the struggles over how infrastructure alliances are reorganised at varying scales. As
mentioned earlier, state transformation results in the dividing of classes internally alongside
the national border and changes the balance of interests, ideology, and power among classes,
thereby generating new social forces and conflicts (see Hameiri, 2020). As such, capitalist
classes, for their part, must animate politics of scale via regulatory strategy in ways that enable
alliance formation at a scale that is deemed favourable to their particular interests and agendas.
B-to-B, for example, has long been viewed as a form of infrastructure financing which denotes
the retreat of the state while private sectors bear full costs and risks (Asian Development Bank,
1998; Lehmann & Lehmann, 2017). It is often rearticulated as a mutually beneficial model of
cooperative economic exchange that involves flexible policy making and innovation without
undermining (host) state sovereignty. But B-to-B is not merely confined to the relationship
between business actors. Chapters 6 and 7 reveal competition between intra-capitalist classes
and among social forces at varying scales whose interests are entangled with B-to-B projects.
Social forces struggle to reproduce B-to-B in ways that suit their interests at best and even
shape certain forms of and functions (host) state. Therefore, the variegated form of B-to-B
across the different countries reflects the outcome of struggles over how alliances are created
across different scales, ideology is articulated at varying scales, and ultimately how risks are
unevenly distributed at preferred scales.
Second, scale features prominently in and gives shape to infrastructure financing
governance. The alliance of forces may promote the shifting of infrastructure governance
beyond the national scale, making the subnational scale responsive to particular forms of
financing as well as to risk management (on this point, see Hameiri, 2021). This resembles a
process that political geographers call “rescaling governance” (Brenner, 2004). For example,
as Chapter 7 will make clear, within the wider regulatory complex, the reproduction of B-to-B
may result in the empowerment of non-traditional infrastructure institutions such as provincialbased fiscal agencies or new local specialised committees reconciling differently-scaled
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governance arrangements. Given that state capacities are reorganised territorially and
functionally on varying scales, coalitions of class forces strengthen these subnational agencies
to weaken the opposition and exercise particular functions of the state (on rescaling state
capacities, see Jessop, 2005, p.195). It is through these scalar arrangements that power
relationships are ultimately reorganised, risks are unequally distributed, and capitalists express
their interests (on the point of scalar arrangement, see Cannon & Jayasuriya, 2015; Peck, 2002).
Drawing from this perspective, the politics of infrastructure financing reveal a process of
contestation and compromises among different social forces at varying scales whose interests
are entangled with infrastructure development. Different forms of financing, be it ODA, PPP,
or B-to-B constitute distinct regulatory strategies that may become embedded materially and
ideologically within institutions located at different scales, albeit in different levels of
embeddedness.
3.7 Conclusion
Scholars have to now go beyond the neo-institutionalism and historical institutionalism
approach to better understand why infrastructure financing takes different forms and the way
power relationships are reorganised through variegated forms of financing and its associated
governance. This chapter has demonstrated a way of understanding the politics of infrastructure
financing that draws on the political economy approach. In this approach, I situate analytical
primary on different socio-political groups that benefit from different forms of financing and
contest targeted infrastructure projects. The thesis first began with conceptualising variegated
modes of financing in the context of internationalisation of capital and theorising in how
power relationships are reorganised through different forms of financing. It has been argued
that for different fractions of capital, each mode of financing constitutes a distinct regulatory
strategy wherein they link their interests with key domestic political and economic allies in the
host country based on their respective competitiveness, risk perception, as well as access to
capital in a given period of time.
However, these modes of financing are not apolitical. Rather they have at certain
historical points been the locus of political conflicts in the host state. Constant struggles and
compromises among social forces over infrastructure financing not only reflect the process but
also entail an outcome which I term here as ‘regulatory complex’. The regulatory complex
encompasses an assemblage of institutions and ideologies through which conflict and
compromises that lead to changes in policies and formation of alliances take shape. Institutions
and ideologies that are part of the assemblage are held together by the relationship between
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them, that is an alliance of social groups for mutual interest in infrastructure, but do not
constitute them. Theorising a particular assemblage underpinning infrastructure financing
governance in this way enables us to go beyond mainstream analysis. Because of its focus on
alliances and social forces and its ontological implications for how the state and institutions are
conceptualised, the regulatory complex framework challenges established approaches that
often attribute analysis to state dichotomies, for example, the host country’s governing
institutions are regarded as ‘weak’ or ‘strong’ to facilitate or constrain a given infrastructure
project. In the following empirical chapters, this conceptual framework guides the discussion,
unlike many others, by bringing social forces into the picture and analysing how Japanese and
Chinese fractions of capital as part of an alliance of social forces have advanced particular
regulatory strategies over time.
This chapter has elaborated and justified this framework, making it well-placed to
answer the research questions. Putting infrastructure financing in the context of the regulatory
complex is useful to analyse how particular projects are governed via the management of the
alliances of different socio-political groups and capitalist forces and the broader ideological
projects that sustain these alliances. The regulatory complex also enables us to see how
different social forces reached negotiated compromises which entail shifting functions and
forms of the host state that are hospitable to making particular forms of financing more
cohesive. Moreover, supported with additional concepts on politics of scale marks itself out as
a unique critical political economy approach capable of unpacking infrastructure politics and
revealing the ways infrastructure governance is ultimately reproduced at varying scales.
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Chapter 4 – The politics of Japanese-led infrastructure financing in
Indonesia: Alliance dynamics and the reconsolidation of regulatory
complex (1968-1998)
4.1 Introduction
This chapter traces the emergence of the Japanese regulatory complex by examining
infrastructure aid and investments by Japanese capital in Indonesia in the early post-war period.
In particular, I scrutinise how international-oriented fractions of Japanese capital including
trading companies (sogo sosha) and their business associations managed conflicts with
different social groups in Indonesia whose influences and power in infrastructure financing had
waxed and waned over time. The chapter also sheds light on how these dynamics of alliances
reproduced regulatory financing strategies that were sustained through an ever-evolving
regulatory complex, one which ultimately saw the transformation of the National Development
Planning Agency (Badan Pembangunan Nasional, thereafter ‘Bappenas’ as a key
infrastructure institution in Indonesia.
Soeharto’s New Order (1968-1998) constituted a coalition of forces competing with
different interests and ideologies. Forms and functions of Indonesian key state institutions
including the Indonesian National Development Agency (Bappenas), Presidential Office, State
Secretariat, as well as the Indonesian Ministry of Finance were bound up in struggles for power
and control over resources among these social forces (Liddle, 1999; McDonald, 1980; Winters,
1996). Crucially, they had competing interests as to how infrastructure should have been
financed and from which institutions’ resources should be distributed (Schwarz, 1994). Given
this domestic political economy context, Japanese capitalist forces acknowledged that they
could only advance regulatory financing strategies such as Official Development Assistance
(ODA), Other Official Flows (OOF), or Public Private Partnership (PPP) if they forge alliances
with dominant social forces which had direct control over key state institutions. It is because
these regulatory strategies had to be institutionally embedded within the state institution and
underpinned by particular technical rules that were ideologically charged and backed by
alliances of forces. As such, the regulatory strategy gave rise to the production of a regulatory
complex through which alliances between different social forces were reorganised and
financing rules and preferential treatment for project financing were reshaped.
As this chapter will elaborate, the regulatory complex emerging out of the Soeharto’s
New Order encompassed an assemblage of institutions – all were bound by the ideological
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framework of Soeharto’s Repelita (National Development Plan). During the first two decades
of Soeharto’s New Order, at the core of this regulatory complex were market-constrained
fractions of Japanese capital like trading companies and construction companies that set ODA
and OOF as their regulatory strategies. Their limited access to global capital, strong
dependency on the bilateral program as well as the ban on private ownership of infrastructure
in Indonesia made ODA and OOF the only feasible option for them (Ensign, 1992; McCawley,
2015). They developed coalitions with a powerful bloc that played a substantial part in foreign
aid budgeting and development policy in Indonesia. Alliances between them, including the
Bappenas affiliated liberal-technocrats and well-connected military figures, were consolidated
in a series of Japanese-led master plans from which costs and benefits pertaining to
infrastructure financing were distributed among these groups. Together, these master plans
sustained under the ideological framework of the Repelita and the regulatory authority of the
Bappenas and military-state institutions implied what I term in this thesis, an institutionalised
regulatory complex. By institutionalised, it means that such transnational social formation – a
coalition of the Japanese capital, technocrats, and military figures – as well as financing risks
were institutionalised in such technocratic policy tools that were subsumed under the sole
institution frame – Bappenas. It was ultimately through the Bappenas that effective policies
and regulations critical for project financing ensued.
However, the institutionalised regulatory complex was far from stable because these
ODA and OOF-based regulatory strategies that it maintained, had omitted the interests of
nationalist groups, leaving them at a great disadvantage (Schwarz, 1994; Stevens, 1997). As a
consequence, in the 1980s, for Japanese capitalists, maintaining regulatory strategies
necessitated the domestic political accommodation between nationalists and liberal-technocrats
in Indonesia as well as between competing domestic fractions of capital in Indonesia –
indigenous capital and ethnic Chinese conglomerates (Borsuk, 1999; Wijaya, 2019). This
accommodation, as we will see, was entangled with the reproduction of PPPs as new regulatory
strategy. In tandem with the emerging wave of neoliberalism in the late 1980s, the PPPs
emerged as an alternative mode of financing pioneered by international financial institutions
(IFIs), undergirding privatisation, deregulation, and an institutional framework to distribute
public and private risks for a given infrastructure project (ADB, 2017, p. 66). In the face of
dwindling resources of ODA from the Japanese government, these now-internationalist
Japanese trading companies found that the PPPs lent them a regulatory strategy by which they
could access global capital and invest in the deregulated sector in Indonesia, such as power
plants. The PPPs also enabled them to develop tactical alliances with the nationalist groups
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who sought to gain greater control over investment allocations and other economic resources
from the state (Keidanren, 1990). Here, the regulatory complex was reinstitutionalised in ways
that not only enabled political alliances with the group but also created a new governance
structure that placed nationalist controlled the Bappenas at the centre.
The scope of case studies in this chapter does not allow for a full exploration of Japanese
regulatory financing strategies. However, the analytical focus presented here is on the
dynamics of alliances and the Bappenas-centred regulatory complex that emerged out of the
conflict and compromises among the broader social forces in Indonesia. A significant theme
that comes out of large-scale projects discussed in the chapter has been the incorporation of
depoliticising, technocratic language in the Japanese-financed infrastructure projects in
Indonesia; access to full scale technology transfer mechanism; and good governance (Ohno &
Ohno, 1998; Fujimoto 2013). Put differently, drawing upon the Bappenas-centred regulatory
complex, this chapter rather reveals how institutional mechanisms to which the project
financing was strongly embedded were underpinned by the different nature of alliances and
ideology.
This chapter thus proceeds as follows. The first section provides the historical context
of the emergence of ODA as the regulatory strategy in the early post-war period. The following
sections are divided into three main parts. The first part demonstrates how ODA gave rise to
the regulatory complex in the form of master plans. The master plans were in turn undergirded
by the idea of developmentalism linked to the Repelita. The second part examines the
emergence of OOF as a regulatory strategy in response to the 1973 oil crisis and explains how
the Bappenas-centred regulatory complex enabled the reorganisation of alliances between
technocrats and military groups and is illustrated through the case of the Asahan project. The
last part of the chapter turns the attention to the emergence of PPPs as a new regulatory strategy
in the late 1980s as the Japanese capitalist forces became more internationalised. In particular,
I examine the Paiton project that allows for a detailed examination of an Independent Power
Producer (IPP) – a derivative form of PPPs in Indonesia during the period. In the politics of
IPPs, we see how the consolidation of the Bappenas-centred regulatory complex has extended
the discretionary power of the nationalist powerful figures and in turn, reinforced a perverse
form of Japanese IPPs in Indonesia.
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4.2 Infrastructure financing and internationalisation of post-war Japanese state
and capital: From war reparation program to ODA
Japanese post-war infrastructure financing modes including the ODA and OOF had
their roots in a state-led policy program called keizai kyoryoku (economic cooperation). In the
1950s, after Japan lost much of its economic ties with China, the Japanese MITI (Ministry of
International Trade and Industry, the predecessor of METI) endorsed efforts to formulate an
autonomous policy toward Southeast Asian countries to secure sufficient markets for Japanese
machinery exports and access to raw material imports ( Miyagi, 2018; Asahi Shinbun, 1968;
Shimomura & Wang, 2012). In response to the urgent post-war needs, the Asian Economic
Deliberation Council (Ajia Keizai Kondankai) within the METI was set up to achieve
consensus as to a government-business partnership under the economic cooperation framework
(keizai kyoroku), or in Arase’s (1994) words, “incorporating Japanese private actors’ views
into bureaucrats’ viewpoints” (see also Kato, 2002). Likewise, the Council consisted of METI
key officials and representatives from zaikai (economic federations such as Japan’s most
influential business organisation, Keidanren and the Chamber of Commerce of Japan), gyokai
(industrial specific trade organisations), journalists, and academics under the chairmanship of
Hara Yasusaburo, an eminent Asia-oriented business leader from the Mitsui Group, one of the
largest trading companies (sogo sosha) in Japan2. The Council drafted the Keizai kyoryoku
policy and the Cabinet of Japan later approved it in 1953 to facilitate trade and investment as
well as to foster relations with Southeast Asian countries3 ( Miyagi, 2018).
The initial state-sponsored program implemented under the scheme of keizai kyoryoku
was a war reparation project. It was part of the San Francisco Peace Treaty of 1952 which
stipulated that the Japanese government must pay reparations to the Asian countries that Japan
had occupied during World War II for the damages and suffering inflicted on them (Hirata,
2002, p. 166).. Japanese post-war capitalists including sogo sosha (trading companies) and
engineering consulting companies which simultaneously acted as brokers, for their part, saw
this financing model as a regulatory strategy by which they could restore conditions of

2

The gyokai represented the industrial sector and lobbies relevant ministries directly as well as through LDP Diet
members whom it supports. This grouping was similar to other special-interest bodies, such as agricultural
interests. Meanwhile, the zaikai represents four organisations, Keidanren (Federation of Economic
Organisations), Nissho (Japan Chamber of Commerce and Industry), Nikkeiren (Japan Federation of Employers’
Associations), and Keizai Doyukai (Japan Committee for Economic Development). To date, Keidanren has been
so influential as it acts as a conduit for the distribution of funds to political parties, especially the LDP and its
business representatives have close relationships with political leaders.
3
The policy was entitled “Policy on Economic Cooperation with the Countries of Asia” (Kakugi Kettei-Ajia
Shokoku ni tai-suru Keizai Kyoryoku ni Kan-suru ken).
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profitability given the adverse impact of war on their financial performance. Under this
regulatory strategy, all products and services exported to the host country would be directly
paid for by the Japanese government (Asia Kyokai Study Group, 1960; “Japanese aid to
Indonesia,” 1968). More crucially, as this was part of the bilateral program, the strategy’s
regulatory complex was simpler in the sense that the governance structure was centralised in
an informal institution. The latter referred to a tiny circle of long-time political allies in the host
country, some of whom have worked together with Japanese trading companies and
engineering consultants during the Japanese occupation (Nishihara, 1976; Rix, 1978).
Illustrative of this, under the reparation program, Indonesia received US$223.08
million from Japan between 1958 and 1970 in the form of services and concrete projects,
including dams and power plants (Nishihara, 1976). Among those companies commissioned
for the project, sogo sosha such as Mitsui & Co., Sumitomo Corporation, and Mitsubishi
Corporation and an engineering consulting firm called Nippon Koei had accumulated higher
short-term profits and gained greater opportunities for project expansion and upgrading. More
specifically, Nippon Koei, established by Yutaka Kubota, a prominent infrastructure consultant
who had accumulated pre-war experience in the construction sector held an important role in
greasing the post-war coalition of infrastructure financing (Rix, 1978, p. 286). He had been
actively involved in the bilateral negotiations of reparation projects with the Indonesian
government, including then President Soekarno and others in the Ministry of Public Works4.
The Nippon Koei organisation secured reparation contracts of the well-known 3K projects
(Karangkates, Konto and the Riam Kanan) that were designed to generate power and improve
agricultural production on Java island, while Japanese trading companies bagged all the
procurement and engineering contracts (Nishihara, 1976; Yoshihara, 1973). As documented
by Nishihara (1976, p. 103), “Kubota’s company…gained nearly an exclusive hold over
Indonesia’s infrastructure projects under the reparation fund.”
However, due to its strict timeline, the war reparation program could only be sustained
for a short period. By 1958, Japan had succeeded in concluding the war reparation treaties with
Asian countries (Miyagi, 2018). The METI as the pilot agency that steered industrial policies
sought to resume the keizai kyoryoku program under different modes of financing by which

4

Negotiations over reparation involved the highest level of the Japanese government and Indonesian government,
Prime Minister Nobusuke Kishi and President Soekarno and a class of Japanese prominent businessmen who had
strong linkage with Indonesia. Among others, Ataru Kobayashi, a key businessman, a member of the Asian
Economic Deliberation Council, and President of the Japan Development Bank that Kishi trusted for negotiations
of reparation projects; Aichiro Fujiyama, the Foreign Minister who was also President of the Japan Chamber of
Commerce and Industry; and Yutaka Kubota, a prominent infrastructure consultant.
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Japanese post-war capitalists – whose competitiveness was still limited – could continue to sell
their goods and services in the Indonesian infrastructure market and importantly create spillover effects to Japanese manufacturers (Rix, 1978; Soederberg, 2001). As such, the METI
revealed its foreign aid program that covered grants, concessional loans, as well as technical
assistance which were heaving focused on infrastructure projects5- latterly renamed Official
Development Assistance (ODA) in 19696 (Katada, 2000). This program was premised upon
the idea that foreign aid was important for Southeast Asian countries to pursue and stabilise
their industrial development (Kato et al., 2016). To better implement the financing program,
Japan’s leading Liberal Democratic Party (LDP) established several agencies to support the
private sector and facilitate inter-ministerial coordination. In June 1961, the Overseas
Economic Cooperation Fund (OECF, the predecessor of the Japan Bank for International
Cooperation ‘JBIC’) and the Overseas Technical Cooperation Agency (that would later become
the Japan International Cooperation Agency ‘JICA’) in 1962 were formed to respectively take
charge of loan projects and technical cooperation programs. Meanwhile, the Japanese
government also consolidated its war reparation financing institution, namely the EXIM Bank
of Japan under the auspices of METI and the Ministry of Finance (MoF) which was established
in 1953. It now served as a mechanism for blending ODA loans with commercial credits into
a mixed credit facility for development projects in developing countries and to facilitate other
transactions which did not meet ODA criteria – that was widely known as Other Official Flows
(OOF) (on the point of Japanese ODA and agencies, see Arase, 2012; Orr, 1990; Rix, 1978).
Moreover, trade network and economic cooperation policy research functions were
consolidated in the Japan External Trade Organisation (JETRO) and IDE (Institute Developing
Economies) under the supervision of the METI (Shiraishi, 1997).
The ODA constituted a distinct regulatory strategy for the post-war capitalists by which
they could set predetermined rules of financing through the web of power networks that
dominated the Japanese political economy. The network referred to the shukko mechanism that
was peculiar to the Japanese ODA system. Shukko brings together businessmen and bureaucrats
at the policy design stage (Schaede, 1995). In terms of the ODA, it is the seconding of personnel
by one company or government agency to serve on a temporary assignment in another company
or government agency– thereby enabling heavy private sector involvement in the ODA

5

It is stated in Article 1 of the OECF Basic Law, see Katada (2000).
In 1961, Japan became one of the founding members of the Development Assistance Committee (DAC) of the
Organisation for Economic Cooperation and Development (OECD), thus placing itself among ten aid-giving
nations.
6
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decision-making and implementation. Staff from financial institutions, trading companies, and
project consultancy firms as well as staff from other ministries were actively enticed into the
Ministry of Foreign Affairs (MOFA) and the OECF. One of the staff’s main tasks was to
process the official requests for grant and loan projects collected through its overseas
embassies7 (Arase, 1994, 1997). This system, as Arase notes (1994, p. 184), has become
essential for trading companies and engineering companies to get “a pipeline to inside
information on policy making processes and directions” and in turn gives the Japanese
government “a better ability to construct effective policy”. Similarly, METI had also been
reliant on the shukko system. The annual White Paper on Economic Cooperation published by
METI had important signalling effects for Japanese economic cooperation projects and
reflected the deeper structural inclusion of the private sector into ODA management8. Therein,
their interests now came to be seen as general (bureaucratic) interests or simply as key elements
of foreign policy (Rix, 1978, p. 125).
However, as the thesis argues, infrastructure financing, after all, is a political process,
requiring a negotiated outcome among wider coalitions of forces in Indonesia. In the
implementation process, the Japanese ODA was more than financial flows supported with
technical expertise by JICA and the OECF. The way it reproduced and sustained in Indonesia
encompassed negotiated compromises between Japanese trading companies and different
social forces in Indonesia, ranging from liberal-technocrats, and military, to the nationalist
group. It is to this we now focus.

4.3 Setting up the regulatory complex of ODA in Indonesia
A common line of argument across the literature on Japanese foreign aid in Indonesia
is that the Japanese officials and businesses inextricably dirtied their hands by siding with
political elites that had been occupying roles in authoritarian and corrupt regimes
(Chittiwatanapong, 1993; Ensign, 1992; Soederberg, 2001). While this is not entirely incorrect,
it nevertheless only tells half of the story. ODA had simply not materialised from a patronclient relationship or had been insulated from democratic accountability. Rather, it was strongly
embedded within state institutions and had a broader alliance of forces and ideology that
undergirded it – a regulatory complex. When it came to infrastructure financing, Japanese
capitalists first developed an alliance with the liberal-technocrat group whose access to state

7

In the ODA system, the person imported by shukko is listed as an official member of the host organisation,
though he/she continues to be paid by the actual employer.
8
Interview with 0108A, 0101D
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power at the time was critical to ODA. Based on the Indonesian National Development Agency
(Bappenas), the technocrat group comprised Widjojo Nitisastro, J.B. Sumarlin, and Ali
Wardhana – known as the ‘Berkeley Mafia’ – whose expertise had a significant impact on
national development policies as well as on the allocation of foreign aid (Indonesia Country
Assistance Study Group, 1999; Nitisastro, 2011; Shiraishi, 2014). These groups gained an
upper hand in part due to the function of Bappenas itself. With regard to the level of its authority
and power, Bappenas was relatively powerful during Soeharto’s era. It was in charge of
national planning, preparing development budget by coordinating with donor agencies and
governments, as well as monitoring development project coordination and implementation
(Prawiro 1998).
A crucial Bappenas-based technocrat-business alliance was achieved when Dr. Saburo
Okita was assigned as an advisor to the Bappenas in preparing the first five-year development
plan (Repelita I) in 1968 (JICA, 2018c). Okita, the vice-chairman of the Japan Chamber of
Commerce and Industry was known as an “informal leader of a band of Japanese
internationalists” and in his own words, a “bridge between Japan and the world” (cited from
Rowen 1993, February 23). In order to develop the Indonesian development bureaucracy, he
suggested that Widjojo9 (the first Minister of Bappenas and the head of the ‘Berkeley Mafia’)
allow a Japanese team of economists to be seconded to the Bappenas and assist with the
shortfall in expertise in development planning and project implementation (Ichimura, 2015).
The team was tasked to closely observe the development of the Indonesian economy with
liberal-technocrats in order to launch an econometric model to forecast the Indonesian
economy and to support the formulation of the Repelita I (1969-1973) (JICA, 2018a).
Liberal-technocrats sided more strongly with the United States and adhered to all sorts
of economic policies advocated by the Western liberal economic orthodoxy in part due to their
“ideological attachment to the economics of international capitalism” (Robison, 1986, p. 114).
Even so, when it came to the ODA, they should not be thought of as being ‘captured’ by
Western hegemonic values. Their preference for the ODA could be seen to come with a certain
ideological predisposition, which is often defined by the ‘apolitical ideology’ of technical and
scientific expertise (Fischer, 1990, p. 21). Likewise, Japanese capitalists had been seen to
express ODA as part of technocratic solutions adequate to realise national development targets

9

Widjojo was known for his skill in persuading President Soeharto to have trust in the merit of the technocratsupported measures. It was a skill that was not necessarily present amongst the nationalist group.
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and this has been aligned with technocrats’ ideological interests and development mandates
given to them (see JICA, 2010, 2018b). As will be explained in the following section, project
management and economic forecasting had been increasingly ideological, serving to legitimise
relationships between Japanese capitalists and the Bappenas-based technocrats within a
regulatory complex and hence sustained the ODA for a longer period of time.
4.3.1 Placing the ideological discourse of the Repelita and the master plan in the regulatory
complex
Before discussing the centrality of the Bappenas within the regulatory complex, it is
first important to reveal the peculiarity of the master plan as part of the ODA regulatory
complex. Apart from concessional loans for infrastructure, there was another primary source
of ODA, namely the provision of technical assistance administered under JICA (Rix, 1980, p.
146). One of the key components of the technical assistance was the implementation of the
planning of the public works projects – or widely known as the master plan study (OECF, 1982;
see also Rix, 1980, Soederberg, 2001). In a typical urban planning process, the development of
the master plan is regarded as a method of developing or improving a concrete project through
a long-range plan that balances and harmonises all elements including sketches, scope of work
and impacts, resources, stakeholders, and action plans. In the master plan, quantitative data
including economic forecasting and anticipated benefits are provided to show any positive
spill-over effects the targeted project will bring out, thereby ensuring the project is well-aligned
with broader national development goals (Flyvbjerg et al., 2009). Correspondingly, as JICA
also suggested in its official document in the case of a newly independent country like
Indonesia, the master plan as an urban planning tool was often represented as “a necessary
precursor to the structural transformation and modernisation” (Schindler & Kanai, 2021, p.
41). In many instances, the routine of developing the master plan involved (foreign)
consultants, experts, and thinktanks who assisted the Indonesian government to better plan
modernisation programs, build effective foreign aid coordination mechanisms, and ultimately
solve infrastructure deficits and service issues (see JICA, 2018a). Central to the argument of
this thesis however, is not about the technical assistance the Japanese consultants provided for
preparing and formulating the master plan, but rather the way the Japanese capitalists and
consultants as brokers forged alliances with politico-economic forces in Indonesia via the
ideological representation of ‘being scientific’ and making ODA more cohesive through the
master plan.
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Although it represented only a small portion of Japanese ODA, the master plan has
played a significant role in the dynamics of the internationalisation of Japanese post-war
capitalists in the Indonesian infrastructure market. It has served as an urban tool through which
Japanese consultants and trading companies pursued their targeted ODA (in the form of
concessional loans) projects and consolidated their alliances with the Bappenas-based
technocrat group. On the one hand, through the master plan, Japanese consultants, engineering
companies, and trading companies discovered and protected their collective interests by
leveraging project scoping – project selection, design, and project financing. Japanese
academics, trading companies, and key consulting companies like Pacific Consultant
International and Nippon Koei personnel were often dispatched under technical cooperation
mechanisms to assist the Bappenas team to develop macroeconomic models in Indonesia
(Ichimura, 2015; JICA, 1998). By the same token, they often endorsed numerous master plan
studies funded by the technical cooperation scheme, claiming that the tied-aid projects listed
under the master plan were prerequisites for the success of the macro-economic model (see
'Contractor List', JICA, 2005). By ‘tied-aid’, it meant that most projects were tied to Japanese
companies in terms of services, engineering, and procurement and financed primarily through
soft loans from the OECF (METI Japan, 2000; Nitisastro, 2011). What’s more, they even
drafted the master plan studies on behalf of the Bappenas and other related agencies such as
the Ministry of Public Works and the Ministry of Transportation and in turn, these agencies
were those who would apply for the tied-aid (Soederberg, 2001)10. This was because the
Japanese regulation required that the ODA project was administered on a request-based process
with the official request being made by the Indonesian government (as the recipient) and then
evaluated by the Japanese government (Indonesia Country Assistance Study Group, 1999;
Soederberg, 2001). Once approved, tied-aid projects were thematically compiled in an
integrated master plan that was based on the viewpoint of a long-term perspective and intersectoral coordination rather than on individual project planning (Ichimura, 2015; JICA, 2010).
On the other hand, the technocratic appearance of the master plan denoted a particular
ideological predisposition toward “macroeconomic” solutions for infrastructure deficits in the
country. These technocrats found themselves often appearing so bound by the development
solution provided through the master plan. The development solution, in this context, was
entangled with the Bappenas’ key institutional mandate – designing and implementing the
national development strategies, called the Repelita (Rencana Pembangunan Lima Tahun/ Five
10

Japanese construction and consulting companies tend to nurture bidding practices of dango, which takes
turns to win the projects in order to make sure every party benefits from a given master plan.
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Year Development Plan) (Nitisastro, 2011; Prawiro, 1998). Under Soeharto’s regime, the
Repelita was renewed every five years aligning economic goals and objectives for national
development for each tier of government (Amir, 2012; Milne, 1982). With regards to
infrastructure, the Repelita specifically listed the scope of and the form of projects to be realised
in a given five-year period. For example, during the first five-year development plan (Repelita
I, 1969-1973), given that national priority would be given to the agricultural sector,
infrastructure development was focused on dam and irrigation projects. Whereas, the Repelita
II (1974-1979) prioritised resource-producing industries with the priority on power plant
projects and ports (Booth, 1979). To achieve the target in the Repelita, all of these development
objectives and policies were decided upon by the Bappenas. Put simply, the Repelita embedded
the most obvious feature of what has come to be called state-led economic development in
Indonesia while these developmental functions were extended through the Bappenas, with the
latter being assigned to plan and execute the Repelita.
The Brantas River Master Plan (1962-1991) reflected how the ODA regulatory strategy
was sustained by the alliance between Japanese trading companies, engineering companies,
and the Indonesian liberal-technocrats for more than three decades in the context of the
Repelita. As is mentioned in the previous section, the Brantas River development project was
originally started within Soekarno’s era in the form of reparation projects. In 1961, as shown
in the following table, the Nippon Koei developed the first integrative master plan for the
Brantas River development that ushered in the development of the 3K Dam. The inception of
the Repelita later precipitated a continual stream of the Brantas River master plan studies by
Japanese consulting companies and sosha who managed to consolidate alliances within and
through the Bappenas (Indonesia Country Assistance Study Group, 1999; JICA, 1998). In each
master plan they prepared, normative visions of targeted projects and the means to ensure the
project’s success was framed in technocratic language which dovetailed well with the
technocrats’ Repelita agenda and simultaneously airbrushed out of the material interests of
Japanese capitalists (see Haraguchi, 1979; JICA, 1983, 1994, 1998; The Committee on the
Country Study for Japan’s ODA to Indonesia, 1994). At one extreme, the master plan helped
resolve the problem of ‘fixing’ capital in the long-term given that all projects listed in the
master plan required diversified industrial components and services tied to Japanese companies
as shown in Table 1. As such, Japanese sosha and construction companies gained windfall
profits from the coordinating efforts at linking trade and services with infrastructure needs in
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Indonesia thanks to the ODA scheme11. Crucially, Japanese companies insisted that the projects
symbolised ‘self-help’ and the Indonesian government’s ownership of the projects, claiming
that the project should be managed by Indonesian national enterprises (JICA, 1983, 1998) 12.
On the other hand, these master plans further reshaped the developmental function of
the Bappenas. It is right that subsequent phases of the Brantas project development had
involved the Ministry of Public Works and led to the establishment of some new technical
agencies, such as the Brantas River Basin Development Executive Office (Fujimoto, 2013).
However, these institutions were subjugated under the Bappenas who exercised control over
resource distribution and key policies, making ODA strongly embedded within the state
institution. To better understand this point, the following section further unpacks the central
role of the Bappenas within the financing governance structure.
Table 1 : Brantas Development Plan
Master Plan

Phase I – 1st
Master Plan,
formulated in
1962,
consultancy by
Nippon Koei

Main projects & work
period
South Tulungagung
Irrigation Project (19591962)
Karangkates Dam (19621973)

Selorejo Dam (19631972)
Lahor Dam (1973-1977)

Phase II – 2nd
Master Plan,
formulated in
1972,
consultancy by

Wilingi Dam (1975-1978)

Fund

Reparations
Reparations,
OECF,
Indonesia
government
Reparations,
OECF,
Indonesia
government
OECF,
Indonesia
government
OECF,
Indonesia
government

Contractor
n/a

Firms who participated
Trading firm
Manufacturer
n/a

Nichimen

Nichimen

Toshiba Corp
Sakai Iron Works
Co. Ltd

Tomen Corp.,
Nichimen

Tomen Corp.,
Nichimen

Ebara Corp.
Meidensha Corp.
Sakai Iron Works

Nichimen

Nichimen

Sakai Iron Works

Sumitomo Corp

Sumitomo
Corp

Toshiba Corp
Meidensha Corp
Sakai Iron Works
NKK Corp.
Narushima Suimon

11

Organic relationships exist between big businesses – giant industrial corporations (keiretsu), trading companies
(sogo sosha), commercial banks – and small and medium enterprises (SMEs) in the Japanese context, known as
the vertical keiretsu system. Sogo sosha have performed as intermediaries– playing a key role in helping SMEs
overcome the financial constraints to distribute their products. A contract won by a Japanese sosha will be
registered as a Japanese contract;but might include only a few non-Japanese sub-contractors. The sosha tended to
maintain a pyramidal and multi-layered system whereby a dozen major final assemblers, that can be their offshore
subsidiaries are put at the top, then supported by their own cohorts of secondary sub-contractors, and at the very
bottom exist tens of thousands of cottage-type, family-owned, or small production units who are clients of soshaaffiliated banks.
12

Similar pattern can be seen in the 1969 Master Plan Study on National Power in Indonesia and the 1979 Master
Plan in the Indonesian Telecommunication Sector.
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Nippon Koei,
implemented by
OTCA

Surabaya River
Gunungsari Dam (19741981)
Lodoyo Dam and Power
Station (1977-1984)

OECF,
Indonesia
government
OECF,
Indonesia
government

Widas Dam (1977-1984)

OECF,
Indonesia
government
OECF,
Indonesia
government

Bening Dam (1977-1984)

Phase III – 2nd
Master Plan,
formulated in
1972,
consultancy by
Nippon Koei,
implemented by
JICA

Sengguruh Dam and
Power Station (19821988)

Austria, ADB,
Indonesian
government

Tulungagung Diversion
Improvement (19891991)
Tulungagung Power
Generation

ADB,
Indonesian
government
Austria,
Indonesian
government

Nomura
Trading Co. Ltd
Sumitomo Corp

Sumitomo Corp
Mitsui & Co,
Ltd
Elin-Boring
Consortium
IshikawajimaHarima Heavy
Industries Co.
Ltd
Kurimoto Ltd
Elin-Voest
Alpine
Consortium

Nomura
Trading Co.
Ltd
Sumitomo
Corp

Kurimoto Ltd.
Nippon Sharyo Ltd.

Sumitomo
Corp
Mitsui & Co,
Ltd
Nomura
Trading Co.
Ltd

Meidensha Corp
Marusei Heavy
Industry Works, Ltd
Narushima Suimon
Boring & Co., Elin
Union AG.
IshikawajimaHarima Heavy
Industries Co. Ltd

n/a

Kurimoto Ltd

n/a

Elin-Voest Alpine
Consortium

Toshiba Corp
Meidensha Corp
Sakai Iron Works
Kawasaki Heavy
Industries Ltd

Wonorejo Dam and
Power Generation

OECF,
Kajima
Indonesian
Taisei
government
Source: Japan Bank for International Cooperation (JBIC), 1999; JICA (1998)

4.3.2 Bappenas at the apex of governance structure
As explained above, beyond a mere urban planning tool, these master plans enabled the
management of alliances between the technocrats and the Japanese capitalist forces, making
Japanese ODA more cohesive and legitimate. Yet, it does not imply that the ODA was taken
hold in an institutional vacuum. Foreign aid accounts typically regarded that the project
financing was more like rent-seeking and political elites had ulterior motives other than genuine
consideration over substantive policy and regulations. (Ensign, 1992; Soedeberg 2002). But
what we see in the case of the Japanese ODA was that even though rent-seeking was one of the
inevitable features of infrastructure financing, the practice was institutionalised with
implications for policies and regulations.
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Implicit to the master plan was the institutionalisation of risks across all levels of
government in Indonesia and this process placed the Bappenas at the centre, thereby generating
a new mode of governance structure. Through the Bappenas, conditions critical for the overall
stability in financial systems and the operation of Japanese profit-oriented infrastructure
activities in Indonesia were reproduced. For example, the Bappenas exercised the state’s
developmental functions to ex-ante manage the regulatory and political risks associated with
the project listed in the master plan. Every year the Bappenas drew up a proposed development
budget and a Proposed Project List (Daftar Usulan Proyek / DUP) based on government
priorities contained in the Repelita (Winters, 1999). The DUP and budget plan were later
submitted to the Indonesian parliament by the President and promptly passed without
amendments.13 The very fact that Japanese-sponsored projects listed in the master plan, such
as the aforementioned Brantas Development Program, were already incorporated into the DUP
at the very outset meant that the projects effectively had the green light. Moreover, within
authoritarian Indonesia, the demands of environmentalists, opposition parties, labour
organisations, and sub-national governments were openly constrained (Hadiwinata, 2003).
This enabled Japanese capitalists to secure most of their anticipated conditions for the project
financing including managing the business activities. What is striking in this regard is that the
Indonesian military, one of the powerful political forces did not intervene in the ODA program,
leaving the Bappenas to attain control. As Mohammad Sadli, one of the Berkeley Mafia shared
in his testimony, “The Indonesian military, in general, had also accepted the economic program
prepared by the technocrats, they did not interfere with our work” (Sadli, 1993, p. 42).

4.4 Intersecting OOF with the established regulatory complex
While Japanese capitalists managed to secure long-term conditions including alliances
and effective policies through the ODA regulatory complex, their internationalisation strategy
was not just confined to ODA. The shifting geoeconomics of oil in the early 1970s required
Japanese capitalists and their political coalitions to develop a regulatory strategy of
infrastructure financing by which they could secure their long-term interests in natural resource
development including oil and gas. As much of the literature on Japanese foreign aid observes,
there were simultaneous concerns among Japanese capitalists that tied loan projects might not
adequately secure Japanese access to Indonesian natural resources particularly oil, bauxite,
nickel, and gas (Soedeberg, 1996; Rix 1992). As such, Japanese capitalists including trading
13

Interview with 0108A
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companies that also ventured into natural resources and related commercial activity suggested
particular modes of financing outside ODA where infrastructure projects and natural resources
could be linked. Consequently, as a kind of aid, soon after the first oil shock in the early 1970s,
Japan launched the kaihatsu yunyu (development-cum-import) scheme whereby a package of
concessional loans and private investment was offered to particular resource-rich countries
including Indonesia in return for relatively unfettered access to raw materials (Miyakawa,
1995). Likewise, agencies such as the EXIM Bank of Japan and the OECF advanced Other
Official Flows (OOF) to ensure the security of Japanese vital energy sources (Kato et al., 2016).
As will be explained in the following section, the OOF carried implications for the dynamics
of alliances in a manner that the Japanese trading companies found alliances in military groups
and selected Indonesian SOEs that were under the military groups’ command.
4.4.1 Reorganising alliances with powerful military figures
When it came to natural resources in Indonesia, it is imperative for Japanese capitalists
to build alliances with powerful generals from particular military segments in Indonesia. As
the literature on the political economy of Indonesia has widely recorded, these generals were
themselves one of the politico-economic forces dealing with natural resource issues and
policies in Indonesia. They controlled the access to natural resources in Indonesia in the context
of dwifungsi (dual function) which assigned the armed forces the roles of both defender of the
nation and a socio-political force in national development, including responsibility for statesponsored development projects (Kingsbury, 2003, p. 31). In the context of the New Order
developmentalism, the creeping influence of the Indonesian military in commercial activities
was prevalent. They had their own business under the mantle of charitable foundations and
held senior roles in private sectors and Indonesian SOEs in areas such as steel, oil and gas,
fertiliser, as well as infrastructures such as ports and power plants (Aspinall, 2005; Honna,
2003; Robison, 1986). Therefore, what the political economy background implied was that
these powerful figures were Japanese allies par excellence to ensure the success of the kaihatsu
yunyu (development-cum-import) scheme (Dauvergne, 1997). Similarly, the military group
had a short-term interest in some of the advantages that the alliance with Japanese capitalists
might offer them, especially in terms of resources and prestige.
Correspondingly, those Japanese trading companies and engineering consultants, while
continuing to accumulate benefits under the ODA, advanced a new regulatory strategy, namely
Other Official Flows (OOF) which were provided by the OECF and Export-Import Bank of
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Japan. The OOF came in the form of export credits, capital subscriptions to Japanese
companies undertaking projects in developing countries, as well as direct investments
14

(OECF, 1982). The way OOF reproduced in Indonesia had encompassed the management of

the alliances of military figures and politico-technocrats via the seemingly-technocratic master
plan. Of the strongest military elites in Indonesia, Soedjono Hoemardani and Ibnu Sutowo
played an important role. Ibnu Sutowo was often tagged as a money spinner, because of his
remarkable contributions to the government’s coffers (at least before the state oil company,
Pertamina, reached the nadir under his management) (Borsuk & Chng, 2014; Robison, 1986).
Pertamina under Sutowo was a government-owned organisation but acting virtually as an
independent development agency and multinational company running both non-oil and oil
businesses (Borsuk & Chang, 2014). Whereas, Hoemardani was known as the spiritual guru of
Soeharto, a “military entrepreneur”, and a member of the “Indonesia lobby in Japan” who was
not only responsible for drafting Indonesia’s diplomacy but also interfering in economic
matters15 (“The Bangkok-Jakarta Connection”, 1974, p. 240; Wanandi & Djiwandono, 1986).
His position as a presidential adviser (asisten pribadi, ‘Apri’) without a formal ministerial role
has placed him in an advantageous position in which he even “could by-pass the technocrats’
approval on many foreign investment projects where Japanese capital was involved” (“The
Bangkok-Jakarta Connection”, 1974, p. 240). These two military figures saw OOF as offering
opportunities to access funds for SOEs-led projects and achieve greater political influence.
Through their respective business vehicle, they combined efforts with Japanese capitalists to
mobilise support behind large-scale projects and brought about a unison of different interests.

14

In the early Soeharto era, Japanese ODA was subordinated to the Inter-Governmental Group on Indonesia
(IGGI) loan. The IGGI was formed in 1967 to coordinate the bulk of Indonesia’s multilateral aid. It was the lead
official grouping of donors to Indonesia from 1967 to early 1992 comprising the Netherlands (the initiator of the
group), Germany, Australia, Belgium, France, the United States, the United Kingdom and Japan. Whereas, the
OOF was a non-IGGI loan that kept Japanese capitalists themselves from the other IGGI donors’ intervention. In
Indonesia, the non-IGGI Loan was first provided in 1973 for oil projects and since then has been provided for
relatively big projects such as energy development and industrial development which were not fit to be provided
under the framework of the IGGI loan. The loan for the oil infrastructure project was divided into two phases,
with Phase I totalling 23,000 million yen and Phase II 39,000 million yen. During four years from 1973 to 1976,
Pertamina itself received a 110 billion yen loan in total to develop 40 oil and gas projects and rehabilitate the port
while the product was exported mainly to Japan.
15

Not least important is the most powerful of the political generals, Ali Murtopo and Benny Moerdani who later
built the knowledge chain the Centre for Strategic and International Studies (CSIS) Jakarta, with Soedjono.
Hoermadani was appointed the honorary chairman of CSIS. The Japanese private sectors and institutions provided
the economic underpinning to CSIS’ extensive activities and in turn, CSIS Intellectuals consisting of a group of
important civilian and military figures who had the closest access to the top leadership also provided Japan with
a variety of information and knowledge in an atmosphere of freedom of inquiry, particularly in terms of foreign
policy and intra-military power relationships.
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Humardani in particular, played an important brokerage role in Japanese infrastructure
financing. As Borsuk and Chang (2014, p. 70) highlight, “The Japanese, who became
Indonesia’s largest source of aid and investment, were enamoured of Sudjono, whom they
quickly grew to trust”. For example, in the wake of the electricity shortage in Jakarta and West
Java by the end of 1972, Minister Sutami, an engineer and one of the civilian ministers affiliated
with the Bappenas-based technocrats, preferred electric power machinery from Western
Europe to Japan. But, Hoemardani was against it, suggesting to Soeharto in private to choose
Japan instead (see “The Bangkok-Jakarta Connection”, 1974).
In essence, throughout the 1970s, there were ideological aspects of resource nationalism
at play that sustained these alliances. The ideological framing was centred on the logic of
resource nationalism that justified policies of state-led extraction aimed to make the country
more self-reliant and achieve natural resource sovereignty

hence infrastructure was a

prerequisite for the policy target (Ozawa, 1980; see also Warburton, 2018). These dynamics
of alliances further reshaped the governance structure to the extent that directly linked President
Soeharto to the existing institutional configuration. The Asahan project is a good case in point.

4.4.2 The Asahan project
In 1974, a Master Plan Agreement for the Asahan Hydroelectric and Aluminium Project
located in the North Sumatra Province was concluded between the Indonesian government and
Japanese investors. The development of the Master Plan had actually been started in 1967 and
was facilitated by the influential Indonesian lobby in Japan, whose majority of members were
part of the influential Japan-Indonesia Association (JAPINDA) (Nishihara, 1975, pp. 61-76).
The members of the association included Nakajima Shinzaburo (businessman), Kimura Takeo
(a conservative politician and head of the Cabinet Secretariat), Kakuei Tanaka (Prime
Minister), and Fukuda Takeo (Minister of Finance) – as well as the Sumitomo Corporation and
Nippon Koei16. This powerful coalition of Japanese capitalists and political elites had worked
closely with General Soedjono Humardani since the early stages of planning the project17
16

In July 1970, Nippon Koei was awarded a contract by the Indonesian government, to be funded with $800,000
from the OECF, to carry out a study of the suitability and proposed design of hydroelectric generating plants at
two locations on the Asahan River.
17
Not least important are the most powerful of the political generals, Ali Murtopo and Benny Moerdani who later
built the knowledge chain of CSIS Jakarta. The Japanese private sectors and institutions provided the economic
underpinning to CSIS’ extensive activities and in turn, CSIS Intellectuals consisting of a group of important
civilian and military figures who had the closest access to the top leadership also provided Japan with a variety of
information and knowledge in an atmosphere of freedom of inquiry.
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(Airriess & Kohno, 1993; Malley, 1989). In 1967, Kubota from Nippon Koei presented
Hoemardani with the results of his company’s preliminary study into the Asahan hydroelectric
generating cum aluminium smelting project in Sumatra and requested Humardani to allow his
company to develop it into a master plan. The reason why Kubota approached General
Soedjono Hoemardani in this matter was that Kimura Takeo, the influential Japanese politician
who developed an interest in the project suggested that Hoemardani, his acquaintance, must be
included in the development of the master plan. Given Hoemardani’s position as a close advisor
of Soeharto, it was expected that policy targets and financing modes addressed via the master
plan could be funneled at the president’s discretion (Malley, 1989; Borsuk & Chng, 2014)

Figure 2: Asahan Hydropower Project

Source: Nippon Koei

In July 1970, soon after Hoemardani was approached, the Indonesian government
awarded Nippon Koei a contract for “more specified studies” of the suitability and design of
the Asahan hydroelectric generating plants. Soeharto’s permission for Nippon Koei to
undertake the master plan however, came with a condition that the master plan must indicate
that the project financing would not be drawn from Indonesia’s national budget or from the
scheduled foreign aid (Malley, 1989, p. 53). Crucially, such a condition was linked to emerging
resource nationalism – the prevailing ideology at the time – in the sense that the need to attract
and use foreign capital in resource development must not sacrifice national sovereignty and the
national interest (Sadli, 1993, p. 43). From the outset, Nippon Koei and Hoemardani attempted
to reshape and achieve national compromises among broader social forces through the
remaking of the master plan. In April 1973, based on the master plan completed by Nippon
Koei, Hoemardani started negotiations with the Japanese companies including Mitsubishi and
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Sumitomo which were interested in forming a joint venture with the new Japanese government
under Premier Tanaka Kakuei. Throughout negotiations, in October 1973, both Japanese
companies and the Japanese government agreed to develop the entire project as a ‘package
deal’ - both the power plant and the aluminium smelting facility - while the Japanese
government agreed to provide loans for the Japanese companies on easy terms (Kitazawa,
1990; Yoneda, 1998, p. 199). In January 1974, when Tanaka visited Jakarta, he declared the
project as one of his ‘national projects’ which meant that the project despite being located
outside Japan was eligible for the Japanese government’s financial assistance (Far Eastern
Economic Review, 1975, February 14).
In July 1975 Sumitomo Corporation, as one of the key stakeholders, and the Indonesian
government signed the master agreement on the Asahan project. Premier Miki Takeo (19741976) resuming Tanaka’s commitment upgraded the status of the Asahan project into a
national project and decided to finance about 85 per cent of the cost with government funds –
making it the first Japanese investment consortium established beyond national boundaries
backed by the Japanese government (Kitazawa, 1990; Komaru, 1998) as we can see in Figure
2. The consortium comprised a coalition of Japanese engineering companies and top trading
companies who were previously venturing into the ODA business, including Mitsui, Itochu,
Sumitomo, Mitsubishi, and Marubeni Corporation (JICA, 1990, p. 2). Yet, due to their nature
as market-constrained capitalists at the time, they relied heavily on state funding, including
equity provision. Here, the Japanese government provided grants and loans for twelve Japanese
investors that were part of the consortium for equity participation totalling 411 billion yen in a
joint venture called Indonesia Asahan Aluminium (Inalum) (Malley, 1989; Ozawa, 1991)18.
Meanwhile, the Indonesian state capital amounting to 25 per cent of the joint venture was
covered by the Indonesian Regional Government Fund (Kitazawa, 1990). To support the
aluminium project, the OECF also provided soft loans of 62 billion yen to build two
hydroelectric power plants that would supply electricity for the aluminium smelter. Tokyo
Electrical Power was in charge of both the construction and technical aspects of the power
plants while Nippon Koei was responsible for the construction of the smelter (Kitazawa, 1990).

18

Such a financing mechanism was once popularly called ‘the Asahan Formula’. Latterly, Japanese companies
and a political coalition applied a similar mechanism in their resource diplomacy in Brazil, known as the Amazon
project. The Asahan Formula represented a model of public-private partnership where the Japanese government
became the major stakeholder (50 per cent) via stock ownership by its agency, OECF.
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Figure 3 : The Composition of Indonesia-Asahan Aluminium (Inalum) (as of 1978)

Source: JICA (1990)

The generous financial support from the Japanese government did not necessarily mean
that conditions critical for the operation of Japanese capital were always secured. The OOF
necessitated the broader alliances of social forces including the Bappenas technocrat group
who was in charge of the Repelita II (1974-1979). In essence, while the market-oriented
technocrats had different ideological stances and perceptions of risks, the prevailing resource
nationalism bound them with military forces, allowing for deviation from the existing
mechanism of financing. These dynamics of alliances could be seen as twofold. First, the
Asahan consortium gained a broader coalition of support and that allowed for effective policies
and certain rules to manage risks. For example, under the sole discretion of Soeharto, Inalum
was exempt from all import and export duties and local taxes, while being subject to the
Indonesian concessionary tax rate of 37.5 per cent (the standard corporate tax rate was 45 per
cent) (Kitazawa, 1990). More importantly, Inalum was also supplied with cheap electricity
from the OECF-financed power plant (Indonesia Country Assistance Study Group, 1999). The
power cost for the Asahan project was determined by the Japanese companies and it was
unreasonably low, held down to 1.2 yen / kWh for 30 years while the cost of electrical power
was nearly 8 yen / kWh during the period (Nihon Keizai Shimbun, June 1976). This deal
allowed a deepening of Japanese capitalist accumulation through the Asahan project
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considering that electricity rates constitute about 40 per cent of the production cost of
aluminium ingots. As documented by the JBIC (1999), such a successive infrastructure-cumresource project ultimately enabled Japan to secure a long-term, stable supply of bauxite from
Indonesia where its semi-processed products in the form of aluminium were exported to Japan.
When the project was completed in 1984, it produced 225,000 tons of aluminium with the
hydropower power stations of 513 MW constructed over the Asahan River. Likewise, for the
whole period of the Repelita II, the Asahan project contributed to the sharp increase in imports
– an average of 64 per cent of imports from Japan consisted of capital goods and industrial raw
materials used for the project (JBIC, 1999).
The second and interesting point is that the confluence of military institutions, the
master plan, and the ideological underpinning of resource nationalism have rather elevated the
Bappenas-centred regulatory complex. The Indonesian military-Japanese capitalist alliance
was strong, and heavily militarised when the project commenced, but the rest of the financing
mechanism and preferential treatments where sustained through technocrats. On the one hand,
Japanese support for the Asahan project – the only Repelita II flagship project that survived
and hence a source of Soeharto’s political legitimacy19 – prompted a repressive state apparatus
capable of maintaining effective control over labour and civil organisations including the land
acquisition process (Kowalewski, 1997, p. 154). For example, the consortium managed to
mitigate risks by paying a compensation fee of US$6 million to the Indonesian government
upfront. This compensation was in lieu of the expenses of land acquisition and relocating
residents as well as supporting infrastructure such as roads. To accelerate the development the
Indonesian Army evicted residents to acquire compulsory land, while there were about 200
households in the area where the road and other infrastructure were built which were not
compensated (Kitazawa, 1990). On the other hand, while these extra-economic measures
stemmed from the deal between Hoermadhani and Japanese companies, in 1975 Hoermadani
turned the project over to the Technical Team for Foreign Investment (later reorganised as the
Coordinating Board for Capital Investment) which was headed by liberal-technocrats:
Mohammad Sadli (1967-1973) and Barli Halim (1973-1981) (Malley 1989; Sadli 1993). They
maintained such specific preferential treatment critical for the success of OOF suggested by
Hoermadhani and allies with the objective of attracting more foreign investment in resource
sectors. This was in line with their staunch beliefs in the theory of oligopolistic industries as
19

Soeharto regarded the Asahan project as an important source of his Repelita legitimacy. Due to Pertamina’s
economic crisis in the 1970s, most basic projects of the Repelita II (1973-1978) were shelved. The Asahan project
was the only one that survived during the period.
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Sadli (2003, p. 43) stipulated, “Once a firm enters a certain industry, its rivals cannot afford
not to do likewise….Once they had entered and made their investments, they could not easily
leave; they had become like hostages to us ” (p. 43). Indeed, such a narrative was so closely
aligned with the ideological perspective of resource nationalism that had deliberated certain
preferential policies for project financing (see also Fujioka, 1979).
What is striking in the case of the Asahan project is that the OOF regulatory complex
– an assemblage of institutions and ideological framework – shows how Japanese-led
infrastructure financing governance was structured upon negotiated compromises between
competing political groups in Indonesia. In this case, the Hoermadhani-led military group and
the Bappenas-based technocrat group, while their ideologies albeit are not similar, they were
at least not antagonistic to each other when it came to the Repelita-linked infrastructure
projects. In this sense, technocrats now became opportunists who believed in the long-term
objective of the Asahan projects and saw that making compromises with the military could
bring them a greater advantage. Put simply, the OOF regulatory complex intersecting with the
preceding institutionalised regulatory complex of ODA sustained tactical alliances between
technocrats and military groups, albeit temporary and replaced the Bappenas at the centre.

4.5 The Bappenas-centred regulatory complex under pressure: The emergence of
nationalist forces in Indonesia
Entering the mid-1970s, Japanese capitalists inevitably came into conflict with the
emerging nationalist group and a particular segment of the military over resource distribution.
It started with intra-military conflict where some military elites tried to discredit the Security
and Order Commander (Kopkamtib), General Sumitro who at the time was challenging
Soeharto’s hold on political power (Bourchier, 1990, p. 193). In 1973, Sumitro along with
several other generals wanted to see Soeharto out of office and wished to see the army
‘professionalise’ itself and shy away from business activities (Elson, 2001, p. 205; Kingsbury,
2003, p. 84) . In a similar vein, some military elites taking Soeharto’s side yet competing with
generals like Hoemardhani who happened to be Japanese allies further turned a peaceful protest
against a visit by then Japanese Prime Minister, Tanaka Kakuei in 1974 – that is widely known
as the Malari incident (Kingsbury, 2003). While Japanese foreign aid had notoriously been
seen as causing the proliferation of imported Japanese goods at the expense of the Indonesian
state budget, it was in fact a cover for the ulterior motive of competing for military factions
to discredit General Sumitro who at the time was challenging Soeharto’s presidency. While
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Sumitro could have saved his position in the Malari incident that was plotted against him, he
in turn escalated the conflict by encouraging students to protest against favouritism shown to
ethnic Chinese businesses20 and well-connected generals as well as to foreign corporations
especially Japanese companies (Kingsbury, 2003; Kuntjoro-Jakti, 1983)21. As well as the
military, the technocrat group had also been under pressure. The Repelita planners were blamed
by students for “their neglect concerning the lop-sided economy” while their stabilisation
policies were seen as only benefiting particular interest groups (“The Bangkok-Jakarta
connection”, 1974, p. 239).
Such political conflict had transformative effects on the power constellation within the
Indonesian state, leading to the shifting nature of state institutions and the emergence of new
interests and ideologies. In the fall out from the Malari riots, a new nationalist group backed
by Soeharto’s long-term associate, Soedharmono made good use of the intra-military tension
and subsequently demanded that the national development plan should profit the pribumi
industrialists through preferencing in purchases and development contracts (proyek) (Sato,
1994). Meanwhile, in tandem with the prolonged economic decline in the mid-1970s, vested
interests associated with military groups also attempted to challenge technocrats’ call for farreaching reforms to stimulate non-oil exports (Crouch, 1988). Soeharto’s influential
intelligence officer, General Ali Moertopo who allegedly orchestrated the student mobilisation
simultaneously drained technocrats’ power to direct development policy (Winters, 1996, p.
111).
Struggles between competing political factions posed challenges to Japanese
capitalists’ interests in Indonesia. More specifically, the Bappenas-centred regulatory complex
was now under pressure. The State Secretariat controlled by the national group gained wider
discretionary power over resource distribution, challenging the position of the Bappenas in the
execution of the Repelita. Following the Malari incident, several presidential decrees – the
Presidential Decision (Keppres) 14A and Keppres 10 in 1980 – were enacted, giving the ‘weak
economic group’, a code phrase for indigenous businessmen priority access to certain projects
(proyek) including those funded by Japanese aid. President Soeharto also set up a new team –

20

As there were also government regulations in Indonesia prohibiting foreigners from engaging in domestic trade,
the responsibility for local product sales was therefore assigned to the local partners. The latter was mostly
represented by ethnic Chinese Indonesians who had control over production and capital. They not only served as
distribution partners, but also as advocates and troubleshooters for the Japanese to resolve problems that might
arise within the military and Indonesian bureaucracy.
21

During this period, pribumi capital in general was threatened from within by the military’s economic dominance
and the technocrat’s zeal for the creation of a market-based economy.
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called Team 10 – based at the State Secretariat (Sekneg) and headed by Soedharmono, the
powerful state secretary, who in 1983, also took over the chairmanship of Soeharto’s ruling
party, Golkar (Chua, 2008; Schwarz, 2000). Whereas, Soedharmono’s protégé, Ginandjar
Kartasasmita, who later became more powerful, was appointed as the Vice Chairman of Team
10 in 1983. Part of Team 10’s job was to allocate procurement contracts and produce lists of
“qualified pribumi bidders” which would then be passed down to the local authorities
(Schwarz, 2000)22. The ‘pribumi bidders’ listed under the DUP was a troop of pribumi
businesses who had access to the Team 10 (Winter, 1996, p. 132). Known as ‘Ginandjar Boys’,
they comprised prominent pribumi businessmen, including Aburizal Bakrie, Fadel
Muhammad, Iman Taufik, Jusuf and Ahmad Kalla, Fahmi Idris, Suryo Palo, Bambang
Rachmadi, Arifin Panigoro, Agus Kartasasmita, Abdul Latief, Hashim Djojohadikusumo, and
Subagio Wiryoatmodjo as well as President Soeharto’s children to whom Team 10 also
supplied contracts. Furthermore, the regulation issued in November 1984 required the Team
to draft a DUP (Daftar Usulan Proyek/List of Project Proposals) and to approve all
procurement involving the use of ODA-financed projects as well as any ‘development’ project
associated with the Repelita (Winter, 1996, pp. 131-133). This amounted to a tremendous blow
to the Bappenas as it lost control over foreign aid spending and developing the DUP (Manan,
1997, p. 126).
After becoming a magnet for student criticism during the riots in 1974, Japanese
capitalists nevertheless became aware of the necessity to put in place a concrete plan for the
eventual majority ownership by the pribumi side of both the ODA and OOF projects. This was
especially so because state functions that were central to the infrastructure financing were now
carried out by the internationalised segments of this nationalist group whose nationalist
sentiments might challenge Japanese ODA and OOF23. As such, the Japanese capitalists sought
to reorganise their alliances with the Indonesian nationalist group and domestic capital
(primarily well-connected pribumi businesses) by reproducing the regulatory complex. In this
sense, infrastructure financing previously located in the context of resource development and
developmentalism-imbued Repelita was now reframed in a context of nationalism in a bid to
accommodate the material interest of the nationalist group. The infrastructure financing
became what Khoo (2003, p. 5) coins as “a nationalist project driven by capitalist impulses or

22

This was supported by Presidential Decree No. 20 issued in May 1981 that further tightened Team 10’s
control and supervision of provincial development policies by establishing a group called the Coordination
Team for the Control and Supervision of Development in every province.
23
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a capitalist project imbued with nationalist aspirations”. Here, nevertheless prompts another
question: how then were these nationalist visions brought into alignment with Japanese
interests and how did the regulatory complex shift to accommodate changing power relations
in the alliances?
In the early 1980s, as both liberal-technocrats and nationalist forces were inserted into
policy making, the potential for conflict was especially high. The former struggled to dismantle
the nationalist policy that was seen as disastrous for maintaining market mechanisms they had
successfully installed. Meanwhile, the latter alongside some military elites were concerned
that technocrats would possibly invite backlash (Amir, 2012; Borsuk, 1999). Amidst these
political contestations, a shift in the global economic environment with the rise of neoliberalism
in the 1980s created ample opportunities for the Japanese capitalist class to advance a particular
regulatory strategy – that is PPPs – which enabled the reorganisation of alliances amidst
changes in power relations in Indonesia’s domestic politics. The following section will discuss
these dynamics of alliance and the reproduction of Japanese-led PPPs in Indonesia.
4.5.1 The emergence of PPPs as a regulatory strategy
Fostered in the political arena by Thatcher and Reagan in the 1980s, neoliberalism
emerged as a dominant ideology of economic policy making and development planning
(Williamson, 2000). In the field of infrastructure financing, the universal character of PPPs as
experienced today is a product of neoliberal development planning (Nayak, 2018). PPPs
placed the state as an agent of the neoliberal market and expanded the marketisation of stateled public services for private capital to accumulate profit (N. Brenner & Theodore, 2002).
Central to PPPs were ideological elements of risk allocation that assumed that the privatisation
of public goods and deregulation will lead to more competitive regimes of resource allocation
(Hodge et al., 2018; Osborne, 2000). In this respect, IFIs including the World Bank and the
Asian Development Bank (ADB) had increasingly become knowledge brokers to weave these
ideas into the fabric of infrastructure financing policies in developing countries. They
developed and popularised PPPs as a mode of public financing that put as much risk as possible
onto the private partner. This was driven by the perception that governments tend to be
bureaucratic and cumbersome, whereas the private sector is efficient, rational, and costeffective and hence could bear the cost. As stated in the World Bank’s Reference Guide (2014,
p. 14), a PPP is “a long-term contract between a private party and a government entity, for
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providing a public asset or service, in which the private party bears significant risk and
management responsibility and remuneration is linked to performance”.
In the early 1990s, following DAC’s criticism of Japanese tied loans, Japanese ODA
agencies especially JICA began to employ stricter environmental guidelines and criteria for
ODA provision as well as untie its aid which limited Japanese capitalists’ involvement in the
services and procurement. As Sunaga (2004, p. 7) found, Japanese firms which had procured
67 per cent of ODA loans in 1986, had a much lower share of 29 per cent in 1999. At a cursory
glance, the policy changes laid new barriers for Japanese capitalists like trading and
construction companies that had long reaped benefits from tied loan projects (Lancaster, 2007,
p. 139). This policy development obscured two financing dynamics. First, joint ventures
between nationalist-controlled local companies and Japanese companies were classed as
Indonesia’s listed companies. This variation remained undetectable in the context of untied
loans (Sunaga, 2004). Second, the critical need of Japanese trading companies, in particular,
was no longer tied to loans, but a foreign direct investment that came in the form of the PPPs.
The PPPs became viable because these trading companies already internationalised their
business during the time, growing larger and diversified and importantly having access to
global capital (Sosha Handbook, 2018, p. 11). Here, they functioned no more as trade
intermediaries and procurement brokers as in ODA projects, but rather as investors. Keidanren,
the political vehicle by which trading companies and their business associates advocated for
PPPs, envisaged the private sector’s role in infrastructure projects overseas on the cusp of the
growing portion of untied loans and stricter criteria24. As stated in its 1990 annual report, “The
business community must move away from overdependence on the government….and these
efforts must coincide with further administrative reform and deregulation” (as cited Keidanren,
1990, p. 1).
In particular, Keidanren endorsed PPPs in the form of Independent Power Producer
(IPP) projects – a new investment mechanism in the power sector. It refers to power projects
that are privately developed, constructed, and operated; have a significant proportion of private
finance; and are secured through long-term power purchase agreements (PPAs) with a utility
or off-taker. In Indonesia’s case, the off-taker referred to was Indonesia’s state-owned electric
company, Perusahaan Listrik Negara (PLN) (Eberhard et al., 2016, p. 47). Under IPPs,
Japanese capitalists, for their part, could be involved not only in financing and construction,
but also in coordinating various functions including operations management and maintenance
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services that they were restricted to undertake under the ODA mechanism (Tanaka, 2012, p.
7).
One however should not see IPPs as a mere technical exercise, meaning that only by
following the common guideline regarding risk allocation, could both the government and the
private sector ensure effective project delivery. As a regulatory financing strategy, it always
entailed a political route through which conflict over resources as well as risk allocation was
managed. Looking back to its inception in the early 1990s, the IPP gained currency among the
Indonesian nationalist forces with which Japanese capitalists developed tactical alliances. In
essence, the nature of IPP is entangled with the material interests of foreign capital that sought
deeper marketisation of state-led public services (Jarvis, 2012). In turn, domestic capital with
a strong nationalist sentiment, one would assume, would be opposed to it. However, as we will
see, they turned out to support IPPs, introducing such a mode of financing as the embodiment
of a more assertive developmental function of the state instead. One particular reason for this
was the notion of risk as well as policy targets embedded within IPPs was rather ideological
than purely technical. The IPP only accentuated private-sector financing in principle but
obscured the role of the state. Therefore, for the nationalist group, IPPs would have effectively
obscured the risk profiles of the investments themselves and the kinds of deals the Indonesian
government was involved in.
A key representative of the nationalist group, Ginandjar Kartasasmita, played an
important role in reshaping the ideological notion of risk in ways that made IPPs a palatable
solution to the Repelita and simultaneously susceptible to nationalist interests. In the beginning,
Soeharto was adamant that PLN’s monopoly in power infrastructure should be preserved.
However, Kartasasmita, who was at that time the Chairman of the Investment Coordinating
Body (BKPM) and the Minister of Mines and Energy in the late 1980s, welcomed the interest
expressed by national and foreign business groups to invest in electricity production (Tripathi
& McBeth, 1998). More than this, he believed that private investment in basic, ‘vital’
infrastructural industries will benefit the state-owned sector, as he depicted, “The competition
will, in fact, be a healthy development, both for government and for society in general” (Suara
Pembaruan, 25 July, 1990). This illustrates a somewhat paradoxical moment in the Indonesian
political economy with the nationalist group under the leadership of Kartasasmita – once more
inclined to put resources into state enterprises – keenly pushing for private involvement in IPPs.
This is because, as Borsuk (1999, p. 142) argues, the nationalists were not necessarily against
deregulation in the power generation business because the once-PLN-monopolised sector, if
privatised, would serve as a nationalist bulwark against ethnic Chinese Indonesian
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conglomerates who already dominated the private sector. Therefore, lest (ethnic) Chinese
capital tapped into the sector, nationalist-linked indigenous capital had to be the frontrunner in
promoting IPPs and securing their portion (see also Winters, 1999; Schwarz, 2000). Put simply,
for the nationalist forces, the IPP was less a measure to solve the electricity deficit than a means
to forge alliances with foreign capital while pushing the international-oriented (ethnic) Chinese
capital aside.
Japanese international capitalists, like sosha, inherently took risks more seriously in
part due to their strong profit orientation in the longer term and increasing dependence on
global capital. For them, harmonisation of fiscal, monetary, and industrial policies as well as
long-term profit guarantee were prerequisites to guarantee the project ‘profitability’ (Tanaka,
2012). Yet, as IPPs were further promoted in Indonesia, this fraction of capital eager to prevent
major disruptions rooted in nationalist backlash, found themselves being dragged into alliances
with the nationalist group. As the nationalist group had a strong grip on key state institutions,
consolidating alliances with this force would enable regulatory coherence, thereby ensuring
risks were manageable. In parallel with this, speaking off the record, the sogo sosha
representative25 mapped out the politics of IPPs in the following fashion, implicitly reckoning
IPPs as a regulatory strategy which enabled temporary alignment of interests between Japanese
capitalist elites and these nationalist forces:
“Whenever we faced the difficulties, we would go to Soeharto’s kids or Ginandjar, and then
they would quickly fix the problem. They could also bring local partners into the venture, while
we could help find the best solution in terms of project financing. It is pretty clear that many
projects had questionable economics from the start. The ADB refused to finance the project
because of Soeharto’s clan connection. However, we still had to follow the political suit. Every
large-scale infrastructure project in Indonesia would always involve Soeharto’s family and its
crony’s stake. It was thus inevitable for Japan to maintain professionalism. They had no
experience. All they wanted was just concession here, concession there, there were no specified
details of the mechanism.”

The preceding context might resonate with common argument that the IPP generated a
rather secure set of property rights for well-connected politico-economic elites in Indonesia
(see McBeth, 1993; Sambodo, 2016). It is obvious that the indigenous capital ensconced under
the powerful nationalist elites like Kartasasmita had entrenched networks of state political
patronage whereby the dynamic interests of foreign capital and their interests were mutually
reinforced. Yet, while this was partially true, in line with the thesis’ core argument, there was
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a far wider set of power relationships behind IPPs, giving rise to the new institutionalised
regulatory complex which affected the nature of state institutions including the Bappenas.

4.5.2 Paiton Project: Shifting alliances and the regulatory complex
As mentioned in the preceding section, at the advice of Kartasasmita, Soeharto finally
agreed to explore IPPs options. With the IPPs, the government was set to unbundle the
generation, transmission, and distribution of electricity, allowing private firms to generate
power for the PLN’s grid and the state utilities to then on-sell to customers (Well & Ahmed,
2006). In 1990, Indonesia solicited bids for its first IPP project, Paiton I in East Java which was
designated as a ‘role model’ for IPPs (Project Finance International, 21 July 1994). Japan’s
trading giant, Mitsui with its US partner, Mission Energy won the bid. They partnered with
Hashim Djojohadikusumo (brother of President Soeharto’s son-in-law) and Agus Kartasasmita
(brother of Ginandjar Kartasasmita and the Head of the Indonesian Construction Association)
in the Paiton I project – becoming Indonesia’s first IPP project in 1994. Hashim’s coal-mining
company Batu Hitam Perkasa (where Agus also held an interest), took a 15% stake in a
consortium called Paiton Energy, with Mitsui holding 20% of shares, and Mission Energy and
General Electric each holding 32.5%; with the rest held by Mission Energy BV of the
Netherlands, a unit of Mission Energy of the US (Department of Foreign Affairs of Indonesia,
1995, p. 5). Funding sources included the EXIM Bank of Japan, supported by METI and the
US EXIM Bank and the Overseas Private Investment Corp. The other eight leading arranger
commercial banks were the Bank of America, Chase-Manhattan Bank, Barclays Bank, Credit
Lyonnais, Union Bank of Switzerland, the Industrial Bank of Japan, Sakura Bank, and Fuji
Bank (Ye, 2009, p. 189). Paiton Energy provided US$680 million in equity for the project and
about US$1.82 billion more was borrowed (Department of Foreign Affairs of Indonesia, 1995,
p. 5).
The Indonesian government did not have the institutional arrangements readily in place
to set-up how IPP-related policy decisions should be made and how contracts and risk sharing
should be implemented. In early 1992, before reaching an offtake agreement, US advisors from
the investment banking firm Troika, White & Case consulted technocrats based in the Ministry
of Finance and questioned the nascent Paiton negotiations (Well, & Ahmed 2006, p. 121). They
doubted the ability of PLN to buy and distribute all the power from the project and instead
proposed to peg the price to international standards. These advisors even drafted a policy paper
to present to the Indonesian government with a clearer framework for IPPs. It turned out that
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the Ministry of Mines and Energy that was headed by Kartasasmita at the time undermined the
draft, preventing the formation of technocrat-led transnational political blocs which might
resist the Paiton coalition agenda (Moran, 2006; Wells & Ahmed, 2006, p. 122). As depicted
by Well & Ahmed (2006), “Ginandjar had little tolerance for the intervention of other
ministries into what he considered to be his territory” (p. 122).
Kartasasmita instead bolstered state regulatory decision-making capabilities,
counterarguing technocrats and those US advisors that all issues concerned would be covered
in a presidential decree that was being drafted. As such, at the urging of Kartasasmita, in July
1992, Soeharto issued Presidential Decree No.37 to ‘fast-track’ IPP projects so that the private
sector could swiftly enter into contracts with mostly foreign companies (Kartasasmita, 2013;
Wells & Ahmed, 2006).26 The decree was worded in such a way to provide incentives for the
independent generating companies in the form of import duties exemption, added-value tax
exemption, and tax holidays. More importantly, it equipped the Indonesian Ministry of Mines
and Energy with regulatory power to set the electricity tariff and to implement policies. The
decree stipulated that the selling price from IPPs to PLN is determined based on the most
economic price and must get approval from the Ministry of Mines and Energy, making the
Ministry – headed by Kartasasmita himself – acting as a supposedly independent regulatory
agency ("Keputusan Presiden Republik Indonesia", 1992).27
As a result, the presence of regulatory authority of the Ministry consolidated a new
tariff regime under the IPP mechanism wherein the interests of nationalist elites and their
foreign IPP allies prevailed at the expense of marginalising the position of PLN. The most
notorious example included the tariff set in the Paiton power agreement in 1993 where
Kartasasmita agreed on the price offered by Hashim Djojohadikusumo (Wells & Ahmed, 2016,
p. 127). There was however no profit margin for PLN applied to the IPP calculation. As an offtaker, PLN was obliged to buy power in US dollars at 8.56 cents for six years; 8.41 cents for
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The reform was followed by Government Regulation No. 23 in August 1994 which transformed PLN from a
public sector enterprise to a limited liability company PT PLN (or ‘Persero’) with all of its stock held by the
Indonesian government. This reform meant that PLN was no longer able to assume funds from the Ministry of
Finance for capital development or the support of current expenditure. Following the reform, PLN also positioned
its transmission and distribution department as a strategic business unit and pushed ahead with a view toward
spinning off the department as a separate business in the future. Among others, the Java-Bali grid whose
development was supported by the Japanese ODA program.
27
This regulation was technically in conflict with the Indonesian Foreign Investment Law 1967 which restricted
foreign investment in electricity generation (Trade Policy Review, 2013). To offset this, latterly, in June 1994, the
Government Regulation No.20 presented as necessary for achieving the neoliberal market model which was
passed and accompanied by the Decree of the Minister for Investment No.15 of 1994 on shared ownership, making
it legitimate for Japanese capitalists to take ownership of electricity production and supply.
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the next six-year period; and 5.54 cents for the remaining 18 years (Mangkusubroto, 2000).
This price cap put PLN at risk as the PLN’s rate for end-users was only 8 cents while it billed
its customers in rupiah. Meanwhile, its tacit role as a vital public service provider impeded
PLN to adjust the retail tariff. Neither could it negotiate with the Paiton coalition on an equal
basis. As Abeng (2001, p. 79) the former Indonesian Minister for SOEs (1998-1999) recalled
that PLN had no control over project contracts despite knowing the fact that all dealings were
not conducted under proper conditions (see also Sambodo, 2016, p. 81) ). In turn, PLN was
forced to accept the offer. As Wells & Ahmed (2016, p. 126) revealed, Zuhal, then President
Director of PLN (1992-1995) recalled how “he then received a letter from the minister of mines
and energy telling him the price and to sign”.
Another important political dynamic in this regard and what made IPP different from
the preceding Japanese-financed projects was the marginalisation of the Bappenas-based
technocrats that had been so apparent. Unlike military-linked projects such as the Asahan
project whose financing policies and rules remained entangled with the technocrats’ regulatory
functions, the Paiton project under the IPP mechanism completely cut-out the Bappenas-based
technocrats. During this time, as the Indonesian economy was booming, President Soeharto
became so confident in his political aides including Kartasasmita and BJ Habibie, then State
Minister of Research and Technol from the ‘engineer group’ (Amir, 2012). Meanwhile,
technocrats lost the lustre they once had and became rudderless in their search for policy
solutions, including in the pursuit of the Repelita. In the 1990s, liberal-technocrats (Widjojo’s
proteges) started to lose their influence as several ministerial positions were transferred to other
groups, most notably a group of engineers under the leadership of B.J Habibie and the
nationalist group led by Kartasasmita. The hardest hit for the liberal- technocrats was that they
lost the strategic post in the Bappenas to Kartasasmita in 1993, simultaneously adding
Coordinating Minister for Economic Affairs to his title (Schwarz, 1994; Winters, 1996).
This reconstitution of power in Indonesia led to a shift in the nature and function of the
Bappenas which was once central to the Japanese-ODA regulatory complex in Indonesia. With
the ascendance of Kartasasmita, the Bappenas was reincorporated into the IPP financing
governance structure, making the state institution responsive to various interventionist
measures critical for PPPs. Put simply, under Kartasasmita’s leadership, the Bappenas now
served as a stronger institutional base from which key state functions concentrated at the
national scale were exercised. These functions included deploying various fiscal and monetary
tools as well as enforcing the aforementioned IPP regulations to ensure the project profitability
(World Bank, 2004).
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The shifting function of the Bappenas under Kartasamita’s leadership could be
observed in a way that the Bappenas entered into the Indonesian Ministry of Finance (MoF)
policy domain. This was possible because the developmental nature of the Paiton project itself
has provided the Bappenas with a legitimate claim to interfere with the process of decisionmaking. As explained in the previous section, one of the Bappenas’ institutional mandates was
designing and implementing the national development strategy, Repelita. In tandem with
Indonesia’s national objective of forwarding export-oriented industrialisation during the
Repelita V (1990-1994), the IPP scheme was placed as a financing strategy to attract foreign
investment in infrastructure projects deemed critical for the export industry (JBIC, 1999; JICA,
2002). This made the IPP scheme become institutionally and ideologically embedded within
the Bappenas, thereby prompting certain state intervention measures to sustain it. Illustrative
of this was the Bappenas’ strong intervention on the matter of risk sharing. On 11 February
1994, Paiton Energy was established. For Mitsui, the most sought-after policy at the time was
the mechanism for the handling of currency risk and force majeure. Mitsui preferred the project
to have some yen-dominated loans and thus sought government assurances that foreign
exchange would be made available28. On top of that, Mitsui insisted on the government
guarantee even though the governing decree did not allow for guarantees. The Japanese trading
company requested the Indonesian government provide guarantees against expropriation, the
waiver of sovereign immunity and the like. This is critical for Mitsui because the prior
negotiation only set some sorts of preferential policies and price arrangements without clearly
specifying the role of the Indonesian government in guaranteeing the PLN’s obligation to buy
the electricity (Wells & Ahmed, 2006, pp. 128-130).
In 1995, backed by the Japanese government, the Japanese EXIM Bank, Japanese
METI officials, and Mitsui representatives renegotiated the terms with the Indonesian MoF
who had the authority to yield on the issue (Well & Ahmed, 2006, p. 134). The MoF initially
held the line and refused to provide some sort of assurance. Yet, the Bappenas and the
Coordinating Ministry for Economic Affairs under Kartasasmita’s leadership held significant
clout within the MoF, incorporating the Paiton coalition’s interest in the provision of guarantee
(see also Finnerty, 1996, p. 337). It is especially so because the state’s decision-making power
had been concentrated at Kartasasmita-linked agencies on the national scale and then sustained
through the Bappenas.
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Likewise, a letter of comfort was finally composed. Although the letter did not
meaningfully highlight the Indonesian government’s responsibility to support the project, it
entailed ‘consents’ language from the Indonesian government to hold guarantees. For
companies including Mitsui and the US Mission Energy, the statement read ‘guaranteed’. A
retired Japanese consultant closely observing the project’s development spoke of Mitsui’s
efforts to mitigate the risks during an interview:
“During the renegotiation for the power purchasing agreement, Japanese EXIM Bank and
Mitsui were concerned about the currency risk and state guarantees. For them, the issuance of
the comfort letter was enough to assure them that the Indonesian government will hold
guarantees. In the aftermath of the 1998 Asian Financial Crisis, if Paiton Energy managed to
bring the case to the International Court of Arbitration in an attempt to solve the adverse effects
of the crisis, arbitration could have implied that the letter could be used as a guarantee in part
due to jurisprudence.”29

This case confirms what the thesis argues in Chapter 3 on the dubious role state actors
potentially played as boosters and brokers. Here we can see how Kartasasmita had played a
role not only as a state actor controlling such regulatory agencies as the Ministry of Mines and
Energy and the Bappenas, but also as a broker who greased through the coalition of Japanese
capitalists and nationalist forces in Indonesia. In Japanese business and pundits’ words,
Kartasasmita is a “revolving door” (madoguchi) for Japan to connect with President Soeharto
as well as those powerful nationalist elites ( Kartasasmita, 2013a, p. 466; Murai et al., 1999, p.
248). Business representatives I have spoken with in Japan and Indonesia, reminisced how
Kartasasmita acted as a ‘balancer’ of contending social forces in a bid to ensure the smooth
transition of the project plan to the implementation, as one of them recalled:
“Before Kartasasmita took the top position, we must rely on generals who asked for expensive
brokerage commissions but did not have expertise in the field. Meanwhile, Kartasasmita is a
smart, reliable partner who coordinated programs based upon Japan-Indonesia mutual interests
and made serious efforts on the development of large-scale projects, including coal-power
generating plants that have involved Japan.” 30

Ultimately, the consolidation of the Bappenas-centred regulatory complex reinforced
IPPs as a distinct regulatory strategy by which Japanese capitalists reorganised their alliances
with a broader coalition of nationalist forces – Soeharto’s children and other indigenous
capitalist elites - in Indonesia that struggled to seek profits from the power sector. As shown
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in Table 2, we can see how Indonesia opened the door to a flood of unsolicited proposals driven
by the first family and well-connected business elites following the Paiton commencement.
Table 2 : Japan-led IPP projects in the 1990s
Project
PLTU Paiton Swasta I

PLTU Tanjung Jati B

PLTU Tanjung Jati A

PLTU Cilacap

Companies involved
PT Paiton Energy Company (Hashim Djojohadikusumo,
Agus Kartasasmita/brother of Ginanjdar, Mitsui, Mission
Energy and General Electric)
PT CEPA (Consolidated Electric Power Asia) and
Indonesia partners (Hopewell Holding, Sumitomo
Corporation of Tokyo, PT Maharani Paramita/Titiek
Soeharto, Bakrie Power Corporation)
PT Tanjung Jati Power Company (Tutut, Energy Power
Group USA, PT Maharani Paramita/Titiek, Tomen Power
Corporation, Bakrie Power Corporation)
PT Citra Kartika Daya (Bambang’s PT Bimantara Citra,
Mitsubishi Corp, and Duke Energy)

Capacity
1,230 MW

1,320 MW

1,320 MW

450 MW

Source: compiled by author from Abeng (2001); Wells and Ahmed (2007); Independent Energy (1994)

All in all, 26 PPAs were signed by the time the crisis struck in mid-1997, causing a massive
oversupply of electricity within the country. Those agreements covered some 10,800 MW
capacity and a projected investment of circa US$13-14 billion, with developers securing the
comfort letter under which the Indonesian government was committed to ensure that PLN meet
their contractual obligations (Sambodo, 2016; Wu & Sulistiyanto, 2006).
Of the 26 PPAs, as shown in Table 2, the four largest projects involved Japanese top
trading giants which partnered with Soeharto’s children, among others Bambang
Trihatmodjo’s PT Bimantara Citra and Titiek Soeharto’s PT Maharani Paramita and with
prominent indigenous capitalist elites, including Bakrie Power Corporation. On the one hand,
the IPP enabled Japanese capitalists and a broader coalition of nationalist forces to formulate
their shared interests. In this context, the entry of Japanese capital was enhanced by a ‘carried
interest’ arrangement under which Japanese companies would finance the equity participation
of the local partner and be repaid from the project’s dividend stream. As Moran (2006, p. 91)
unveils, “The Indonesian partners put up no money of its own, had none of its assets at risk,
and did not have to service the loan at all if it did not receive the dividend from consortium”.
On the other hand, throughout the development of IPPs in the 1990s, we can see how the
ideological notion of risks had provided IPPs with a broad base of legitimacy and bound a
broader coalition of nationalists with Japanese capitalists. Having its roots in neoliberalism,
IPPs conflated the inclusion of the ‘private’ sector in public service with deregulation which
resulted in excessive risk transfer to the Indonesian state. This resonates with the way
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neoliberalism is understood by Peck and Theodore (2012), that neoliberalism cannot be
reduced to a process of enacting a singular plan. Rather, it implies, “a lurching dynamic,
marked by serial policy failure, and improvised adaptation, and by combative encounters with
obstacles and counter-movement…shaped by opportunistic moments, workarounds, and onthe-hoof recalibrations, which in practice often bear little resemblance to the lofty ideals
expressed in neoliberal theory” (Peck & Theodore, 2012, pp. 178-179).

4.6 Conclusion
This chapter has unpacked how the process of Japanese-led infrastructure financing
governance unfolded in the post-war period in Indonesia. In particular, it analyses why
Japanese project financing took a particular form within a certain period and how these forms
of financing had been sustained through the Bappenas-centred regulatory complexes. Within
these complexes, Japanese capitalists and their political coalition reorganised alliances with
different social forces in Indonesia and managed conflict by reproducing the form of financing
in a manner by making it more strongly embedded within key state institutions.
As illustrated through different projects, Japanese-led infrastructure financing involved
the management of alliances of forces within the regulatory complex and ideological notion of
technical rules such as risk allocation and crises undergirding the regulatory complex. During
the early years of Soeharto’s era, the emerging fractions of Japanese capital – Japanese trading
companies and consulting companies - who simultaneously acted as brokers advanced ODA
regulatory strategy by which they developed alliances with the Bappenas-based Indonesian
liberal-technocrats who were in charge of setting the direction of development policies and
budgets. Via a series of master plans, these dynamics of alliances made ODA more cohesive
and legitimate by virtue of deepening the authority of the Bappenas. During the oil crisis, the
same coalition of Japanese capitalist elites and state actors incorporated the OOF regulatory
strategy with the aim to advance infrastructure-linked resource financing mechanisms. This
involved incorporating military institutions into the existing ODA regulatory complex.
Underpinning the regulatory complex was the value of national self-sufficiency and the related
resource management strategies that were equally ideological. The Bappenas-centred
regulatory complex played a fundamental role in managing conflicts between the liberaltechnocrats and military elites whose ideological interests were otherwise conflicting with each
other. As the case of the Asahan project shows, the Japan-sponsored master plan helped
Japanese capitalists to reorganise their alliance with two powerful forces - technocrats and
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military groups in Indonesia. It encompassed functional consensus between the military and
the technocrats under the framework of the Repelita and carried consequences for the nature of
the Bappenas as the vanguard of the Repelita.
Yet, the political tensions of the 1970s followed by the growing nationalists’ concern
over the threat to ‘sovereign’ political autonomy presented by Japanese companies and the rise
of the nationalist group had put the established regulatory complex under pressure. The
importance of the military and liberal-technocrats within the Repelita was increasingly
superseded by the power of a combination of more nationalist bureaucrats and indigenous
(pribumi) capital. From the 1980s onwards, as this chapter shows, this powerful nationalist
group under Kartasasmita took control over vital infrastructure-related institutions such as the
Ministry of Mines and Energy, the State Secretariat Office, as well as the Bappenas. Yet, such
a transformation of the Indonesian state did not completely leave the Japanese capital in limbo.
As Japanese capitalists became more internationalised and had access to global capital, they
sought to advance PPPs which gained currency during the rise of neoliberalism. As the Paiton
case illustrates, the PPPs materialised in the form of IPPs in the power generation business.
These IPPs did not merely reflect the new forms of collaboration and financing between the
Indonesian government and private sectors. Instead, it entailed a new regulatory complex
within which essential conditions for the IPP – alliances sustaining the IPP, policies, as well as
new governance structure – were reproduced. Crucially, the regulatory complex earmarked
the shifting function and nature of the Bappenas wherein the nationalist group exerted their
control over risk allocation in IPP projects.
Throughout the reproduction of Japanese regulatory financing strategies in Indonesia
during the New Order, it seems apparent that the Bappenas was the pivotal infrastructure
institution through which Japanese-facilitated alliances reached dominance within the shifting
domestic power structure of Soeharto’s Indonesia. Each regulatory strategy was deeply
embedded within the Bappenas, from which effective policies and regulations critical for
project financing were ultimately deliberated, and decided upon. As the Asahan project and
Paiton case show, these policies encompassed fiscal and trade policy as well as other measures
such as state guarantee which might not always fall under the Bappenas’ authority. In short,
whether the Bappenas was dominated by nationalist forces or technocratic forces, either way,
Japanese capitalists were able to reinforce their regulatory strategies and forge a centralised
mode of financing governance within the Bappenas.
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Chapter 5 – Shifting alliance and the emergence of the new regulatory
complex in Japanese infrastructure financing governance (1998-2019)
5.1 Introduction
In the previous Chapter IV, I demonstrated how variegated modes of infrastructure
financing, ranging from Official Development Assistance (ODA), Other Official Flows (OOF)
, and the Public Private Partnership (PPP) had been reconsolidated within multiple regulatory
complexes. These regulatory complexes were locked within the same institutional frame –
Bappenas – but underpinned by the different nature of alliances and ideology as well as
regulatory strategies over time. As shown in the case study of the Paiton and Asahan projects,
although these two projects used different modes of financing, it was still under Bappenascentred regulatory complexes that critical conditions for these projects including fiscal policies,
state guarantees, and compromises between competing social forces had ensued. The
regulatory complex in turn reinforced, if not proliferated regulatory financing strategies that
had been advanced by Japanese capitalists and their politico-economic allies in Indonesia over
time. Yet, as the thesis argues, the regulatory complex is by no means static as it is contingent
upon the dynamics of alliances between different social groups and how the political alliances
of capitalists and state actors in favour of a particular project can reorient state institutions or
create new institutions for their own purposes. In this chapter, I examine how the changing
power constellation triggered by Indonesia’s democratisation unsettled the Bappenas-centered
regulatory complex. I trace how shifts in Japanese led alliance formation led to a diffuse
regulatory complex in the post-Soeharto era. Similar to preceding regulatory complexes in the
Soeharto period, the diffuse regulatory complex encompassed different technocratic policy
tools, such as a series of master plans to institutionalise risks. However, at the same time, the
way risks were institutionalised through this complex was rather characterised by a diffuse set
of accountability and decision-making structures in project financing that contradictively led
to policy coherence despite the piecemeal character of the entire process.
As the 1998 Asian Financial Crisis swept through the region, the Indonesian economy
itself turned sharply downward. The crisis brought an end to the central bank’s ability and
commitment to manage the exchange rate (Nasution, 2015, p. 9). This resulted in chaos among
the government agencies, investors and, financiers involved in the Paiton as well as in other
Independent Power Producer (IPP) projects as the Indonesian state-owned power company
(PLN) was plunging into bankruptcy. With the slump in domestic demand and the rupiah
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falling from around 2,800 per US dollar in 1997 to as low as 16,650 in June 1998, PLN suffered
financially and was unable to fulfill its payment obligation to the Paiton developers (Sambodo,
2016, p. 80). As Wells (2007, p. 345) describes, “to Indonesia, what was supposed to be foreign
direct investment looked much more like debt”. The Ministry of Finance (MoF) had provided
a budget to compensate for the state-owned enterprises (SOE’s) inability to meet its obligations
in the Paiton project, but the ministry’s allocation of funds ultimately ran out (Wells & Ahmed,
2006). The Paiton project was itself thrown seriously off track until the loan agreement had
been successfully renewed after renegotiation in 2002, with strong intervention from the World
Bank and the US lobbyist representing the Mission Energy, one of the key stakeholders in
Paiton (Wells & Ahmed, 2006, p. 332).
The chaos of negotiation over the Paiton project accompanied by the country’s
transition to democracy had only resulted in Japanese companies and financiers being confused
by the prevailing decision-making mechanisms within the Indonesian government, or as
Rodriguez and Cleenewerck (2009, p. 133) coined the situation as “Japan on the edge”. New
presidents, President BJ Habibie (1998-1999) who was once in favour with IPPs, and President
Gus Dur (1999-2001) did not have the authority that Soeharto had gained. Meanwhile, it
became blurred as to who was going to negotiate and through which agencies the negotiation
over infrastructure financing was carried out. Continuous cabinet reshuffles in the period only
resulted in elusive decisions while each key ministry in infrastructure was already preoccupied
with other agendas in other sectors (Crouch, 2010; Hadiz & Robison, 2004). More problematic
is that Ginandjar Kartasasmita whose control over the traditional line of agencies had been
central to Japanese regulatory strategies and whose brokerage role had greased politicocapitalist alliances, now became less influential, if not controversial due to corruption
allegations against his family (van Dijk, 2001, p. 255). This resulted in Japanese-led alliances
being dismantled and left without institutions to access state power (Kartasasmita, 2013, p.
235; Honna, 2007).
Democratisation had also been accompanied by the emergence of new social forces in
Indonesia, ranging from party elites, new groups of politico-technocrats, new nationalist
groups, and broader civil society groups which competed against each other over various policy
issues (Honna, 2018; Robison & Hadiz, 2004). One of the fundamental tenets of
democratisation, namely decentralisation, had also led to shifts in the locus of state power. The
central government now devolved additional powers and responsibilities such as license
issuances and land acquisition to subnational agencies, revenue sharing of natural resources,
and regional share of tax (Davidson, 2015c, p. 7).. In addition, Bappenas as the pilot agency in
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Soeharto’s era was decentralised. The Regional Planning Agency (Bappeda), operating on
lower tiers of government did no longer primarily report to Bappenas but to their respective
local authorities. Licensing for infrastructure projects such as building permits and land permits
were also shifted to Bappeda (H. Hill & Shiraishi, 2007, pp. 123–141). Following the
enforcement of the State Development Planning System Law (Law No. 25/2004) and Law No.
17/2003 on State Finances, all budgeting functions were transferred to the Indonesian Ministry
of Finance (MoF) while Bappenas was only in charge of planning and evaluation (with other
line ministries) (Shimamura & Wakasugi, 2009, p. 3). This reconfiguration of power within
the Indonesian state presented a new political challenge for Japanese international capitalists
including trading companies and engineering companies and their political coalitions. In this
new democratic, decentralised order, they needed to produce a new regulatory complex through
which regulatory strategies for mutual enrichment could be implemented and sustained while
the old regulatory complex including the master plan was reproduced in a manner that
complimented the new regulatory complex. This thus takes us to the basic questions: In what
forms had PPPs and ODA taken shape in the democratised Indonesia and which social forces
had reshaped them? How did then Japanese international capitalists reorganise their alliances
with other fractions of capital and state actors as well as non-state actors in Indonesia and then
reproduce the regulatory complex?
I argue that Japanese capitalists acting collectively through their key business
associations like Keidanren and JAPINDA (Japan Indonesia Association) sought to maintain
their long-time politico-business allies which linked to Kartasasmita and the Indonesian
Chamber of Commerce (Kadin). Although these domestic allies’ influences were waning
within the executive circle in Indonesia, they still had leverage over the decision-making in
parliament given their affiliation with leading political parties in Indonesia. At the same time,
the Japanese also developed alliances with new political forces, namely Indonesian politicotechnocrats who were based in key ministries, including the Indonesian Coordinating Ministry
for Economic Affairs (CMEA) and the Ministry of Finance (MoF). These politico-technocrats
were different from those liberal-technocrats that once controlled Bappenas. The emerging
group comprised academic-technocrats some of which were the followers of the previous
generation of technocrats as well as technocratic bureaucrats and political activists with
backgrounds in economics (Shiraishi, 2006, p. 2). Japanese capitalists and powerful METI
officials saw strategic targets of neoliberalism such as state-financial guarantees, trade
liberalisation, fiscal discipline, and optimal mechanism for risk allocation of PPPs, not as a
mere basic condition for ODA and PPPs, but as ideological forces that could bind them with
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the emerging political group. Ultimately, such an ideological notion of technical rules enabled
risks being institutionalised within key state institutions which were controlled by the group.
However, the process was not straightforward. I find that the way Japanese-led PPPs
were reproduced took a piecemeal process, involving the consolidation of a new regulatory
complex – that I term diffuse regulatory complex – which took more than one decade. At the
core of this regulatory complex was the management of conflict between different socialpolitical groups in Indonesia and the pursuit of negotiated compromises between them over
those supposedly neoliberal policy targets to manage risks of de force majeure i.e. asset
devaluation, exchange rates, and other attendant risks that once had been so precarious in the
case of Paiton. During this long period of time, these dynamic alliances struggled to reshape
the regulatory functions of the Indonesian state, particularly in the domain of fiscal policies,
state guarantee programs, and land acquisition. Given this piecemeal approach, the new
regulatory complex was itself not as strong and highly centralised as the previous one as it
diffused regulatory authority and accountability across multiple state institutions.
In this chapter, I illustrate the development of the diffuse regulatory complex with
particular respect to the Central Java (Batang) power plant, the first PPP project in post-1998
Indonesia that commenced in 2012. I unpack the regulatory complex by tracing the formation
of Japanese alliances since early democratisation in Indonesia and gauge how conflicts and
compromises between wider social forces gave rise to the new regulatory complex which
carried significant implications for the Batang financing as well as for targeted ODA projects.
The analysis is divided into three main sections that chronologically trace the development of
the regulatory complex. The first section examines the establishment of the Japan-Indonesia
Working Team (WT) in 2002 as a key part of the new regulatory complex. Through this adhoc agency, Japanese capitalists developed alliances with new political forces comprising
Indonesian political technocrats as well as maintaining their alliances with some old allies
linked to the Kartasasmita group. Here, the ideological notion of technical rules and
managerialism, especially fiscal disciplines and deregulation, was fully deployed in that postcrisis Indonesia made these political elites more malleable and open to compromise to such
technical rules (see Kartasasmita, 2001, pp. 19–22). This resulted in a normative program for
how projects should be financed and which institutions should be in charge of regulatory
reforms. This regulatory complex was however challenged by a newly emerging political bloc
led by Vice President Jusuf Kalla that gained power when Susilo Bambang Yudhoyono (20042013) ascended to the presidency. The second section of the chapter investigates how the bloc
and the working team linked coalition negotiated compromises to advance PPPs in certain
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infrastructure sectors while ODA for other sectors. These compromises were institutionalised
in the form of new financing instruments as well as other managerial tools which at the same
time facilitated the acceptable concessions to the bloc that were initially hostile to Japanese
financing strategies.
The third section focuses on the development of the Master Plan Action (MPA)
Jabodetabek from 2009 to 2012 as the key post-1998 regulatory complex through which
Japanese capitalists consolidated their financing strategies and reorganised their alliances with
broader social forces in Indonesia. Central to the MPA Jabodetabek was the strengthening of
key state institutions including the MoF and the CMEA. The MoF and the CMEA along with
the Presidential Office further exercised their regulatory functions which enabled policy
reforms, such as the creation of state guarantee mechanisms and land reform, that were crucial
for the PPPs in the Batang project. More importantly, under this regulatory complex, Kalla and
subnational governments who supposedly challenged the project were constrained to widen
their coalition. It was not because they lacked financial resources and compelling strategy, but
rather an ideological framing of risks and managerialism that underpinned the modus operandi
of PPPs that worked for their long-term material interests at best, especially for other projects
that they were also pursuing. Finally, in the last section, I will elaborate on how the Batang
project has operated within such a diffuse regulatory complex and paved the way for the
proliferation of PPP projects in Indonesia.

5.2 Diffusing regulatory complex
As the thesis maintains and the preceding chapter has also shown, infrastructure
financing is contingent upon alliances of broader forces that sustain it and requires conflicts
between social groups to be managed through generating and changing the nature and function
of state institutions. Put simply, different modes of financing, be it ODA or PPP, must be
institutionally embedded within the host state, thereby enabling the reproduction of key
financing instruments and regulations that are critical for project financing. Such a political
process entangled with project financing posed challenges for Japanese capitalists when
Indonesia began its democratic transition. The trajectory of political reforms in post-1998
Indonesia – five presidents, a multi-party system, and emerging new political groups – had
added nuances to such a political process of Japanese-led infrastructure financing (Crouch,
2010; Schwarz, 2000; The Asian Club Foundation, 2002, pp. 36–40). Specifically,
democratisation and the crisis had generated three types of social and political forces in
Indonesia which had different political agendas and perceptions of Japanese capital,
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respectively. The first group was an emerging nationalist force represented by a handful of
politico-bureaucrats and top officials including President Abdurrahman Wahid (Gus Dur)
(1999-2001), Kwik Kian Gie, a long time critic of Soeharto’s economic policies, and the Head
of Bappenas (2001-2004) as well as President Megawati Soekarnoputeri (2001-2004). This
group was not part of the previous nationalist group in the Soeharto era which built a cozy,
tactical alliance with Japanese capitalists. Rather it comprised critical nationalists who tended
to have an ambivalent perception of Japan. On the one hand, in the realm of foreign policy, the
leader, Gus Dur himself, for example, suggested an Asia Coalition comprised of China, India,
Indonesia, Japan, and Singapore to facilitate political, economic, and cultural cooperation
(Priyandita, 2021, p. 181). On the other hand, for these nationalists, the image of Japan was
hostile. They regarded Japan as one of the ‘IMF supporters’ whom they blamed for providing
a ‘wrong panacea’ for the post-1998 Indonesian economy31. Back then, Prime Minister
Ryutaro Hashimoto (1996-1998) was among key supporters of the International Monetary
Fund (IMF) package who persuaded Soeharto in January 1998 to sign an emergency loan
agreement with the IMF to tide over financial difficulties (Martinez-Diaz, 2006; Sulistiyanto,
2002). The emerging nationalist forces rather saw the IMF package as extending foreign
control to Indonesia and simultaneously reducing the state’s autonomy in defining its
development agenda (Daquila, 2007, p. 39).

As Hook et.al., (2001, p. 203) demonstrated,

Japanese support for the IMF program “was seen to be the progenitor of the type of ‘crony
capitalism’ which was to produce endemic corruption in states such as South Korea, Malaysia,
and Indonesia, and precipitate economic disaster in 1997”.
Stirring up nationalistic demand, this group often operated in opposition to Japanese
capital. Gus Dur himself used the opportunity to show his ‘nationalistic leadership’. As
recorded in meeting minutes of the 2002 Japan-Indonesia Business Forum, there was a tacit
consensus among Japanese sosha representatives, Keidanren representatives, consultants,
academics, and officials that Gusdur’s era was a time of chaos in which cabinet members were
constantly dismissed or replaced and in the wake of nationalist sentiment, he did not give room
for Japan to negotiate (Oiwa, 2005; The Asian Club Foundation, 2002, p. 24). Gus Dur even
turned down then Japanese Ambassador for Indonesia’s proposal to discuss 40 pending ODA
projects. Further, when President Megawati Soekarnoputeri came to power in 2002, although
the president herself had given little indication of the nationalist policy directions her
government would take, her nationalist parliament however continued to hold a strong foothold
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(Kartasasmita & Stern, 2015, p. 190). Already in evidence was the re-enactment of the 1985
Electricity Law in 2003 which shelved the preceding electricity law adopted in 2002. The 2002
Law recognised the potential for competition in power generation and supply while the former
reinstated the IPP mechanism from which the Paiton project (see Chapter 4) had operated
(McCawley, 2015). What this meant to Japanese trading companies which had strong interests
in power plant businesses was that they could have been predisposed to greater risks should
they pursue PPP projects. This was because the scheme required them to be partners of PLN
rather than its competitors, just like what took shape in the Paiton project. In other words, they
would have to deal with PLN’s lack of creditworthiness to ensure that the partnership would
deliver the most value for money.32
Accordingly, apart from the critical nationalist group, there was a second emerging
group which I term here ‘neutral force’. This neutral force included subnational governments,
political party members with diverse ideologies and interests, and civil society groups (Honna,
2018b; JICA, 2009b). By ‘neutral’, it means that they did not hold any hostile perception of
Japan, and compared to critical nationalists, they were much more pragmatic but had less
control over the decision-making. Finally, the third group consisted of old politico-economic
allies and new political forces which were relatively akin to Japanese support and
developmental assistance. The former referred to Japanese long-standing allies of ethnic
Chinese business groups and indigenous capital affiliated with Ginandjar Kartasasmita. The
new political forces referred to a new generation of politico-technocrats who came from
different political and academic backgrounds (Shiraishi, 2006). Important figures included Sri
Mulyani, an executive director on the board of the IMF in 2002 and 2004, and Boediono, the
Minister of Finance (2001-2004).33 This group was relatively open to cooperating with Japan
and Japanese officials and capitalists came to see them as troubleshooters (Shiraishi, 2014).
In particular, liberal politico-technocrats were risk-averse when it came to infrastructure
financing. Learning from the Paiton case itself, they struggled to promote various managerial
tools to mitigate the financial and regulatory risks that were inherent to Indonesia’s
infrastructure development; which by and large well-aligned with such conservative and highly
cautious investors like Japanese sosha34.
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From this outset, given the strong resistance from the nationalist group, Japanese
capitalists reckoned that project-based master plans would only invite backlash. Moreover,
without a centralised protective agency like Bappenas, formulating a master plan would mean
doing research as a formality, leaving targeted projects with no final arbiter and institutions
from which key financing policies and risk allocation mechanisms could be deliberated. As
Tanaka Hidekazu, a representative of the Mitsubishi UFJ Research and Consulting Group noted
in a closed business forum, the trading company’s research office as well as other trading
companies’ research offices were responsible for “ODA-related business” in Jakarta, only
ended up doing a ‘research thing’ without any meaningful outcome during the transition period
(The Asian Club Foundation, 2002, p. 40). Without any clear direction for project financing,
what was crystal clear for the Japanese was that they had to broaden the social alliance and
seek out social groups at different levels of the Indonesian state. In other words, they must
broaden the legitimacy basis throughout the varied range of interests and social groups to which
their financing activities including risk allocation would relate. As a result, as will be elaborated
further, such a condition gave rise to a diffuse regulatory complex through which risks were
institutionalised across diffuse regulatory authorities.
This diffuse complex did not necessarily mean that there was no clear assignment of
responsibility between institutions. Neither did it come without political contestation. Rather,
this complex encompassed an assemblage of ad-hoc committees, study teams, technocratic
agencies, as well as the ideological notion of technical rules through which conflicts between
different social forces were managed. As we will see in the following section, on the one hand,
the assemblage of institutions captured the state’s regulatory capacity by way of incorporating
politico-technocrats from the third social groups who had controlled key ministries mainly the
CMEA and the MoF. On the other hand, particular policies and financing regulations shaped
through the complex gradually accommodated the interests of the nationalists and other
emerging groups who were initially hostile to the Japanese capital. This process, however, was
not straightforward, a rather piecemeal and slow process, first grounded in the establishment
of the 2002 Japan-Indonesia Working Group.

5.3 The establishment of the 2002 Working Group: Grounding technical rules,
policy-based loans, and forging alliances
In the early 2000s, such diffused regulatory complex constituted an ad-hoc institution,
called the Working Team in the framework of Indonesia-Japan Economic Cooperation into
which an ideological framework of risks has systematically penetrated. In 2001, Arifin
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Panigoro – a long-standing ally of Japanese business in Indonesia, and one of the ‘Ginandjar
Boys’, an Indonesian Chamber of Commerce and Industry’s (KADIN) advisor, and a member
of the Megawati-led Indonesian Democratic Party of Struggle (PDIP) – initiated the
establishment of an ad-hoc advisory team comprising experts from Japan and Indonesia in a
bid to facilitate a series of policy dialogues to support democratisation and economic reform35.
This initiative was supported by Japanese Keidanren, JAPINDA, and the METI in an apparent
bid to accommodate Megawati’s preference to engage with non-partisan professionals to lift
the country out of its crisis36. With the enactment of Presidential Decree No. 12 of 2002, the
WT was set up in April 2002 (JICA, 2002). The Japanese side was represented by six leading
academics from economic and political backgrounds, namely Shinji Asanuma (Hitotsubashi
University), Shujiro Urata (Waseda University), Kinoshita Toshihiko (former businessman,
Waseda University), Komatsu Masaaki (Hiroshima University), Shiraishi Takashi (Kyoto
University), and Ito Takatoshi (Hitotsubashi University). On the Indonesian side, there were
politicians, technocrats, academics, and business representatives, among others Laksamana
Sukardi (Chairman/Minister of SOEs), along with Mr. Djunaedi Hadisumarto (Bappenas), Ms.
Sri Mulyani (academic, later Minister of Finance)37, Ms. Sri Adiningsih (academic), Mr. Heri
Akhmadi (PDIP member and parliamentary member), Mr. Theodore P. Rachmat (Astra
International), Mr. Oentoro Surya (PT Arpeni Pratama Ocean Line), and Mr. Mochtar Buchori
(PDIP member and parliament). The working group closely coordinated with the Embassy of
Japan in Indonesia, JICA, the Indonesian CMEA, as well as the MoF that was headed by
Boediono38 (ibid, 2002).
This new ad-hoc committee constituted a key part of the regulatory complex through
which broader alliances of social forces were reorganised. Looking at the composition of the
active members, we see how Japanese capitalists consolidated their alliances with politicotechnocrats and old business allies such as Arifin Panigoro (the initiator of the committee) and
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Interview with 0111A
These alternatives ranged from putting technocrats in touch with other key players in Indonesia’s economy and
politics such as businessmen, the mass media, emerging politicians and future technocrats to the outright
bypassing of technocracy to the empowerment of MOF for the sake of macroeconomic stability at the expense of
BAPPENAS and long-term national planning.
37
Sri Mulyani and Sri Adiningsih represented the new generation of “economic reformists”.
38
Boediono had a good reputation among Japanese officials and businesses. He was seen as the leading architect
of post-crisis macroeconomic stability under President Megawati. He was one of Ginandjar Kartasasmita’s team
in Bappenas (1988-1993), Deputy Governor of the Bank Indonesia (1993-1998) and, the Minister of Bappenas in
1998. Japan opted to deal with Boediono and omitted Kwik Kian Gie, the Minister of Bappenas during Megawati’s
administration as the crippling of Bappenas under his leadership would otherwise only add complexity.
36
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Theodore P. Rachmat39 (Astra International). At the same time, both Japanese and Indonesian
prominent academics including Kinoshita, Adiningsih, and Shiraishi acted as boosters and
knowledge brokers who greased the coalition of politico-capitalist alliances.

It was also

through them that technical rules and the value of managerialism – fiscal discipline, market
efficiency, economic policy credibility, and consistency – became increasingly ideological,
thereby serving to legitimise relations of social forces and grounding effective policies for
Japanese regulatory strategies in the longer-term. This is not to say that there was no resistance
to these technical agendas in the infrastructure sector, but these were mostly from the
nationalist groups whose modifications of deregulation policies in infrastructure financing –
albeit not receptive to Japanese capital – were actually much less intrusive than those proposed
for other sectors, such as anti-monopoly acts in the telecommunication sector (Aspinall, 2005,
p.152).
Accordingly, before it was disbanded in mid-2004, the committee managed to extend
the regulatory capacity of institutions – particularly the CMEA and the MoF which were
controlled by the politico-technocrats group – to the domain of risk management. The
committee made specific suggestions for a policy matrix that had been coupled with the related
managerial tool of performance measurement. This included improving the investment climate
and fiscal management; tackling public corruption; alleviating poverty; establishing
departments and agencies to promote the implementation of PPPs and; promoting policy
dialogue between Japan and Indonesia (for details, see Appendix A) (Shimamura & Wakasugi,
2009). Likewise, in 2005, this matrix was subsumed under policy-based loans, called the
Development Policy Loan (DPL) – a loan based on fiscal policy and institutional improvement,
co-financed by the JICA (Japan Bank for International Cooperation/ JBIC before 2008), the
World Bank, and the Asian Development Bank (ADB). It was divided into nine phases and
disbursed throughout the Yudhoyono administration (2004-2014) with the MoF and the CMEA
acting as executing agencies (JICA, 2009a).
Adding to the DPL, the ADB and the JICA launched the Infrastructure Reform Sector
Development Program (IRSDP) Phase I in 2007 and Phase II in 2009 with the primary
objective being to create a framework for allocating public and private risks for PPPs projects
(JICA, 2009a). Not least, one of the prior actions for the loan included allocating three trillion
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Astra International, an Indonesian Chinese conglomerate company, has been one of Japan’s long-standing
economic allies in Indonesia. It quickly established relations with Japanese companies soon after Soeharto came
to power. Within a short period of time, it formed various joint ventures with Japanese assemblers such as
Toyota, Daihatsu, Honda, and Isuzu, making Astra the largest automotive distributor and producer in Indonesia.
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rupiahs in the 2008 budget for establishing an infrastructure guarantee fund and pursuing land
regulatory reform, the very domain that Japanese businesses deemed critical for PPPs (World
Bank Indonesia, 2007, p. 2). As with the DPL, the IRSDP fund channelled resources to the
CMEA and the MoF – strengthening the ministries’ regulatory capacity to take pre-emptive
measures to mitigate the foreseeable risks associated with the PPPs. In the first year of its
implementation, these loans ostensibly resembled policy intervention by Japan and the World
Bank on the financing mechanism and efficient resource allocation (ADB, 2017) . Yet, as will
be elaborated in the following section, they actually embodied a distinctly political form. These
loans were themselves part of the regulatory complex, substituting the significance of the 2002
ad-hoc committee in managing conflicts between emerging political groups that were initially
hostile to Japanese financing strategy and the CMEA and the MoF-based politico-technocrats.
The following section explains how these policy-based loans were central to managing
conflicts between emerging political forces and Japanese alliances.

5.4 New political contestations and dynamics of alliances
The diffuse regulatory complex, however, was not without contention. After
Yudhoyono came to power in 2004, the regulatory complex including the said policy-based
loans and the ideological notion of risks that underpinned them was under pressure. While the
power of post-1998 critical nationalists subdued in the final year of the Megawati period, new
politico-economic forces emerged through Yudhoyono’s United Indonesia Cabinet and sought
to control macroeconomic policies as well as infrastructure financing in Indonesia (Pepinsky,
2008, p. 207). These forces comprised opportunist political elites, a selected group of domestic
capital, and Indonesian construction SOEs which were strongly linked to then Vice President
Jusuf Kalla (2005-2009) and then Coordinating Ministers for Economic Affairs, Aburizal
Bakrie (2004-2005, then Coordinating Minister for People’s Welfare 2005-2009) (Davidson,
2015). The emergence of these forces raised a red flag to the regulatory complex. They
contested all policy tools and regulatory frameworks embedded within the CMEA and the MoF
equally as a bureaucratic red tape that could have only impeded infrastructure financing deals
in Indonesia. As Davidson (2015, p 167) notes, in 2005, Kalla in particular often exchanged
heated words over the presidential decree related to public-private sector cooperation in
infrastructure provision with the MoF-based technocrats. These diverged interests and agendas
by and large reflected political tensions which came to a head at the 2005 Indonesia
Infrastructure Summit.
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Having placed infrastructure as the main pillar of the national development agenda, the
Yudhoyono government soon held the first Infrastructure Summit in January 2005 aiming to
offer 91 PPP projects to the private sector40 (Bowker, 2011; World Bank Indonesia, 2007).
Japanese businesses and government representatives, in concert with the ADB, advised the
Indonesian government that they would reap better gains from one or two well planned
infrastructure projects rather than seeking a dozen tenders across seven sectors. Yet, some highlevel officials including the Vice President Jusuf Kalla (2004-2009) remained wedded to the
short-term objective of getting bidding documents for one or two projects in each of the seven
infrastructure sectors and subsequently turned down Japanese investors’ recommendations41.
Japanese investors ultimately did not bid for any proposed projects. Consequently, as will be
explained in Chapter 6, the Summit rather gave leeway for risk-taking Chinese contractors to
take part in one of the large-scale power infrastructure projects offered during the Summit,
namely SBY’s 10,000 MW First Track Program. A Japanese sosha representative who attended
the Infrastructure Summit recalled42:
“The government showed us very low quality documents. The bidding mechanism for nonPPP projects is unclear let alone the financing mechanism. The powerful position and active
role of Jusuf Kalla as the Vice President had been one of the key factors behind the deal of the
10,000 MW First Track Program. However, as he is generalist-oriented, he wants to move
quickly without considering proper regulatory and financing instruments, particularly the
government guarantee that can supposedly assure the investors.”

None of the Japanese companies bid for the remaining projects. Neither did they
attempt to outcompete Chinese companies. They rather bid at times to reconsolidate their
alliances and double down on demands. In 2006, the Indonesian government started to realise
that Chinese financing was in fact problematic and expected Fast-Track Program (FTP)
projects would be barely materialised (see Chapter 6). For Indonesia’s PLN, as the project
owner of the FTP and Yudhoyono who supposedly built his legitimacy through the FTP, the
2005 Infrastructure Summit was indeed a failure. Japanese trading companies, business
associations, and financiers including the Japan Bank for International Cooperation (the
successor of OECF and Japanese EXIM Bank, ‘JBIC’) took this opportunity to reconsolidate
the diffuse regulatory complex including policy tools and mechanisms under the framework
of a DPL and an IRSDP. Key policy actions including the establishment of a guarantee fund
and land reform became more legitimate insofar as the alliance held that such actions were
40

A total of 91 projects divided into seven sectors became part of SBY’s medium-term plan for $150 billion in
infrastructure investment from 2005-2009 – ostensibly showing how the government was committed to solving
infrastructure gaps in bids to stimulate the economic growth.
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Interview with 0107B, 0108T, 0108U
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Interview with 0107B
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critical to compensate for the ‘failed’ initiative (see JICA 2012, 2013; JBIC 2006) – in which
Kalla and his allies had been widely blamed in this regard – and hence helped fix its destructive
consequences (see Chapter 6). Likewise, rather than challenging the Japanese position, the
Kalla-linked groups gave their consent in that the resulting policy and regulations essential for
PPPs could ultimately benefit them for future projects, including those financed by China in
the future. As one of the diplomatic cables in Wikileaks revealed:
“If China has dominated in the electricity program, Japan was the clear winner in the 2005 Infrastructure
Forum. Indonesia’s long-delayed second national infrastructure summit scheduled for November 1-3,
2006 has been downgraded to a series of workshops aimed at creating a few model tenders in specific
sectors like airports, ports, toll roads, gas pipelines, and electricity. Potential investors are expected to
give-and-take discussions with relevant ministers and key advisors, rather than sit through long speeches
and plenary sessions….the forum featured a prominent role for Japanese presenters, including Fumio
Hoshi, Executive Director of JBIC and large numbers of attendees from Japanese companies.”

Accordingly, together with their political allies including Boediono who at the time
replaced Bakrie as the Coordinating Minister for Economic Affairs (2006-2009) and Sri
Mulyani acting as the Minister of Finance, they sought to institutionalise the risks embedded
within PPPs, a mode of financing that supposedly took shape after the 2005 Infrastructure
Summit and favoured by the Yudhoyono government. They promoted fiscal discipline, risk
allocation, and regulatory reforms as the prerequisite of project financing – which has been
overlooked by Chinese companies and their political coalition. These measures for risk
management listed as the policy matrix of the DPL and IRSDP were now regarded as a panacea
for fixing the failure of the 2005 Summit. For example, starting from 2006, each phase of policy
actions listed in the DPL was discussed through a series of policy dialogues among key
stakeholders, including the Indonesian CMEA, the MoF, Bappenas, JBIC, JICA, MOFA,
METI, Indonesian SOEs (PLN and Pertamina) as well as representatives of Japanese
businesses and Indonesian private sector businesses who were also active members of the
previous 2002 ad-hoc committee (see Shimamura & Wakasugi 2009; JICA, 2009a). Amidst
the diminishing role of Bappenas, this illustrates how the empowerment of the MoF became
increasingly central to the Japanese financing governance structure. As Jun Honna, an
academic familiar with Indonesian politics, asserted in a closed report, Yudhoyono’s cabinet
was fraught with vested interests particularly from advisors from the West Wing (modelled on
the West Wing of the White House) including Bakrie and Fahmi Idris who were likely irritated
by technical rules tethered to the policy-based loans (Honna, 2007, p. 183). Therefore, as
Honna suggested, all those technical rules tying up Japanese alliances must be sustained
through the MoF which was headed by Sri Mulyani who had a strong foothold in
macroeconomics and was powerful enough to push piecemeal reform (ibid, 2007, pp.182-183).
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Accordingly, the dynamics of alliances had laid out regulatory reforms that provided a
basis for rules and governance for PPPs. For example, on 9th November 2005, the Indonesian
government issued Presidential Regulation No. 67 of 2005 concerning Cooperation between
Government and Business Entities in the Provision of Infrastructure, underlining a competitive
and open bidding process, clearer risk allocation and tariff structures designed to attract private
investment with a reasonable return on investment (JICA, 2017; OECD, 2012)43. For power
projects, the most important transition was the issuance of an Umbrella Note of Mutual
Understanding (UNMU) on IPPs, titled “A Partnership to Mobilise Financial Resources in the
Private Sector for the Power Sector”44 (JBIC, 2006). The UNMU was signed between the JBIC
Governor, Kyosuke Shinozawa and the Indonesian Finance Minister, Sri Mulyani at the 2006
Second Infrastructure Summit and later restated in the Minister of Finance Regulation No.
139/PMK/2011 (Lovells, 2011). The signing of the UNMU earmarked the Indonesian
government’s commitment to the provision of a state guarantee, enabling PLN to fulfill longterm contracts in IPP projects that would have benefited from JBIC export credit support45.
With the UNMU, the Indonesian MoF would take a more direct role in IPPs to counterbalance
PLN’s risks, thus creating a more predictable investment climate for Japanese IPPs investors.
As is explained by a sosha representative who witnessed the development of the UNMU46:
“The UNMU was the turning point of IPP mechanism in Indonesia that at least provided us the
legal basis for investment. It has helped us contain ‘SOEs risks’, such as cash flow constraints
and failure to meet its purchase commitment while partnering with Indonesia’s PLN. The
UNMU was upgraded in 2011 and since then has underpinned the development of numerous
IPP projects and importantly, the first PPP project in Indonesia – Batang coal-fired power
plant.”

This was followed by the creation of national affiliates which will provide alternative
financial assistance including a state guarantee to support PPPs projects in Indonesia. These
affiliates had taken their roots from the policy-based loan packages while the ADB and
Japanese companies also became shareholders in some affiliates. The national affiliates
43

It revokes the previous PPP Law, PP No.67/2000 that was deemed superficial
At first, the SBY government opened a bid for the Cirebon coal-fired power plant, with the condition of: (1) No
government guarantee, (2) land acquisition by the bidder, and (3) burden of transmission expenses. Japanese
investors found the conditions problematic. Through renegotiations, the commitment from both sides was sealed
under the UNMU.
45
For the Japanese part, JBIC signed the loan agreements for about $ 1.6 billion for the construction of the 815
MW Paiton 3 expansion project and the 660 MW coal-fired Cirebon power plant, both located on the densely
populated Java island. The IPP holder for Paiton 3 comprised trading companies - Mitsui and Tokyo Electric
Power Company - while Marubeni Corp took a 32.5 percent stake in the Cirebon project. Both projects were
subsumed under the Japan-Indonesia Economic Partnership Agreement (JIEPA) that was signed by SBY and
Prime Minister Abe in the 2007 Indonesia-Japan Business Forum. The Forum was held by Indonesia KADIN,
Japan Keidanren, Nissho (the Japan Chamber of Commerce and Industry), and JETRO and attended by
representatives from business and line ministries.
46
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included: (1) PT Sarana Multi Infrastruktur (SMI), established in 2009 as an Indonesian SOE
with its total capital shares owned by Indonesia through the MoF; (2) Indonesia Infrastructure
Guarantee Fund (IIGF), created in December 2009 by the MoF to provide guarantees for one
single or several financial obligations of a public contracting agency that participates in a PPP
consortium and; (3) PT Indonesia Infrastructure Finance (IIF), established on 15th January 2010
and operates as a private non-bank financial institution with its shareholders being PT SMI, the
International Finance Corporation, ADB, Deutsche Bank and Sumitomo Mitsui Banking
Corporation (PWC Indonesia, 2014; Wibisono et al., 2011).
What can be discerned in this regard is that the establishment of infrastructure financing
agencies illustrates the paradox of Japanese financing governance. On the one hand, these
agencies imparted the diffuse regulatory complex and this complex provided strategic benefits
for Japanese capitalists to broaden the coalition, including with Kalla and Indonesian SOEs.
This was because financing facilities and preferential treatment from these agencies were not
only confined to Japanese companies but were also susceptible to Indonesian SOEs and their
political allies’ interests in other projects (see Davidson, 2015b; Kim, 2019). On the other hand,
as diffuse as it may be, the regulatory complex also implied centralising dynamics in which
technical rules and mechanisms coordinating the regulatory complex were placed under the
control of the CMEA and the MoF. As will be shown in the case of the Batang project, these
technical rules and mechanisms further sustained cohesive alliances and enforced Japanese-led
PPPs in Indonesia.
Nevertheless, Japanese state actors and capitalists acknowledged that such policy and
regulatory reforms which were key components of the regulatory complex had time limits.
They were vulnerable to the power changes in democratised Indonesia as well as to global
political and economic changes. Therefore, Japanese capitalists and state actors, for their part,
always struggled to reconsolidate the regulatory complex through a specific institutional frame
that enabled a dynamic alliance with broader social forces and made Japanese-led regulatory
strategies more cohesive in the longer-term. It is to this we now focus.

5.5 Reconsolidating the diffuse regulatory complex through the master plan
As mentioned in the previous section, in the twelve years spanning from 1998 to 2010,
Japan entered a ‘vacuum period’ to produce a series of master plans to make ODA and PPPs
regulatory strategies more cohesive in the longer-term. Although there were some master plan
studies conducted for some projects, they were rather part of the technical assistance program.
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During the period, with four presidents, continuous cabinet reshuffling, the absence of pilot
agencies like Bappenas, and the emergence of various political forces in Indonesia, the master
plan lost its significance as part of the regulatory complex. As already elaborated, the coalition
of Japanese capital and their domestic allies instead grounded policy-based loans with the aim
to institutionalise the risks within the CMEA and the MoF and ultimately broaden their
coalition through the technical rules. The assemblage of institutions further gave the Japanese
regulatory strategy a stronger coalitional base and hence a ground rule for producing a master
plan that in turn would have reinforced the regulatory strategy. This is implicitly stated in
JICA’s evaluation report (Shimamura, Waksugi, & Sugimoto, 2010, p.47) that :
“…mobilizing private funds and knowledge and know-how become the key to future
development. A trusting relationship with the Indonesian government, a framework for policy
dialogue and rapport with high-level officials – which have been formulated through DPL can,
for example, become important means to promote ‘package-type infrastructure exports’ to
Indonesia.”

It was only after Yudhoyono was elected for the second time – with a more stable and
effective government administration – that Japan gained wider momentum to incorporate the
master plan into the regulatory complex. The Master Plan Action Jabodetabek is the first and
biggest Japanese sponsored master plan in post-Soeharto Indonesia (JICA, 2012, p.1). It was
named Jabodetabek because the majority of the projects were located in the Jabodetabek
region. Jabodetabek stands for Jakarta, Bogor, Depok, Tangerang, and Bekasi – where
agglomeration economies exist with the highest population growth in Indonesia (MOFA, 2012,
p. 9). Formulated in 2010 and approved on 9th October 2012 by both governments, the Master
Plan lists 45 prospective infrastructure projects that are divided into 3 categories: 27 priority
projects aimed to be completed by 2020, 19 fast-track projects to be commenced by the end of
2013, with 5 of the projects identified as MPA Flagship Projects comprising the Jakarta MRT,
Cilamaya Port (later Patimban Port)47, Expansion and Improvement of Soekarno-Hatta
International Airport, Development of New Academic Research Cluster, and Development of
Sewerage System in Jakarta (JICA & MPA Master Plan Study Team, 2012; MOFA, 2012). In
total, 12 of the 19 fast-track projects including the five priority projects are financed by
Japanese ODA while one of the fast-track projects, the Batang project, is financed under PPP.
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The Cilamaya Port project was cancelled in 2015 because the government could not find an agreement with
state-owned Pertamina relating to the compensation for Pertamina as the company’s pipes needed to be moved
from the construction site. The Indonesian Ministry of Transport introduced the Patimban seaport as the most
suitable candidate to replace the Cilamaya port project in East Java. In 2016-2017, JICA followed up on the plan
and launched the Detailed Design Study of the New Patimban Port Development Project undertaken by Oriental
Consultant Global and the Overseas Coastal Area Development Institute of Japan.
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What gives this master plan its twist is that it embodied different institutional
embeddedness than those pre-1998 master plans. As evident in the previous chapter, the pre1998 master plan as part of the regulatory complex was locked in the authority of Bappenas.
In the context of post-1998, however, it was the MPA Jabodetabek that served as an
institutional frame, through which such a diffuse regulatory complex was reconsolidated. The
MPA encompassed an assemblage of ad-hoc institutions, technocratic agencies, informal
institutions, as well as distinct technical rules and mechanisms that coordinated these
institutions. Likewise, within and through the MPA Jabodetabek, Japanese capitalists and state
actors reorganised their alliances with different social groups in Indonesia and deployed
different regulatory strategies to negotiate compromises and manage conflicts.

Before

unpacking the politics of the MPA Jabodetabek further, I first elaborate on the impact of the
2008 Global Crisis on the Japanese financing regulatory strategies by which Japanese
capitalists sought to link their collective interests with key domestic forces in Indonesia.
5.5.1 The 2008 Global Crisis
The 2008 Global Crisis had severely affected the Japanese export of industrial supplies
and capital goods to emerging Asian economies. From the outset, Japanese policy makers
conceded that Japan should stimulate the export of finished goods to emerging Asia, for
example, its leading technology and equipment including energy saving turbines and water
disposal technology through infrastructure aid and investment (Keidanren, 2008; Masahiro &
Takagi, 2009; Yoshimatsu, 2005). To this end, in the 2009 White Paper on International
Economy and Trade, METI highlighted the “domestic and foreign integrated economic
measures” as one of its prioritised fields to promote the international development of
infrastructure related business including electric power supply, transportation, water supply,
services industries, and contents industry (METI, 2009, p. 521)48. One of these measures
included “the Public-Private Partnership for Boosting Growth in Developing Countries”, a
package of new measures to strengthen links between ODA and private sectors. It included the
provision of a 2 trillion yen trade insurance credit line mainly for supporting public-private
partnership programs in April 2009; the increase of ODA by up to 2 trillion yen and; the
48

In the 2009 White Paper, METI addresses the importance of India and ASEAN for advancing Japan’s foreign
economic policy. There are four pillars for the foreign economic policy: (1) Integrated domestic and external
economic policy (cross-border growth together with Asia, Growth Initiative towards Doubling the Size of Asia’s
Economy, development of Asian regional infrastructure, creation by ERIA of a Comprehensive Asia Development
Plan, etc.); (2) “Volume zone” innovation; (3) Global spread of the low carbon revolution; (4) Industrial
cooperation with resource-rich countries.
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Leading Investment to Future Environment Initiative (LIFE Initiative) of roughly 500 billion
yen from the JBIC49 to address long-term goals of the infrastructure sector in Asia (METI,
2009; Suehiro, 2014).
In the wake of the 2008 crisis, Japanese companies were committed to collaborating
rather than competing over ODA and PPP (Keidanren, 2010, 2011a)50. Concomitantly, while
overall Indonesia had thus far only suffered a relatively mild impact from the 2008 crisis,
Yudhoyono’s government was nevertheless still struggling to increase investment in
infrastructure. As to PPPs, while the 2006 Second Infrastructure Summit showed more positive
responses from investors, as of 2010, not a single PPP project had successfully commenced
(Wibisono et al., 2011). It was under this frustrating context that Yudhoyono’s second
administration (2009-2014) launched a Master Plan for the Acceleration and Expansion of
Indonesian Economic Development (MP3EI) regulated in the Presidential Decree No.32 of
2011 in a bid to solve infrastructure deficits and to stimulate economic growth (see also Ishige,
2013; JICA, 2018b).
The MP3EI laid the groundwork for Japanese international capitalists to pursue their
collective agendas in Indonesia, particularly in securing projects with tangible economic
viability. An important part of the MP3EI was the development of six economic corridors based
on the potential and advantages inherent to each region throughout the country (Bappenas,
2011). In this way, investors could choose their desired sectors and preferred regions according
to their business interests and specialisation. As investors could choose their preferable corridor
and sectors, the main source of economic growth – Java corridor– became some sort of “banner
to unite under” for Japanese capitalists and their alliance. The key point is that rather than
extending the accumulation space and expanding opportunities in a large number of projects,
Japanese capitalists attempted to materialise their interests within a specific boundary namely
Jabodetabek – the region which has been a nerve centre of economic growth in Indonesia for
decades. Therein they advanced different regulatory strategies according to their
49

JBIC offers a variety of finance facilities and other services to Japanese companies. In the context of
infrastructure, it provides Overseas Investment Loans in the forms of direct loans to Japanese investors, loans for
joint ventures where Japanese firms have equity interests, and to foreign governments or banks making equity
investments; export loans in the form of supplier credits to Japanese exporters and buyer credits for foreign
importers or foreign financial institutions to acquire advanced technology and various technical features for
economic infrastructure development, such as turbine for power plant and construction machinery; and guarantee
facilities for loans extended by private financial institutions.
50
By the same token, the function of JICA in ODA has also been increasingly diversified, among others supporting
viability gap funding (VGF), equity-backed finance (EBF), credit enhancement facility for government
guarantees, and the Two-Step Loan to guarantee infrastructure risks. New financing means are aimed to support
private companies’ initiatives in the field of infrastructure with a ‘one-voice and in a united front approach, aiming
to expand the market of exports to 19.7 trillion yen by 2020.
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competitiveness and level of risks embedded with particular projects51 – that were packaged
within the MPA Jabodetabek (Ishige, 2013; Ohno et al., 2014).

5.5.2 MPA Jabodetabek
While the MPA Jabodetabek was widely seen as a technical urban planning tool, its
political form has reflected a well-consolidated regulatory complex wherein essential
conditions for Japanese regulatory strategies were reproduced. As will be explained, it
embodied a set of technical institutions and ideological frameworks that bound Japanese
alliances with wider social forces. It also strengthened the state’s regulatory functions that were
diffused through executive arms of government including new specialised agencies.
Consequently, those regulatory strategies became increasingly entangled with the logic of the
agencies including the MoF, the CMEA, and new national affiliates like state guarantee
agencies.
To better understand the political form of the MPA, we first must unpack the making
process of the MPA. Central to the process were the Steering Committee and Technical
Committee that were set up on 10th December 2010. Through these committees, the WT-linked
alliances were further reconsolidated. Both committees involved officials from key ministries
of the two countries and Indonesian business representatives as well as a commissioned study
team whose members were among Japanese business representatives and consultants who had
been part of the 2002 Working Team (JICA & MPA Master Plan Study Team, 2012).Most of
the Indonesian business representatives were among those who survived the 1998 crisis and
have been part of the Japanese sosha’s crucial alliance. To name a few, they comprised
Muhammad Lutfi (Indonesia Ambassador for Japan; President Commissioner of Medco
Energy), Rachmad Gobel (Vice Chairman of Kadin; Commissioner of Panasonic Gobel
Indonesia), Mohamad Suleman Hidayat (Chairman of Kadin and Industry Minister); and other
Japanese sosha’s long-standing business partners including Sony B. Harsono (Former
Independent Commissioner PT Tokio Marine and main counterpart of Japan Jakarta Club/JJC);
Arifin Panigoro (founder of Medco Energy), Sofjan Wanandi (CSIS/Pakarti Yoga Group),
Edwin Soeryadjaya (Astra Group), and Theodore Rachmat (Astra Group). Meanwhile, the
study team comprised key Japanese and construction companies as well as sosha who worked
closely with the committees’ consultant group. The latter was represented by the Nippon Koei,
Oriental Consultants, and Mitsubishi Research Institute – consultants who have undertaken
51
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numerous feasibility studies and master plan studies sponsored by the JICA and OECF in
Indonesia (see again Chapter 4) (JICA, 2011).52
In the process of formulating the MPA, the influence of an ideological discourse of
competitiveness had been apparent. As with a typical knowledge broker, the commissioned
study team had aptly incorporated certain projects along with specific modes of financing to
the MPA list by justifying that these projects were critical for Indonesian economic growth.
Failing to materialise the project would result in Indonesia falling behind its regional
competitor like Vietnam, making it less attractive for foreign investors. This ‘potential crisis’
had been manufactured or at least exaggerated throughout the technical committee meetings.
In the first three subsequent technical committee meetings held between July and September
2011, the study team discussed existing Japanese surveys which were seen as a solid basis from
which projects should be selected. The first survey, titled “Private Sector Perception of
Challenges and Opportunities” was conducted by JBIC and Nomura Research Institute in
200653 (MOFA, 2012). The survey result demonstrated that four major infrastructure sectors
in Java island including power supply, seaport, road, and airport are deemed critical for
industrialisation (JBIC Institute & Nomura Research Institute, 2006). The survey was further
tied to the “Proposal for a Golden Five-Year Plan for the Improvement of Indonesia’s Business
Environment” proposed by the JJC (2010) and supported by KADIN. The proposal called for
the improvement of two sectors, namely: (1) urban transport including the MRT Jakarta and a
new port as a replacement for the overloaded Tanjung Priok Port and (2) urban environment
with the increase of electricity capacity and power plants. During the subsequent meetings,
pressures for Indonesia to attract investment via PPPs and to use Japanese ODA for developing
the aforementioned sector had also increased along with a further emphasis on
‘competitiveness’ discourse whereby Indonesia’s rank of logistic index and technological
readiness was being compared to its peer countries, Thailand and Vietnam (JICA, 2011; JICA,
2018).
From this perspective, the Japanese alliance’s emphasis on the importance of
competitiveness and development gave those targeted projects a wider social purpose and a
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Meanwhile, the construction and trading companies involved in the Committee consisted of Mitsubishi,
Chiyoda, Taisei, Tokyo Metro, JGC Corp, Hitachi, Metropolitan Expressway, and NYK Line. Most of these
companies are members of Keidanren, Japinda (Japan Indonesia Association) and of JJC which have long
ventured into ODA, OOF, and IPPs projects since Soeharto’s era.
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The survey result was commissioned for the ADB-JBIC-World Bank East Asia and Pacific Infrastructure
Flagship Study. For the conduct of this study, the “infrastructure” covers economic infrastructure (rural and urban)
especially (i) power and piped gas, (ii) transport: roads, railways, seaports and airports, (iii) information
communications technology, (iv) water and sanitation.
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foundation. On top of the idea of increasing Indonesian competitiveness in the MPA, the wider
coalition was possible because the way project financing was arranged constrained other key
actors, such as Indonesian SOEs and subnational governments, from challenging the Japanese
interests. If one looks at the list of fast-track projects, as shown in Table 3, 11 of the 19 projects
were linked to Japanese capital, either in the form of ODA, EPC, or PPPs. The majority of the
fast-track projects comprised transportation infrastructure and power plant projects such as the
Kalibaru Port and the Patimban Port as the replacement for the Tanjung Priok Port, the Jakarta
MRT, and several of the power plants – which have been advised by the technical committee
from the outset. Underneath those projects laid specified mechanisms and policy concessions
that had been gradually reshaped since the Infrastructure Summit was held. These mechanisms
included the provision of the UNMU for power plant projects by the Indonesian MoF as well
as specific project risk management agreed between local governments, SOEs, the national
government for ports and the MRT project in 2008. The UNMU is particularly essential for
power projects financing including the gas-fired power plant and the Rajamandala
hydroelectric power plant.
Table 3 : List of Fast-Track Projects in the MPA Jabodetabek
No.
1

Project Name
New Tanjung Priok Port (North Kalibaru
Terminal)

2

Cilamaya Port (later Patimban Port) *

3
4

Jabodetabek Commuter Railway System
Jakarta MRT *

5
6

Reconstruction of East Pump Station at Pluit
Java-Sumatra interconnection transmission line
*
Indramayu coal-fired power plant

7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15

Gas fired power plant and FSRU (Floating
Storage Regasification Unit)
Rajamandala hydroelectric power plant
Central Java coal-fired plant (Batang project)*
Construction of West Java Regional Solid Waste
Treatment
DKI-Bekasi-Karawang-Water Supply (Jatiluhur)
*
Improvement of road network within Industrial
Area of the East of Jakarta
Improvement of road network within
Jabodetabek
Smart Community (including a pilot project of
the ‘Smart Grid’) *
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Proposed Financing Scheme
Basic infrastructure (yen loan), terminal facilities
and operator (joint venture between Pelindo II and
Japanese investors)
STEP tied loan for construction and engineering
services
General untied yen loan
STEP tied loan for construction and engineering
services
Japanese grant aid
General untied yen loan
Tied loan for engineering services (EPC contract
for Japanese companies)
IPP (Japanese company and SOE)
IPP-BOOT (Japanese company and SOE)
PPP (Japanese company)
PPP (special for Legok Nangka Waste to Energy
Project, JICA will provide Transaction Advisory
Services to support the PPP)
PPP (BTO scheme by Special Purpose Company)
Indonesia government (BOT scheme)
Indonesia government (BOT scheme)
Private sector

16
17
18
19
Note:

Improvement of Road Network in Jabodetabek
Area
Access railway to Soekarno Hatta Airport
Expansion of Soekarno Hatta Airport *
Banten coal-fired power plant

Indonesia government
(BOT scheme)
PPP
SOE
IPP (Malaysia bidder)

projects that involve Japanese companies, either in the form of loan projects, technical assistance, or
PPP.
*Flagship project of the MPA, while the Batang project is promoted as the first PPP project in the
democratised Indonesia.
Source: Compiled by the author

To compare, as Table 3 shows, projects associated with high political and financial risks
such as waste treatment and water projects, Japan only provided technical assistance instead of
investing in or disbursing tied loans for the projects like the DKI-Bekasi-Karawang-Water
Supply and the Construction of West Java Regional Solid Treatment. The reason was twofold.
First, as we can already observe, conditions essential for PPPs such as state guarantee
mechanisms and other risk control measures, reproduced through the diffuse regulatory
complex by and large were only relevant for the context of investment in power plants, with
the Indonesia’s PLN serving as an off-taker. Second and the interrelated point, for decades,
water projects have been widely recognised as the most politically complex sector in Indonesia
given that local politicians and local government-owned water companies– Indonesian regional
water utility companies (PDAMs) – have held dominant power in the water and waste treatment
projects. As such, many of the PDAMs are to date unable to provide minimum services to
consumers and are financially unhealthy due to the low-tariff regime and weak coordination
within local governments (Hadipuro, 2010). Likewise, the majority of water utility companies
have creditworthiness issues as the Asian Development Bank (2012, p. 17) revealed the sector
is still highly subsidised, with “most funding for the sector comes from the national level, while
subnational funding is often ‘hidden’ as it occurs in several governmental departments”.
Therefore, given the dominance of subnational scales in the water financing governance,
Japanese capitalists, for their part, considered that their involvement in the project financing
would only induce conflicts over resources. This parallels with what one of the Japanese sosha
representatives noted, “…such projects would only expand the scope of conflicts among
different levels of interest and government in Indonesia”54. Therefore, the fact that the project
was listed in the MPA is no less than being only a ‘sweetener’ in the sense that Japanese public
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and private elites collectively portrayed their role as largely that of facilitating what is natural,
inevitable, or at least desirable for development in Indonesia.
In this setting, the MPA Jabodetabek reconsolidated mechanisms and rules by
strengthening the regulatory functions of agencies whose authority and legitimacy were linked
to all targeted projects. The reconsolidated regulatory complex which was originally intended
to address market discipline and boost competitiveness created a new mode of governance in
which the state’s regulatory power was diffused throughout central agencies. Evidently, in the
conclusion of the MPA Master Plan – the so-called MPA Strategic Plan – that was approved
in the 3rd SC Meeting on 9th October 2012, fast-track projects sponsored by Japan were
championed as a ‘national project’. A ‘national project’ means that these projects gained full
regulatory support from the central government and top-level policy makers in key ministries
including the MoF and the CMEA and the Presidential Office itself (MOFA, 2012). Put simply,
this implied that project financing and execution were not carried out solely in the context of
independent regulatory agencies, but through the interaction between such national agencies.
In addition to the decision regarding the national project, the MPA committee also set up a
Regulatory Working Group that was specifically tasked to review spatial use regulations - and
were once amended after the 2005 Infrastructure Summit. The group was led by Sofyan
Wanandi, one of the Japanese long-standing allies and members of the MPA ad-hoc
committees (Hukum online, 2014, September 22). The regulatory assessment by the ad-hoc
group formed the basis for the land law issued in 2012 that illustrated the paradoxical nature
of the diffuse regulatory complex. As will be discussed further in the case of Batang, this law
instead recentralised legal authority over land acquisition at the national scale, entailing a more
pronounced reliance on the more direct form of state intervention which will be the focus of
the Batang project discussed below.

5.6 The operation of the regulatory complex: Batang Project
Amongst Japanese consultants, financiers, trading companies as well as Indonesian
officials whom I interviewed, there is widespread recognition that the Batang power plant is
the first as well as the most successful PPP project in democratised Indonesia. The agreement
that Batang reflects the best practice of PPPs was based upon the assumption that Batang is the
only project that has hitherto passed through a series of regulatory reforms that promoted
market-facilitating ‘good governance’ (see PLN, 2016, November 24). Those reforms in the
specific context of PPPs that were put in place included the Presidential Regulation No.67 of
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2005, No.13 of 2010 and No.56 of 2011 (Amindoni, 2016; Koji & Hiroshi, 2017). In addition,
the Indonesian government also issued Presidential Regulation No. 78 of 2010 and the Ministry
of Finance Regulation No. 260/2010 concerning the government guarantee of infrastructure in
PPPs as well as the Land Procurement Law No.2/2012 to reduce bottlenecking in project
financing (Koji & Hiroshi, 2017). Put differently, I do not so much echo these prevailing
arguments that the Batang project represents ‘good practice’. Rather, I argue that these
regulatory reforms had their roots in the management of the alliances of Japanese capitalists
and wider social groups over time – since the establishment of the 2002 ad-hoc committee to
the MPA Jabodetabek planning. These alliances were sustained by broader ideological projects
connoting technical rules and risk allocation mechanisms. Likewise, as we have discussed,
these risks were institutionalised through new financing agencies under the MoF and through
ad-hoc committees which had access to the executive arm of the Indonesian government. As
we will see in the case of Batang, it was through the assemblage of institutions that critical
intervention measures for PPPs including land use regulations and state guarantee funds were
reproduced and reshaped. Before elaborating on the process, I will first examine the nature of
Japanese PPP-based regulatory strategies in Batang and then explore how these strategies
became institutionally embedded in Indonesia.
5.6.1 The ascendance of IPP coalition: PPP as regulatory strategy
In line with the core argument of the thesis, one should not see PPPs solely as “a
cooperation between public-private actors in which they jointly develop products and services
and share risks, costs, and resources which are connected with these products and services”
(Ham & Koppenjan, 2001, p. 614). The PPPs rather constituted a distinct regulatory strategy
by which Japanese capitalists linked their collective interests with the coalitions of political
and economic elites in Indonesia. As the 2008 Global Crisis has led to falling demand and loss
of confidence in the Japanese domestic energy market, Japanese METI officials and trading
companies set the Indonesian power plant market as the key priority of infrastructure
investment overseas (see Masamichi, 2011; Trencher et al., 2019, 2020; Valentine & Sovacool,
2019). This was also because Indonesia was relatively immune to the first round effects of the
crisis owing partly to its solid domestic demand.

Accordingly, in a meeting with then

Indonesian Industry Minister, Mohamed Suleman Hidayat (2009-2013)55, representatives from
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One of the regulations, Registration of Local Contents (TKDN) issued by the Ministry of Industry requires
foreign investors to use local contents. For Japanese investors, this is contrary to their basic idea to export their
quality equipment, such as turbines, that in fact are also not available in local markets. Through frequent
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Keidanren and KADIN suggested the utilisation of Japanese technologies for power generation
and expressed their interest to develop the Central Java Power Plant under the PPP mechanism
(Keidanren, 2011b). Such PPP in coal-fired power plants gained currency among Indonesian
ministers who at the time were frustrated by the fact that all existing deals of PPP projects were
left in limbo, leaving the country with nothing to emulate. Part of the failure was because
projects the government offered to investors were among those water, road, and railway
projects which were predominantly controlled by the Indonesian SOEs and whose profitability
model was less attractive (Wijaya & Camba, 2021, p. 6).
Shortly afterward, the project bidding was started, on 17th June 2011, given its lowest
bidding for the price of electricity, PT Bhimasena Power Indonesia (BPI) – a joint venture
between Itochu Corporation, J-Power, and the Indonesian coal company Adaro Energy won
the bid to develop the Batang Power Plant Project56. The 2000 MW plant – billed as the largest
project of its kind in Southeast Asia – was funded by JBIC along with other Japanese
commercial banks including Sumitomo Mitsui, Mizuho, Shinsei Bank and Bank of TokyoMitsubishi (International Finance Corporation, 2012). Adaro, one of BPI’s shareholders and
coal suppliers for Batang, had been one of Japan’s powerful allies. Among Adaro’s founders
was the private equity millionaire Sandiaga Uno (Prabowo’s supporter in 2014 and running
mate in the 2019 national election), Japanese-linked Indonesian top conglomerate Astra Group,
and Garibaldi Thohir (President JokoWidodo’s supporter both in the 2014 and 2019
presidential election) (see Max, 2019; Widhana, 2018). This intra-capitalist alliance was not
straightforward. It has been long forged and consolidated since the 2002 Japan-Indonesia
Working Team was held, with the Astra Group always part of the broader social forces
underpinning the Japanese-led regulatory complex.
Accordingly, as with the Paiton project (see Chapter 4), BPI would develop the project
under the IPP scheme. Yet, in line with this chapter’s key finding, an important point to note
is that Batang’s IPP was supported by the regulatory complex that encompassed institutional
diffusion – ranging from the 2002 ad-hoc committee, policy-based loans, and new financing
agencies to the MPA committees – that brought together different social forces under the
negotiation, Hidayat, then President of KADIN and a senior member of the Golkar Party helped realise strategic
investments through direct negotiation with the manufacturers.
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In 2009, the Central Java Power Plant Project (Batang project), first introduced in the 2005 Infrastructure
Summit was promoted again by the Indonesian government as part of MP3EI projects for the Java Corridor and
as the prototype of PPP projects in post-1998 Indonesia. In 2011, three consortiums that met administrative and
technical criteria submitted their bids, namely: (1) Marubeni Corporation, Shenhua Energy Company, and
Guangdong Yudean; (2) Itochu Corporation, J-Power, and Adaro Energy and; (3) consortium led by a local
company, Cahaya Mulia Energi Konstruksi.
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ideological framework of technical rules including market-based mechanisms. The resulting
regulatory reforms and policies from this institutional complex expanded the regulatory
functions of key state agencies, mainly the CMEA and the MoF in the infrastructure financing
domain. These institutional reorganisations within the Indonesian state in turn shaped new
ways of governance structure as we will see in the case of Batang.
5.6.2 Reshaping the regulatory form of the Indonesian state
Critical to the Batang project was the institutional strengthening of the MoF and IIGF
(an institutional outcome of Japanese policy-based loans; see again the section of “New
Political Contestations” on section 4 of this chapter), amplifying the regulatory authority and
legitimacy of these agencies. These extended powers can be observed in the way that financing
guarantees were deliberated – the condition that the deliberation of a financing guarantee was
deemed the most critical for the project’s bankability and profitability. As Figure 4 shows, BPI
recouped costs and mitigated risk by means of state guarantees controlled by IIGF and the
MoF. Under the so-called Power Purchasing Agreement (PPA), BPI’s financial returns are
secured by PLN’s commitment to buy private power for 25 years. In turn, the Indonesian
government through IIGF provides financial support to assist PLN to meet its obligations,
including but not limited to providing buy out in case that PPA termination payments may be
required ("Batang Coal Power Project Indonesia", 2016). The IIGF acting through the
Indonesian MoF is also assigned to provide a single guarantee agreement along with recourse
agreements to provide reimbursement by PLN for claims made under the guarantee (Zen,
2018, p. 3).
Figure 4: PPP Financing Scheme for the Batang Project

Source: compiled by the author
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The implementation of this financing mechanism created an assumption that through the
scheme of PPP the Indonesian government would deliver better and more efficient facilities
and services to the public while shifting the risks to the private sector partner. Nevertheless,
what has been glossed over in this context was the fact that BPI concluded the PPA contract
with the peculiarity that the MoF rather acted as the vanguard of SOEs like PLN.

The

seemingly market-based mechanism conflated the MoF’s regulatory authority with the
Indonesian state’s obligations to safeguard the power sector that was inherently vulnerable to
market failures; more precisely, saving PLN which has been suffering financially given that its
costs are denominated in US dollars (Sambodo, 2016; Wataru Suzuki, 2017). As such, the line
between regulation and intervention became particularly blurry, as each of these goals merged
into the other, and the MoF through its subordinate, IIGF, continued to adopt such a mechanism
originally intended to promote market discipline. Ultimately, this would have protected PLN’s
financial position from further harm while ensuring ‘profitability’ for IPP holders. As a Tokyobased business representative noted57:
“Since the first and second Infrastructure Summit, we have insisted that Indonesia needs at least
one flagship model of PPP project to convince foreign investors that infrastructure development
in Indonesia will be transparent, fair, and competitive, while the risks are manageable. For this
purpose, we have always raised complaints to the Indonesian government regarding financial
risks. The first one is the exchange rate fluctuation risk. Indonesian central bank regulation
requires onshore transactions made in Rupiah, while Japanese companies prefer dollardenominated procurement. Second, the creditworthiness of PLN as an off-taker. As such, the
financing guarantee mechanism is critical to help us maintain our financial performance and
importantly, contain ‘the PLN risks’.”

On top of the financing guarantee mechanism, other intervention measures can also be
observed throughout the enforcement of land regulation. As is explained in the previous
section, the MPA Jabodetabek pondered different categories of the project status – fast-track
project, priority project, and flagship project. Each category implies the level of urgency and
hence the varying degree of central agencies’ political accountability (JICA, 2012). The fact
that Batang, along with other Japanese-led projects, was categorised as a fast-track project
meant that its development necessitated the direct regulatory powers of the state to accelerate
project delivery. In particular, the regulatory role of the state represented in the enforcement of
land law, namely Law No.2 of 2012 on Land Acquisition in the Public Interest, whose legal
basis had been laid out by the MPA Committee. The Law redefined the basis upon which the
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state could acquire land in the national interest58 and recentralised the legal authority over land
governance at the national scale in the interest of national development (Article 4) which every
related party should obey (Article 8) (see KPPIP, 2018). In this setting, unlike mainstream IPP
projects where investors have to acquire land directly from the landowner, under the Law No.2
of 2012, BPI as the investor was allowed to choose the project location while the Indonesian
government would acquire the compulsory land in the national interest 59 (Hozue, 2014; Safitri,
2014),
The new law has proven critical for BPI especially when the project elicited substantial
pushback from civil society. In the process of land acquisition, there emerged key opposition
forces against the project, known as the ‘Break Free’ coalition. It comprised transnationalnetwork NGOs including Friends of the Earth Japan, Greenpeace, Kiko-network, Japan Centre
for a Sustainable Environment and Society (JACSES) and Indonesian-based civil society
groups, including The Indonesian Forum for Environment (WALHI) and Mining Advocacy
Network (JATAM). Likewise, local farmers whose lands were not fairly compensated and
fishermen who claimed their catch had been reduced since the preliminary construction began,
looked for legal representation through the Break Free coalition (Jong, 2019, February 15).In
their letter of objection sent to JBIC and the Indonesian government, the opposition forces
claimed that the project’s site at sea infringed upon a marine protected area stipulated in the
Government Regulation No. 26/2008, Central Java provincial law No.6/2010 on spatial
planning and Batang Regent Decision No. 523/283/2005 on the Decision of UjungnegoroRoban Regional Marine Protected Area (Greenpeace Indonesia, 2014). This contradicted one
of the stipulations of the MPA Jabodetabek that all projects have been “found to be consistent
with the spatial planning system (RTRW)” (JICA, 2012, p. 11). As such, the opposition force
called on JBIC to not stop financing and held a protest in Tokyo to gain international support.
The strong resistance prompted increased centralisation of political authority for land
acquisition. As of 2013 (the original commencement date), the BPI was still far from securing
the needed land in Ujung Negoro which caused the postponement of fund disbursement as well
as construction until 2016 (Woods, 2017). Such project delays cost BPI and its sub-contractors
a great deal of money, while the Yudhoyono government was also frustrated by the fact that
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This law supersedes previous executive and ministerial decrees in terms of legal hierarchy. It became the first
statutory revision to the land acquisition law that is the Basic Agrarian Law of 1960.
59
As for location, BPI chose Pantai Ujung Negoro over Tanjung Celong that was suggested by the Central Java
government based on twofold consideration. First, Pantai Ujung Negoro is an ideal location to build a jetty for
large ships from Kalimantan unloading the coal. Second, using state forest or plantations in Tanjung Celong will
increase the cost as the procurement process is easily trapped in bureaucratic red tape. Thus, compensation for
registered titleholders is considered as the best option.
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the first-ever PPP project in the democratised Indonesia might require another round of
modification. It was during the electoral transition (2013-2014) and the first term of President
Joko Widodo’s presidency (2014-2019) that Law No.2 of 2012 gained wider currency, and
operated at odds with the informal institution. The enactment of the law was tied to the role of
key BPI stakeholders including Garibaldi Thohir, Theodore Rachmat, and other coal oligarchs.
During the transition period as well as in Joko Widodo’s first term (2014-2019), they both
emerged as powerful political and economic forces that could bring PPPs closer to the
Presidential Office. Jokowi himself also repurposed the Yudhoyono-led MPA Jabodetabek
Agenda to suit his ambitious infrastructure agenda. As a Jakarta-based advisor recalled in an
interview: “Emerging at a time of larger global ideological shifts towards the virtue of PPP,
Batang, the first PPP in Indonesia, made a strong showing. It lent Jokowi political legitimacy
as it was realised during his first-year presidency”60. Jokowi even upgraded the status of Batang
to ‘National Strategic Project’ – a political attribute given to infrastructure projects that are
seen as having strategic value (KPPIP, 2018). Holding new status as a “national strategic
project”, land acquisition for Batang could now refer to Law No. 2 of 2012 as its legal base,
meaning that the central government is the one that would acquire the compulsory land. Not
least important, the Widodo government set up the Committee for Acceleration of Priority
Infrastructure Delivery in 2014. The committee is tasked to provide support for all national
strategic projects and ensure proper monitoring and debottlenecking, with Batang as a priority
(Amindoni, 2016; Woods, 2017).
Some analysts might see these policy shifts as part of the rise of the regulatory state
which connotes greater reliance on institutions operating at arm’s length from the government,
embedding their decisions in technical expertise as weak as an increasingly rule-based and
judicial approach to infrastructure financing governance (Mietzner, 2015, p. 4; Salim &
Negara, 2018). However, what this example shows is a diffuse regulatory complex that
entailed state-led incoherent regulatory empowerment. It led to overall mixed policies and the
diffused responsibility among different scales of government, but proven effective to
marginalise opposition. For example, when the opposition forces including the ‘Break Free’
coalition challenged that the Law should not be applied to such a private-funded project as the
Batang project, the central government instead used Paragraph 4 no.1 of the Law to reframe
political conflicts to the social issue and justify state-led regulatory empowerment. Paragraph
4 no.1 positioned the Batang project as part of the national interest in that: (1) it represents the
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interests of the whole society; (2) it would be owned by the Indonesian government (PLN) after
the end of the PPA’s term and; (3) the final purpose is not-for-profit (KPPIP, 2018). With this,
rather than the Committee for Acceleration of Priority Infrastructure Delivery, it was PLN
being drawn directly into regulatory state apparatuses through which arbitrary governmental
action was undertaken. Albeit not being a direct shareholder of the Batang project, PLN
performed the state’s core function to seize land from residents who refused to sell it, as if the
project was a public asset. PLN has also been entrusted consignment funds in the Batang
district court – a measure stipulated in Article 42 of Law No.2 of 2012 (BPI, 2016, April
12).Under this mechanism, if the Entitled Party refuses the form and/or amount of
compensation based on the deliberation result, the compensation may be deposited in the
relevant district court hence the entitled party needs to deal with the court (Komnas HAM,
2018). This high-cost legal process constrained opposing land owners, particularly
disadvantaged ones, to file a lawsuit and they finally lost their case in the court.
While it is right to discern that the Japanese-led diffuse regulatory complex has enabled
the development of the PPP framework in Indonesia, it however reinforced the form of PPP
that was different from what we expect from a PPP. Rather than a purely technical institution,
institutions like financing agencies, courts, and the committee for infrastructure acceleration
resembled the diffuse regulatory complex through which coalitions of interests prevailed and
shaped the nature and functions of state institutions in Indonesia.

5.6.3 Incorporating subnational forces into the alliance and sustaining PPPs
Echoing the core argument of the chapter, PPPs is not only about all the fuss regarding
risk allocation mechanisms between the state and private sectors. The way it is reproduced and
consolidated involves a broader base of the coalition as well as scalar politics. In the case of
Batang, the diffused power regulatory complex, particularly Law No.2 of 2012 has carried
significant scalar implications, with PPPs now becoming entangled with the regulatory logics
of subnational agencies. Having been motivated by tax revenue and perceived windfall benefits
of related projects including the relocation of the industrial zone from West Java to Batang
district that was promised by the central government, in 2016, the Central Java provincial
government and Batang regent revised the regional spatial planning, especially the part of the
marine conservation area that was a supposedly protected area where industrial activities were
prohibited. This is because the initial regional spatial planning had long formed the basis for
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the environmental NGOs and disadvantaged local communities to oppose the project (BPI,
2016; Greenpeace Indonesia, 2014; Harga Jateng, 2016).
The subnational government also fostered alliances with key civil society actors to push
the project ahead. This tactical alliance held significance in the negotiation process with local
communities to reach compromise through a shared ideology and material interests. For
example, local community leaders were keen to advocate for their vision of prosperous Batang
insofar as concessions were made in areas that were perceived as important for their sectoral
interests. These included the utilisation of regional assets such as land that can be used for
supporting fishermens activities. Among these community leaders included a prominent
religious figure of Nahdhatul Ulama Tazakka Foundation; Batang Regent, Sholihin; and the
Head of the Batang Fishermen’s Association, Suwartono. Sholihin facilitated compromise and
even helped BPI to build legitimacy that the project would drive the local economy and attract
investment and open job opportunities in the longer-term, suggesting adamantly opposing
families to give up their land to the state.61 Meanwhile, Sholihin attempted to counterargue the
environmental NGOs by asserting that the project would not take a bigger toll on fisheries and
in turn fishermen could benefit from the BPI’s Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR) Program.
Not least important, one of my interviewees also pointed to close links between BPI, the central
government, and Batang Regent, Bambang Bintoro whose influence loomed large among
communities although he was not in office anymore62. As Indonesian local media also covered
“Bambang who is widely known as ‘dekat’ (close) with locals, used by central government and
BPI to reach compromise with communities” (cited in Listy, 2013, 16 May) .
For environmental and human rights NGOs, this project remained a cause celebre,
focusing their protests against the dysfunctional policy making processes that have led to
adverse effects on the surrounding environment and the livelihoods of the local community.
Responding to this situation, in March 2017, JBIC decided to suspend the loan and dispatched
staff to screen any human rights and environmental violations on the project site. In December
2017, JBIC announced that it would resume the loan and ‘reconciled’ the land acquisition,
human rights violation, and environmental issues by way of highlighting judicial decisions and
bringing the Indonesian central authority to the front to dismiss any claims (see Shimada &
Kobayashi, 2017; Yoshifumi & Jensen, 2016, April 22).For example, regarding the claim that
there had been a violation of local residents’ human rights by the military and the police at the
land negotiation, JBIC claimed that “the involvement of the judicial authorities, national and
61
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provincial police, and provincial military was decided by the ordinance of the Coordinating
Minister for Economic Affairs of January 2013 to ensure security during the land acquisition
process for the project” (Shimada & Kobayashi, 2017, p.9). Meanwhile, in responding to the
claim on the illegality of the environmental assessment and approval process, JBIC confirmed
that the provincial court’s decision in 2013 had ruled out that all assessments and approvals
were in compliance with existing procedures and regulations (Shimada & Kobayashi, 2017,
p.7). Crucially, this reflects how JBIC has not only acted as a financier, but also simultaneously
played the role as a booster. It helped standardise mechanisms and narratives about what
constituted ‘bankable’ and ‘sustainable’, thereby broadening the legitimacy of Batang as the
first PPP in Indonesia that can readily be emulated by others.
With the commencement of the Batang project, the PPP itself as a distinct regulatory
strategy becomes more cohesive and legitimate in Indonesia. It is institutionally embedded
within Indonesian state institutions and has a wider coalitional base. Domestic capital like
Indonesian construction SOEs has become part of the coalition in that the provision of Law
No.2 of 2012 and key financing mechanisms shaping the Batang project would bring benefit
to their material interests (see Ray & Ing, 2016; Wijaya, 2021). As of 2020, IIGF has provided
a guarantee for 26 PPP projects, while 20 of them were national strategic projects owned by
Indonesian SOEs as key stakeholders (Machelin, 2020) . As with the Batang project, Law No.
2 of 2012 has also been applicable to these projects. Moreover, as we will see in Chapter 7,
such an established mechanism for Batang also opened up opportunities for the coalitions
backing Chinese-financed high-speed railways by laying similar claims that the project was
part of national strategic projects, hence benefiting from those rules and mechanisms that were
originally part of the Japanese-facilitated regulatory complex.

5.7 Conclusion
The 1998 crisis and democratic consolidation in Indonesia had unsettled the Bappenascentred regulatory complex, weakening the legitimacy of existing Japanese regulatory
strategies. In particular, democratisation had dismantled the social foundation of the regulatory
complex including the Kartasasmita-linked coalition. At the same time, new social forces
emerged including “new” nationalist forces, politico-technocrat forces, to subnational elite
groups with varying interests and agendas. Accordingly, Japanese capitalists sought to preserve
as much of the old allies’ power and privilege as possible through negotiations, while forging
new alliances with politico-technocrats. They seized the opportunity of a post-1998 crisis
where the ideas related to technical rules and risk allocation provisions that would reinforce
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Japanese regulatory strategies particularly PPPs, thereby making alliances more cohesive. This
chapter has examined the shifting nature of Japanese-led alliances and traced how Japanese
capitalists and their political coalitions reorganised their alliances within broader social groups.
It has also unpacked how Japanese alliances worked towards managing conflicts and reshaped
the regulatory functions of the Indonesian state through the CMEA, the MoF, and the
Presidential Office.
This chapter has argued that in the post authoritarian era, Japanese regulatory strategies
particularly ODA and PPPs have been reproduced and sustained via a diffuse regulatory
complex. The diffuse regulatory complex consisted of ad-hoc committees, master plan study
teams, and technocratic agencies – bringing Japanese capitalists together with key politicotechnocrats and domestic capitalists to reshape rules and mechanisms critical for project
financing. Central to these institutions is the ideological notion of technical rules, such as
financing guarantees, land reforms, fiscal discipline, and the like that bound these social forces.
As observed through the development of the WT 2002 to the MPA Jabodetabek, the diffuse
regulatory complex reshaped the state’s regulatory capacity in ways that enabled indirect forms
of state intervention through different national agencies, unlike the Bappenas-centred
regulatory complex in Soeharto’s era where all discretionary power was with the dominant
coalition – Kartasasmita coalition, technocrats coalition, or military coalition – in a given
period of time.
As the chapter has shown, the regulatory complex was simultaneously reproduced over
time in tandem with the shifts in the global economic agenda and domestic power changes in
Indonesia. Its most consolidated form can be seen through the MPA Jabodetabek from which
a new mode of governance ensued. As shown in the process of the MPA formulation and
execution, the Japanese capitalists consolidated their alliances with broader social forces who
competed to influence potential courses of PPPs and ODA. The management of the alliances
also involved expanding the authority of specific committees whose substantive power
remained with the CMEA, the MoF, and the Presidential Office, to reinforce PPPs and ODAs
along with specific rules and mechanisms related to risk allocation.
The thesis has evidenced the consolidation of the diffuse regulatory complex through
the Batang project, the first PPP project in post-1998 Indonesia as well as the first Japanesefacilitated PPP in the country. The resulting regulatory framework emanating from the
regulatory complex – state guarantees and land acquisition mechanisms – has established
mechanisms to constrain opposition and importantly, limit risks. As already observed through
the provision of financing guarantee mechanisms, the regulatory complex underpinning Batang
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empowered the regulatory logics of the MoF and reshaped the function of IIGF, the brainchild
of Japanese policy-based development loans in Indonesia. At the same time, the regulatory
complex saw an uneven, haphazard process of regulatory empowerment that led to a diffused
responsibility and contradictory roles played by courts as well as the PLN. To sum up, in a
broader sense, the Batang project, as critics have widely argued, epitomises how vested
interests in incumbent coalitions of the coal industry, Japanese capitalists, and Indonesian
political elites have and continue to promote PPPs in coal-fired power plants and paradoxically
in other unbankable projects typically assigned to Indonesian SOEs. While their roles cannot
be overlooked, the empirical analysis of the politics of infrastructure financing here reveals
beyond the structural power of the coal oligarch. The way PPPs were reproduced in the Batang
project had involved the management of alliances for more than a decade and brought
ideological discourse of risks at play.
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Chapter 6 – The politics of Chinese-led infrastructure financing
in Indonesia: Deinstitutionalised regulatory complex (19982013)
6.1 Introduction
As with Japan in the early post-war period, Chinese-led infrastructure financing in
Indonesia, failed to materialise and was grounded in a bilateral funding agreement. During the
early Cold War period in the 1950s, then Chinese Premier Zhou Enlai agreed to the former
Indonesian Vice President, Mohammad Hatta’s request for loans of US$ 20 million dollars to
help Indonesia build a cotton plant and to support infrastructure (Shi, 1989). The two leaders
associated infrastructure financing with the provision of public goods linking government
responsibility and infrastructure development. However, anti-communist forces in Indonesia –
who resented China’s support for the Indonesian Communist Party (Partai Komunis Indonesia,
PKI) and its attempts to influence Indonesia’s ethnic Chinese population – constrained such
bilateral infrastructure cooperation (Sukma, 1999). With protests demanding an end to bilateral
relations, the Soeharto regime froze Indonesia’s trade and diplomatic relations with China in
October 1967, resulting in the cancellation of all planned loan projects (Leifer, 1983; Shi,
1989).
Deng Xiaoping’s liberalisation reforms in the 1980s relaxed concerns regarding
China’s strategic threats to Indonesia in that Deng abandoned China’s revolutionary foreign
policy and financial support to Indonesian communists and in turn focused on trade and
economic cooperation (Sukma, 1999).

In 1990, President Soeharto decided to restore

diplomatic relations with China, just two days after a visit by Chinese Premier Li Peng to
Jakarta. Yet, given that China’s growing power had also fostered lingering distrust amongst
members of the Indonesian national elites, the Indonesian government did not seek to
drastically improve its relationship with China, including in the infrastructure cooperation
(Anwar, 1994; Priyandita, 2021; Sukma, 1994). It was only in 2000 after the adoption of
China’s ‘going-out’ policy (zou chuqu) – which encouraged Chinese firms to internationalise
– that the Chinese loans and investments in the Indonesian infrastructure sector started surging
in volume (Negara & Suryadinata, 2018). Indonesia’s policy change was also facilitated by
significant changes in the domestic power structure of democratised Indonesia in which the
new emerging political forces were keen on Chinese-financed projects. These forces, including
then Indonesian presidents, Abdurrahman Wahid (1999-2001, hereafter ‘Gus Dur’) and
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Megawati Soekarnoputri (2001-2004) saw China as an important balancer to Western
International Monetary Fund (IMF) policy intervention in Indonesia and importantly, as an
alternative to Western and Japanese development funding and investment (see Chapter 5).
Chapter 6 traces the development of Chinese regulatory financing strategies and
unpacks how they have been reproduced over time in the bilateral context. In particular, this
chapter focuses on the manifestation of Chinese concessional loans, Engineering Procurement
and Construction (EPC) contracts, as well as the business-to-business scheme (B-to-B) during
the going-out period in Indonesia. In this thesis, I show how these regulatory financing
strategies were enforced by a deinstitutionalised regulatory complex through which conditions
critical for financing – alliances, risk management, and ideology – were reproduced on an adhoc basis.

This chapter also serves as a staging point for understanding the shifting nature of

Chinese-led alliances as well as the regulatory complex in the context of China’s Belt and Road
Initiative (BRI).
This chapter demonstrates that in the early period of going-out, Chinese project
financing could be broadly defined as a ‘state-coordinated investment partnership’(GonzalezVicente, 2015; Power et al., 2012) encompassing different regulatory strategies, ranging from
ODA-alike concessional loans, resources-backed loans, to EPC schemes. These regulatory
strategies enabled a selected group of investment-constrained Chinese capitalists to
internationalise by taking advantage of high-level agreements and developing alliances with
key diplomatic branches of the Indonesian state. These internationalised agencies of the
Indonesian state refer to policymaking elites controlling executive arm of government and a
small but politically influential business network who competed for state patronage. As
mentioned in Chapter 5, this coalition of elites emerging as a result of democratisation saw
Chinese capital as an alternative to Western and Japanese development funding and investment
in Indonesia (Priyandita, 2021).
In contrast to the dynamics of Japan’s infrastructure alliance, the regulatory complex
arising from this coalition did not lead to a long-term institutionalisation of risks and
compromises. As shown in the case of the 2002 Japan-Indonesia Working Team and the Master
Plan Action of Jabodetabek, the post-1998 Japanese regulatory complex underpinned formal
structure where powers of regulation and accountability were divided between key
infrastructure agencies. Those outside this governance structure had less opportunity to reshape
rules and mechanisms critical for infrastructure financing despite the fact that resulting rules
and mechanisms provided room for accommodating opposing interests. By contrast, during
that same timeframe, China’s regulatory complex was deinstitutionalised, characterised by the
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absence of a concrete institution frame through which risks were managed and policies were
deliberated. As outlined in the following section, different modes of financing were strongly
underpinned by the ideological framework of South-South development, such as noninterference principles and equality. The South-South development in effect neutralised risks
that were intrinsic to the project’s financing and distanced project financing from formal
financing and governance mechanism in Indonesia. More interestingly, it was also through the
ideological framework of South-South development that Chinese contingent tried to push an
ad-hoc negotiation with Indonesian executives who held power, contravening much of what
mainstream literature spotlighted direct association of Chinese investment with certain longstanding political elites (see Gomez et.al, 2016; Liao & Katada, 2020). Likewise, through some
case studies, it will be demonstrated how financing deals and control over project development
including the risk management bypassed Indonesian traditional infrastructure authorities and
rather centred on state executives, albeit in a short-run.
This chapter is structured as follows. The following section provides the historical
context of internationalisation of Chinese capital and the emergence of the regulatory strategy
in the context of going-out. The specific aim is to identify key Chinese financing agencies,
state actors, and different segments of capital that emerged in the early going-out period. The
second part discusses the dynamics of deinstitutionalisation of the regulatory complex in the
early years of going-out. The analysis is supported by the Cilacap power plant project that has
been widely termed as a China-Indonesia friendship project, involving Chinese state-owned
enterprise (SOEs) that enjoyed preferential treatment from the Chinese government. The third
part focuses on the emergence of Engineering, Procurement, and Construction (EPC) scheme
as a regulatory strategy around the mid-2000s. Using the case study of the Fast Track Program
I, shows how the EPC scheme enabled alliances between emerging fractions of Chinese
investment-constrained capitalists or what I call – the ‘latecomers’ to the internationalisation
strategy – and the rising politico-economic elites in Indonesia.

The EPC scheme is

operationalised within a deinstitutionalised regulatory complex that can be observed in the
financing of friendship projects in which conditions critical for project financing were
contingent upon collaboration with high-level Indonesian officials with sole discretionary
power. The final part of the chapter elaborates on the emergence of B-to-B as a distinct
regulatory strategy in the power sector during the second term of Yudhoyono’s period (20092014), focusing on the Celukan Bawang power plant that was developed by the Huadian Group.
This section examines how Chinese project financing became increasingly deinstitutionalised
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at the time when it was being embedded within the flexible sovereignty regime and politics of
decentralisation in Indonesia.

6.2 Infrastructure financing and the internationalisation of Chinese state and
capital in the context of the Going-Out Strategy
Before detailing infrastructure financing and fractions of Chinese capital entangled with
the going-out strategy, it is instructive to first examine the grand strategy called Da Jingmao
Zhanlue (Big Business Strategy / 大经贸战略) introduced by the Chinese government in 1994.
Chinese financing agencies and companies that consolidated through the going-out policy had
their roots in the Da Jingmao (M. Power et al., 2012). By the end of the 1980s, China began to
take a distinct and important turn in its foreign strategy. Inspired by Japan’s economic
cooperation package – a trinity of aid, investment, and trade – that was widely promoted in the
period63, the reform-oriented technocrats in the Ministry of Foreign Trade and Economic
Cooperation (predecessor of Ministry of Commerce ‘MOFCOM’) proposed a broad-based
strategy for China’s foreign trade, called called Da Jingmao Zhanlue (Shimomura & Wang,
2012b). The central objective of the grand strategy was to link Chinese aid-backed
infrastructure projects with export activities while SOEs were appointed as main contractors.
To support the strategy, the Chinese government established a wide range of policy banks.
Along with the China Development Bank (CDB) and the China Agriculture Development Bank
(CADB), the Chinese Export-Import Bank (China EXIM Bank) was created in 1994
(Brautigam, 2011). The China EXIM Bank differs from most countries’ export credit agencies
to date because it serves as Beijing’s sole policy bank that is exclusively managed by the State
Council for extending concessional (low interest or subsidised) loans to governments abroad
(Chen, 2018). Its export credits and investment loans largely focus on economic infrastructure
(power plants, roads, telecommunications, oil and gas pipelines, and water projects) (Davies,
2008, p. 20; Corkin 2012; Gong 2021).
Chinese SOEs involved in the Da Jingmao policy were among the most important
backbone enterprises in ‘pillar’ industries – known as nationally important SOEs (zhizhu
chanye). These included the machinery industry, the electronics industry, petroleum
processing, and the raw chemical materials industry, the auto industry, and the construction

63

The idea of the aid trinity was introduced in Bangkok in January 1987 by Hajime Tamura, then Minister of
International Trade and Industry, under the title of the ‘New AID Plan’. AID does not mean aidbut the New Asian
Industries Development Plan. The objective of this concept of ‘comprehensive economic cooperation packages
with the trinity of aid, direct investment, and imports (from developing countries)’ was to promote the exportoriented industries of Asian countries (MITI 1987, p.166; cited in Shimomura 2013, p.156).
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industry (Song, 2018). The selection of pillar industries was a result of the implementation of
zhuada fangxiao policy (grasp the big, release the small) that was declared in the Fifth Plenum
of the 14th Party Congress in 1995. The policy was part of the Party’s efforts to create large,
dynamic, and globally competitive SOEs while less essential SOEs and Township and Village
Enterprises (TVEs) were privatised, merged, or closed (Zhang, 2007, p. 40). Pillar enterprises
thus became the main stakeholders in overseas projects and beneficiaries of preferential loans
from China’s policy banks. Current top 500 global companies, including Sinopec, CNOOC,
and Power China, China State Engineering Construction (CSEC), China Huadian Corporation,
and China Railway Engineering Group are all products of the zhuada fangxiao policy (see
Huang, 2008; Naughton, 2007).
Accordingly, the Da Jingmao was incorporated to the going-out policy. In a 1999
speech on the country’s economic future, then Premier Zhu Rongji coined the term ‘going-out’
(zou chuqu) to underscore the need for Chinese companies to go overseas to secure the
country’s access to scarce energy and strategic mineral resources. “Going-out” was developed
into a broader strategy and adopted as part of the country’s Tenth Five Year Plan in 2001 to
encourage those pillar enterprises to make investment abroad, bid for international engineering
projects, and ultimately increase China’s share of global trade (CCPIT, 2010). In this setting,
infrastructure financing was not only a means for addressing domestic market capital
saturation, but also for obtaining the considerable resources needed to fast forward China’s
expansion, in what observers described as ‘infrastructure for oil deals’ or ‘gas for loan
agreements’ (see Rotberg, 2009; Taylor, 2006).
In terms of infrastructure financing, given varying types of Chinese pillar enterprises
along with varying degrees of state and private ownership, the most heavily represented SOEs
fell into two categories: (1) resource extraction and power and (2) shipping and transportation.
SOEs involved in resource extraction include the big three National Oil Companies (Sinopec,
CNPC, CNOOC), the Metallurgical Corporation of China whose engineering, procurement,
and construction activities extend to exploitation and mine construction and development, real
estate, and energy infrastructure, and the Shenhua Group which mines coal and develops
thermal power plants. In the second category was Power China (electric power provision and
power plant construction), China National Chemical Engineering specializes in engineering
and infrastructure construction services, China Huadian Corporation, China Communications
Construction Company (communication, road and bridge infrastructure), China Railway
Engineering Corporation that is not only involved in railroads, but also in trading and capital
management, China COSCO shipping (involved in logistics and cargo shipping), and the
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largest electric utilities producers namely Harbin Electric Corporation and Dongfang Electric
Corporation (Naughton, 2015; see also Wang & Miao, 2016, pp. 84–85). Moreover,
internationalised state agencies, including the SASAC (State-owned Asset Supervision and
Administration Commission), NDRC (National Development and Reform Commission) and
the MOFCOM (Ministry of Commerce) oversaw these companies’ activities64 and were
involved in regulatory activities to make them global champions (Rawski, 2019; H. Wang &
Miao, 2016, pp. 84–85). Any proposed large-scale infrastructure projects must be approved by
the NDRC and the MOFCOM particularly in the case where SOEs were assigned by the central
government to acquire particular resources in exchange for subsidised infrastructure projects
(Zhang & Smith, 2017).
The going-out policy consolidated the role of Chinese major financiers to support
Chinese companies’ ventures abroad. While CDB focused on energy resources projects, the
role of the EXIM Bank was expanded along with the introduction of various infrastructurerelated financing instruments65 (Xu & Carey, 2015, pp. 10–14). To encourage
internationalisation of Chinese companies, apart from providing export credits, the Bank also
equipped Chinese enterprises with crucial financing policies, among others “limiting foreign
elements” (kongzhi waiguo chengfen). The policy required the host country (debtor) to select
Chinese companies as the project contractor for EXIM-financed projects (Li, 2001, p. 28). In
addition, China’s central bank also exhorted other Chinese commercial banks including
Industrial and Commercial Bank of China (ICBC), Bank of China, CITIC Group, and the China
Construction Bank to “play a key role in facilitating international capital flows, mergers and
acquisitions in the country’s efforts to seek resources” (“Policy Banks Should Play Key Role
In International Trade’, 2006).
Amidst varying state-led incentives, the main point here is that the going-out policy
was inherently opaque in terms of rules and mechanisms, especially pertaining to risk
allocation and project viability analysis. The Five Year Development Plan used to guide the
internationalisation of Chinese SOEs was nevertheless vague (Jones & Zou, 2017; M. Power
et al., 2012). In the Eleventh (2006-2010) and Twelfth Five-Year Plans (2011-2015), the going64

During the early years of going-out, the amount of foreign exchange involved in the investment was one of
the factors taken into account when considering the approval of an outbound investment project. For centrallyadministered SOEs, projects of resource development in the amount of less than US$30 million and projects
using foreign exchange in the amount of less than US$10 million dollars must be approved and verified by the
NDRC.
65
With total assets exceeding 1 trillion RMB as of 2010, the EXIM Bank played an important role in providing
financing for the importation and exportation of Chinese machinery and electronic products, complete equipment,
high-tech products, and various types of overseas investments, such as export buyer’s credit, export seller’s credit,
import credit, transportation financing, and so forth.
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out policy was envisioned to diversify Chinese overseas projects away from natural resources
toward a more broad-based set of industries. Yet no clear detail was offered in terms of how
each company should implement this broad directive particularly in the infrastructure sector
(see National People’s Congress, 2006; Zhang & Wang, 2006). Consequently, unlike their
Japanese counterparts in the early post-war era, these investment-constrained SOEs, for their
part, did not really distinguish one mode of financing from another according to their
perception on risks. This does not mean that they became risk blind. As investment-constrained
capitalists, they heavily relied upon the Chinese state’s political backing as well as preferential
finance and tax concessions to go global (Alden & Davies, 2006, p. 86) Therefore, insofar as
they could still benefit from the preferential treatment the Chinese state gave, different modes
of financing could be part of the strategy by which they could forge alliances with the host
country-based key social groups and therein reproducing modes of financing both ideologically
and materially. see also, see Fei, 2020; Lee, 2009; Mohan, 2013). Focusing on Chinese loans
and investments in Indonesia, the following section will elaborate further on these political
dynamics of Chinese regulatory strategies and the way these strategies were reproduced within
a deinstitutionalised regulatory complex.

6.3 Deinstitutionalising the regulatory complex through state coordinated
partnerships
The transformation of the Indonesian state in 1998 shaped the nature and formation of
Chinese-led alliances and their efforts to make regulatory strategies more cohesive. As
explained in the previous chapter, the inability of the Soeharto regime to cope with the
economic collapse led to its downfall. What followed was an unchartered era of political reform
– referred to as Reformasi – underpinned by constitutional and legislative changes. Indonesia
saw three presidents – Habibie, Gus Dur, and Megawati – in quick succession before
Yudhoyono became the nation’s first directly elected president in 2004 (Aspinall & Mietzner,
2010; Lane, 2019a). Under the Habibie government, bilateral infrastructure cooperation did
not gain wider currency as its short-lived administration was focused on the IMF structural
reform programme. It was in 1999 when Gus Dur came to power that Indonesia and China
deepened cooperation on trade, agriculture, and infrastructure (Pattiradjawane, 1999).
As part of the going-out policy in the end of the 1990s, a select group of Chinese SOEs
ventured into the Indonesian infrastructure market. China Road and Bridge Corporation, China
Harbour Corporation, China Chengda Engineering Company, China Huadian Group were
among the first licensed investment-constrained capitalists which secured strong political
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backing from the Chinese state to internationalise under the framework of the Sino-Indonesian
bilateral cooperation (Wijaya, 2020). However, unlike the institutionalised form of Japanese
ODA, Chinese forms of financing were loosely interpreted and less specified within the
bilateral agreement. Forms of financing were tethered to ideological notions of noninterference by which Chinese capital attracted potential Indonesian stakeholders who sought
for an alternative to Japanese and Western development financing.
As explained briefly in the previous section, Indonesian democratic transition had led
to the emergence of a political class comprising of high-level Indonesian officials and
influential politicians as well as leaders like Gus Dur and Megawati (Lane, 2014) . This group
sought to restore economic stability whilst resisting the reforms advocated by Indonesia’s
traditional economic partners including the Consultative Group on Indonesia (Rais, 1998;
Thee, 2006). Unlike their Japanese counterparts who sought alliances with the politico-liberal
technocrat group to incorporate various regulatory strategies into the reform agenda, Chinese
capitalists opted to forge alliances with the political apparatchik linked to Indonesia’s
presidents linked political group. The Chinese assumed that by aligning interests with host
country leaders, they would get closer to decision-making authority.66 This would provide
legitimacy to loans and help to enforce the financing mechanisms critical for the targeted
project (see similar point of Chinese approach in Mekong region in Lu & Schönweger, 2019;
Reilly, 2012).
Moreover, different from Japanese sosha and engineering consultants who used a series
of master plans and introduced policy-based loans to institutionalise risks among different
socio-political groups in Indonesia, the Chinese contingent tended to dismiss risks under the
mantle of ideological notion of South-South developmentalism. Under the tagline of
developmentalism, discourses of non-interferences, free trade, and mutual benefits were
employed to contour the geographical reach of Chinese capital and broaden its legitimacy in
infrastructure financing (see Gonzalez-Vicente, 2015; Po & Sims, 2022). The way project
financing presented as China’s commitment to respect the sovereignty and distance loan and
investment from conditionally alike gained coalitional base within Indonesian state leaders –
including Megawati and Gus Dur. Chinese loans and investment was seen as an alternative to
Western countries and Japanese development funding in the aftermath of the 1998 crisis
(Suryadinata, 2017; Duo Zhang, 2011).

66
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The ideological dominance of non-interference carried significant implications for
financing infrastructure governance in Indonesia. As observed closely in the following section,
Chinese financing governance structures bypassed the traditional infrastructure agencies such
as the Indonesian Ministry of Finance (MoF), Bappenas, and other line ministries and omitted
the possibility of creating an independent regulatory agency. Instead, these structures became
increasingly entangled with the developmental logic of the national executive who gave oaths
to protect the Indonesian sovereignty and ensure that project loans were no-strings attached.
However, rather than underpinning a tangible institutional outcome such as the creation of a
new technical committee or regulatory agency, the logic prompted discretionary centralised
authority that in turn accompanied state intervention in project financing. This resembles what
Gonzalez-Vicente (2015, p. 208) called ‘pro-state intervention’ referring to executive state
bilateralism from which key politics and regulatory framework are deliberated on an ad-hoc
basis.
6.3.1 Bypassing traditional authorities through executive state bilateralism
The influence of executive state bilateralism can be traced back to the first five years
of post-crisis Indonesia when then President Gus Dur visited China in 1999 soon after he took
power. President Jiang Zemin responded to Gus Dur’ s visit positively, with progress on an
agreed joint communique that laid the groundwork for infrastructure cooperation
(Pattiradjawane, 1999). The communique did not elaborate on the details of financing strategies
but reiterated China and Indonesia’s mutual commitment to the ‘Five Principles of Peaceful
Coexistence’ and the ‘Ten Principles of the Bandung Conference’, which signalled the
continued commitment between Indonesia and China to mutual benefit and mutual noninterference in each other’s internal affairs.67 Importantly, the points of no-strings attached in
aid and investment had also been reiterated through the communique (Sukma, 1999, 2009;
Priyandita 2021).
The influence of the executive state bilateralism remained strong when Megawati took
power in July 2001. In March 2002, Megawati accompanied by her husband Taufik Kiemas
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Chinese foreign policy is premised on the Five Principles of Peaceful Coexistence, consisting of: mutual
respect for each other’s sovereignty and territorial integrity and the diversity of civilizations; mutual nonaggression; mutual non-interference in each other’s internal affairs; equality and mutual benefit (win-win
cooperation and fairness and justice); and peaceful coexistence. Whereas, Ten Principles of Bandung
Conference, also known as the Dasa Sila Bandung was the last part of the Final Communique of the 1995
Bandung Conference under the title of “Declaration on the Promotion of World Peace and Cooperation”. The
declaration was co-sponsored by the governments of Burma, India, Indonesia, Pakistan, and Sri Lanka in
negotiations with India and China in 1954 as they sought to build solidarity among recently independent
nations.
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(also serving as the member of the parliament); key ministers consisting of then Minister of
Energy and Mineral Resources, Purnomo Yusgiantoro68 and then Trade Minister, Rini
Soemarno; and 105 influential Indonesian businessmen (including Indonesian SOEs) made a
five-day state visit to China. The meeting was not only aimed at boosting trade relations, but
also at raising finance for numerous infrastructure projects (Weaver, 2002). The meeting was
known for its “waltz diplomacy” (diplomasi dansa) where Jiang Zemin surprised the guests by
inviting Megawati to dance with him and praised Indonesia as “yuanjin bu ru qinlin”
(neighbour is better than a distant relative). The waltz diplomacy was followed by an event to
sign Memorandums of Understanding (MoUs) on loan provision for some infrastructure
projects, including the construction of US$70 million of a double track railroad between
Cirebon and Kroya in West Java and the construction of a power plant in Sumatra by the
Indonesian state-owned power company, PLN (MOFA China, 2002). Without any prior master
plan being undertaken, these two state leaders deinstitutionalised the project financing and risk
management while tethering Chinese modes of financing to ideological notion of noninterference. President Megawati herself emphasised that China’s concessional loans had nostrings attached and were important measures to help Indonesia rebound from crisis and
develop industries (Weaver, 2002).
The waltz diplomacy was beyond a symbolic act. Through it, China obtained buy-in
from a coalition of Indonesian political elites to achieve reliable agreement on certain rules of
financing. Following the waltz diplomacy, there had been a proliferation of high-level meetings
at ministerial levels. In October 2003, Premier Wen Jiabao visited Indonesia to attend the
ASEAN Plus Three Leaders’ Meeting and the 7th ASEAN-China Leaders Meeting in Bali. It
was then followed by the visit of the Central Committee and Secretary General of Disciplinary
Commission of the CPC, Wu Guanzheng on behalf of the Chinese Government in 2004 (Zhao
& Sambodo, 2018). According to the former Chinese Ambassador for Indonesia, Lu Shumin,
Wu’s visit cleared the way for fruitful deals including, but not limited to, the provision for
preferential loans and export credits to develop a number of power plant projects and largescale projects that were already planned by the Indonesian government prior to the 1998 crisis.
This export credit specifically covered “various forms of financing to facilitate and expand
exports, including direct loans to foreign buyers, insurance, and loan guarantees, working
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Yusgiantoro is an influential politician who maintained strategic positions in post-crisis Indonesia. He was
former Secretary General of OPEC and served as the Minister of Energy and Mineral Resources starting from
Gusdur’s period to the first-term of Susilo Bambang Yudhoyono’s (SBY’s) presidency and acted as the Minister
of Defense of Indonesia during SBY’s second-term of presidency.
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capital financing, and finance for large-scale infrastructure and industrial projects” (Hopewell,
2019, p. 37)– the very resources that the Megawati linked political bloc sought after. These
forms of financing were couched in terms of solidarity and development, or as Lu (2015, p. 60)
noted, “a friend in trouble is a true friend indeed”.
The much-touted ‘friendship’ projects included the 600 MW Cilacap power plant, the
Suramadu Bridge, Jatigede Dam, and the Asahan Hydropower Plant. Both the Chinese and
Indonesian governments had frequently presented these projects as ‘win-win’ economic deals
- rather than the outcome of unilateral action and policy interventions – that could secure
Indonesian industrial complementarities, economic growth, and national competitiveness (Lu,
2015). At face value, the ideological notion of non-interference principles underpinning the
friendship project denoted a form of depoliticised engagement with Indonesia. This gave the
impression that China was not involved in shaping any regulatory reforms in Indonesia
showing its exceptionalism against those Western-led or Japanese-led financing modes (on the
point of China’s exceptionalism, see Brautigam 2011).
In fact, the affirmation of non-interference principles was highly political, illustrative
of the reorganisation of alliances between Chinese SOEs with a group of domestic fractions of
capital and political blocs including but not limited to Megawati, Taufik Kiemas, Rini
Soemarno, Yusgiantoro, as well as Indonesian key SOEs and the private sector (see Mapes,
2002; Purba, 2002). These alliances evolved into transmission belts for executive decisions
regarding certain rules and mechanisms that were redirected exclusively for Chinese regulatory
strategies. This deinstitutionalised regulatory complex generated a new mode of governance
structure that at the same time was outlying Japanese governance structure in Indonesia. Within
the structure, the project planning and financing bypassed development agencies in the country,
including Bappenas, Coordinating Ministry for Economic Affairs (CMEA), and the MoF
(Ministry of Finance). The project planning included grounding the backbone of Chinese
infrastructure financing in Indonesia when Megawati used her discretionary authority to help
generate the basic conditions for internationalisation of Chinese SOEs. For example, as
Priyandita (2021, p. 211) notes, Megawati herself revoked a 1967 ruling by the Bank of
Indonesia in 2001, which restricted the Bank of China from opening a branch in Jakarta. The
opening of the Bank thus allowed Chinese loans, particularly in Preferential Export Buyer’s
Credit, to help finance infrastructure projects. An Indonesian advisor for Chinese companies
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who closely observed the internationalisation of Chinese capital during the early going-out
period in Indonesia illustrated such alliance dynamics that69:
“Here and there, we see infrastructure built with the support of China in the absence of open and
fair bidding mechanisms. All of a sudden, mega projects including the Suramadu Bridge, the Asahan
Power Plant, the Jatigede Dam, were built and financed by Chinese companies. None of these
projects have ever been openly and regularly discussed at line ministries including the Bappenas,
Coordinating Ministry for Economic Affairs, or the Ministry of Finance, just as the Japanese
normally did in Indonesia. When the loan agreement came to the Ministry of Finance or Indonesian
Parliament for further authorisation, it was already a done deal.”

This dynamic illustrates how the reorganisation of alliance manifested in a
deinstitutionalised form, or borrowing in Power etal.,’s words (Power et al., 2012) in a hybrid
assemblage. It “sits within the state apparatus but is only connected to selected and clandestine
elements within the state” (p.168) from which “some forms of state interventions” (GonzalezVincente 2015, p.208) are exercised. The case of Cilacap, exemplifies this dynamic.

6.3.2 Friendship infrastructure: A friend in need is a friend indeed
The Cilacap power plant was built by Geo Dipa Energi, Sumber Energi Sakti Prima and
China’s Chengda Engineering Company. While the infrastructure financing provision for
power projects had been partly abandoned by traditional lenders like Japan and Western
countries during the early 2000s, Chengda acting in coordination with syndicated Chinese
banks were able to offer efficient finance, amounting to a loan of US$408 million and project
delivery packages (EnergyAsia, 2003), with an interest rate of 3.8 percent.70 Construction
began in June 2003 and was completed in February 2006. The project was owned by PT
Sumber Segara Primadya (SSP), a joint venture between PT Sumberenergi Sakti Prima (51 %)
and PLN’s core subsidiary PT Pembangkitan Jawa-Bali (PJB) (49%) under the Independent
Power Producers (IPP) mechanism. Whether Chengda had shares in SSP or not remained
undisclosed but the Indonesian Ministry of Energy and Mineral Resources (MEMR)
nevertheless stated in its website that Cilacap is PJB’s first collaboration project with foreign
investors that does not rely on state guarantees (MEMR, 2006, November 14).
While this project has been widely regarded as a symbol of bilateral cooperation to date
by both Indonesian and Chinese governments, the underlying theme that emerged from this
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supported by a credit from the Exim Bank. As a guarantee, repayment is in the form of oil produced or other
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project financing was rather the consolidation of Chinese regulatory strategy alongside the rise
of Indonesian domestic capital and their political allies. The composition of the joint venture,
SSP, reflected a fusion of state capital represented by PLN and domestic faction of capital
represented by the emerging Indonesian Chinese-owned business group, Sumberenergi Sakti
Prima, which had long been marginalised during Soeharto’s era. At the time, the IPP
mechanism was still problematic in Indonesia in part due to non-existent legal, technical, and
regulatory aspects relating to force majeure, asset devaluation, and other attendant risks (Jarvis,
2012). As mentioned in Chapter 5, it was also at the time when Japanese companies and their
US counterparts struggled to renegotiate over Paiton’s power purchase agreement and PLN’s
pending payment obligation in the aftermath of the 1998 crisis, signalling the risk of IPP
projects in Indonesia in the first place. Therefore, with the absence of proper risk assessment
exercises and the provision of state guarantees, typical investors would be reluctant to invest
under the scheme of the IPPs, especially when the Indonesian economy had not yet fully
recovered and PLN’s financial condition was also deteriorating (Epstein, 2005). Nevertheless,
amidst the formidable prospect of IPPs in Indonesia, Chinese concessional loans generated
opportunities for the emerging fractions of domestic capital in Indonesia to push IPPs further.
The dominant reading of these kinds of projects is to see the Chinese capital facilitated
by ‘weak’ host states or to acknowledge that Chinese capital had a higher tolerance of risk (see
Brautigam, 2010; Reilly, 2012). As with other developing countries that struggled to recover
from their worst economic crisis, it is partially true that Indonesia was in need of the more
accessible development finance available for power projects, especially when power shortages
loomed on Java island - the nerve centre of its economy. Yet, one should not directly assume
that only two agents here were interacting: a weak Indonesian state and a strong China. Chinese
financiers and companies were not risk blind. Instead, through this friendship project, we see
how the Indonesian state was captured by the alliance of Chengda, China EXIM Bank, and
Indonesian domestic capital. This alliance was reorganised through a deinstitutionalised
regulatory complex – state executive bilateralism – that was particularly distant from Japanese
diffuse regulatory complex.
Within the regulatory complex, the risk was loosely interpreted and financing rules and
preferential policies critical for the project were rather ensued at the discretion of the president
and key ministries with whom SSP was well connected. An interview with an SSP’ associate
airbrushed the risks by arguing that Chinese non-interference principles have generated
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conditions conducive to IPPs (including Chinese) in Indonesia.71 The project was presented as
a form of ‘South-South’ cooperation which was regarded as more progressive, less ‘selfish’,
and risk-neutral. Chinese loans were seen as bringing about an innovative form of IPPs that
was no longer contingent upon conditionality requirements, such as the kind of regulatory or
institutional reforms that Western donors or Japanese financiers imposed. As the interviewee
reminisced:
“Though China and Indonesia diplomatic relations were frozen for more than two decades,
people to people relations remained strong. This relationship gained momentum after the 1998
crisis which by the turn of the millennium morphed into a cornerstone of bilateral economic
cooperation. Under the going-out policy, the internationalisation of China’s coal-fired power
industry began and at the same time Indonesia adopted the National Coal Policy in January
2004 which sought to promote the development of the country’s coal resources to meet
domestic requirements, particularly for power plants. While recovering from the 1998 crisis,
PLN continued to seek business partners to develop coal-fired power plants. This period was
indeed the best momentum where I found myself serving both as a key broker between
Indonesia and China and as a trustworthy Chinese business partner to explore the potentials of
South-South cooperation.”

While the ideological framework of developmentalism provided the Chinese-facilitated
IPPs broader legitimacy, underneath these ideals lay preferential policies and mechanisms that
were so specifically devised for Chinese investment constrained capitalists while
simultaneously benefiting their domestic capitalist allies. For example, at the discretion of a
tiny segment of Indonesian state elites including President Megawati, Indonesia decided to
bundle loans to conduct portfolio financing in which lending to all friendship projects was
undertaken at a time while Chinese contractors were commissioned to build infrastructure
works. At the same time, it was also the Indonesian government who provided extra guarantees
to raise the credit level of all friendship projects and covered the extra risks for the PLN as the
key Cilacap project owner (on the point of finance regime, see Chen, 2019). Based on China’s
EXIM financing regime standard, this mechanism indirectly could make the project ‘bankable’
(China EXIM Bank, 2013).When I asked the SSP associate how the process of loan negotiation
was sped up amidst the void of regulatory framework in Indonesia, she carefully noted72:
“It is undeniable that both Chinese companies and our company faced fiscal risks and many
technical issues including a range of regulatory issues in the early years of going-out. But this had
been taken care of well, either in terms of state guarantee or loan access. Strong state presence and
personal connection to the Chinese EXIM Bank made the project possible.”

As the Cilacap project financing was bundled with other friendship projects, the government
opted to provide extra means of guarantee, including the deployment of security forces to guard
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the development and land acquisition to avoid delays and reduce the impact of cost overrun
(see Walhi, 2015, pp. 4–5)
Entering the mid-2000s, the regulatory complex was under pressure. A shift in the
global economic environment as well as power re-configuration in Indonesia led to the
emergence of new social forces with competing interests and financing agendas. Driven by a
coal boom, coalitions of domestic fractions of capital – construction SOEs and private
companies– attempted to venture into power infrastructure. Those private companies were
not among those international-oriented Indonesian companies, like Adaro Group and Indika
Energy who were Japanese domestic partners in the IPPs projects. This faction consisted of
newly-established companies or second-tier companies in Indonesia that were only able to sell
and invest in the domestic market particularly in coal businesses. They had poor access to
capital and likely acted as brokers for joint ventures that involved foreign capital. Likewise,
they saw Chinese companies – those not participating in the state-driven friendship projects –
as their closest allies (Soebagjo, 2019). Given their bad credit rating, these domestic capitalists
assumed that those Chinese companies would be able to secure financial backing from the
Chinese government and then all financing arrangements would be cleared in time to assist
them to expand their business.
From the outset, many emerging alliances in Indonesia in 2004 and onwards were
reorganised via a specific regulatory strategy that was rooted in B-to-B mechanisms. Through
this regulatory strategy, different fractions of capital – Chinese private companies, Chinese
SOEs, as well as Indonesian SOEs and private sectors – promoted the targeted project as purely
‘business’, not harming Indonesia’s state budget. This allowed project developers to argue that
they were protective of Indonesia’s national sovereignty. Yet, as the thesis argues, forms of
financing including the B-to-B never arrived in its pure form. It needed to be ideologically and
materially reproduced and underpinned by alliances and social forces. As with IPPs in the
friendship project, it was embedded to wider regulatory complex underlying shifts in the
alliance and the nature of Indonesian state institutions. This also involved the rescaling
governance and indirect state allocation of resources to the coalition through which Chinese
interests were represented. The following section explains this dynamic.

6.4 The emergence of Chinese latecomers and new regulatory strategy
Since defeating Megawati in the 2004 direct presidential election, Susilo Bambang
Yudhoyono (‘Yudhoyono’), paired with Jusuf Kalla, had been a central character in Indonesian
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politics. Likewise, the regulatory complex that once enforced Chinese regulatory strategies in
the friendship project was now under pressure. This was in part because key state elites,
including the president, who had became the pillar of the state executive bilateralism were gone
(Aspinall & Mietzner, 2010). Meanwhile, as also mentioned in Chapter 5, the Yudhoyono
cabinet also witnessed the growing influence of politico-technocrat groups that often contested
Chinese-led projects due to incompatibility of risk management (Shiraishi, 2014; see again
Chapter 5). At the same time, throughout the 2000s, Chinese fractions of capital were
increasingly detached from the control and supervision from centralised power in China and
behaved more like private corporate entities (Gonzalez-Vicente, 2011). While the firstcomers
like Chinese SOEs became increasingly internationalised, the latecomers including smaller
regional SOEs and private firms also started to internationalise, thereby intensifying intra-class
competition for infrastructure markets in Indonesia.
Some factors in the Chinese domestic market as well as in the Indonesian extractive
sector have been likely to push these latecomers into internationalisation. In January 2004, the
Indonesian Ministry of Energy and Mineral Resources (MEMR) adopted a National Coal
Policy to promote the coal industry and provide guidance in the efficient utilisation of coal for
national development from 2005 to 2020. The policy was further supported by the Indonesian
government’s National Energy Policy (NEP) formulated in the Presidential Decree No. 5 of
2006 that placed emphasis on low-rank coal produced in Kalimantan and Sumatera as an
energy source, targeting coal’s share of energy production increase from 18 percent in 2009 to
33 percent in 2025 (Stanford, 2013, p. 212). At the same time, the Chinese central government
also began to limit the development of domestic coal-fired power plants in response to multiple
climate-related concerns raised by the domestic and international community (Shen et al.,
2012). In addition, during this period, all coal power investment proposals had to go through a
stringent project approval process by the central government, making the approval procedure
often lengthy and costly. This has caused China’s coal power industry to experience serious
capital misallocation and overcapacity issues. Coupled with the going-out policy, Chinese coal
companies and power plant developers therefore opted to pursue exports of coal generation
technology and services in Indonesia where coal-fired power plants were much needed (Mori,
2019; Springer, 2018). Likewise, in conjunction with the inception of the Indonesian National
Energy Policy, these Chinese coal-technology companies found a way to solve their
overcapacity problem, by building alliances with Indonesian policy-makers and local coal
producers who were ambitious to link their mining businesses with coal-fired power plants
(Zhou & Huang, 2010).
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These Chinese coal companies and power plant developers, that I coin ‘latecomers’,
featured the salient characteristics of investment-constrained capitalists. As already explained
in Chapter 3, they had a narrower business scale compared to that of firstcomers like Chengda
and Huadian who were involved in the friendship projects and had limited options to finance
their investments overseas due to limited access to finance. On the one hand, state-driven
bilateral and multilateral agreements such as the 2002 China-ASEAN Free Trade Agreement
and the 2004 Agreement on Trade in Goods of the Framework Agreement on Comprehensive
Economic Cooperation between ASEAN and China had reshaped the path for these latecomers
– Chinese construction companies and suppliers – to enter the ASEAN market, including
Indonesia, with low tariffs. On the other hand, due to limited liquidity of their investment
portfolio, they took a short-cut to internationalisation by taking advantage of local incentives
in which other domestic parties bear more risks. In terms of the power plant business, rather
than investing in IPPs, they preferred bidding for EPC projects (Tritto, 2021, p. 4). Under the
EPC scheme, PLN retained ownership and Chinese companies acting as contractors would
develop the project from commencement to final completion. Different from the Build,
Operate, Transfer (BOT mechanism used in IPPs projects, the EPC contract is a fixed-price
contract and does not involve any power purchase deals with the off-taker (Hervé-mignucci et
al., 2015; see also Zhang, 2020). This scheme was advantageous for these latecomers as they
could bid for the fixed price of EPC while simultaneously stimulating the export of their coal
technology and enjoying specific subsidy schemes like tax holidays offered by provincial
governments (see Chen et al., 2021; Liou, 2014)
The construction boom in power plants under the scheme of the EPC in Indonesia
boosted competition between Chinese enterprises. These latecomers included provincial-based
trading companies which tried to diversify their businesses from single equipment suppliers to
construction companies despite their lack of experience (Hu, 2007; Zhou, 2018). Richard
McGregor ( 2010, p. 190) argued, the effect was akin to a large, ravenous school of fish,
“Chinese companies competed individually for local and offshore deals like fish chasing the
same tasty morsel of feed”. These ‘fish’ were different from the first-comers involved in the
friendship projects, such as Huadian, Chengda, and Sinohydro in terms of company size, state
ownership, and investment method. The firstcomers were directly appointed by the National
Development Reform Commission (NDRC) to undertake the friendship projects, they were
eased into Indonesia through diplomatic channels and sustained their alliances through various
modes of project financing and structured upon executive-based bilateralism. In contrast, these
latecomers had varying degress of expertise and backgrounds, ranging from coal-technology
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suppliers, provincial-based construction companies, to trading companies. Some were not even
qualified as power plant developers (McBeth, 2016). As several interviewees indicated, given
the limitations they had, these latecomers, for their part, saw the EPC scheme as a regulatory
strategy which enabled them, as we will see, to not only outcompete the firstcomers and other
foreign capital, but also to forge alliances with powerful politico-economic forces in Indonesia
who sought to build power infrastructure at a rapid pace with the lowest bid price. For these
politico-economic forces, reducing the country’s debt burden and building political legitimacy
through a successful infrastructure program were among their priorities. The Chinesefacilitated EPC scheme was one of the solutions in the wake of the electricity crisis in the
country (Soebagjo, 2019). The focus of this section, the Indonesian Electrification Program,
called the Fast-Track Program (FTP) best exemplifies the dynamic.

6.4.1 Fast Track Program I: Neutralising risks
Through the EPC scheme, the Chinese latecomers developed a tactical alliance – which
I term “Fast Track Program alliance” (FTP alliance) – with emerging politico-economic forces
in Indonesia. This alliance had political foundations in the informal network of Indonesia’s
coal oligarchy which gained momentum in the early years of SBY’s presidency. To gauge this
alliance dynamic, one should first trace back to the 2005 Indonesian Infrastructure Summit. In
2005, as also outlined in Chapter 5, Indonesia held its First Infrastructure Summit to attract
private investors to invest in infrastructure projects. At the Summit, the Indonesian government
offered 91 projects that were part of Yudhoyono’s medium term plan of US$140 billion in
infrastructure investment from 2005-2009 (Epstein, 2005; “Indonesia needs US$145bil for
infrastructure projects,” 2005). Given the electricity crisis in Indonesia, coal-fired power plant
projects dominated the list. Yet, as explained in the previous chapter, prospective investors,
including Japanese capitalists backed off their plans to invest in the projects in part due to the
overall lack of even basic conditions for IPPs. Consequently, in May 2006, the government
decided to incorporate some coal power plant projects into PLN’s “crash program”73 otherwise
widely known as Fast-Track Program I (FTP I). In total, the FTP constituted 32 coal-fired
power projects with a total capacity of 9,843 MW. All of them would be owned and operated
by PLN and were set to be completed between 2006 and 2010 (PwC Indonesia, 2016).
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PLN initially referred to the program as its 10 GW ‘crash program’, it changed the name to ‘fast track’ in late
2009.
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Being the first directly elected President, Yudhoyono had devoted much effort in the
promotion of FTP 1 in that the success of the project could have cemented his political
legitimacy and gained public support (Khasawneh & Rochette, 2012). Nevertheless, FTP 1
only received a lukewarm response. It sparked criticism from Japanese and Western investors
given the absence of government guarantees and low tender quality (see again Chapter 5).
Instead of participating as investors, the World Bank and Japan were only willing to offer
concessional loans to the Indonesian government to develop power infrastructure while
simultaneously assisting Indonesia to establish detailed procedural guidelines. However,
Indonesian top political elites wanted the financing agreed within six months, an impossible
timetable for the World Bank and Japan. As a Japanese investor who attended the Summit
explained, “The Indonesian government showed ‘stubbornness’ in the way it wanted the coalfired power plant constructed and financed. We thus had no intention of supporting it, much
less finance it”.74
In turn, the Indonesia government’s rushed process played to the advantage of the
Chinese latecomers – the cohort of investment-constrained capitalists who aimed to sell goods
and services in Indonesian infrastructure markets. To pursue their short-term interests, they
provided the Indonesian government with easy all-inclusive EPC deals with the lowest price
bid. They convinced the Indonesian government that there would be no problem raising cash
from their own state banks (EXIM Bank and Bank of China) and getting insurance from
Sinosure (China Export and Credit Insurance Corporation). These latecomers also assured that
PLN only needed to pay a fixed contract price that was 30 percent cheaper than their Japanese
and Western counterparts (Khasawneh & Rochette, 2012; Shiraishi, 2013). Put simply, these
companies did not pre-emptively quantify the risk allocation on the EPC contracts. As Tritto
(2021, p.5) in her seminal work on Chinese investments in Indonesia’s coal power sector
highlights, Chinese companies are “overly confident and boastful during business talks”. They
claimed that these EPC deals were ‘purely business’ and the upshot was that the Indonesian
state escaped being burdened by any risks.
As a result, almost 95 percent of the FTP 1 contracts were awarded to Chinese
companies which promised rock bottom prices and speedy delivery times (for the list, see
Appendix B). There was an open tender process, but the way the bidding was conducted in
fact obviated the need to conduct laborious and independent stages of tendering and financing
negotiations. Neither did these companies prepare good feasibility studies. This murky process
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does resemble the previous mechanism underpinning friendship projects, but a point worth
noting here is that FTP 1 was undergirded by different alliance formation. Different branches
of Indonesian state which have emerged during the early years of Yudhoyono’s administration
were now allied to Chinese latecomers. These wider social forces included Indonesian private
companies running electricity businesses that were second-rate companies in Soeharto’s era,
newly set up private companies, construction SOEs, and some powerful politico-business
actors including then Vice President Jusuf Kalla (2004-2009) and the former Minister for
People’s Welfare, Aburizal Bakrie (2004-2005) whose families’ businesses have the largest
portion of coal mining in the country (Soebagjo 2019). Kalla’s company, the Kalla Group, has
subsidiaries in mining and energy businesses, among others PT Kalla Arabama (gold and coal)
and PT Kalla Electrical System that provided and supported the PLN electricity delivered to
Indonesia eastern regions (Syahni, 2019, February 21).Similarly, Bakrie ran one of the largest
coal holding companies in Indonesia, namely PT Bumi Resources and the company had been
one of largest coal suppliers to PLN’s power plants. The idea of FTP 1 itself came from Kalla’s
brother, Achmad Kalla supported by Dahlan Iskan, a coal business magnate and Agung
Laksono, then Speaker for the House of Representatives (Dharmasaputra et al., 2006). In
August 2005, Kalla’s visit to Beijing resulted in agreements on infrastructural development
worth US$4.9 billion. In 2006, he returned to China to conclude the FTP agreement with
Chinese firms (Shiraishi, 2013)75. By brokering this deal, Kalla’s business and allies expected
to secure their own contracts within FTP 1, either through construction or procurement.
Likewise, for Chinese investment-constrained capitalists, the EPC scheme served their shortterm benefits at best given their limited access to financial resources. Under the EPC scheme,
they could directly sell their goods and services and be paid an upfront sum of money from
Indonesia’s PLN acting as the project owner. Overall, this resembles with what Lee (2017,
p.32) observes that Chinese capital “subscribed to a multidimensional conception of profit that
included not only financial returns but also political patronage”.
Looking at the list of FTP consortia (see Appendix B), it is clear that these latecomers
became ultimate winners, bagging a much more pronounced percentage of construction
contracts. These companies had varied business scale, background, and expertise. To name a
few, they included subsidiaries of central SOEs (China National Technical Import and Export
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Kalla himself has also been a strong proponent for China-led power projects in Indonesia. Kalla has been
extensively involved in numerous negotiations of electrification projects during the early years of the SBY
presidency, including in Asahan hydropower projects built by Huadian and frequently visited China along with
top management of PLN.
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Corp; Shandong Electric Power Construction), companies owned by provincial and municipal
governments (Shanghai Electric, Shandong Machinery&Equipment Import and Export Corp,
Shanghai Corporation for Foreign Economic and Technological Corp), and private
companies76 (Guangdong Machinery Import and Export Corp). Each consortium comprised
Indonesian local companies including construction SOEs, private construction companies
looking for foreign expertise for technology transfer, as well as some companies of whose
background were actually unverified. These new capitalist groupings were strikingly peculiar,
standing at the nexus of fractions of domestic capital and investment-constrained Chinese
capital which lacked market experience, financial resources, and were susceptible to legal risks.
The Indonesian counterparts sought to count on Chinese partners, assuming that the latter
would have been able to generate flexible cash loans and share efficient technology77. Yet,
those Chinese latecomers were in fact detached from the Chinese central government and they
de facto rather transferred the business risks – including land clearing, delays in fund
disbursement and construction, and completion risks – to PLN.
Regardless of the blurred boundaries between risks and opportunities, the EPCs
financing mechanisms often conflated with B-to-B mechanisms have ideological significance
for the organisations of these alliances. Among these capitalist groupings and their political
backers, there has been an emerging political consensus that technical rules and regulatory
reforms, that had long preconditioned infrastructure financing in Indonesia and promoted by
Japanese officials and trading companies, must be dismissed in order to fast track projects and
end the power crisis. In this sense, the Chinese-facilitated EPC scheme was seen as a flexible
‘pure business’ project, characterised by technological transfer, capacity to finish construction
at a rapid pace, and the availability of soft loan without requiring the Indonesian government
to push certain policy reforms or even intervene in the process – unlike the Japanese-led EPC
project under ODA scheme. However, one should not equate the ‘pure business’ context with
minimal state role. As will be evidenced through the case of FTP, this EPC scheme was
enforced through a deinstitutionalised regulatory complex which featured the pervasive
presence of discretionary dominance power that enabled the FTP capitalist grouping to instead
access financial resources from the Indonesian state. Such pervasive discretionary power
featured gradual empowerment of the Vice-Presidential Office which previously was not a part
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of the fiscal policies critical for project financing but harnessed the policy instruments of MoF
to support the B-to-B.

6.4.2 Reproducing the deinstitutionalised regulatory complex
The consolidation of the deinstitutionalised regulatory complex not only enabled the
reorganisation of alliances, but also involved modifying specific institutional constraints
through the Kalla-led Vice Presidential Office through which broader coalitions of coal
businesses rearticulated their interests. Here, we see a return of executive discretion that
featured the financing of friendship projects. In the case of the FTP, much power and discretion
concerning the tendering process, project management, and guarantee policy has been given to
the Indonesian Vice Presidential Office, as opposed to its limited regulatory authority in those
subjects (see also Shiraishi, 2013; Soebagjo, 2019). As one of Minister of Energy and Mineral
Resources officials explained in an interview78:
“Kalla had a penchant for berating local officials for foot dragging on the FTP project. He
disregarded legal regulations in issuing the guarantees and a thorough analysis and screening
of subjects receiving the guarantees. The Ministry of Energy and Mineral Resources (MEMR)
itself even did not have a clear picture as to why he was buying into Chinese persuasive deals
from the very beginning? Moreover, though many experts seriously doubted Chinese
companies’ suitability and viability for such mega projects, the entire bidding process was
determined by PLN. A few months after the first Infrastructure Summit, PLN already had a list
of winning EPC consortia for FTP 1. Top-down political initiative and a lack of transparency
characterised the whole project from the beginning.”

What the respondent referred to the guarantee was related to state guarantee issued by
the Indonesian government exclusive for FTP consortia. In the mid of 2006, while the consortia
initially indicated that they did not require state guarantee, in the middle of project preparation,
it turned out that the major financiers – Bank of China and EXIM Bank – demanded the
Indonesian government state guarantee as a condition for loan disbursement. It was reported
that CMEA and MoF were reluctant to fulfil it as the requirement was against Presidential
Decree No. 59/1972, which prohibits the government from guaranteeing loans secured by
corporations, regardless of whether they are privately or state-owned like PLN. However, Sri
Mulyani acting as the finance minister who was initially against the guarantee finally provided
the state guarantee in the form of a ‘comfort letter’ under Kalla’s approval. The decision was
legitimated by Presidential Regulation No. 86/2006 issued in October 2006, which guaranteed
the export credits provided by Chinese banks specifically for the FTP-I, stating that it was an
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exception to Presidential Decree No. 59/1972 (see Indonesian Audit Board, 2006). Projects
listed under FTP were supposed to be completed between 2006 and 2007. However, as of 2009,
only two-Java based plants (Labuan built by Chengda and Rembang built by Zelan Corp., a
Malaysia-based company) with a total capacity of 1,260 MW were nearing operation. The
majority of the Chinese-built FTP projects were delayed until 2013 while 40 percent of
completed projects broke down and lost capacity. The perverse outcome was not necessarily
because of land acquisition or bureaucratic tape, as McBeth (2016) revealed, it was rather in
part due to a mismatch between the type of boilers used and the calorific value of the
Indonesian-supplied coal. Reportedly, the Chinese plant makers already jacked up the price
during the tendering process while they replaced the very essential material for low quality
substitutes, such as the boilers and turbines. As is widely documented by existing studies, most
of the completed plants did meet the demand for electricity and shifted energy generation away
from expensive oil fuel. But they only lasted for a while as they were assembled quickly and
formed by ‘dirty and inefficient technology’ (Gunningham, 2013; Soebagjo, 2019; Tritto,
2021).A policy advisor for the Chinese government whom I met in Beijing pinpointed that this
strategy is kind of another repetition of cases of China in Africa79. When Chinese companies
bid for contracts, they often find that their rivals are giant Chinese state firms. Thus, the only
way to outrival larger companies is to lower the price to a level that no other companies can do
and these latecomers set up cartels-alike (bid rigging) or in Chinese, called “mutual
enrichment” (一起吃肉，literally “eating meat together”) to control the bid prices and
reallocate projects among them (see also Zhang 2020; Lu 2019). Importantly, aligning with
key political figures in the host country like Bakrie and Kalla have provided back-up to their
bidding in the cut-throat competition.
Nonetheless, despite their waning reputation, thanks to the China-ASEAN Free Trade
Agreement, these Chinese latecomers have already gained windfall profits from exporting the
oversupply of coal technologies to the Indonesian market with lower tariffs (Booth, 2011). As
evidenced in the 2009 bilateral trade statistic, China ran a large trade surplus with Indonesia
with around half of the Chinese imports being in the power generating and telecommunications
equipment. Booth (2011, p.150) notes that it is probable that Chinese imports in this type of
machinery were associated with the investments made by Chinese firms in the power and gas
sectors.
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To date, at the time of writing, an independent audit of FTP has never been made public.
Nor is there a clear picture as to the role of the Ministry of Commerce (MOFCOM) and Chinese
policy banks supporting these emerging fractions of capital. From the Indonesian side, a short
interview with former MEMR minister, Purnomo Yusgiantoro in his office gave an impression
that a broader coalition of Yudhoyono cabinet ministers attempted to hide the failure of FTP80.
When I asked Yusgiantoro about what has exactly caused the project delay, he blamed technical
matters pertaining to PLN-owned power plants. As he claimed, “It was no one’s fault, the
operation of numerous power plants was postponed as the PLN has been burdened by
electricity oversupply”.
An informant who has good connections with PLN officials told me that PLN
complained to the Chinese government as to the bad performance and brought with them the
agreement letter they signed with the EPC consortia to Beijing. It turned out that some
(unmentioned) companies falsified a bank guarantee letter issued by Chinese banks and
insurers to ensure PLN co-operation during the negotiation process. Meanwhile, the MOFCOM
did not even have any knowledge about some projects. As he disclosed81:
“When PLN officials came to Beijing, they tried to contact the Chinese insurer listed on the
terms of agreement. It turned out that the insurer never existed. The failure made PLN realise
that, once Chinese companies fail to perform, the project owner could not appeal to any
institutions in China. It is because the Chinese central government did not even know any
details of the project as many (latecomers) companies were detached from the centralised
power. Eventually, one of PLN officials who was responsible for the project was dismissed, yet
the real culprit was never caught. It was too complex, highly political”.

To sum up, this corresponded with what Power and Mohan (2010, p.58) argue that, “As more
companies internationalise, it becomes harder for the Chinese state to maintain a coherent
strategic and regulatory hold over them”. Likewise, rather than operating in a technical sense,
the EPC mechanism served as a distinct regulatory strategy by which these latecomers who
were detached from the central government developed alliances with like-minded forces
including Kalla and other representatives of domestic capital. Informal ties binding these forces
enabled these latecomers and their capitalist allies to get privileged access to the Indonesian
state. These included state preferential policies including the exemption from import tax duties
for the machinery and equipment, import licenses as well as specific state guarantee
mechanisms that were facilitated by Kalla. However, it is worth noting, given the failure of the
FTP, political backers like Kalla and Bakrie in fact did not ultimately get meaningful material
benefit as they first expected. One of the key technical reasons was that the Indonesian
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characteristic of coal allocated for domestic power plants did not fit into the technology and
the system applied by Chinese companies in the FTP. As explained in Chapter 5, this became
one of reasons why Kalla was constrained to widen his coalition to challenge Japanese-led
initiatives in the second infrastructure summit held at the end of 2006. Nevertheless, the
deinstitutionalised regulatory complex emerging in the context of China’s EPC scheme in turn
kept Chinese latecomers away from public scrutiny. This is because the (failure) of the EPC
scheme had been strongly embedded within prevailing oligarchs’ interests as well as the PLN.
Any moves by the Indonesian government to disclose the failure and escalate the issue to the
Chinese government would only lead to political suicide. In short, Chinese regulatory strategies
were not tethered to particular institutions which could be readily blamed for any mistake, but
entangled with powerful interests in the country which resided in the executive arm of
government – perpetuating the deinstitutionalised regulatory complex.

6.5 The reproduction of B-to-B and shifts in the nature of alliances
When Yudhoyono was elected for second term (2009-2014), he showcased a strong
will to develop the country’s infrastructure. However, much focus – especially for foreign
investment – had been redirected to power plants. This was in part because legislative changes
have led to an uncontrolled rise in coal production in Indonesia. On January 12th, 2009,
Indonesia passed Law No. 4 of 2009 regarding mineral and coal mining, putting an end to the
Mining Law of 1967. Under the new law, Coal Contracts of Work (CCoW), the legal
framework for mining business activities was changed to a licensing scheme, i.e. the Mining
Business Permit (Izin Usaha Pertambangan / IUP), Community Mining Permit (Izin
Pertambangan Rakyat / IPR), and Special Mining Business Permit (Izin Usaha Pertambangan
Khusus/ IUPK), gave local administrations the authority to issue mining permits in their area
(Wijaya, 2019, pp.318-319). With the enforcement of the new law, the number of mining
permits issued by local governments increased sharply. Thus Indonesia saw unparalleled
production in coal at the same time as India and China – the largest importer of Indonesian coal
– reduced their thermal coal imports due to new environmental regulations (Springer, 2018,
pp.88-89). It is in this context that the Indonesian government decided to expand its FTP
program, called FTP II, to absorb the domestic coal surplus (Mori 2019).
On 8th January 2010, Yudhoyono issued Presidential Decree No. 4 of 2010 as a legal
base for the second fast track program (FTP II). The decree assigned PLN to use state budgets
to develop power plants as well as other legal forms of funding including IPPs (Sambodo &
Oyama, 2010, p. 286) .This simultaneously reconsolidated PLN’s role both as an off-taker and
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representative of Indonesian state capital with its peculiar logic of accumulation – its equity
investment in coal-fired power plant derived from the central government’s electricity
subsidies while PPAs from IPPs deals locked it into rigid payment obligations it will struggle
to meet (Jarvis, 2012). However, at the same time, the Chinese latecomers that were involved
in the FTP 1, lost ground in FTP II. While FTP I has facilitated their internationalisation in the
Indonesian power infrastructure market, their poor performance has warned the Yudhoyono
government of the potential damage they would cause to PLN’s operating costs as well as to
Indonesia’s reputation as a favoured investment destination. Therefore, benefitting from the
lessons learned in FTP I, there were hopes that Chinese companies would be well on their way
to satisfy Indonesian electricity needs if they acted as investors under the IPP mechanism rather
than as contractors in the EPC mechanism (Andrews-Speed et al., 2016; Mori, 2019). As with
Paiton (Chapter IV) and the Batang project (Chapter V), under IPPs, private entities would own
and operate power generators and sell electricity produced to PLN based on pre-arranged terms.
In a technical sense, its model for financing comes in the form of Built, Operate, and Transfer
(BOT) in which the private developer finances, owns, and operates the project commercially
for the project period, after which the asset is transferred to the authority, which is PLN (see
Bernarto, 2019; Zen, 2018)
Such decision-making among Indonesian key policymakers to limit Chinese
investments to IPP placed constraints for Chinese latecomers. This is because, compared to
firstcomers like Huadian, this faction of capital lacks access to state capital and global capital
as well as competitiveness which were critical for IPPs (on the point of varying competitiveness
of Chinese capital, see de Graaff, 2020; Naughton, 2015). Neither could they rely on their
domestic allies such as Indonesian construction SOEs or the emerging private companies as in
the FTP I. These domestic partners had not accumulated experiences in IPPs, while compared
to Japan’s domestic partners in the power plant projects (see Chapter 5), they had unstable
financial performance.
Accordingly, FTP II led to a shift in the nature of the alliance, where Chinese central
SOEs like Huadian, Shenhua, and Chengda who were among firstcomers in the friendship
project, formulated shared interests with PLN. These firstcomers had access to capital in a
global market and from the Chinese state and importantly, accumulated experiences to
complete IPP projects in a timely manner, thereby enabling PLN to meet its mandated public
service obligations. This strengthening of “state-capital alliances” could be vividly observed
during Yudhoyono’s second term. During the period, large-scale investments from these
firstcomers rose, contributing to around 1,000 MW (Tritto, 2021). Some large-scale projects
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included Shenhua’s Simpang Belimbing power plant and Huadian’s Celukan Bawang power
plant.
Interestingly, these IPPs schemes took a similar ideological line with the EPC scheme
in FTP I, where Chinese companies and the PLN portrayed the project financing as ‘just
business’, reinforcing Chinese arguments that their investments would not threaten Indonesian
sovereignty. Put simply, the IPP mode of financing applied in the power plant project was
simplified into the notion of business to business (B-to-B), making it distant from the
Indonesian government. As Dahlan Iskan, former president director of the PLN (2009-2011)
and then Indonesian Minister for SOEs (2011-2014) pointed out in a media interview, even
though Chinese-financed power plants did not take PPPs form, it would not put domestic
partners’ finance and the Indonesian government at risk, as “it is purely commercial” (as cited
in Julaikah, 2014, April 8).
This chapter examines carefully the Celukan Bawang power plant that is located in the
Buleleng district, Bali province and owned by General Electric Bali, with Huadian as the major
shareholder. It is Huadian’s second controlling power plant in the country after the smaller
scale project namely TJK 2x65 MW coal-fired power plant in Batam. Through this project, we
can observe a change in the nature of the B-to-B alliance that was reorganised through the
deinstitutionalised regulatory complex. On one hand, we see how firstcomers like Huadian
have increasingly become international-oriented capitalists through Celukan Bawang. Here,
there have been tendencies among Huadian and its political coalition to distance themselves
from the national state institutions They sought their own sovereignty regime whereby the
critical conditions for project financing and business operations were secured. It included
forming a series of offshore subsidiaries as shareholders of Celukan Bawang to mitigate risks
and bypass tax burden (on this point, see Gonzalez-Vincente, 2019). On the other hand, and
also a contradictory point, the deinstitutionalised regulatory complex entailed a strategy of
scalar politics, in which regulatory authority of sub-national agencies was expended to give
Chinese IPPs a protected enclave, such as labour issues and land provision.

6.5.1 Celukan Bawang Power Plant
In essence, the Celukan Bawang project was not originally included in the FTP II but it
was among the IPPs projects listed in the 2009-2018 PLN’s Business Plan for Electricity
Utility. Tracing its development back to the first term of Yudhoyono’s presidency (2004-2009),
the project was initiated by a local company, PT General Energy Bali (GEB) collaborating with
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Shanghai Electric who sought to rectify the electricity deficit in Bali. In 2005, the GEB
procured/obtained the license to develop the project. The local company was owned by Tjandra
Limanjaya, an ethnic Chinese and controversial business figure yet a pioneer investor in eastern
Indonesia, with major holdings in tourism and electricity provision with PLN. In 2008,
Limanjaya reached out to Shanghai Electric82 to construct the 380 MW Celukan Bawang
(Wijaya Karya 2008). Shanghai Electric approached the project mainly as a profit-seeking
venture, with visions of not only finding a new market, but also acquiring shares of IPPs if
conditions allowed. Yet, the project got off the track because GEB had high yield debt.
Likewise, due to its deteriorating financial position, Shanghai Electric as the contractor also
failed to complete the construction within the 36 months since the commencement date of 12th
June 2008 (Indonesian Supreme Court, 2017, p. 4).In 2010, despite PLN’s doubts about the
project’s continuity, it kept hold of the power purchase agreement with GEB. While it assigned
some similar projects as IPP terkendala (constrained IPPs) and submitted them to Indonesia’s
National Government Internal Auditor for further verification and amendment on PPAs, PLN
refrained from doing so to the GEB. It rather awaited GEB’s decision while building submarine
cables to transfer electricity surplus from Java to Bali (PLN, 2010, p. 36)
Under this chaotic situation, the China Huadian Group, a pioneer in the earlier
friendship projects, set foot in the project. In October 2010, at the ASEAN-China Energy
Forum, the Indonesian government signed a US$1.5 billion MoU with Huadian’s subsidiaries,
China Huadian Engineering Corporation and China Huadian Development to restart halted
construction at Celukan Bawang (Ervian, 2010, October 29). At a cursory glance, the Huadiansponsored Celukan Bawang project resembled the preceding friendship projects, as the project
deal was signed between high level governments. However, distinct from the regulatory
complex of the friendship projects, project financing for Celukan Bawang was no more fully
consolidated through executive-based bilateralism. As the following section will make clear,
the project was mediated through a new political framework and new accumulation strategies
that changed the nature of deinstitutionalised regulatory complex. To reveal this dynamic, I
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“Insider privatisation” also often took place within the highly reputable Chinese state-owned company, such as
Shanghai Electric Group. Shanghai Electric is one of Shanghai’s (and also China’s) largest state-controlled
groups. In 2006, one individual, Zhang Rongkun, had come to own almost 10 percent of the Shanghai Electric
Group Company Limited that is listed in Hong Kong, a key listed company within the group. This was enabled
by the connection with Chen Liangyu, the disgraced former mayor of Shanghai and including those working in
Shanghai’s SASAC, as well as their close involvement in China’s corruption case of the decade. This is only one
story in SOEs where one individual with known political connections is able to gain a huge ownership share in a
massive company.
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will examine the merger and acquisition (M&A) process of Celukan Bawang that underpinned
the emergence of a new politico-capitalists alliance.
Huadian acquired the project from the GEB through a M&A process facilitated by
Emerging Asia Capital Partners (EACP), an advisory firm and investment bank. EACP assisted
GEB in restructuring its outstanding debt for the Celukan Bawang project including finding a
strategic partner for the GEB to resume the project. EACP’s bankers, simultaneously serving
as brokers, offered the project to Huadian which resulted in Huadian acquiring a majority stake
in GEB in 2010. With this, Huadian became the main shareholder of the GEB with total shares
of 51% along with Singapore-based Merryline International Pte. Ltd and PT General Energy
Indonesia. Under this arrangement, Huadian through GEB automatically acquired the land that
had been formerly secured by the GEB. It also secured the Power Purchasing Agreement (PPA)
that had been signed with the PLN since 2007 (EACP, 2019). For the construction, CDB and
Chinese EXIM Bank provided a loan of around US$700 million (Quit Coal, 2018).
In a nutshell, this seems a typical story of a M&A where Huadian, adhering to the
market approach, acquired equity as well as assets of GEB in order to establish a commercial
presence in the Indonesian IPPs market. But, in fact, this M&A glossed over a new mechanism
through which Huadian reorganised alliances with Indonesian politico-economic elites to
whom the central government delegated regulatory authority in power infrastructure. In the
second term of Yudhoyono’s period, Kalla did not serve as the Vice President anymore. Central
to this new coalition of elites was Dahlan Iskan, the former President Director of PLN
(December 2009 to October 2011) and then Minister for SOEs (2011-2014). Compared to
Kalla, Dahlan had a peculiar background. He was a charismatic journalist and one of the lead
shareholders of Jawa Pos Group, one of the media conglomerates in Indonesia. At the same
time, he was also president director of two private power companies, namely PT Prima Electric
Power and PT Cahaya Fajar Kaltim. It is in part due to his background and reputation that
President Yudhoyono chose him over the other candidates to lead PLN. Having been elected
for the second time, Yudhoyono himself had been compelled to take the lead to ‘clean up’
numbers of SOEs including PLN (Narindra, 2011, pp. 90–99). Dahlan as an ‘outsider’ of
Indonesian SOEs was assumed as the best figure to make an immediate improvement in PLN
that had long been plagued with inefficiencies83. Among large-scale power plant projects, the
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As of June 2011, PLN is among the country’s biggest companies, with assets worth around US$43 billion.
However, a deep-rooted graft has long undermined its performance.
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Celukan Bawang project was one of projects that Dahlan had laid out all of his strategies on
the table after his inauguration (Suharmoko & Alfian, 2009).
Before Huadian got involved, based on the previous arrangement, PT General Energy
Indonesia (GEI) was among key shareholders (29%) of the GEB. The GEB had attempted to
apply for commercial loans from Chinese banks but, in the context of the 2008 global
downturn, it failed to secure the loan resulting in project delays. Learning from the failure of
FTP I and being tasked to solve Indonesia’s electricity deficit, Dahlan Iskan intervened in the
project development and turned to Huadian with whom he had built a comfortable relationship
for years (Indonesian Supreme Court, 2019). He visited Shanghai in 2010 and asked Shanghai
Electric to withdraw from the project, arguing that the Indonesian government would not give
essential support to the project’s development. Furthermore, Dahlan convinced Tjandra
Limanjaya, the main shareholder and founder of GEB as well as the GEI’s shareholders to
transfer GEI’s stock to dummy companies, PT Nusa Cipta Energi and PT Wira Prima Energi
(see also Apriando, 2019, September 4) . These companies were owned by Tan Hedy Laurent
who had links to Iskan (Bekasi District Court, 2014, p. 12). These dummy companies were
created for Huadian to undertake a M&A where Huadian latterly acquired their shares through
EACP, making it appear as a standard business practice. Meanwhile, not until the GEI’s
shareholders appealed to the Indonesian Supreme court and won the lawsuit in 2017, Dahlan
Iskan has never paid for the shares which have been transferred to dummy companies
(Indonesian Supreme Court, 2017, p. 14)
This acquisition makes the IPP case in Celukan Bawang so exceptional, earmarking the
shifting nature of the deinstitutionalised regulatory complex. What appears to be a simple
market-based arrangement was in fact mediated through political elites working at the
discretion of the President Yudhoyono. Iskan, in his capacity as the President Director of PLN
and latterly the Minister for SOEs, as a close ally of President Yudhoyono, and a wellconnected Indonesian businessman, had access to state power and to shape development
interventions to ensure the success of FTP II even though it might require him to take a shortcut,
including but not limited to dismissing Shanghai Electric whose track-record in FTP I was not
good either. Huadian’s IPP was obscured through the M&A making it particularly more
legitimate especially at the time when the Yudhoyono government sought exemplary models
to show foreign investors that market-based IPPs were possible. To the domestic audience, the
M&A was also seen as upholding (Indonesian) state sovereignty, implying that Indonesian
governments did not need to surrender their policy making to external institutions like
MOFCOM or CDB. Should any risks emerge, the government was fully exempt from business
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debt liability. The confluence of discretionary powers vested in Iskan-controlled state agencies
and the ideological framework of B-to-B reshaped the deinstitutionalised regulatory complex
and through this complex, the alliance of complex hybrid of Chinese state capital and
Indonesian second tier companies was reorganised.
6.5.2 Extending executive bilateralism to the sovereignty regime and the sub-national
authorities
At the heart of this distinctive regulatory complex of IPP is the paradoxical combination
of deeper marketisation through M&A with growing emphasis on modes of state intervention
and mechanisms of social control. On one hand, via a M&A, China Huadian and its political
coalition distanced the GEB from both the Chinese state and Indonesian state. The politics
emerged in this context was not about whether this scheme upheld the host state’s sovereignty
or not, but rather how far the financing arrangement could effectively protect the company’s
‘flexible sovereignty regime’ (on this point, see Gonzalez-Vicente, 2019; Ong, 2006) (on this
point, see Gonzalez-Vincente 2020; Ong 2000). The latter is characterised by round-tripping
practices in which Huadian and its domestic allies invested in the Indonesian market through
offshore jurisdictions. In this sense, the seemingly state-coordinated investment partnership
rather mirrored “a transnational capitalist class than to the global South” that attempted to
benefit from the existence of “a secretive, tax-free, and sovereign homeland for the global elite”
(Gonzalez-Vincente, 2019, p. 501; see also Sutherland & Anderson, 2014)). As widely
documented, a series of offshore subsidiaries in Singapore and Hong Kong acting as
shareholders of the GEB were formed to bypass the tax burdens and public scrutiny as well as
to manage regulatory and financial risks that such investments would face under Indonesian
sovereignty. Among these risks were PLN’s risk that brought financial insecurities (QuitCoal,
2018). The power purchase agreement that was signed between the former GEB and PLN in
2007 and took over by Huadian in 2010 was not supported with a government guarantee of
PLN’s financial obligations. It was in contrast to the Japanese IPP projects commencing in
2010 onwards which received a Business Viability Guarantee Letter (BVGL) from the
Indonesian MoF (see again Chapter V). Nevertheless, with the sovereignty regime, Huadian
and its domestic capitalist allies could be shielded from litigations and protect their assets if a
force majeure event arose.
On the other hand, while being distanced from the Indonesian state, the
deinstitutionalised regulatory complex enabled Huadian and its political coalition to bring in
alliances with other social forces including local elites and provincial governments. Unlike
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Japanese capitalists, the Huadian coalition from the outset did not attempt to demand any
regulatory reforms or set any policy consultation platforms to organise alliances as well as to
institutionalise risks. Gong Xue’s (2021) seminal work on the internationalisation of Chinese
SOEs fathoms this tendency by claiming that Chinese companies influenced by the principles
of non-interference and their “logic of appropriateness” opted to heavily rely on various sociopolitical connections in the host country to resolve problems. This is because they have been
accustomed to “a domestic environment that restricts activities of the civil society and NGOs”
(Gong, 2021, p.4) as well as “dependence on the state for policy guidance” (ibid, p.3).
However, in the context of Celukan Bawang, the seemingly-passive Huadian does not readily
mean that it remains an external force. It rather implies that Huadian was already internalised
within the Indonesian state and its regulatory financing strategies manifested as political
processes enacted through compromises among broader social forces at varying scales,
including local and provincial scales. This is the dynamic of alliances that have been
undermined by the logic of appropriateness.
The absence of a centralised institutional framework in this ‘purely-business’ project
had allowed direct compromises between Huadian and sub-national governments, among
others the Bali provincial government and the Buleleng district government where the project
was located. In tandem with decentralisation in Indonesia, the negotiated compromises were a
manifestation of the convergence of material interests of sub-national authorities. For these
sub-national governments, electricity provision was a political decision. Democratised
Indonesia, as Sambodo & Oyama (2010) argue, failed to achieve a high level of efficiency on
the performance of the electricity sector which would bring detrimental impacts to these local
elites’ political legitimacy in the next regional election. Therefore, they sought to utilise their
regulatory capacity to ensure a targeted project would not suffer any delay, let alone be
cancelled. To illustrate, the then Governor of Bali, I Made Mangku Pastika (2008-2018) was
the former Bali’s Chief of Police. His background as the chief negotiator in the 2002 and 2005
Bali Bombings has stood his political career in good stead. Given the electricity deficit in Bali
in early 2010, this project became a source for him to maintain his political legitimacy,
especially for the regional election in 2013 (see Ervian, 2010, October 29).
Since its commencement, the project has seen significant local opposition which
Pastika was expected to mitigate. The project’s environmental impact assessment (AMDAL)
signed by Patika under the Bali Governor Decision No. 626/04/B/Hk/2013 in 2013 had been
challenged by student activists and NGOs including the Indonesian Forum for the Environment
(Walhi), Greenpeace, and the Bali Legal Aid Foundation (Kertaraharja, 2013, January 4; Quit
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Coal, 2018). The opposition forces alleged that the project failed to ensure fair land acquisition
and did not involve the local community during the AMDAL process, a violation of regulation
Law No. 32 of 2009 on the Environmental Protection and Management. While they raised these
issues to the provincial government and GEB, Pastika rather reframed the problem by claiming
that the coal-fired power plant already used a high standard of environmentally-friendly
technology. Likewise, the Huadian representative, Sung Qingsong had also echoed similar
sentiment and ensconced the company in the provincial government’s discretion, as he claimed
in a media interview: “We have shown that we apply a high and good standard. It is deemed
adequate by the Bali’s provincial government and local communities” (as cited in Renaldi,
2018).
Not least important, unlike the Japanese constructed regulatory complex that
encompassed formal regulatory framework and technical instruments, the incorporation of subnational authorities into the deinstitutionalised regulatory complex rather enabled Chinese
enclaves, such as the flexible labour regime which was central to Chinese SOEs’ accumulation
strategy. Such enclaves provided Huadian access over profit maximisation in the shorter term
and in turn this Huadian-enclave was sustained through broader coalition forces including the
Buleleng district government (see Lee, 2009, 2019).As Huadian was under constant pressure
to show the Indonesian government that they were able to speed up the construction, just like
typical Chinese companies, the price of labour was central to the project. Consequently, there
had been complaints of excessive reliance on Chinese workers over locals in Celukan Bawang
(“Seven foreign workers deported from Bali,” 2017).
According to the report from Walhi (2013), the GEB had overseas workers who had
incomplete immigration documentation. It only employed very few local workers, around 10
percent of the total workforce, while the majority were Chinese labourers (Tritto, 2021).
Indonesia in fact has strict laws regarding foreign labour while employment visas are only
granted for specific jobs and issued by the Directorate General of Immigration (“Seven foreign
workers deported from Bali,” 2017)in Jakarta. The entry of these labourers was facilitated by
a network of labour brokers based in China and Indonesia that were outsourced by Huadian
and its contractors. Many Chinese workers were actually underpaid and worked in poor
conditions. While local NGOs and student activists raised the labour issue – often
sensationalised as “the invasion of Chinese workers” – with the Buleleng government, the latter
first promised to review their employment and seize the passports of illegal Chinese workers.
But, as it turned out, the regional authority was dragged into the broader alliance of forces that
included the network of labour brokers. It attempted to shield Huadian and their domestic
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capitalist allies from political opposition by depoliticising the issue, claiming that the use of
Chinese labour was only temporary and for the purpose of knowledge transfer (Metro Bali,
2013). This claim was highly contested, as Tritto (2021) found, up to 2017, there were still
seven workers at the plant who were found without immigration documents. Opportunist local
elites continued to bypass immigration procedures, allowing the re-entry of Chinese workers.
Put simply, this loosening labour restriction illustrates the salient characteristic of
deinstitutionalised regulatory complex which enabled the incorporation of broader social
forces, including sub-national elites and brokers into the financing governance wherein
Huadian indirectly gained benefits.
6.6 Conclusion
This chapter has provided an introduction to the internationalisation of Chinese capital
during the going-out period in the Indonesian infrastructure market. It has also analysed the
extent to which Chinese SOEs had built alliances with different politico-economic forces
capable of reshaping the functions of executive agencies to reinforce Chinese regulatory
strategies. China’s going-out policy introduced in 1999 had pushed the selective
internationalisation of investment-constrained capitalists such as central SOEs through ODAalike mechanisms by which they developed alliances with new emerging domestic capital and
high-rank officials including Indonesian presidents. As explained, the way the regulatory
strategy reproduced had given rise to a deinstitutionalised regulatory complex. Unlike its
Japanese counterparts which tend to have a fixed institutional frame and clear boundaries of
functions between Indonesian key institutions, the Chinese deinstitutionalised regulatory
complex lacked a rigid institutional frame to institutionalise risk and sustain regulatory
strategies. Conditions for project financing – the breakdown of traditional alliances and
reorganisation of new alliances, risk control, and other mechanism – had been reshaped in an
ad-hoc basis and heavily undergirded by ideological notions of non-interference.
Loans and investment practices were intersected with developmentalist discourse
claiming that China-led infrastructure cooperation was not about politics, but about market
operations that brought about benefits for everyone without any conditionalities. Likewise,
powerful Indonesian leaders including Gus Dur and Megawati shared an ideological affinity,
believing that Chinese infrastructure financing as an alternative to Western financing would
have made highly risky infrastructure technically plausible. As such, the early years of Chinese
going-out trajectories in Indonesian infrastructure politics has led to some decidedly opaque
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clique of interests that laid at the heart of the so-called “friendship” projects. Beneath these
projects laid social alliances comprising a tiny group of Chinese and Indonesian political elites
and a select group of Chinese SOEs who had sufficient capacity to bypass traditional agencies
of infrastructure and deliberate policies that were exclusive to Chinese projects.
However, with the emergence of Chinese latecomers and transformation of the
Indonesian state in the mid-2000s, the regulatory complex was under pressure. As the case of
FTP 1 demonstrated, Chinese ‘latecomers’ racing to the bottom attempted to outcompete the
firstcomers by forging alliances with the emerging politico-economic forces that had access to
the Indonesian Vice President’s Office. The social alliances promoted EPC contracts as purely
commercial and risk-free projects – from which Indonesia in turn could have benefited from
Chinese enterprises’ expertise, rapid construction, technology, and credit facilities. This
confluence of ideological framework of the EPC scheme and a powerful political-capitalist
grouping gave rise to deinstitutionalised regulatory complex that perpetuated executive
discretion that could be regarded as consistent with the empirical observations underpinning
friendship projects. In the case of FTP 1, much power and discretion has been given to the
Indonesian Vice Presidential Office, as opposed to its limited regulatory authority in
infrastructure financing, to manage risks as well as to compensate the failure of FTP I itself.
During the second term of Yudhoyono’s administration, given some malpractices that
occurred in the FTP 1, domestic political elites sought to reshape relative power within the
regulatory complex by shifting financing mechanisms to IPPs. Here, Chinese companies were
redirected to the IPP mechanism instead of the EPC scheme with expectation that they would
have performed better as project owners. As such, this put the Chinese first comers including
central SOEs in a pole position. However, as the Huadian-owned Celukan Bawang case study
shows, the emergence of IPPs as a B-to-B regulatory financing strategy did not necessarily
result in risks being more institutionalised. Neither was there a rigid institutional frame from
which all conditions critical for IPPs were reproduced. Rather, it was contingent upon a
renewed deinstitutionalised regulatory complex which incorporated flexible sovereignty
regimes and sub-national forces into financing governance. Through sovereignty regimes,
Huadian and their domestic allies bypassed the tax burdens and financial insecurities that such
IPP projects would face under Chinese and Indonesian sovereignty. Simultaneously, given the
flexible institutional arrangement, Huadian and its domestic allies also managed to de-risk the
project by accommodating the interests of sub-national actors whose political legitimacy and
agendas were susceptible to the success of the project. In this setting, by the discretion of
regional authorities, including the Bali governor and parliament members, the project enjoyed
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preferential treatment especially in land acquisition and labour that were critical for reducing
commercial and political risks.
After all, the B-to-B regulatory strategy has been particularly salient in the efforts of
negotiating compromises with the dominant forces in Indonesia while ideological notions of
non-interference and equality continued to provide an ideological base from which Chinese
forces of capital could build legitimacy of their regulatory strategy. It is also noteworthy that
unlike Japan’s consolidated alliances through the master plan and reshaped Indonesian key
national institutions – MoF and CMEA – to create the conditions for project financing, the adhoc nature of Chinese alliance did not suffice to facilitate the establishment of any kind of
master plan, rather a temporal solution which often resulted in “the exercise of the state
functions becoming decentred” (Poulantzas 1987, 82). In this way, we can understand Chinese
infrastructure financing in the context of going-out in Indonesia as ‘deinstitutionalised’. As we
can already see from friendship projects, FTP 1, to IPPs through Celukan Bawang,
infrastructure financing could be reshaped on an ad-hoc basis, providing Chinese capital with
a flexible set of strategies by which to engage and attract potential stakeholders.
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Chapter 7 – Shifting alliances and the institutionalised
regulatory complex under the Belt and Road Initiative (20142020)
7.1 Introduction
The growth of China’s presence in Indonesia since the early 2000s has been spectacular,
both politically and economically, especially in relation to infrastructure aid and investment.
As has been illustrated in Chapter 6, Chinese capital has been increasingly critical to the
development of Indonesia’s power infrastructure which at the time required substantial loans
and investments. The previous chapter showed that different regulatory strategies including
concessional loans and B-to-B were mediated by domestic power changes in Indonesia and
enforced by, what I argue is a deinstitutionalised regulatory complex. The latter encompassed
a confluence of informal institutions and the ideological principles of non-interference which
enabled the reorganisation of a complex hybrid of Chinese SOEs and private capital as well as
newly emerging domestic capital in Indonesia. The dominance of informal institutions carried
significant implications for Chinese financing governance which saw wide discretionary power
of Indonesian government officials decide and execute certain rules and mechanisms exclusive
to Chinese regulatory strategies. I also examine the extension of the deinstitutionalised
regulatory complex to the subnational scale in Indonesia in early 2010. In particular, this
included the incorporation of broader social forces including Indonesian subnational elites and
opportunist brokers into financing governance, therein making the Chinese B-to-B more
cohesive and legitimate.
In this chapter, focusing on the Belt and Road Initiative (BRI) during the Joko Widodo
‘Jokowi’ period (2014-now), I examine the reproduction of the Chinese B-to-B and the shifting
nature of Chinese alliances in Indonesia. In particular, I investigate how contradictions of
capitalist transformation in China led to the outward expansion of Chinese market-constrained
capitalists including Chinese state railway companies, and how this in turn led to the emergence
of new alliances between Indonesian SOEs with the fraction of Chinese state capitalists
alongside Jokowi’s technocratic and populist agenda. Only weeks after coming into power in
2014, Jokowi launched his signature nine development agendas, called Nawacita that
prioritised accelerated infrastructure development to connect the peripheries with growth
centres and promoting inter-island connectivity (Salim & Negara, 2018). Central to the
infrastructure push is Jokowi’s idea of a Global Maritime Fulcrum (GMF) which seeks to
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restore Indonesia as a maritime power by developing new sea corridors that connect port
infrastructure within the archipelago and push for the development of toll roads and railway
lines to boost the local economy (Lalisang & Candra, 2020) .
The capital requirement for a GMF was nevertheless massive. From 2014-2019,
US$450 billion worth of investment was needed to fund infrastructure plans, while only thirty
percent of the funding for these projects can be provided by public spending (Y. Sato &
Damayanti, 2015; W Suzuki, 2015). The BRI, launched in 2013 by President Xi Jinping,
focused on infrastructure cooperation and has been widely seen as China’s answer to Jokowi’s
GMF. Chinese leaders, companies, and infrastructure consultants aggressively promoted the
BRI as a means by which the Indonesian government could achieve its ambitious infrastructure
goals (Damuri et al., 2019, p. 11; Soepardi, 2015).
At the height of the BRI strategy, a complex hybrid of Chinese capital –
internationalised capital, investment-constrained SOEs, as well as market-constrained SOEs
and private capital – ventured overseas in search of infrastructure markets and resources, or in
the conceptualisation of political geography scholars, the BRI has led to “an infrastructure turn”
(Zheng et al., 2021). Central to the strategy is the emergence of “new maximalism” that
resulted in the increasing convergence of competing interests in a particular sector. The new
maximalism promoted by Xi Jinping foregrounds new strategic purposes, fenfa youwei
(striving for achievement) and dayou kewei (there is much we can do) (Lowsen, 2019). For
these purposes, competing state capitalists – mostly central SOEs (yangqi) – were merged in
strategic and collaborative ways by the central authority. This led to a series of horizontal
mergers of large-scale market-constrained SOEs to control competition, ensure efficient use of
resources to internationalise, and maximise assets (Leutert, 2016, pp. 86–88). The immediate
outcome was that a troop of state capitalists emerged into a consolidated form of interests and
were mobilised by the Chinese state to venture into large-scale projects overseas. To name a
few, they include the merger of electricity producer China Guodian and coal company Shenhua
Group as well as the consolidation of the China South Railway and the China North Railway
Corporation Limited into the China Railway Stock Corporation (Mitchell, 2014). Central to
their internationalisation is the prevalence of B-to-B as a mode of financing. It is presented as
an innovative ‘mechanism of accumulation’ (Gonzalez-Vicente, 2020) that enables a heavily
indebted economy, like Indonesia, to undertake necessary infrastructural works without
increasing its debt burden or needing to agree to onerous macroeconomic conditionalities
(Carmody et al., 2022; Kaplan, 2021). Concurrently, underneath the B-to-B lies a distinct
ideological notion of risks that resemble the one transpiring in the late going out period. The
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B-to-B mechanism is equated with the market-based approach which does not require direct
participation of the state, thereby keeping the project financing from sovereign debt issues. As
Kaplan (2021, p. 80) notes, in line with China’s non-interference policy, Chinese policy banks
avoid onerous policy conditions, such as fiscal discipline that could be interpreted as infringing
on national sovereignty.
However, as this chapter will show, the way B-to-B is operationalised under the BRI in
Indonesia is not straightforward and apolitical. Neither does it ostracise the Indonesian state.
Rather, the way it was reproduced involves changes in the alliance formation as well as in
interests of broader social groups outside the alliance. As Klinger (2019, p.2) reminds us, “The
BRI is not inevitable, and it is important to distinguish between grand plans and actual local
transformation while taking seriously the interplay of both”. State transformation in Jokowi’s
Indonesia has empowered old existing capitalist forces, particularly Indonesian construction,
and railway SOEs under Jokowi’s populist agenda in infrastructure development. Given their
problematic creditworthiness, these SOEs found new alliances with Chinese state capitalists,
expecting beneficial arrangements from Chinese-led B-to-B. Crucially, distinct from the
preceding regulatory complex established to facilitate Chinese capital in the nature of
preceding regulatory complex in the going out era, the alignment of interests between these
Indonesian and Chinese state capitalists produced a more institutionalised form of B-to-B. In
this setting, Chinese B-to-B was enforced by a semi-institutionalised regulatory complex. The
term semi-institutionalised means that while informal institutions remain important, there has
been a growing significance of formal institutions through which suitable conditions for the Bto-B financing rules, effective policies, and alliance cohesiveness – were reproduced. However,
I distinguish this semi-institutionalised regulatory complex from the Japanese regulatory
complex wherein risks were institutionalised under a coherent policy. In the case of China,
what should be clear is that the semi-institutionalised regulatory complex embodied a form of
institutionalised discretion of key state actors who could ensure that essential conditions for
infrastructure financing were met. The exercise of discretion became increasingly formal and
visible and was attached to the function of particular Indonesian state institutions which stand
at the nexus of Chinese state capitalists and fractions of the Indonesian state capital. This
included developmental functions performed by these state institutions which masked legal
incoherence in infrastructure financing and against their original institutional mandates.
As we will see in the following section, the alliance of Chinese market-constrained
capitalists and Indonesian SOEs backed by Indonesian political elites who had dominant
control over resources, pursued certain strategies of financing that would otherwise be
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impossible in the typical case of a ‘purely private project’. This transnational social formation
gave rise to a semi-institutionalised regulatory complex that placed a national-based institution,
namely the Coordinating Ministry for Maritime Affairs and Investment (CMMI) in the policy
making and project implementation sphere. The newly-established ministry was led by Luhut
Pandjaitan, a retired general and powerful business magnate who has Jokowi’s ears. More
importantly, through the CMMI, he has been holding a developmental mandate to drive better
infrastructure outcomes under Jokowi’s GMF as well as oversee BRI projects in Indonesia
(Mietzner, 2016; Power, 2019; Priyandita, 2021). As will be elaborated further, the CMMI
served as a key component of the Chinese semi-institutionalised regulatory complex in
Indonesia in a way that institutionalised the discretionary power of Pandjaitan over certain rules
and mechanisms exclusive to Chinese B-to-B in Indonesia.
It is worth noting that, institutionalised discretion does not mean that Chinese financing
governance is fully centralised. It also operates within scalar politics. In this case, B-to-B
allows greater flexibility for Chinese capitalist and domestic allies to incorporate subnational
government interests to project financing, thereby expanding local executive responsibilities to
indirectly manage risks. To reveal this process, this chapter starts by focusing on the shifting
patterns of internationalisation of Chinese capital under the BRI identifying the emergence of
Chinese market-constrained capitalist forces. Using the case study of the Jakarta-Bandung
High Speed Railway (JBHSR), this chapter investigates how a Chinese consortium of the
JBHSR through the B-to-B regulatory strategy developed alliances with Indonesian
construction and transportation SOEs which gained privileged access to state power under
Jokowi’s developmental agenda. The JBHSR evidenced the semi-institutionalised regulatory
complex in two ways. First, it extended the developmental logic of Indonesian SOEs as the
provider of public goods in Indonesia. The regulatory complex of B-to-B included a joint
venture of Indonesian SOEs and Chinese SOEs for developing the JBHSR, named IndonesiaChina Fast Train (Kereta Cepat Indonesia Cina, ‘KCIC’). Under this joint venture, risks
became increasingly embedded within Indonesian SOEs. The way KCIC operationalised and
financed the ‘purely private’ project was simultaneously accompanied by a shifting role of
Indonesian SOEs from a business partner to risk bearers. In other words, the Chinese-led B-toB could only become more cohesive under the Indonesian state capital. It is also within and
through KCIC that negotiated compromises between capitalist forces and broader social forces
including sub-national governments and non-governmental organisations (NGOs) were
achieved. Second, the case of the JBHSR illustrates how an institutionalised discretion under
the CMMI prompted regulatory functions of other key nationally-based infrastructure agencies
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to enable financing strategies and specific mechanisms, that are normally tailored to the statesponsored infrastructure projects, to be applied in the financing of the JBHSR. Under this
arrangement, KCIC managed to share the financing burden with the Indonesian state while
sustaining the implementation of B-to-B in Indonesia. An analysis of the centralised regulatory
authority in the case of the JBHSR is then followed by a discussion of the scalar politics that
impart institutionalised discretion.

7.2 The BRI and infrastructure financing: The emergence of new
fractions of Chinese capital
Since 2013, ‘One Belt One Road’ (OBOR) – later renamed the Belt and Road Initiative
(BRI) – has emerged as President Xi Jinping’s hallmark foreign policy initiative. This initiative
is composed of a land-based economic corridor through Central Asia and a maritime
counterpart that will run through Southeast Asia and the Indian Ocean to Africa and the
Mediterranean Sea (Aoyama, 2016). Some Chinese scholars frame the BRI as a ‘grand
strategy’ and a ‘great initiative’ designed personally by Xi to reclaim China’s geopolitical
dominance in the region (Beeson, 2018; Chen, 2014; Zhao, 2019). Others contend that the BRI
is China’s going out 2.0 (Cao, 2019, p. 234). By this, they highlight the way the BRI
“consolidates and elevates already existing ideas and practices” (Yeh & Wharton, 2016, p.
308). In particular, those practices include solving overaccumulation problems in China by
leveraging China’s comparative advantages in infrastructure development, financial power,
and manufacturing capacity (Summers, 2016; Wang et al., 2015; Yeh, 2016). This section
departs from this argument by linking the BRI with infrastructure financing. While I do not
dismiss the basic argument that the BRI facilitates a spatial fix for Chinese capital (Alon et al.,
2014), my interpretation of the BRI is much more focused on the transformation of the Chinese
state and the strong permeation of Chinese market-constrained capitalists. This cohort of
capitalists adds nuance to existing regulatory strategies in part due to their paradoxical stance
on project financing. Whilst backed up by state diplomacy, their internationalisation was itself
challenged by competing interests within the Chinese capitalist system (see Lee, 2019; Tritto,
2020). This means that they had to seek some preferential policies through domestic capitalist
allies in Indonesia with whom they bound via regulatory strategies. Before revealing these
dynamics of alliances further, I will first explain the nature of the BRI and its implications for
the emergence of new Chinese capitalist forces.
The BRI became an official top-level plan when it was incorporated into the Decision
of the Central Committee of the Communist Party of China in November 2013 and again into
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the State Council’s 2014 Report on the Work of the Government (State Council, 2014).
Furthermore, in the 13th Five Year Plan of China (2016-2020), the BRI is tied to an overarching
regional development strategy, that is focused on a dual strategy of attracting foreign
investments and encouraging Chinese enterprises to invest abroad (National Development and
Reform Commission, 2016). To further clarify its contents, the National Development and
Reform Commission (NDRC), Ministry of Foreign Affairs, and Ministry of Commerce
(MOFCOM) of China, with the authorisation of the State Council, issued the “Vision and
Actions on Jointly Building Silk Road Economic Belt and 21st Century Maritime Silk Road”
in March 2015 (Summers, 2016). In this official document, the Chinese government
emphasises the initiative as “a way for a win–win cooperation that promotes common
development and prosperity and a road towards peace and friendship by enhancing mutual
understanding and trust, and strengthening all-round exchanges” with five priorities including
“policy coordination, facilities connectivity, unimpeded trade, financial integration and peopleto-people bound” (Xinhua, 2017).
Following the authorisation of the initiative, the official Xinhua Agency published its
BRI map in Chinese and English in 2014 that illustrates the BRI’s massive geographic coverage
(Sum, 2019). As shown below, the map displays a territory called the “New Silk Road” that
begins in Xi’an in central China, passes through Strait Malacca in Southeast Asia, and stretches
west through Central Asia. It then runs southwest to Istanbul and heads northwest to Europe.
The map is premised on ‘infrastructure development’ and ‘connectivity’, and understood to be
based on the popular saying, “to get rich build a road first, to get rich first, build a fast road”
(yao xiang fu xian xiulu) (Yeh & Wharton, 2016, p. 297), has placed infrastructure as the very
targeted form of investment abroad. The map suggesting “models from China” also reflects a
larger ideological shift towards the virtues of Chinese-style development and Chinesesponsored projects (Apostolopoulou, 2021; Klinger & Muldavin, 2019; Sum, 2019),
legitimising Chinese companies’ presence in host countries. For example, the Guangzhou
Forest Garden Group, one of China’s largest private property developers based in the
Guangdong province, rendered its own mega plan project as a standard demonstration zone of
the BRI in Southeast Asia, promising

integrated production bases and infrastructure

development to shape ‘new Shenzhen’ in the region (Mahrotri & Choong, 2016).
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Figure 5 : Belt and Road Map

Source: Xinhua (2016)

Under the BRI, there has been the enhancement of Chinese diplomatic activities in
promoting projects that are relatively novel, abandoning the agenda of securing natural
resources that have long preoccupied the infrastructure financing policies in the going out
period (Yan, 2022). Here, a trend of China exporting a wide range of high-value-added and
high-tech industrial goods takes shape. This relates to President Xi Jinping’s national program
of Made in China 2025 which seeks to engineer a shift for China from being a low-end
manufacturer to becoming a high-end producer of goods. The goal is to tap into China’s
increasingly wealthy home consumer base as well as the value-added global sourcing segment
(“The branding of Made-in-China: going global”, 2015).
The high-speed rail (HSR) industry makes a powerful case in point for the “Made in
China” agenda. Since the inception of the BRI, the Chinese government has become
increasingly active in spearheading the country’s HSR technology through various diplomatic
and ideological apparatuses (Jones & Zeng, 2019; Yan, 2022). State officials often associate
HSR as a symbol of modernisation and a high-value good that China can contribute to the
Global South. As such, this produces a collective imaginary that reinforces the idea of how
HSR would lead to technology transfer, facilitate mobility, and generate economic growth in
developing countries (see Lu, 2021). So important is HSR to the BRI model that China’s top
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leaders including the president, the vice-president, and the prime minister dedicated several
diplomatic visits to Indonesia, Laos, and Thailand to promote HSR projects (Aiyara, 2019).
Likewise, Chinese policy banks have also continued to subsidise the internationalisation of
Chinese companies in the HSR sector (Gong, 2021).
Correspondingly, internationalisation of the Chinese state that is focused on exporting
high technology generates the emergence of ‘newcomers’ that has not yet ‘gone out’ or what I
term in this thesis, market-constrained capitalists (see Chapter 3). This fraction of capital, for
example, Chinese railway companies have different accumulation strategies compared to their
predecessors that internationalised earlier. As they operate in a niche market, marketconstrained capitalists risk facing long-term capital constraints and low returns (Chen, 2020).
While they are aware of the risk, their traditional dependence on state capitalism has affected
the way they perceive risks associated with project financing. This was reinforced by
interviews with Chinese officials, advisors, and HSR representatives, where they focused on
jargon such as ‘ideas’, ‘development to come in many years’, ‘technological transfer’,
‘business to business’ approach and the like; without clearly specifying what profitability
scheme they are aiming for and what are their strategies to finance the project, let alone specific
mechanisms to mitigate risks associated with the project. There is a tacit consensus among
them that managing risks and reorganising relationships with domestic allies who have access
to the host state are two similar and interrelated ideas. Therefore, modes of financing –
whatever forms they take – basically have a similar degree of functionality as long as they are
sustained by alliances whose dominant forces are strongly embedded within (host) state
capitalism (see Grgić, 2019; Lu & Schönweger, 2019; Rowedder, 2020).
Likewise, in conjunction with domestic power changes in Indonesia during the time,
the Chinese capitalists had to renew their financing strategies given that the going out linked
regulatory complex which enforced different modes of financing was no longer relevant. Under
the new power configuration, Indonesian political elites including powerful ministries and a
selected group of Indonesian SOEs working under Jokowi’s national development agenda
emerged as potential allies for Chinese market-constrained capitalists. Negotiated
compromises between them were consolidated through the semi-institutionalised regulatory
complex which laid the groundwork for rules and mechanisms pivotal for project financing.
The Jakarta-Bandung High Speed Railway illustrates the dynamics of alliances and of
institutionalised discretion of key state actors.
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7.3 The Jakarta-Bandung High Speed Railway
Before analysing the infrastructure politics of the JBHSR, I first begin with a brief
explanation of state transformation in Indonesia which has seen the emergence of new social
coalitions that would facilitate and cushion Chinese investment in the HSR sector. As also
briefly mentioned in Chapter 5, President Jokowi swept to power in 2014 with an enormous
electoral mandate, namely massive infrastructure development. During his first year in office,
he launched a series of regulatory initiatives as well as institutional rearrangement aimed at
filling infrastructure gaps in the country (McCawley, 2015; Ray & Ing, 2016). Central to the
institutional arrangement is the strengthening function of the Presidential Office and the
establishment of the Coordinating Ministry for Maritime Affairs and Investment (CMMI).
Jokowi’s national agenda oscillates between market-oriented policies and the expansion of
SOEs in the infrastructure market, including but not limited to directly assigning (penugasan)
a project to SOEs (Ray & Ing, 2016), or in Warburton’s (2016, p. 297) coinage, “a Jokowistyled new developmentalism”. Here, the President issues a letter of assignment, i.e a
presidential regulation that specifies which Indonesian SOEs will undertake the particular
project and crucially these SOEs would be provided with state capital injections (Prabowo,
2019). This arrangement has led to the reconstitution of Indonesian SOEs and essentially
placed the state at the core of infrastructure financing.
On the other hand, with Jokowi’s infrastructure push came a new political emphasis on
the newly set-up Coordinating Ministry for Maritime Affairs (latterly it became the CMMI in
2019) in 2014 (Bappenas, 2015). The Coordinating Ministry oversees four line ministries,
among others, the Ministry of Maritime Affairs and Fisheries; Ministry of Transportation;
Ministry of Tourism; and, Ministry of Energy and Mineral Resources. The CMMI has been
headed by powerful politico-business figure, Luhut Pandjaitan for two consecutive terms of
the Jokowi’s presidency (2014- now). Being Jokowi’s right-hand man, Pandjaitan is regarded
– by government officials, academics, and the press alike – as “the minister of everything” or
menteri segalanya – from managing GMF-linked infrastructure projects, raising funds for the
sovereign wealth fund, courting investors for the Indonesian new capital city, fighting against
terrorism to handling the COVID-19 pandemic (Fauzia, 2019). More crucially, the BRI has
been gradually institutionalised through and within the CMMI as Pandjaitan has himself been
tasked by the President to facilitate GMF-related investments including pursuing and
monitoring Chinese investment in Indonesia (Communication Bureau of Coordinating
Ministry for Maritime Affairs and Investment, 2017).
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In 2018, in his capacity as the

Coordinating Minister for Maritime Affairs and Investment, Pandjaitan was appointed
coordinator of the Global Maritime Fulcrum-Belt and Road Initiative (GMF-BRI), making
Chinese capitalists increasingly connected to

Pandjaitan. As widely observed by many

Indonesian scholars, the Chinese government, and the media, Pandjaitan is explicitly referred
to as Indonesia’s “Coordinator for Cooperation with China” (Priyandita, 2021, p. 61).
Amidst the reconstitution of national-based institutions, subnational governments
continue to play an important role in infrastructure financing. At the sub-national level, the
provincial and district governments exercise local state control and authority, for example, in
the issuance of licenses in which the practice often challenges the central authority (Karim,
2019; Lewis & Oosterman, 2009). In many cases, there have also been political contestations
between subnational elites whose interests were entangled with the project hence resulting in
the increase of financial risks associated with the project (see Lane, 2014; Nasution, 2016) .
These local claimants to state power accompanied by diverse popular movements carry
significant implications on the nature of infrastructure alliances.
Taken together, such transformation of the Indonesian state has led to the emergence of
new politico-economic forces including Indonesian SOEs, subnational elites, and nationalbased political elites and oligarchs dominating key ministries. These power relations have
conditioned the entry of Chinese capital into the Indonesian HSR market, especially in terms
of who Chinese capitalists forge alliances with, and how Chinese capitalists are internalised
into these forces’ struggles for power. As the following section will make clear, in this setting,
Chinese market-constrained capitalists – the newcomers under the BRI framework – forged
alliances with the Indonesian SOEs and political figures like Pandjaitan via the B-to-B
mechanism. The operationalisation of B-to-B in this context should not be readily understood
in the normative sense that Chinese SOEs collaborated with Indonesian SOEs and in turn, each
party injects capital/equity into the project. Rather, the B-to-B itself constituted a regulatory
strategy that has been reproduced in a manner that enabled compromises between Chinese
market-constrained capitalists and Indonesian SOEs as well as among wider social forces,
including sub-national governments (on the point of sub-national governments, see Lim et al.,
2021). This reorganisation of alliances was subsumed under a distinct regulatory complex that
encompassed substantive shifts in functions of state institutions like the CMMI as well as a
new technical ad-hoc committee led by the CMMI. As will be made clear, it is also through the
assemblage of institutions that Chinese B-to-B became more embedded with the dominant
features of Indonesian state capitalism, including the Indonesian SOEs monopolisation of
resources. Crucially, dominant forces sustaining the B-to-B strategy managed to herald the
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extensive use of state prerogatives under the institutionalised discretion of the CMMI to ensure
the project’s sustainability.

7.3.1 The reproduction of B-to-B as a regulatory strategy
The idea of a fast train project in Indonesia dated back to 2011, when the Japan
International Cooperation Agency (JICA) together with the Indonesian Ministry of National
Development Planning (Bappenas) carried out a feasibility study on the Jakarta-Surabaya highspeed railway, with phase one connecting Jakarta-Bandung (JICA, 2013). Latterly, in 2013,
the Yudhoyono government listed the project as one of the priority projects in 2013. When
President Joko Widodo (Jokowi) came to power in 2014, he shelved the plan to build a HSR
with the aim to reallocate the budget for development projects outside Java (Dharma &
Suryadinata, 2019). Key ministries by all means supported Jokowi’s plan. The former
Bappenas minister Andrinof Chaniago argued that a high-speed railway was not a priority area
for the current administration. Similarly, the former transportation minister, Ignatius Jonan
underlined that infrastructure development in the country’s outermost islands was more urgent
than the HSR project (Heriyanto, 2016).
Much to the surprise of everyone, not least the Japanese, in March 2015, Jokowi asked
both Japan and China to bid on the project for the Jakarta-Bandung route, making China
officially a Japanese challenger to the fast train project in Indonesia. In the aftermath of a fierce
bidding war between China and Japan over the HSR project, in September 2015, it was decided
that Chinese companies would build and fund the project under the B-to-B mechanism
(Dharma & Suryadinata, 2019). Amidst criticism, the Indonesian government presented the
HSR as an exemplary case for emulating the Chinese model of HSR development that has led
to rapid modernisation and economic growth without needing to take on sovereign risk or be
directly tied to Chinese lending (Cabinet Secretariat of the Republic of Indonesia, 2016a;
Communication Bureau of Coordinating Ministry for Maritime Affairs and Investment, 2021)
However, development scholars and practitioners continued to echo scepticism on the
Indonesian government’s decision. They argued that the absence and poor functioning
infrastructural governance structures constituted a serious and unacceptable financial and
political risk that should not be allowed to fester unchecked (see Dharma & Suryadinata, 2019;
Yoshimatsu, 2018). There is a general sense of agreement in the literature and media reporting
that the then Indonesian Minister of SOEs, Rini Soemarno (2014-2019) misused her authority
to directly appoint Indonesian SOEs to take on the project soon after China won the project
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(Camba, 2020a; Kim, 2016). Soemarno was also seen as bypassing the traditional lines of state
authorities. She directly negotiated with Chinese companies and pushed the establishment of a
state-owned fast train consortium, named PT Indonesia China Fast Train (or Kereta Cepat
Indonesia-China, ‘KCIC’), without prior consultation with relevant ministries including
Bappenas and the Indonesian Ministry of Transportation and Indonesian parliament.
Soemarno’s decision-making thus created an impression that the minister had planned the
consortium long before the Indonesian government announced the bid result and further
leveraged the facilitative conditions for Chinese capital even though Chinese companies
involved in the project had not yet submitted any proper risk assessment plans for such a highrisk project (Tempo, 2020). A closer examination of these JBHSR alliances demonstrate a
similar pattern of how Chinese central SOEs that took on friendship projects developed
alliances in Indonesia and how ideological discourses of development bound together politicocapitalist forces (see again Chapter 6). In this respect, these Chinese SOEs relied on a series of
state diplomatic activities that involved Chinese state leaders, officials, as well as Indonesian
national elites including President Jokowi himself. The latter was particularly imbued with a
strong ideological notion of South-South developmentalism that the Chinese government has
repeatedly echoed through the HSR project (Deng, 2016, January 20). Promoting the world’s
largest high-speed railway network, the Chinese government presented the HSR as a ‘technofix
solution’ to the challenges of poverty and infrastructure deficit (Yan, 2019). This reshaped
Jokowi’s perception of the importance of the HSR for regional development which ultimately
fed into his populist agenda on infrastructure development (Damuri et al., 2019).
Such strong ideological underpinning can be traced back to the 2014 APEC Summit.
On 10th-11th November 2014, Jokowi attended the 22nd APEC Summit in Beijing – the very
first international engagement he has attended since he came into power in 2014. During the
visit, Jokowi experienced the Beijing-Tianjin fast train, a 33-minute journey of which the
President was enamoured. Jokowi since then started to borrow China’s logic of HSR
development: “What’s important is for the railway to exist first, then the demand for business
will start coming in” (Nainggolan, 2015). While being enthusiastic about the HSR
development, one of the initial concerns for Jokowi at the time was related to the issue of
technological transfer. He was concerned that once Indonesia commits to a particular (Chinese)
HSR technology, Indonesian companies would not be able to switch to another technology for
other routes without the huge cost. Correspondingly, during the visit, the Chinese government
assured Jokowi that Indonesia can adopt and combine other technologies where the Chinese
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HSR technologies were to be executed. This was due in part to the fact that the Chinese HSR
model had been built upon internationally compatible technology that combines Japanese,
German, and French technology which would thus allow Indonesia to reduce its technological
dependence on China, promote its inward technology transfer, and even develop its own
railway industry (Shi & Wu, 2017). Although the statement is highly contested from the
standpoint of HSR experts, these modernising rationales have been ideologically embraced by
many political elites, including Jokowi himself. These rationales articulated Chinese-sponsored
HSR as the manifestation of South-South cooperation which fit Indonesia’s ‘catch-up’
development strategy. As Jokowi stated during the groundbreaking ceremony, “The JBHSR
reflects particularly strong collaboration between Indonesian SOEs and Chinese SOEs to
achieve not only efficiency, but also to improve Indonesia’s global competitiveness” (Cabinet
Secretariat of the Republic of Indonesia, 2016, January 28). Underneath these state diplomatic
activities laid the infrastructure politics wherein representatives of both Indonesian and Chinese
state capital were drawn closer to project financing and the executive discretion was taken by
virtue of bypassing traditional agencies. Likewise, bypassing the key development agencies
such as the Bappenas and the Indonesian Ministry of Transportation, in March 2015, Jokowi
unilaterally resumed the HSR planning, asking both Japan and China to bid for the Jakarta–
Bandung section of the railway instead of directly starting negotiations with China84 (Dharma
& Suryadinata, 2019). In August 2015, he issued Presidential Regulation No. 93 of 2015
concerning the Jakarta Bandung Rapid Train Project Assessment Team. The Coordinating
Minister for Economic Affairs, Darmin Nasution was elected as the chairman of the consultant
report assessment team. Other members of the team included Bambang Brodjonegoro (Finance
Minister, 2014-2016), Sofyan Djalil (Head of Bappenas, 2015-2016), Ignatius Jonan
(Transportation Minister, 2014-2016) and Rini Soemarno (SOEs Minister, 2014-2019)
(Tempo, 2020). In order for the Team to make an informed decision, Jokowi also appointed
a consulting company as an independent party, the Boston Consulting Group (BCG) to provide
expertise and strategic advice for use in the selection of the successful bidder (Natahadibrata
& Sipahutar, 2015, August 29)
In September 2015, both Japan and China presented their proposals to the assessment
team (see Appendix E for the details of Chinese and Japanese bidding conditions). The
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In March 2015, President Jokowi made a state visit to Chinese President Xi Jinping in China. Coinciding with
the visit, Minister of State-Owned Enterprises (BUMN) Rini Soemarno signed a memorandum of understanding
on the construction of the Jakarta-Bandung fast train with the National Development and Reform Commission of
China (Sulistyowati et al., 2018).
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Japanese side proposed five stations along a 140.14-kilometre track while the Chinese side
planned eight stations along a 150.5-kilometre track. Though China had a higher interest rate
of 2 percent compared to Japan’s 0.1 percent, China offered a longer maturity period for the
loan (50 years as opposed to 40 years of the Japanese loan) and a shorter timeframe for the
completion of the project (Harding et al., 2015). Up to the final bidding stage, the Japanese
consortium kept insisting that the project required viability gap funding from the Indonesian
government notwithstanding Jokowi’s preference not to allocate any state funds for the
project85. Whereas, China decided to waive the state guarantee under the mechanism of the Bto-B and for this reason, China automatically won (Liao & Katada, 2020 ; Pavlićević & Kratz,
2018). As the HSR was now deemed as a ‘purely-private project’ or proyek swasta, the Jokowi
government was under no obligation to put the project once again to competitive tender and in
turn gave Rini Soemarno in her capacity as the Minister for SOEs full authority to decide
further actions (Sulistyowati et al., 2018).
What was striking about the B-to-B mechanism is that, while it advocates market-based
approaches, it is rather akin to a common model of state capitalism emphasising the central
role of Indonesian SOEs in infrastructure development. Under the B-to-B, Chinese HSR
companies forged alliances with Indonesian SOEs and consolidated their alliances through a
joint-venture. In September 2015, under Soemarno’s guidance, a state-owned fast train
consortium was formed at a quick pace, named PT Indonesia China Fast Train (or Kereta Cepat
Indonesia-China ‘KCIC’) (Tempo, 2020). KCIC is a joint venture between a consortium of
Indonesian State-Owned Enterprises (SOEs) through PT Pilar Sinergi BUMN (PSBI), and a
consortium of Chinese SOEs through Beijing Yawan HSR Co., Ltd. As shown in Figure 6,
PSBI is a consortium of four SOEs, namely PT Wijaya Karya (38%, active in construction
‘Wika’), PT Jasa Marga (12%, toll-road builder), PT Kereta Api Indonesia (25%, railways,
‘KAI’), and PT Perkebunan Nusantara VIII (25%, plantations, ‘PTPN’). Meanwhile, the
Chinese side is represented by a consortium led by Beijing Yawan HSR Co., Ltd., which
comprises China Railway International Co., Ltd. (the international arm of China State Railway
Group Co., Ltd. (CR)), China Railway Group Limited (known as CREC), Sinohydro
Corporation Limited (subsidiary of Power Construction Corporation of China), China Railway
Design Corporation (subsidiary of CR), CRRC Corporation Limited, and China Railway Signal
& Communication Corp. The initial plan suggested that a significant share of the lending for
the Jakarta-Bandung HSR, would come from concessional loans through the China
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Development Bank (CDB) (Wijaya, 2021c). Of the total $6 billion cost, CDB will provide a
$4.5 billion loan at 2 percent interest, while the remaining 25 percent of the project cost will
be funded by equity provided by the consortium (Heriyanto, 2016).
Figure 6: The Financing Scheme of the JBHSR

Source: Wijaya (2021)
Soon after the consortium was established, there has been a massive influx of
practitioners and scholarly interests in examining the aspect of B-to-B in the HSR project. For
example, Liao and Katada (2021) point out that the B-to-B has been strongly associated with
‘easy money’ that appealed to top political elites in Indonesia. Meanwhile, Gong (2021) argues
that the B-to-B scheme is linked to the logic of appropriateness underpinning Chinese policy
banks in the sense that they must follow the Chinese state’s national agenda against the
commercial logic. Going to the heart of this thesis’ argument, I see the B-to-B rather as the
regulatory strategy by which the Chinese capitalist class developed alliances with Indonesian
SOEs. Among the Chinese capitalists, as mentioned in the preceding section, there are marketconstrained fractions emerging out of the BRI, such as the aforementioned CRRC Corporation
Limited which is the outcome of a state-driven horizontal merger under the new maximalism
strategy, specialising in manufacturing and technical services for rolling stock and the China
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Railway International, one of China Railway Group Limited subsidiaries that was set up in
November 2013 (see Mitchell, 2014; Zhang, 2019). These companies have not accumulated
experience in high-speed railway financing overseas but were forced to take higher risks insofar
as they performed the function of the diplomatic mission of the Chinese state86. Therefore, they
had to seek some preferential policies to manage risks through Indonesian SOEs with whom
they bound via the B-to-B.
Yet, unlike friendship projects, the B-to-B gave rise to the semi-institutionalised
regulatory complex which encompassed a set of formal institutions through which Chinese
HSR companies formulated shared interests with their capitalist allies and broader social forces
and extended (Indonesian) state capitalism to manage risks and ultimately sustain the B-to-B
mechanism. It is worth noting here, that the fact that the Chinese consortium and the Indonesian
SOEs consortium initially agreed to proceed with the project without a sovereign guarantee
does not necessarily imply that they overlooked the attendant risks. The B-to-B decision rather
entailed the compatibility of Chinese accumulation strategies with SOEs strategies which
nevertheless sought to recapture the state and quarantine capitalist class alliances from political
contestation. The following section will explain this dynamic.
7.3.2 Consolidating the alliance through the Indonesia-China Fast Train (KCIC)
In a nutshell, couched in the language of modernisation and no conditionalities
attached, the B-to-B resembles depoliticisation in the sense that the Indonesian government’s
attempt to deflect the opposition forces, ranging from the Japanese team, Indonesian ministries,
and some parliament members, as well as NGOs that challenge the viability of HSR financing.
The B-to-B is pitched as normatively good for all interests involved, particularly for Indonesian
SOEs to break their dependencies on the state and transform them into world-class enterprises
(Deng, 2016; Embassy of the People’s Republic of China in the Republic of Indonesia, 2016).
However, what we can rather see throughout the development of the JBHSR is that the B-to-B
facilitated alliances between two fractions of capital – Chinese market-constrained capitalists
and Indonesian SOEs – which respectively are under a hardened budget constraint and in dire
need of state support to stay afloat (Salna & Dahrul, 2020). Nevertheless, there is a growing
consensus among Chinese capitalists and financiers that even though the project financing
came in the form of B-to-B87, protected domestic capitalists like Indonesian SOEs would
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remain ensconced in the Indonesian state, therein seizing lucrative opportunities formerly
vested in the system of state capitalism and ultimately pushing project financing closer to the
state (on the point of Indonesian SOEs in infrastructure financing, see Shatkin, 2022). This
form of social relationship is institutionalised through KCIC from which the intra-capitalist
alliances organise their relationships with the Indonesian state.
To understand the negotiated compromises underlying the B-to-B, one should trace
back to the initial negotiation phase of HSR financing. During interviews with Indonesian
officials and consultants who closely observed the project deal, there is a common line of
argument among them that the establishment of KCIC at first did not function in the interests
of all consortium members, generating tensions between Soemarno and the appointed
Indonesian SOEs. Soemarno reportedly commanded Wika, Jasa Marga, PTPN, and the KAI to
draft a feasibility study and business plan for the JBHSR – as if they were the ones who initiated
and developed the consortium. Likewise, to the media, Soemarno held the view that it was the
Indonesian SOEs which pioneered the project whereas her only role was bridging the
companies with China (Tempo, 2020). Among Indonesian SOEs, in the beginning, it was only
Wika – the lead company in the Indonesian consortium – which showed enthusiasm for the
project due to the short-term profit projection HSR presented. Wika is Indonesia’s largest
construction company and 65 % of its shares are owned by the Indonesian government. Prior
to the commencement of the project, Wika’s earnings however had been faltering while its
SOEs counterparts, Pembangunan Perumahan and Waskita Karya had been overtaking it in
terms of revenue and net profit as well. In this context, the JBHSR provided a quick solution
to improve its corporate earnings. Owning 38% of the local joint venture, it had to outlay about
US$300 million from its own financial reserves to cover construction expenses (Suzuki &
Maulia, 2016). Yet, the assumption was that this was just what Wika needed to turn things
around, given that it expected to secure construction orders from the first phase of HSR alone88.
The promises of partnership and technological transfer also consoled Wika to push the project
forward, as Bintang Perbowo, the Head of Wika asserted in a media interview, “If the project
is finished, which other contractor will have this kind of experience?.... It means we open up
an opportunity for Wika going forward” (cited in Suzuki & Maulia, 2016b).
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KCIC granted a US$4.3 billion construction procurement engineering contract to Wijaya Karya in December,
together with Chinese state-owned companies China Railway International, China Railway Group, Sinohydro
Corporation, CRCC Qindao Sifang, China Railway Signal and Communication Corporation and the Third
Railway Survey and Design Institute Group Corporation.
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By contrast, Jasa Marga, KAI, and PTPN VIII at first were reluctant to be involved in
the high-risk project in part due to their poor financial performance and uneven profit
distribution. Particularly, there were concerns that these SOEs, even as they struggled to fulfil
their equity provision commitments, there was no guarantee that the project would generate a
quick return (Suzuki & Maulia, 2016a). Meanwhile, the costs of construction would have
deteriorated their finances. For these companies, the project would only generate benefits for
the key shareholder in the consortium, Wika, as the latter would harvest a steady profit by
implementing the construction (Suzuki & Maulia, 2016a). Meanwhile, insofar as their profit
opportunity is restricted to user charges, they can generate revenue only after the railway starts
operating.
In response to this situation, the Chinese consortium restrained itself from seeking
diplomatic support from the Chinese state, for example, to amend the financing modes into a
bilateral program like the ODA-alike scheme. It rather opted to push the B-to-B mechanism in
the direction that fits into Indonesian SOEs’ accumulation strategy, which is expanding
Indonesian state support. This meant that the JBHSR financing emulated the prevailing scheme
of state-sponsored infrastructure financing in Indonesia which sharply contrasted with the
idealised model of the B-to-B mechanism that has been strongly echoed since the deal was
made. This process can be observed through the land acquisition process and negotiation over
equity share in which B-to-B became embedded within institutions that so far held control over
state-sponsored infrastructure projects in Indonesia.
Throughout 2016-2018, the slow land acquisition process, delays in permit89, and
growing opposition against the project were major stumbling blocks for the JBHSR90 (Riana,
2016). Despite securing the concession in April 2016, over a year later, the KCIC consortium
was still unable to start construction. Indeed, less than 3% of the required land was cleared91.
This was a precarious situation as the China Development Bank (CDB) acting as the key
financier would not disburse the loan until KCIC could acquire 100 percent of the necessary
land (Tempo, 2017, February 1; Negara & Salim, 2018).
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On 26th January 2016, Transportation Minister, Jonan revealed that he had not issued the railway infrastructure
operational permit as his ministry was still waiting for the required documents and negotiating basic terms of the
concession agreement with KCIC.
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Throughout 2016, Rini Soemarno faced criticism in the parliament for what was seen as an intrusion on the
authority of the Transport Minister. Some parliament members called on the government to halt the project amidst
concerns over the state budget and irregularities. Among others, Hafisz Tohir, House Commission VI overseeing
state enterprises expressed his concerns over the use of state assets in the project, which could be seized to
guarantee the consortium’s debts should the project fail
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Parallel to this, the Indonesian consortium faced difficulties in providing basic equity
capital for KCIC. As the major shareholder of KCIC (60%), the Indonesian consortium must
have provided Rp 4.3 trillion for basic equity capital of KCIC. An Indonesian official recalled
that due to financial constraints, the Indonesian consortium first proposed that the land owned
by the respective SOEs would become the main asset they could hold and which they could
trade to push the project forward.92 In 2016, they decided on the location of four main stations
along the route, namely: Halim (East Jakarta), Karawang (West Java), Walini (West Java), and
Tegalluar (West Java) (KCIC, 2018). The plan was that Jasa Marga would provide capital in
the form of right of ways in their toll roads in Karawang while PTPN VIII would transfer shares
in the form of land in Walini. However, CDB rejected the plan. Based on its commercial logic,
the land exchanged for shares was not preferred given that determining the appropriate
transaction value based on the land’s value can be problematic. They asked the Indonesian
consortium to provide cash capital instead of land assets – lessening the project’s risk (Renata,
2021).
Meanwhile, the Indonesian consortium had already outlaid for the railway tracks,
operational facilities, and other high-speed railway infrastructure from China – making this
project “too big to fail” (The Jakarta Post, 2021, October 12). It is in this setting that the
Indonesian consortium had no choice other than to resume the project along with the Chinese
consortium. This is because first, the Indonesian SOEs’ financial performance was already
entangled within the project’s sustainability, and second, similar ideals of risk allocation bound
together these Indonesian SOEs with Chinese SOEs. These Indonesian and Chinese SOEs
holding state capital and working under developmental mandates often conflate infrastructure
as an asset with infrastructure as a public good (see also Setiaji & Suroyo, 2017). Amidst the
absence of profitability, they harness instrumental power that refers to specific mechanisms of
business control on state policy, such as the ‘revolving door’ and political network (Rosser,
2013; Sutherland & Ning, 2015; Zhang, 2007). As such, relationships between these SOEs
come in the form of tactical alliances that struggled to influence state policy to manage those
ex-post risks.
Accordingly, as the following section will elaborate, a confluence of the shared idea of
risk allocation and Indonesian SOEs’ instrumental power contributed to reshaping the semiinstitutionalised regulatory complex through which crucial rules, policies, and mechanisms for
B-to-B were further reproduced. The regulatory complex placed the institutionalised
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discretions within national-based institutions, including the Presidential Office and the CMMI.
This allowed KCIC to extend the developmental function of the Indonesian state into territories
where risks are prevalent, including but not limited to land acquisition and equity capital
problems.
7.3.3 Institutionalising discretions through the CMMI
Throughout the project development, the Indonesian government has been emphatic in
denying any kind of conditions associated with the loans coming from China. It maintained
that potential debt restructuring requiring enforceable obligations of the state would not happen
given that loans came in the form of ‘non-sovereign loans’ (utang swasta), meaning that the
loans are entirely the responsibility of the Indonesian SOEs consortium93 (see also Strangio,
2021). However, as the thesis argues, modes of financing never arrive at their pure form in the
host state. The B-to-B in the case of the JBHSR has been reproduced in a way that extends the
developmental functions of the Indonesian state to ensure the project’s bankability. In this
setting, the alliance of the Indonesian SOEs and the Chinese SOEs struggled to make the
project financing entangled with the institutional logic of the CMMI. As explained in the
previous section, the CMMI embodies the national mandate to facilitate and monitor the BRItagged projects in Indonesia. The newly-established ministry is led by a powerful political
figure, Luhut Pandjaitan (2016 – now) who has Jokowi’s ear (Honna, 2018). As widely
discussed in the existing literature on the Indonesia-China relationship, Pandjaitan has
developed strong connections with different fractions of Chinese capital in numerous sectors,
ranging from mining, and economic zones, to infrastructure – making him a troubleshooter for
Chinese capital (Priyandita, 2021). As is explained by a Jakarta-based Chinese business
representative94, the CMMI under Pandjaitan’s leadership has been the pivotal institution
through which Chinese interests are well-presented, “We feel more certainty if we work with
the CMMI… if there are any impediments that constrain our project development, we can just
report to the CMMI directly and they will find the solution”. Likewise, instead of negotiating
with CDB to disburse the pending loan, the intra-capitalist alliances sought to align their agenda
with Pandjaitan’s new developmental mandates. Acting as the head of the CMMI, Pandjaitan
has gained considerable discretionary powers to manage risks embedded within the BRI
projects in Indonesia. Central to the risk management activities is the land acquisition issues
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and state guarantees that became a tacit precondition to loan disbursement set by CDB in the
middle of project development (see Adristy, 2021, April 12; VOI, 2021)(Adristy, 2021)
Firstly, the prevailing discretionary actions by the CMMI enabled KCIC to benefit from
the existing land law. The HSR’s land acquisition process has stalled not merely because of
community resistance but is also related to reluctance among key industrial players in the
region to give up their lands in industrial zones which were part of the JBHSR route (Camba,
2020). To reduce the acquisition risks and speed up the process, KCIC was granted an
exemption to use Law No. 2 of 2012 on Acquisition of Land for Development in the Public
Interest as its legal framework for acquiring compulsory land (on the point of Law No. 2 of
2012, see again Chapter 5). The law itself was originally intended only for government projects
that deemed vital to the national interest, giving the state a legal authority to acquire privately
held land in the name of public interest (Guild, 2019). Therefore, it means that this law could
not be applied to the JBHSR which is inherently a B-to-B project. However, as Pandjaitan was
assigned to monitor the BRI projects in Indonesia, the JBHSR financing became strongly
embedded within the CMMI that is led by Pandjaitan (Alaydrus, 2021, October 9). The CMMI
served as the key pillar of the regulatory complex of B-to-B from which preferential policies
and financing rules critical for the JBHSR sustainability ensued. Through the CMMI for
example, KCIC could make extensive use of the enforcement of established rules including
Law No. 2 of 2012. To ensure the enforcement of the law, the CMMI also formed a special
land task force for the JBHSR in 2019 to monitor the land acquisition process, thereby
institutionalising discretions of Pandjaitan over regulatory functions of key infrastructure
agencies (KCIC, 2020).
Under the guise of a technocratic-alike agency, the task force has overturned the
mechanism of B-to-B, penetrating the state to activate its regulatory authority to accelerate the
land acquisition process. A good case in point is the enforcement of Paragraph 42 of Law No.2
of 2012 on the consignment (konsinyasi) of the compensation payment by the special land task
force formed by CMMA. Consignment has become a common practice in government priority
projects in cases where the entitled party (landowner) cannot reach a mutual agreement on land
compensation during the negotiation time frame determined by regulation. The compensation
is thus deposited in the relevant district court and the local government will issue a letter
authorising the commencement of physical construction95. From 2019 to 2021, notwithstanding
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This indicates that the land taking can proceed even in cases where landowners are still not willing to accept
the terms of compensation. Notwithstanding the expected controversy, the consignment mechanism is preferred
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polarised opinions as to whether it complies with the basic principle of land law, the
consignment mechanism has been widely applied to the land acquisition process in the JBHSR
and this has been supported and monitored by the task force under the CMMI96. With strong
regulatory intervention from the CMMI, by the end of 2019, the land acquisition process
reached 99.96 % (“Jakarta-Bandung high-speed railway targeted for completion by 2021,”
2020). While such progress contributed to reducing the cost of the project, what is clear in this
regard is that institutionalised discretions masked under the presence of the CMMI-led task
force have enabled the sustainability of B-to-B in Indonesia. This is illustrated by the
enforcement of Law No. 2 of 2012 which has been effectively reversed by the CMMI-led task
force. As compulsory land could be acquired at a more rapid pace, CDB started disbursing
loans and enabled construction.
In addition to land acquisition, the CMMI has also intervened in financing aspects that
required adjustments on several fronts, including state guarantee and the tax rate. By mid2020, despite all compulsory lands having been acquired, the financial situation of KCIC went
from bad to worse in part due to the prolonged development progress as well as the impact of
the COVID-19 pandemic (Yuniar, 2021, September 7). The project cost swelled to 7.97 billion
from the initial cost of US$6.07 billion dollars while the Indonesian SOEs consortium has also
yet to pay its mandatory basic capital contribution of 4.3 trillion rupiahs (about US$300
million) to KCIC97 (Puspa & Wibowo, 2021, September 10)These may lead to liquidity risks
and re-financing requirements which could have in turn posed greater risks not only to the
Indonesian consortium but also to the Chinese consortium. As one of the Indonesian officials
recalled in an online interview:
“Despite the fact that the Jokowi government has once considered about the possibility of the

Chinese consortium adding their current stake in KCIC, the Chinese side was reluctant to do
so. It is because a delay in the disbursement of loans from CDB has significantly affected their
liquidity. There has also been an uncritical belief among these Chinese SOEs that the B-to-B
mechanism is premised on the state’s bias toward the interests of the Indonesian SOEs which
have long served as powerful political tools and received preferential treatment from the
government. After all, the Indonesian government would launch the SOEs rescue plan .”98

in part due to the fact that land compensation issues can delay project implementation for extended periods of
time.
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Landowners whose compensation has been consigned may submit a letter of objection to the court regarding
land clearing carried out by the government. Yet, they are disempowered because the issue settled in court is the
amount of compensation, not the land taking. This thus can generate conflict between the community, project
owner, and the government.
9797
The capital shortfall from the consortium members. WIKA has a IDR240bn capital shortfall, Jasa Marga
540bn, and PTPN VIII IDR3.14 trillion.
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Likewise, the deteriorating financial performance provided a particularly powerful prompt for
the social coalition of SOEs to transform the Indonesian state from within, inducing ‘urgent’
intervention, particularly in terms of state capital injection and bringing President Jokowi
himself joining at the helm. Put simply, saving the Chinese-financed JBHSR means rescuing
Indonesian SOEs whose poor financial performance might otherwise impede other
infrastructure projects assigned to them by Jokowi (see Dahrul & Rahadiana, 2021; Kim, 2019;
Salna & Dahrul, 2020).
On October 6th, 2021, Jokowi issued Presidential Regulation (Perpres) No. 93 of 2021
replacing Perpres No. 107/2015 on the Acceleration of the Implementation of Infrastructure
and Facilities for the Jakarta-Bandung High-Speed Train (VOI, 2021, October 11). The revised
regulation further strengthened the regulatory authority of the CMMI to generate major
changes in financing policies. Under this regulation, Jokowi appointed Pandjaitan to be the
head of a special task committee, leading the Ministry of Finance, Ministry of SOEs, and
Ministry of Transportation (Communication Bureau of Coordinating Ministry for Maritime
Affairs and Investment, 2021). The committee’s main tasks were to handle KCIC’s liability
and to determine forms of government support and the changes in the stakes of the Indonesian
SOEs consortium to ensure KCIC stays afloat. The regulation also authorised the Indonesian
government to use the state budget to cover the Indonesian consortium’s base capital as well
as the project’s cost overrun (Yuniar, 2021, September 7) – diametrically contradictory to the
2015 decree that barred the use of state funds in the project. Likewise, in December 2021, based
upon the committee’s recommendation, KAI replaced Wika as the leading company of the
Indonesian consortium while the Indonesian government injected state capital (Penyertaan
Modal Negara) directly into KAI to fulfil cost overrun.
A closer observation of the provision of state capital illustrates how the ideological
discourses of development, such as saving the Indonesian SOEs as development agents and the
role of the state in allocating the risks, have been at play. The framing of state capital as a
problem of sovereignty in the early years of the JBHSR commencement now shifted to the
narrative of saving a national strategic project (NSP) and importantly the first high-speed train
project in Southeast Asia. As Ali Mochtar Ngabalin, a presidential spokesman, justified in a
media interview, “What’s wrong with using the state budget for a national strategic project so
that it can be completed on schedule?” (as cited from Firdaus, 2021, October 12). Interestingly,
both the Indonesian government and KCIC defied that the capital injection signified the
changes in the financing scheme from B-to-B to B-to-G (business to government, with the
latter, representing the Indonesian government). The common line of argument has been that
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capital injection for KAI is only a part of a commitment from the government to state firms.
As Arya Mahendra Sinulingga, Expert Staff from the Ministry for SOEs counterargued when
he was asked about the state capital injection, “Nothing was changed as this project still takes
shape under the B-to-B mechanism between the Indonesian and Chinese consortium…After
all, it is commonplace in every country in the world that the government would have intervened
in the high-speed railway development” (as cited from Idris, 2022a, March 5)
The majority of the economist and infrastructure financing experts joining the anxious
discussion about the state capital injection deemed that the project is no longer financially
viable (Idris, 2022b). The current cost overrun and the worsening financial performance of
Indonesian SOEs will only have the Indonesian government continue to inject capital in the
longer-term, resulting in the excessive use of loans instead of equity. Local NGOs have also
protested intensely against the project, launching multiple legal offensives and street
mobilisations against the project. For example, activists in Indonesia led by the Indonesian
Forum for the Environment (Walhi) have staged a series of protests demanding that the
Indonesian government reassess the project’s feasibility. This is because, so they argue, rushing
to develop the HSR without designing adequate control and management mechanisms, a master
plan, or an environmental impact assessment (AMDAL) had led to several negative outcomes
(see Jong & Susanty, 2016, April 6; Rachman & Lamboge, 2020, July 28; Murpratomo, 2020,
May 9). These critics also attempt to mobilise opposition through the executive arm of
government and the parliament. To name a few, Deputy Speaker of the Indonesian House of
Representatives and a member of the Democratic Party, Rachmat Gobel, chastised the
government’s policy of using the state budget on the project that is basically a B-to-B project.
As he emphasised, “Let’s leave the issue of the high-speed train to the investors. This is in
accordance with the original principled idea business-to-business” (as cited in VOI, 2021,
November 1).
However, this kind of opposition did not have a strong base, instead they were drawn
closer to the regulatory complex of B-to-B. While other Indonesian parliament members and
relevant line ministers could have challenged the financing amendment and the legitimacy of
the project, they are nevertheless constrained to do so due to their sectoral interests. A
confluence of the dominance of the CMMI and the Presidential Office within the regulatory
complex sufficed to insulate political tensions within the Indonesian parliament and interministries. This is especially so because the transformation of the Indonesian state – especially
after Jokowi was elected for the second time (2019-now) – has narrowed the channels for
political contestation among state actors (Mietzner, 2016). As many Indonesian scholars argue,
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under Jokowi’s second term, Indonesia’s democracy has been regressing. It is evidenced by
the ever-expanding role of Luhut Pandjaitan; the appointment of one of the key parties,
Golkar’s chairperson, Airlangga Hartanto as the Coordinating Minister for Economic Affairs;
and, the appointment of Jokowi’s electoral rival Prabowo Subianto as the Defence Minister.
The reapproachment of Jokowi and Prabowo has resulted in the unusual void of a polarising
rivalry among the main political parties – the Democratic Party of Struggle (PDIP) and the
Gerindra Party (see Anugrah, 2020; Bland, 2020; Lane, 2019; Power, 2019). Compromises
between these dominating parties resulted in the weakening base in the parliament opposing
the project. This carried significant implications for the JBHSR sustainability and importantly
generated a ‘reversed’ B-to-B which had a slightly larger coalition of forces in Indonesia to
sustain it.

7.3.4 Booster and scalar politics
Such semi-institutionalised regulatory complex underlaid a new mode of financing governance
structure with a strong centralised policy bias. As explained, this is evidenced in the exclusivity
clauses of Law No.2 of 2012 that were granted to KCIC and in the regulatory decision- making
that was isolated in a centralised task force led by the CMMI. The burgeoning literature on
Jokowi’s infrastructure agenda suggests that the arrangement has resembled the ‘authoritarian
turn’ of the Indonesian state, assuming a regulatory environment that is only visible to Jokowi’s
political allies and based upon Jokowi’s discretion (Dahrul & Rahadiana, 2021; Power, 2019;
Prabowo, 2019; Warburton, 2016). What this argument overlooks is the critical role of
subnational politics in securing conditions for the JBHSR sustainability. As will be elaborated,
the coalition of Chinese and Indonesian SOEs through KCIC has channelled more politics via
state-controlled institutions at sub-national scales through which some forms of
“manufactured” political consensus were possible.
Although not possessing much power to negotiate risk-sharing issues and technical
criteria such as route selections, sub-national governments rather turned into a very capable
representative of development agents in Indonesia, embodying their authorities to engage in
regional spatial planning, regional taxation policies, and license issuance to reaffirm their
power base in project financing (Leitner & Sheppard, 2022; Shatkin, 2022). In making this
point, it is first worth noting that the majority of sub-national governments whose regions
passed by the JBHSR have played roles as urban boosters. Ever since the project commenced,
these sub-national actors did not care much about financing arrangements that had been subject
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to contestation on the national scale. This is because the B-to-B nature attached to the project
would not bring harm to their political interests or affect regional fiscal balance if the end of
the project brings adverse outcomes99. In turn, these sub-national political elites joined a
coalition of boosters including property developers and land speculators to establish and
standardise ‘good’ urban planning practices demonstrated via the JBHSR. They were
predisposed to boosterism because what concerned them were rather the expected benefits,
they could have received from sustaining their control over economic resources such as licenses
and property taxes within given territorial jurisdictions if the JBHSR carved out success.
Likewise, a coalition of developers sought to align their real-estate projects alongside the route
of the JBHSR as an attempt to improve the attraction of their projects – the potential fiscal
resources for subnational governments. Evidently, between Karawang and Bekasi city,
numerous international property dealmakers have joined Indonesian private sector businesses
to back real estate projects. For example, Indonesia’s powerful conglomerate, Lippo Group
backed by 19 global partners has been developing the US$20 billion mega-project Meikarta,
dubbed as “the Shenzhen of Indonesia” near Karawang. Meikarta has been envisioned as a
satellite city that would be the nerve centre of the Jakarta-Bandung Corridor that is connected
by the JBHSR (Rose, 2018). Megacity development has also been accompanied by the
development of the industrial zone. China Fortune Land Development, a publicly-traded
Chinese real estate developer, for example, developed the Karawang New Industry City
(KNIC) at a cost of US$100 million. The industrial estate is depicted as a standard
demonstration zone for the BRI in Indonesia, which would complement the HSR’s
development (“CFLD International marks further progress at latest Indonesia project,” 2019).
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Figure 7: Meikarta poster template promoting the JBSHR

Source: Meikarta, 2017
Sub-national political elites joined the coalition of boosters to deploy ideologies of best
urban practices to justify their political actions and gain constituencies. Rendering the project
as smoothly transferable, they envisioned the JBHSR as the replication model of the BeijingTianjin HSR which has brought about a new growth pole, connectivity, and the development
of a green, smart city (Zhang, 2019). Equally important, they also discursively use the scale as
a device for reaffirming the significance of local scale in the project and for materialising their
own political projects (see Mackinnon, 2010; Wissen, 2009). They crafted the discourse (e.g.
regional efficiency, regional growth, smart and green city) to depoliticise their policy actions
as well as to help build the project legitimacy. To offer an example, among regional
governments in Indonesia, the Karawang local government, where one of the HSR’s main
stations is located, has been at the forefront in defending the HSR since 2016. As a strong
defender of the project, the Regent of Karawang, Cellica Nurrachadiana (2015 - now)
frequently dispatched regional representatives to China for ensuring the coordination.
Nurrachadiana even repositioned Karawang as ‘the heart of the Jakarta-Bandung economic
corridor’ that would be a preferred location for manufacturers and served by major transport
nodes including the HSR (Widowati, 2019). Soon after the groundbreaking ceremony was held,
Nurrachadiana

quickly revised the Regional Government Spatial Planning 2011-2031

Directive and incorporated the HSR into the regional spatial planning (Winarshi, 2017).
Likewise, Ridwan Kamil, the Governor of West Java invariably expressed his support for the
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project and the significance of the JBHSR as a prerequisite for regional development in a
number of media interviews100. As he claimed, "Operation of Jakarta-Bandung HSR train
would set a new city development standard that heavily highlights on advanced connectivity.
We hope that it would also link the newly-opened cities with strategic and essential places to
further boost the economy" (as cited from Xinhua, 2019, 12 November).
The Governor was not only eager to host the project but also introduced a set of
incentives including a tax holiday and discount scheme to rent the state’s land holdings to
investors who were willing to be involved in the township development (Widowati, 2019).
More crucially, he also issued preferential policies and brought forward tax cuts in conjunction
with KCIC’s fiscal demand by coordinating with Luhut Pandjaitan and implementers including
the MoF at a national scale as well as regents at a regional scale. For example, in 2019, he lifted
the Acquisition Duty of Right on Land and Building (Bea Perolehan Hak atas Tanah dan
Bangunan / BPHTB) for the compulsory lands that have been acquired by KCIC in West Java.
The devolution of BPHTB to local governments has commenced since 2011, deemed one of
Indonesia’s critical steps to achieve fiscal decentralisation. As such, he also encouraged
regency governments whose territorial jurisdictions are part of the HSR route to waive BPHTB,
assuming that BPHTB for HSR will be covered instead by transactions surrounding the
property including real estate emerging out of the JBHSR in the future (Hikam, 2019,
November 12). The BPHTB exemption for KCIC on one hand signifies that the B-to-B is
bound by territorial politics, involving struggles over the scale at which effective policies are
enabled. On the other hand, it illustrates how the semi-institutionalised regulatory complex
operates simultaneously at various scales, enabling the reorganisation of alliances among wider
social forces including the subnational elites.
Having simultaneously acted as both regulators and implementers at the subnational
scale, these local governments adjusted existing local regulations in accordance with KCIC’s
needs and ensured the ‘right’ policy output with an aim to indirectly help KCIC to reduce the
cost overrun. However, this process has not been frictionless. Sub-national governments are
not homogenous entities. They always opened up contestation and compromise over broader
issues of resources associated with the projects (Karim, 2019). They can even manipulatively
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He has also actively publicised and marketed the HSR along with its green, smart city plans – heavily promoting
his own image as a ‘visionary leader’ who furthered the development of a ‘dream city’ and such modern
infrastructure as the HSR. The wide circulation of hyper-modern images taken from the green smart city master
plan has also helped disseminate the idea of a futuristic ‘world city’, modelled on Tianjin, that is supposed to rise
out of this agrarian landscape in Walini .
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articulate local issues to ensure that a distribution of resources would be more beneficial to
their interests. This included leveraging the accessibility and benefits associated with station
development and new towns surrounding the station (Wijaya, 2021a). On a local level, for
example, Aa Umbara Sutisna, Regent of West Bandung (2018-2021), has been one of the
staunchest opponents of the HSR who has attempted to challenge the project’s progress. In
June 2019, Umbara was still withholding a permit for railway construction, questioning the
commitment of KCIC to improve the local infrastructure surrounding the project, including
roads, or to boost the local economy (Lim et al., 2021). He referred in particular to the roads
connecting Cikalongwetan to the districts of Cisarua and Cipeunduey, which were intended to
connect the region with 10 tourist cities the Regent had been planning. In the name of public
interest, he asserted that the “Jakarta-Bandung HSR must bring positive impacts for the West
Bandung community” ('West Bandung regent withholds permit for railway construction',
2019).
KCIC instead adopted a path-breaking corporate social responsibility (CSR) approach
to contain the conflict emerging at this local scale. In October 2019, Aa Umbara reached a
compromise with two of the SOEs in the consortium – Wika and Perkebunan Nusantara VIII
– and with KCIC itself, signed a Memorandum of Understanding (MoU) to accelerate the
development of the ‘Walini Raya Zone’ in the Cikalongwetan area. Under the terms of the
MoU and using its CSR fund, KCIC committed to improving the quality of road infrastructure
in West Bandung, specifically: 21,900 metres of the road between Cisarua and Tugu Nanas,
10,700 metres of the road between Cipada and Wadon, and 13,200 metres of the NanggelengSirnaraja-Mandalamukti road, while existing roads would also be expanded from 3–5 to 10
metres. In return, Aambara agreed to issue a building permit for the development of the HSR
in Walini covering an area of 6,832 hectares, including 1,270 hectares for Transit Oriented
Development provided to KCIC (KCIC, 2019, November 21). Aa Umbara lauded KCIC for its
‘clear commitment and management to bring about multiplier effects for surrounding
communities that are inherently part of the CSR’, noting how ‘the road improvement will bring
access to agriculture and tourism in West Bandung’ (cited in Kamaludin, 2019, November 11).
KCIC reiterated that its CSR program was the result of input and collaboration with various
stakeholders and local authorities to give as much positive impact as possible to the public
(KCIC 2019, November 21).
It is equally important to note that the CSR program was not a mere outcome of
corporate ethics. The politics here rather implies how such B-to-B as regulatory strategy
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simultaneously enabled a specific terrain for KCIC to contain the community’s engagement
within such a specific institutional form as CSR, which is otherwise almost not palpable had
the project commenced under the ODA-alike program. In turn, the management of alliances at
the subnational level through CSR resulted in the legitimacy of B-to-B and contributed to
effective policies that complemented the nationally generated ones.
After all, it is equally important to note that the seemingly lack of ‘proactive manner’
of Chinese capitalists does not imply that they are external to these negotiated compromises.
We rather see how they reorganised their alliances with Indonesian SOEs through KCIC which
harnessed limited state economic patronage. In this setting, Chinese SOEs simultaneously
realigned these Indonesian SOEs’ instrumental power and saw state actors including the
President himself joining at the helm. This realignment of interests led to wider state
transformation alongside the empowerment of the CMMI from which regulatory interventions
have been effectively exercised to ensure the project’s sustainability and ultimately reinforce
the B-to-B in the country.
7.4 Conclusion
This chapter has looked at the dynamics of the internationalisation of Chinese capital
both in the context of the BRI and of the transformation of the Indonesian state under Jokowi’s
presidency. The discussion in this chapter has also shown the reproduction of B-to-B in
Indonesia as well as the deinstitutionalised regulatory complex which in turn sustained the
Chinese alliance and reinforced the B-to-B. The key contention of the chapter is that the
commissioning of B-to-B does not necessarily imply that Indonesia is a weak state that is likely
to be attracted to the development finance China offers. We see rather the Indonesian state
which has been transformed, having capitalist-political class forces at a national level who were
materially and ideologically aligned with fractions of Chinese market-constrained capital.
As empirical developments in the JBHSR have shown, the B-to-B constituted a
regulatory strategy that enabled Chinese capitalists to develop alliances with Indonesian SOEs
– brokered through Rini Soemarno, then Minister for SOEs – that have greater access to state
economic patronage. B-to-B has been represented as a ‘purely business’ arrangement that is
risk-neutral and free of state intervention. However, throughout the process, the B-to-B has
been reproduced and sustained through a semi-institutionalised regulatory complex which
placed the CMMI at the centre of the financing governance structure. Through the CMMI,
effective policies and financing mechanisms exclusive to maintaining the HSR sustainability
were deliberated. The semi-institutionalised regulatory complex however does not necessarily
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mean that the JBHSR financing governance was fully centralised. As already explained, it has
incorporated state-controlled institutions at sub-national scales from which broader
compromises between wider social forces were achieved. In this setting, on top of
institutionalised discretions of Pandjaitan, we can see how the regulatory complex incorporated
various institutional forms of strategies, such as CSR programs, to manage conflicts arising at
subnational scales, with the opposition base being gradually blunted.
To conclude, B-to-B has been widely associated with a ‘Chinese style’ mode of
financing, seen by developing countries as a utilitarian-functional infrastructural package. In
this sense, B-to-B proceeds less through complex institutional reforms than through a flexible
arrangement, where an infrastructural solution can be refined and risks can be minimised with
‘easy money’ from China (see Katada & Liao, 2020). As the case of the JBHSR shows,
however, enthusiasm among state leaders and powerful political elites to pursue modernisation
through HSR has overrated risks embedded with the project. Neither the so-called ‘easy
money’ from China can fix them up. Rather, these are ultimately mediated through power
relations that have been completely missing from the current discussion. As Murton (2021, p.
1) points out, “what goes missing from the BRI map reflects power”. Indeed, the very politics
of HSR financing lies alongside power relationships – conflict and compromise between
coalitions of the capitalist class and political class – which are intrinsic to the B-to-B.
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Chapter 8 - Conclusion
Over the past few years, Japan and China have been ramping up their flagship programs
i.e. the Partnership of Quality Infrastructure (PQI) and the Belt and Road Initiative (BRI) to
meet global appetites for infrastructure aid and investment. Likewise, the analysis of the
Chinese and Japanese-led infrastructure financing, has featured prominently in the scholarly
literature. However, the analysis of the infrastructure financing politics has tended to be
narrowly limited to a set of binary questions: is Chinese-led and/or Japanese-led financing good
or bad for the host country; has Chinese-led financing challenged or conformed to Western-led
financing rules and norms and, to what extent has Japan managed to counterbalance China’s
growing influence in the region through numerous infrastructure deals. Unfortunately, this
binary assumption has diverted our attention from variations in constitutive elements of
infrastructure financing and power relations among different socio-political and economic
groups both in China and/or Japan and the host country. Is it the case that particular forms of
financing, for example, Japanese-led PPP and Chinese-led PPP are just financial tools through
which these two countries compete for influence? How could internal relations between
Chinese and/or Japanese companies and host country based actors in infrastructure financing
be easily overlooked? If Chinese infrastructure financing is that ‘bad’, can we conclude that all
of its forms of financing are creating a debt trap and are relatively riskier than Japan’s? As I
have explained in the thesis the answer to these questions has been an unequivocal ‘no’.
This thesis challenged the dominant understanding of mainstream Chinese and
Japanese-led infrastructure financing as a kind of geoeconomics statecraft by paying heed to
variegated forms of infrastructure financing involving Chinese and Japanese capital instead.
Having focused on Indonesia, this study has sought to answer why do Chinese-led and
Japanese-led infrastructure financing take variegated forms? It also answered how power
relations among broader social forces – socio-political groups and different segments of capital
– manifest in different forms of infrastructure financing and shaped governance of financing
infrastructure within the host state institutions. In answering these questions, I began with the
premise that different forms of infrastructure financing are distinct regulatory strategies by
which different segments of Chinese and Japanese capital develop alliances with different
socio-political and capitalist groups and unevenly distribute material benefits among them. I
argued that these regulatory strategies, however, are not a given. They are reproduced
materially within the Indonesian state over time and sustained through the particular
ideological framework of risks and technical rules. In other words, the socio-political group
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struggling for power and control over resources within the Indonesian state are “the raw
material” upon and through which different modes of infrastructure financing are continually
reproduced. It is this political process – construction of alliances, ideologies, conflict, and
compromise – that underpins variegated forms of infrastructure financing.
Existing approaches, including neoliberal institutionalism (neo-institutionalism),
developmental state (DS), and varieties of capitalism have attempted to present an idea of
politics of financing which however overlooks broader power relations that are embedded
within infrastructure financing and reduce the resulting financing governance to a crude
dichotomy. These approaches mainly revolve around two subjects: first, the issue of state
institutional capacities which either distort or improve the quality of financing and second, preexisting institutional arrangements such as business-state networks, institutional features of
capitalism, and the pivotal role of pilot agencies – that define the forms of financing and
governance in the host country. However, as already discussed in Chapter 2, these works of
literature still suffer from analytical constraints in explaining why infrastructure financing takes
variegated forms. Scholars from the neo-institutionalism camp tend to reduce the politics of
financing to the point that the institution tends to be ‘neutral’ and forms of financing are a mere
technocratic exercise that can be ‘fixed’ or otherwise become dysfunctional. Due to its reliance
on a crude dichotomy between ‘good’ and ‘bad’ institutions and its state-centred analytical
focuses, this scholarship has been overly devoted to comparing and assessing which forms of
financing are ‘right’ or ‘bad’ while neglecting the politics beneath Chinese and Japanese
infrastructure financing which involves power and resource distribution among different sociopolitical groups. Meanwhile, statist approaches including DS and varieties of capitalism, while
significant in explaining what makes particular modes of financing became visible and
accessible in a particular period are trapped in methodological nationalism bias which obscures
the complex social, economic, and political conflicts within which infrastructure financing is
embedded. A substantial body of the critical political economy (CPE) literature has emerged
to fill the gaps between the neo-institutionalism and the statist approaches by offering multiple
ways of looking at how particular forms of financing are attached to hegemonic ideologies and
are reproduced and reshaped in the host state. In this setting, accounts of the CPE underpin
that infrastructure financing is part of class relations and struggles for power and resources. As
with capitalist development, different forms of financing are defined by contestation, conflicts,
and compromise between socio-political class forces and their alliances. While the CPE has
done a better job than other strands of literature, its theoretical mantle still falls short of
explaining how ideology and host state-based institutions are connected with a variegated form
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of financing. It also lacks a coherent analytical framework to adequately explain how power
relations among social forces between host and sponsoring states are reorganised via different
forms of infrastructure financing. The reason for this lacuna is in part because the CPE itself
treats variegated forms of financing as unimportant to the analysis.
To fill the gap in the existing political economy literature, the thesis has developed an
alternative conceptual framework, termed as ‘regulatory complex’, that breaks analysis away
from methodological nationalism bias and enables a meaningful analysis of power relations
embedded within variegated forms of financing. The ‘regulatory complex’ has the virtue of
moving beyond the binary interpretation of Chinese and Japanese-led forms of financing and
their financing governance. It also provides a way of understanding the dynamics of alliances
and social forces in a coherent framework that acknowledges but does not confine them based
on ideologies and nationalities they intrinsically belong to. As this thesis has suggested,
different modes of financing induce responses specific to social forces, hence requiring
Chinese and Japanese-led social alliances to further reproduce these forms of financing in ways
that accommodate specific interests and simultaneously give cohesion to these alliances.
Likewise, I argue that we need to treat forms of financing, like PPPs and ODA not as a mere
taxonomy of instruments and incentives, but as constituting a distinct regulatory strategy by
which Chinese and Japanese capitalist forces link their interests with key domestic political
and economic allies in Indonesia in a given period. Put simply, this means that PPPs that
manifest in a particular project in Indonesia can be diametrically different from the typical
PPPs that practitioners and financiers have widely suggested. Therefore, in this context, I
showed that it is more important to understand social forces not by their nationality but by their
segment of, and access to, capital, as this potentially tells us more about the impact of these
infrastructure deals on the Indonesian state.
Accordingly, applying the regulatory complex to the analysis enables us to better
understand how forms of financing become materially and ideologically embedded within hoststate institutions and how such complex processes in turn reshape the ultimate form of
financing. As already elaborated in Chapter 3, the regulatory complex encompasses an
assemblage of institutions as well as ideological frameworks through which different social
class forces negotiate compromises and formulate shared interests to sustain the particular
regulatory strategy. Regulatory organisations, financing institutions, and technocratic agents
in infrastructure (or urban development) such as the master plan study team, ad-hoc committee,
as well as state agencies are important parts of the regulatory complex. It is through the
regulatory complex that certain modes of financing are further maintained and critical
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conditions for financing including cohesiveness of alliances, effective means and policies are
reproduced. Such elements constituting a regulatory complex are not static but rather are
continually shaped by different social forces that are bound by a particular ideological
framework of risks and the role of the state. The constant process of negotiated compromises
and conflict within the regulatory complex ultimately affects the governance structure within
Indonesia. Throughout the process, we can see from which institutions’ regulatory
empowerment is extended; how particular state functions are exercised to manage risks; and
whose interests prevail.
Finally, the regulatory complex incorporates politics of scale to the analysis to pinpoint
the shifting nature and functions of host state-based institutions as well as financing
governance. This is also one of the merits of the regulatory complex that distinguishes its
understanding of institutions and financing governance from those suggested by neoinstitutionalists. In this respect, institutions within the regulatory complex, such as the
establishment of the new agency, the creation of the master plan, and measures of state
intervention, as well as ideologies that underpin particular forms of financing, are tethered to
the reproduction of scale. As already discussed in the empirical chapters, actors emerging from
outstate transformation in Indonesia operate at various scales and increasingly become more
responsive to different regulatory complexes, thereby reshaping social and political conflicts
within infrastructure financing. This means that conflict and compromises within the regulatory
complex involve efforts to fundamentally redefine the boundaries of the territorial scale and
their relative ordering within governance arrangements which Brenner (2004) called “rescaling
governance”. In terms of infrastructure financing, the latter reflects different levels of
embeddedness of particular forms of financing to a particular scale. Through rescaling
governance, we can also see how regulatory empowerment including policy discretions can be
extended to varying scales while risks are unevenly distributed.
This regulatory complex framework has tellingly delved into and explained the
differences between Chinese-led and Japanese-led forms of financing and their financing
governance structure that easy comparative frameworks have not been able to gauge. Through
several infrastructure cases discussed in this thesis, I show that forms of financing cannot
simply be attributed, as we have seen, to policy instruments hitched to wider geostrategic
competition over Indonesia. Neither can these forms of financing be used to draw a direct
comparison between ‘good’ and ‘bad’ financing governance. In the context of the regulatory
complex, comparing Chinese and Japanese-led forms of financing means making sense of
different temporal moments including but not limited to the conjuncture of shifting global
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political economy dynamics and state transformation that shapes and is reshaped by different
fractions of capital. Building dialogue between key infrastructure cases occurring in temporal
moments and a regulatory complex framework has enabled us to comprehend the entire process
of financing governance and unpack the politics of Japanese and Chinese infrastructure
financing in Indonesia. Therefore, what follows are necessarily novel insights, constituting key
findings of this thesis.

8.1 Different fractions of capital and regulatory strategies: Debunking
monolithic China and Japan
As elaborated in Chapter 3, by extending the concept of internationalisation of capital,
the thesis has also identified different segments of capital and wider politico-economic actors
including civil society groups, boosters, and brokers. In this context, I shied away from
simplistic dichotomies, such as transnational-national capital or state-private capital. Rather, I
equally treat Chinese, Japanese, as well as Indonesian capitalist forces by unpacking and
categorising them based on their respective perception of risks, different levels of vulnerability
to state policy changes and global economic development, as well as access to global capital
and state capital. Different forces of capital have been categorised into four different fractions:
international capitalists, investment-constrained capitalists, market constrained capitalists and
national capitalists. Of particular significance to such identification of fractions of capital
throughout the analysis of Chinese and Japanese-led infrastructure financing is twofold.
Firstly, it debunks what mainstream scholarship has long argued about Chinese and Japanese
infrastructure financing that by and large are trapped in binary assumptions. For instance,
Chinese capital owing to state backing is risk-blind while Japanese capital dominated by private
sectors tends to become risk-averse, especially in large-scale infrastructure financing. As we
can already see in the empirical chapters, each fraction of capital, rather than risk-blind, is
sensitive to risks. Even Chinese SOEs have varying levels of access to state capital and degrees
of vulnerabilities to risk among them. A nuanced understanding of risks and preferences over
risk management has defined the way they advance particular financing regulatory strategies
in a given period, hence affecting the dynamic of alliances occurring in Indonesia.
Secondly, identifying fractions of capital in such a way has allowed a deeper analysis
to make sense of shifts in regulatory strategies as well as alliances. The association of a
particular segment of Chinese SOEs and Japanese trading companies, for example, with
particular cohorts of capital are not static but may change periodically following state policy
changes and shifts in global economic opportunities. In a particular period, they can act as
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investment-constrained capitalists but once they have more access to global capital and the
capacity to invest in both domestic and foreign markets, they may turn into international
capitalists.
The thesis has underlined this important observation in the case of Japan and China in
Indonesia. For example, in the case of Japan in the early Soeharto period, a coalition of
Japanese investment-constrained capitalists like trading companies and engineering companies
advanced Japan’s ODA strategy to specific bilateral mechanisms that enabled them to gain
profits quickly. This is in part because they suffered from long-run economic distress during
the post-World War II period and had limited capacities to invest abroad. ODA was the only
feasible option left for them to secure a new ‘spatial fix’ by forging an alliance with liberaltechnocrats and military groups in Indonesia which shared similar ideological and material
interests in Indonesia. Latterly, in the 1990s, these capitalists emerged as international
capitalists whose scale of investment, production, and commodities got larger. While they
became more competitive, they were however increasingly predisposed to attend to risks. This
resulted in changes in their regulatory strategies, such as the promotion of PPPs as a new
alternative of financing, within which they joined alliances with broader social forces in
Indonesia including the nationalist political and capitalist elites to make PPPs more cohesive.
Similar to China, in the early years of the going out (zou chuqu) strategy, a selected group of
Chinese SOEs found friendship projects funded under the mechanism of ODA-alike as their
new ‘fix’ for accumulation overseas. Through this peculiar form of financing, these
investment-constrained capitalists consolidated their alliance with a powerful social bloc
centred in the executive arm of the Indonesian government. However, by the end of the 2000s,
the same Chinese SOEs involved in ODA-alike financing projects emerged as international
capitalists and became more attentive to risks. As shown in the case of the Celukan Bawang
project in Chapter 6, they advanced a B-to-B regulatory strategy whereby these SOEs were
distant from both the Chinese state and the Indonesian state, ensconcing themselves under a
flexible sovereignty regime that mirrored what a transnational capitalist class has typically
done.
The thread of regulatory strategies and different fractions of capital running through the
thesis serves as an important backbone in analysing Chinese and Japanese variegated forms of
financing. Recognising such dynamic shifts in capitalist class’ ‘characteristics’ enable us to
better understand a historical picture of infrastructure financing and comprehend the shifting
nature of alliances. This has remarked one of the theoretical contributions that the thesis brings
to varieties of capitalism literature. Nevertheless, as this thesis has argued, different forms of
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infrastructure financing did not take shape in a political vacuum. It needs a regulatory complex
to sustain and enforce it, albeit provisionally. This is because infrastructure financing, in
whatever forms it takes, will generate an uneven distribution of resources and costs, thereby
simultaneously leading to tension and contradictions within the dynamic of transformation of
the Indonesian state. New social forces, ideologies, interests, and institutional reconfiguration
dismantled the preceding regulatory complex. The constant process of negotiated compromises
among broader social forces is thus critical to reproduce a new regulatory complex upon which
the regulatory financing strategy could be maintained as well as the targeted project remain
‘bankable’, if not ‘profitable’. In this way, this thesis shows how project financing – be it Japanled or China-led – takes variegated forms of financing, and these forms are shaped from within
– the constellation of forces within the host state.

8.2 Ideologies encapsulated multiple regulatory complexes
One of the strengths of this regulatory complex conceptual framework is the important
recognition that different forms of infrastructure financing cannot be readily attributed to
particular social classes’ characters or ideologies. Expanding on Gramsci’s concept of ideology
( 1971), the thesis has argued that, rather than intrinsic to particular classes’ interests, ideologies
are intersected with particular forms of financing and those ideals and technical rules intrinsic
to forms of financing, which in turn, enables otherwise competing interests to reconcile. In
other words, the ideological framework of risks and technical rules embedded within particular
forms of financing is essential to organise a coherent coalition of supports and reproduce key
institutions in the host state. Such important ideologies shaping forms of infrastructure
financing have long been understudied as the mainstream analysis thus far remains coincided
with the re-examination of how dominant classes’ ideology affect particular financing modes
and drags like-minded state actors to their orbit. In theoretical terms, this thesis offers an
alternative framework for understanding the contradictory role of ideology which in actuality
allows space for conflicting social forces to achieve compromise.
As we already see in the empirical chapters from the Indonesian case study, ideological
frameworks of risks and technical rules have implications for how Japanese and Chinese forms
of financing became embedded with particular state institutions in Indonesia while masking
ideological inconsistencies among wider social forces. Each regulatory complex – Japan’s
institutionalised complex and diffuse complex as well as China’s deinstitutionalised and semiinstitutionalised complex – was undergirded by the particular ideological framework of risks
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that enabled alliance formation between different social groups which inherently did not share
similar ideological interests. In this sense, what differentiated the China-linked regulatory
complex from the Japanese-linked regulatory complex is not dominant ideologies identical to
Japan and China, such as neoliberalism or developmentalism that justified regulatory strategies
as ODA, PPPs, or B-to-B. However, it is the nuance of ideological notions of risks inherent to
those regulatory strategies and how such ideological underpinnings bound wider social
alliances that shape crude differences between Japanese and Chinese final forms of financing.
Such nuance has been reflected through multiple regulatory complexes which denoted
to what extent these ideological frameworks of risks allowed room for concessions, how they
structured state actors’ conduct, and how they reproduced conditions including alliance
management for project financing in different ways. Chapter 5 shows how ideological notions
of technical rules in PPPs, such as fiscal discipline, deregulation, and macroeconomic stability
have sustained alliances between Japanese international capitalists. For example, for more than
two decades these alliances have included trading companies and their business associations as
well as their domestic allies such as Indonesian politico-technocrats and Indonesian
(internationalised) private companies in the power sector. It also assisted the Japanese
contingent to manage conflicts with other competing interests and Indonesian SOEs given that
the ideological notion of risks deployed entailed strategic policy agendas and institutional
outcomes, such as state guarantee mechanisms and land reform that were simultaneously
beneficial for the latter’s long-term interests in other sectors. On the other hand, as shown in
Chapter 7, the ideological framework of risks tethered to Chinese B-to-B presented projects to
the JBHSR financing as a purely private ‘project’ which adhered to a market-based approach
and respected national sovereignty. Such an ideological framework of risks presented technical
rules as unnecessary preconditions for project financing and, in turn, laid out a stronger
coalitional base within Indonesian SOEs and political backers including sub-national
governments. This is in part because of the notion of a ‘purely private project’ which added
more credence to the Indonesian SOEs to harness exclusive policies and mechanisms that they
have long benefited from other projects directly assigned by the state to them, perpetuating a
similar mechanism in the case of JBHSR. Likewise, the absence of technical rules or policy
conditions meant more flexibility for making concessions was provided to other wider social
groups, including sub-national governments, members of political parties, and non-state actors.
In this sense, these wider social forces had more leeway for remoulding the B-to-B based upon
their preferred strategies and negotiating compromises with Indonesian SOEs to whom the
sovereign function of the state in such large-scale project financing was now transferred.
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8.3 Institutions and conflict management
Crucially, this comparative study contends that the most important dynamic of Chinese
and Japanese infrastructure financing is not that Japanese and Chinese forces of capital
competed for access to resources and power in Indonesia as the geostrategic literature has
suggested. Neither did they try to challenge ‘fixes’ those other counterparts sought after in the
infrastructure sector as the geoeconomics literature suggested. Rather, we see how different
cohorts of capitalists hold up particular forms of financing as their regulatory strategies and
further reproduced conditions conducive to these strategies through certain regulatory
complexes. In this setting, as the empirical chapters demonstrated, the Chinese-linked
regulatory complex did not necessarily overlap or compete with the Japanese one. Each fraction
of Chinese capital internationalised at different turning points of Indonesian state
transformation and carried with them varying competitiveness, vulnerabilities to state policies
and access to capital. These conjunctures resulted in them being meshed with different sociopolitical forces, interests and ideologies, thereby giving rise to a variegated regulatory complex.
Within the same period, for example, in the democratised Indonesia, the Chinese
deinstitutionalised regulatory complex (Chapter 6) and the Japanese diffuse regulatory
complex (Chapter 5) were composed of a different coalitional base, a different assemblage of
institutions, and an ideological framework of risks.
As to institutions, amidst variations in Japanese and Chinese-linked regulatory
complexes in infrastructure financing in Indonesia, what contrasts Japanese-led forms of
financing with Chinese ones was the nature and function of institutions that enforced if not
sustained those forms of financing. In this regard, it is important to discern that Japan overall
tended to have a fixed institutional frame, such as Bappenas and the MoF within a relatively
long period. More crucially, through these state institutions, Japanese capitalists and their
political coalitions managed to institutionalise risks, making these risks and risk management
activities entangled with the regulatory logics of these institutions, thereby ensuring regulatory
coherence. For example, as we see in both Chapters 4 and 5, it is through the assemblage of
formal institutions, such as the Indonesian MoF, Bappenas, and the CMEA, that all policies
and financing rules have ensued. These institutions were simultaneously controlled by a
powerful political group that was part of the Japanese alliance and experienced a higher degree
of autonomy to design infrastructure-related policies as well as to allocate financial resources.
These have been vividly seen through the operationalisation of technocratic-like tools such as
policy-based loans and master plans of urban planning within which risks were institutionalised
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through a piecemeal process and risk management activities were simultaneously extended to
these institutions.
On the contrary, in the case of China, rather than institutionalising risks, the Chinese
contingent has been likely to institutionalise regulatory discretionary power through certain
state institutions whose original functions and mandates were far from infrastructure policy
domains. As elaborated in the case of the friendship projects that took shape in the going-out
period (Chapter 6), Chinese SOEs consolidated their alliances with a group of domestic
fractions of capital such as well-connected Indonesian SOEs and political blocs including but
not limited to the presidents and key line ministries. The alliances made ODA-alike project
financing more cohesive through a distinct informal institution that I term “state-executive
bilateralism”. Within this state-executive bilateralism, managing risks were equivalent to
solidifying the discretionary power of high-level government officials, including the
Indonesian president. Likewise, in the contemporary period, while Chinese BRI-linked forms
of financing were enforced through a semi-institutionalised regulatory complex, it did not
necessarily imply that risks were increasingly institutionalised. As evidenced in the case of the
JBHSR, what has been rather apparent is the semi-institutionalised regulatory complex
institutionalised discretion of key state actors, such as the Coordinating Minister for Maritime
and Investment Affairs, Luhut Pandjaitan, resulting in institutions being controlled by the state
actor producing certain legal conditions that were more malleable for Chinese B-to-B.

8.4 Rescaling governance
Unlike existing accounts, this thesis emphasises the links between state transformation
and the politics of scale, allowing for explaining and comparing the processes through which
Chinese and Japanese-led financing governance is historically reproduced in Indonesia. As
highlighted in empirical chapters, financing governance is fluid, malleable, and contingent
upon relations between social forces which take shape alongside the transformation of the state.
The regulatory complex does not take shape in a ‘fixed’ scale, but it involves the reproduction
of scales which means that there are scalar effects within the financing governance that is
structured upon it. Therefore, comprehending financing governance means that we move
beyond the ubiquitous preoccupation with assessing policy output (dysfunctional/non-market
approach or functional) and nature of institutions (good or bad governance) to examining how
variegated regulatory complexes brought with them different scalar effects to financing
governance structure.
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As shown throughout Chapter 5 and Chapter 7, decentralisation in post-democracy
Indonesia has resulted in the dividing of classes internally alongside the national border and
changed the balance of power and interests among different scales of government. In terms of
the Japanese diffuse regulatory complex, as apparent in the case of MPA Jabodetabek and the
Batang power plant, financing politics further shaped the regulatory form of the Indonesian
state. In this respect, the Indonesian state with the supposed regulatory capacity to subordinate
to the market now performed regulatory tasks with the aim to ensure access and resources for
the Japanese coalition to get the targeted project off the ground and maintain ‘bankability’.
While this regulatory capacity was taken under CMEA and MoF through which Japanese
alliances rearticulated their interests, such institutional configurations had scalar dimensions.
The national-based institutions including CMEA and key line ministries now acted as the scale
manager which redistributed risks albeit unequally and made specific concessions to the
interests of other emerging groups like sub-national governments who might not stand to fully
benefit from Japan-financed projects. One important point to note here is that this perpetuates
the effects of a regulatory complex of PPP during the Soeharto era. As illustrated in the Paiton
Project (Chapter 4) all financing deals were centralised at the national scale making nationalbased institutions including Bappenas and the Ministry of Mines and Energy – which at the
time was associated more with nationalist elites and the Ministry of Finance – dominated by
liberal- technocrats to collaborate to produce effective fiscal and monetary tools essential for
Paiton as the first PPP project in Indonesia.
Compared to Japan, the semi-institutionalised nature of the Chinese regulatory complex
created new boundaries of power in Indonesia which carried significant implications on the
regulatory incoherence at varying scales. As we can already see in the case of JBHSR (Chapter
7), the semi-institutionalised regulatory complex was well placed by a national-based state
institution, namely the CMMI which stood at the nexus of Chinese SOEs, Indonesian SOEs,
and key Indonesian political forces. As is explained, it was through the CMMI that tensions
between the intra-capitalist class as well as among broader social forces were managed. The
CMMI itself also became the place for the political articulation of Chinese SOEs and
Indonesian SOEs, pursuing certain strategies of financing including the provision of state
capital injection, state guarantee, land acquisition mechanisms, and the like that would
otherwise be impossible in the typical case of a ‘purely private project’. The dominance of the
‘national’ scale further reshaped the developmental function of the state in many ways, making
the project sustainability seen as representing ‘national interest’ and farming out sovereign
functions of the state to Indonesian SOEs. More interestingly, while the national scale is
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important to infrastructure financing, Chinese regulatory complexes have been attributed to the
reorganisation of state capacities territorially and functionally on varying scales. This has led
to the empowerment of non-traditional infrastructure institutions such as provincial-based
fiscal agencies or new local specialised committees, thereby reconciling differently-scale
governance arrangements. In this way, unlike Japan, the Chinese regulatory complex was more
malleable in terms of scale, incorporating state institutions at sub-national scales from which
broader compromises between wider social forces were achieved and key policies ensued.

8.5 Limitations and future agenda
The empirical findings of this research extend the geographic and comparative research
of the current study that infrastructure financing, be it led by Japan or China, after all, resembles
a development project which is inextricably conflict-ridden. Variegated forms of infrastructure
financing are embedded within complex realities of social and political power structures in host
countries and enforced by regulatory complexes over time. Intrinsic to the regulatory complex
is that there is a fine line between risk management and conflict management for which both
may be locked in the same institutional frame within a given period. Within this institutional
frame, negotiated compromises among forces take shape – who gets what, when, and how.
This regulatory complex is indeed the everyday spaces and practices wherein different levels
of power, ideas, and interests are contested and enacted.
There are, however, limitations to the argument presented by this thesis. First, while
this research focuses on unpacking historically-situated social class forces and alliances in
infrastructure financing, the categories of the class itself and analysis of class presented here
remain limited to capitalist forces, political elites, and civil society groups and have not focused
on other social classes such as labour that has played a critical role in the infrastructure domain.
Second, the thesis only focuses on Chinese and Japanese infrastructure financing governance
in Indonesia. Further comparative research could reinforce the theoretical framework offered
by this thesis. Comparative studies that include different segments of capital in other Southeast
Asian countries or African countries where Chinese influences are greater, can also contribute
to comprehending the entire ‘process’ of financing governance and the contingent pathways of
how modes of financing are reshaped by the different forms of alliances and social forces. As
social forces are historically-informed, it is important to note that the nature of these alliances
might be distinct from that in Indonesia and a regulatory complex of similar financing
mechanisms such as B-to-B might also transform the functions of the host state in different
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ways. Third, while the thesis also takes politics of scale into account, the analysis regarding the
mechanisms used by capitalist classes and their allies to rescale governance still takes a bird’s
eye view and puts the emphasis more on the historical change of scale relations. The degree to
which further rescaling takes shape in a particular project, for example, the Jakarta-Bandung
HSR which has not yet fully operated to date forms one possible future research agenda
emanating from this study.
Despite these limitations, the framework developed in this thesis has a relevance that
extends beyond Indonesia as well as the politics of Chinese-led and Japanese-led infrastructure
financing. As we can already see, political forms of infrastructure financing – ODA, B-to-B,
PPP, and other specified construction schemes – have always been variegated and their
implementation has been uneven across time and space. Rather than serve as a mere financing
scheme in a technical sense, they are regulatory strategies in nature that are structured upon
different social forces, ideologies, and interests. The persistence of ideas of regulatory complex
and the ideological interplay poses interesting questions for the future analysis of infrastructure
financing, including but not limited to green infrastructure which has gained currency over the
past few years. The ideas can also contribute to wider critical development studies in
infrastructure, such as the politics of ‘project de-risking’ (Gabor, 2020), and complement other
theoretical propositions on the internationalisation of Chinese capital, for example, China’s
role in the consideration of complex local realities (Klinger, 2020; Mohan, 2021; Oliveira &
Myers, 2020), BRI’s influence on spatial reconfiguration (Lin et al., 2019; Murton, 2021) , and
the reterritorialising effects of Chinese capitalism (Schindler & Kanai, 2019; Apostolopoulou,
2021). By applying this framework, we can also make sense of politics in other development
projects, in particular countries such as special economic zones, state-building initiatives,
economic corridor projects, and the like.
A well-known Chinese proverb says, “If you want to get rich, build a road first” (yao
xiang fu xian xiu lu). This indeed has been a fair way of representing China’s miraculous
economic development with heavy investments in infrastructure as well as China’s
counterclaims on Western-led development programs which long neglected much-needed
infrastructure in developing countries. This thesis is a rebuttal to such a simplistic mindset of
development. Investing in infrastructure is not as simple as building roads which lead to the
prosperity of host countries. As the thesis shows, building a road – either led by Japan or China
– means generating new conflicts, interests, and social forces. While that ‘road’ may lead to
positive spill over effects on economic growth, underneath lie forms of financing that unevenly
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redistribute risks and benefits among different social groups. If you want to build a road, build
an alliance and expect conflict.
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Appendix A – Japanese policy-based loans in post-1998
Indonesia
Project
Name

Year of
approval

Development
Policy Loan (DPL)
1

2005

Amount
(million
yen)
10,794

DPL 2

2006

11,729

DPL 3

2007

11,777

DPL 4

2008

22,080

DPL 5

2009

9,293

DPL 6

2010

8,997

DPL 7
DPL 8
IRSDP 1

2010
2013
2006

8,391
15,490
400 (by
ADB)

IRSDP 2

2007

280 (by
ADB)

Agreed policy actions (infrastructure related)

Executing Agency

• Strengthen non-bank financial institutions
• Develop a medium-term plan for infrastructure
development that encourages PPPs
• Clarify legal status of local government-controlled
corporations
• Improve business environment and continue to develop
financial sector safety net
• Risk management functions to be fully operational
• Implementation of supporting documents related to new
investment law
• Streamlining of investment process
• Prepare detailed rules pertaining to the Investment Law
• Study appropriate custom tax rates and other import
regulations by a customs tax task team.
• Establish bureau to promote the implementation of
PPPs.
• Improve sound fiscal policy to reduce the effects of the
2008 financial crisis
• Reform the areas of macroeconomic stability,
investment climate, and tackle public corruption

Ministry of Finance

• Improve public procurement system and complete the
basic Procurement Law
• Improve bidding mechanisms for PPPs
• Improve budgeting system
(mostly follow up on the policy actions in DPL 4-6)
(mostly follow up on the policy actions in DPL 4-6)
• Revise presidential regulation regarding private
investments in large-scale infrastructure projects
• Improve policy and legal framework for private
investments in infrastructure including but not limited to
land acquisition mechanism
• Improve sound risk management framework and wellstructured public and private sector long-term financing
modalities
• Establish permanent risk management unit to evaluate
proposals for Government support for PPP projects.
• Allocate the settlement funds required for the import of
general commodities into Indonesia
• Formalise ministerial regulations for the adoption of
master plan in the power and telecommunication sector
• Promote PPPs in the electric power and transportation
sectors and establish the National Committee for the
Acceleration of Infrastructure Provision
• Establish revolving fund for land acquisition
• Formulate consistent public service obligation (PSO) in
the energy sector

Ministry of Finance

Ministry of Finance

Ministry of Finance

Ministry of Finance,
Coordinating Ministry
of Economic Affairs

Ministry of Finance

Ministry of Finance
Ministry of Finance
Bappenas

Bappenas

Source: compiled by the author, from JICA (2009), Shimamura & Wakasugi (2009), and
ADB (2017)
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Appendix B - Japan’s STEP Loan Projects in Indonesia

Source: JICA ODA Loan Project Data

Appendix C – Japanese-financed IPP projects in Indonesia
No.
1

Project
Sponsor
Batang coal-fired power project
J-Power, Itochu, Adaro
(USC technology)
2
Tanjung Jati B (re-expansion)
Sumitomo Corp, Kansai Electric,
coal fired power project (USC
PT United Tractors (Astra
technology)
subsidiary)
3
Rantau Dedap Geothermal IPP
Marubeni, Engie, Supreme Energy
Project
4
Muara Laboh Geothermal Power Sumitomo Corp, Engie, Supreme
Project
Energy
5
Expansion of Cirebon coal-fired Marubeni, Indika Energy, Samtan
power project (USC technology) and Korea Midland Power
6
Java 1 Gas-fired power project
Marubeni, Sojitz, Pertamina
Source: compiled by author from JBIC’s data (2019).
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Guarantee
IIGF
BVGL
BVGL
BVGL
BVGL
-

Appendix D - List of Power Plants under the Fast Track
Programme Phase 1
No.

Power Plant

EPC Contractor

Province

1
2
3

Labuan
Rembang
Indramayu

Banten
Central Java
West Java

4

Paiton

East Java

1x660

5

Suralaya

East Java

1x625

6
7
8
9

Pacitan
Pelabuhan Ratu
Teluk Naga
Tanjung Awar-awar

East Java
West Java
Banten
East Java

2x315
3x350
3x315
2x350

10

Adipala

Central Java

1x600

11

Pangkalan Susu

North Sumatra

2x220

12

Riau Island

2x7

13
14

Tanjung Bale
Karimun
Meulaboh
Bengkalis

Aceh
Riau

2x110
2x10

15
16

Selat Panjang
Bengkayang

Riau
West
Kalimantan

2x7
2x27.5

17

Asam-Asam
Pulau Pisang

South
Kalimantan
Central
Kalimantan

2x65

18
19
20

Teluk Sirih
Tarahan Baru

West Sumatra
Lampung

2x112
2x100

21

Belitung 3

Bangka
Belitung

2x30

22

Belitung 4
Gorontalo
Amurang
Kendari

26

Bamu

Bangka
Belitung
Gorontalo
North Sulawesi
Central
Sulawesi
South Sulawesi

2x16.5

23
24
25

27

Bima

Chengda + Truba Jurong
Zelan + Tronoh + Priamanara
Sinomash + China National Electric
Engineering Company (CNEEC)+ PT Penta
Adi Samudra
Harbin Power Engineering + Mitra Selaras
Hutama Energi
China National Technical Import and Export
Corporation (CNTIC) + Rekayasa Industri
Dongfang Electric + Dalle Energy
Shanghai Electric + Maxima Infrastructure
Dongfang Electric + Dalle Energy
Sinomash + CNEEC + PT Penta Adi
Samudra
CNTIC + Shanghai Electric + PT Cahaya
Mulia Energi Konstruksi + Bairagraha
Sentranusa
Guangdong Power Engineering Corp + PT
Nincec Multi Dimensi + PT Bagus Karya
Shangdong Machinery Import/Export Corp
+ PT Rekadaya Electrika
Sinohydro Corporation Ltd
PT Modako Enersys + PT Kelsri + PT
Angkasa Buana Cipta + Guangdong
Machinery I&E Co. Ltd
PT Boustead Maxitherm Industries
PT Indo Fuji Energi + Guangdong
Machinery I&E Co. Ltd + PT Persada Inti
Energi + PT Advance Technology Indonesia
PT Wijaya Karya + Chengda Engineering
Corporation of China
China National Heavy Machinery Corp + PT
Shangdong Electric Power Construction +
PT Mega Power Mandiri
CNTIC + Rekayasa Industri
PT Adi Karya + Jiangxi Electrical Power
Design Institute
PT Truba Alam Manunggal Engineering +
China Shanghai Corporation for Foreign
Economic & Technological Corporation
PT Poeser Indonesia + Shangdong
Machinery & Equip I/E Group Corp
PT Meta Epsi
PT Wijaya Karya
Shangdong Machinery Import/Export Corp
+ PT Rekadaya Electricka
Hubei Hongyuan Engineering Co.Ltd + PT
Bagus Karya
PT Modaco Enersys + PT Kelsri + PT
Angkasa Buana Cipta + Guangdong
Machinery I & E Co. Ltd

Capacity
(MW)
2x300
2x315
3x330

Nusa Tenggara
Barat

2x10
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2x60

2x25
2 x 25
2x10
2x50

28

Lombok

PT Barata Indonesia

29

Ende

30

Kupang

31

Tidore

32

Jayapura

Shangdong Machinery I&E Corp + PT
Rekadaya Electricka
PT Poeser Indonesia + Shangdong
Machinery & Equip I/E Group Corp
Shangdong Machinery Import/Export Corp
+ PT Rekadaya Electricka
PT Modern Widya Technical + PT Boustead
Maxitherm Industries
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Nusa Tenggara
Barat
Nusa Tenggara
Timur
Nusa Tenggara
Timur
North Maluku

2x25

Papua

2x10

2x7
2x16.5
2x7

Appendix E - Chinese and Japanese Bidding Proposal for the
Jakarta-Bandung High Speed Railway
Total cost
Indonesian government position
Financing scheme

China
U$ 5.5 billion
No state guarantee or state budget
B-to-B deal
25% equity, 75% loans from CDB
40-year loan period with 10-year
grace period

Interest rate

Japan
U$ 6.2 billion
Government guarantee (50% of
the project value) and state budget
G-to-G deal
75% concessional loans from
JICA, 25% state budget
40-year loan period with 10-year
grace period
100% Yen, 0.1% interest per year
(government loan)

60% U$, 2% interest per year
40% RMB, 3.46% interest per
year
Construction
Excavation 16.6 km
Excavation 24.22 km
Landfill 40.5 km
Landfill 34.58 km
Raised 70.5 km
Raised 39.2 km
Tunnels 22.9 km
Tunnels 42.14 km
Railway track
105.5 km of track
140.14 km of track
Route: Gambir – Gedebage 8
Route: Dukuh Atas – Gedebage 5
stations
stations
Speed
350-380 km per hour
320 km per hour
Ticket price
U$ 14.8
U$ 14.8
Time frame
Begin construction 2016
Begin construction 2017
Completed 2018
Completed 2019
Operational 2019
Operational 2021
Source: “Akrobat Proyek Kereta Cepat” [The Acrobat of High-Speed Train Project], Tempo Magazine, 14
February 2016.
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Appendix F- List of Respondents (quoted in the thesis)
No.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17

18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28

Organisational Background
and position
Japanese trading company
former director
JBIC representative
Japanese academics and
policy advisor
Japanese business association
representative
Japanese trading company
former director
Former JICA official
Japanese trading association
representative
Japanese trading company
general manager
Japanese trading company
deputy general manager
Japanese trading company
vice president
Japanese trading company
president director
JICA representative
Japanese trading company
former director
Japanese academics and
policy advisor
Japanese academics and
policy advisor
Indonesian-based journalist
Indonesian Committee for
Acceleration of Priority
Infrastructure Delivery
representative
Indonesian consulting
company partner
Indonesian Ministry of Energy
and Mineral Resources
representative
Coordinating Ministry of
Maritime Affairs and
Investment
Former Indonesian Minister
for Energy and Mineral
Resources
Indonesian company director
Indonesian consulting
company partner
Indonesian Ministry of
Transportation representative
Indonesian lawyer
Indonesian-based Greenpeace
member
Indonesian government
official
Chinese government official

Name (code)

Date of Interview

Place

0101D

21 January 2019

Jakarta

0101E
0106A

30 January 2019
10 June 2019

Jakarta
Tokyo

0107B

11 July 2019

Tokyo

0107K

31 July 2019

Tokyo

0108A
0108L

31 August 2019
2 August 2019

Tokyo
Tokyo

0108P

14 August 2019

Tokyo

0108Q

14 August 2019

Tokyo

0108T

1 August 2019

Tokyo

0108U

1 August 2019

Tokyo

0108V
0109N

6 August 2019
6 September 2019

Tokyo
Tokyo

0109F

30 September 2019

Tokyo

0111A

25 November 2019

0201C
0201E

28 January 2019
23 January 2019

Written
communication
Jakarta
Jakarta

0201F

24 January 2019

Jakarta

0202B

5 February 2019

Jakarta

0202D

6 February 2019

Jakarta

Purnomo Yusgiantoro
(0202G)

19 February 2019

Jakarta

0203D
0205B

12 March 2019
14 May 2019

Jakarta
Jakarta

0207B

12 July 2019

Tokyo

0206A
0208G

10 June 2021
30 August 2020

Online
Online (zoom)

0211B

1 November 2021

Online (zoom)

0303B

22 March 2019

Guangzhou
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29
30
31
32
33
34

Chinese SOE representative
Chinese SOE representative
Chinese academics and policy
advisor
Chinese business association
representative
CDB representative
Chinese SOE representative

0304C
0304H
0304J

18 April 2019
8 April 2019
19 April 2019

Beijing
Guangzhou
Beijing

0309D

14 September 2019

Hong Kong

0309E
0309F

12 September 2019
11 September 2019

Hong Kong
Hong Kong
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